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THE ROLE OF FEDERAL TAX POLICY IN STIMULATING
CAPITAL FORMATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

TUESDAY, JULY 12, 1977

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC GROWTH

AND STABILIZATION
OF THE JOINT EcoNO-i-c COrMrITTEE,

Washington, D.A.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room

1202, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Bentsen (cochair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Bentsen.
Also present: William A. Cox, Thomas F. Dernburg, Kent H.

Hughes and Katie MacArthur, professional staff members; Mark
Borchelt, administrative assistant; and Charles H. Bradford, M.
Catherine Miller, and Mark R. Policinski, minority professional staff
members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BENTSEN, COCHAIAN

Senator BENTSEN. This hearing will come to order.
This morning the Joint Economic Committee's Subcommittee on

Economic Growth and Stabilization begins a series of hearings on
the role of Federal tax policy in stimulating capital formation and
economic growth.

We will be looking for ways to reform our tax laws in order to en-
courage greater savings and investment in our economy. For some
time now we have actually seen a penalty on savings in this country.

We have seen a situation where our language has changed over the
years and, now, we are seeing words used that sometimes I feel are
put in for political objectives. One classification we call earned income
and another one for a long time was called unearned income.

That referred to things like investment income, interest on savings
accounts. But the term "unearned" seems to have a connotation as
though it is something not deserved, as though it is a windfall, as
though it is soiled.

That is the kind of attitude I think we have to change in this country
if we are going to have capital formation, if we are going to encourage
prudence and frugality in order that we may have capital for the
future out of savings accounts.

At the same time, we will attempt to design our reforms in ways'
that simplify our Tax Code 9nd that make it more equitable.
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During the next year and a half, both the administration and Con-
gress will be undertaking the difficult task of formulating a major
tax reform bill. To be successful, this will require considerable co-
operation between the executive and legislative branches. In addition,
it will require a great amount of input from a broad spectrum of ex-
perts at hearings such as these.

Previous tax reform has often been of a piecemeal nature. The goal
of the 95th Congress should be to avoid piecemeal reform and to enact
a comprehensive bill. In particular, the interactions between the va-
rious provisions should be carefully studied and appraised, before the
overall package is adopted.

One of the primary objectives of tax reform must be to stimulate
economic growth. In particular, we must attempt to create an environ-
ment in which an individual with an innovative idea can obtain the
financing to start a new venture, and not be obstructed by a set of tax
laws that discriminate against new businesses. Tax law should foster,
not obstruct, the formation of the "new IBM" or the "new Xerox,"
since this is vital to the promotion of innovation, competition, and
economic growth.

Our present tax laws are clearly deficient in this respect. Today a
rock or country singer can make millions of dollars a year and be re-
quired to pay only a 50-percent tax rate.

In contrast, an entrepreneur who starts a new business may be faced
with a 70-percent tax rate on his investment income, together with
strict limitations on the amount of interest he can deduct.

Many complaints are heard that it is becoming more difficult to suc-
ceed today in America because of increasing amounts of federally re-
quired paperwork and proliferating regulation.

If the entrepreneur succeeds despite the administrative obstacles
thrown up by the Federal Government, he may still fall prey to a sys-
tem of taxation that is often a deterrent to entrepreneurship and
initiative.

A major objective of tax reform must be tax simplification. Our Tax
Code totals 1,100 pages. Related tax regulations account for many
thousands of additional words and the Federal Tax Reporter runs to
14 volumes. Nearly one-half of all taxpayers now obtain outside as-
sistance to complete their tax returns.

Substantial numbers of the short-form 1040-A tax returns contain
errors in the computation of the standard deduction and the general
$35 tax credit.

Significant steps toward simplifying the individuals income tax re-
turn were made in the 1977 Tax Reduction and Simplification Act.
The new law provides for a new set of tax tables from which 96 per-
cent of taxpayers will be able to look up their tax.

The personal exemption, general tax credit, and the standard de-
duction will be built into these tax tables, so that only 4 percent of
taxpayers will have to make these computations. In addition, the re-
visions in the standard deduction will increase the number of persons
who use the standard deduction from 69 percent of all taxpayers to
75 percent.

More must be done. High taxes already impose a severe burden on
the average American family. The burden of hiring an outside tax re-
turn preparer should be removed for the average taxpayer.
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In addition, our tax laws and tax forms must be substantially simpli-
fied for smaller enterprises. Small businesses, especially "mom and
pop" operations, must fill out numerous reports which can amount to
as many as 52 tax forms in a single year.

This kind of Federal forms pollution must be eliminated. Further-
more, small businessmen lack the money to hire sophisticated tax law-
yers and accountants and are simply unable to take full advantage of
many existing tax provisions. We must enable smaller firms to utilize
existing tax incentives to the same extent as larger firms.

A third major objective of tax reform is to insure that all high in-
come taxpayers pay their fair share of taxes. Our tax collection sys-
tem-which is the envy of most other nations-is one of voluntary
self -assesment.

The continued success of our tax system depends upon public con-
fidence that our tax laws are fair. It is essential that the public per-
ceives that our tax laws are fair if we are to continue to maintain our
highly successful tax collection system.

For example, advertisements are currently running in periodicals
promoting investments in a rock record as a tax shelter for the individ-
ual investor. The existence of real tax abuses damages public confidence
in our tax laws.

The task of balancing the competing objectives of capital formation,
tax simplification and tax equity is a very difficult one. But, that is the
task to which this hearing is addressed.

This morning we are very fortunate to have three of the Nation's
most knowledgeable tax experts to be our leadoff witnesses at this ser-
ies of hearings.

I welcome former IRS Commissioners Donald Alexander, Mortimer
Caplin, and Sheldon Cohen.

Commissioner, we will start with the "A's."

STATEMENT OF DONALD C. ALEXANDER, FORMER COMMISSIONER,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a prepared
statement which I won't read but I would request that they insert
it in the record.

Senator BENTSEN. Without objection, it will be placed in the
record.

Mr. AiEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, you asked us to discuss tax equity,
tax simplification, and capital formation. As the most recently de-
-parted Commissioner, I would like to state that I think efforts to
achieve perfect equity have resulted in much inequity in our law
through vastly increasing the complexity of a law which, as you
pointed out, comprises more than 1,100 pages.

For reasons of equity, we have chosen to try to draw fine distinctions
and to create grandfathers, to limit these distinctions and these grand-
fathers and to make exceptions to these limitations. We have a legisla-
tive hodge-podge that apparently is going to be made more of one by
proposals such as a $300 credit lor electric vehicles other than snow-
mobiles and golf carts.
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I hope that things like this won't be added to the code. Instead, if
it is desirable and in the national interest to give $300 to each purchaser
of an electric vehicle other than a snowmobile and a golf cart, it should
be given to him directly by the agency in charge of the energy pro-
gram. Then that agency can report to Congress in this area as well as
others about how much it has given and for what purpose so that
Congress can evaluate whether the benefit to be served by these electric
cars, for example, is worth the cost to the public of the $300 payments.

The tendency to clutter the code has created problems in the past,
and we must check and reverse this course in the future.

You mentioned errors on tax returns. Returns for the tax year
1975 were processed in 1976. Individual tax returns in error in-
creased by about 3 million, and of the aggregate 7 million returns in
error, corrected at the IRS service centers, about 4 million, more than
half the total, involved errors against the taxpayer.

These errors were created by the introduction into the individual
tax returns of some complicated concepts designed, I am sure, to do
equity and designed, I am sure, to draw careful distinctions between
those considered deserving and those considered not.

But the result was a greatly increase burden on an already bur-
dened system. Many of these problems have been corrected, as you
pointed out, in the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977.
It is necessary to examine our tax law to see whether these fine dis-
tinctions and efforts to work perfect equity are worth the cost and
to see whether our tax system should be used as the means of attain-
ing any social and economic goals perceived to be worthwhile at the
time.

Our tax system contains too much in the way of verbiage already
inserted in the code for such purposes. I hope there will be a basic
simplification of the code and restraints on the type of thing that
has caused problems in the past including such retroactive increa-es
in the tax liability of large numbers of people as were contained in
the 1976 act.

Two examples of retroactive tax increases in 1976 are sick pay and
the foreign income exclusion. Both were reversed in 1977. This should
be avoided.

Turning to capital formation, Mr. Chairman, the disappointing
record of our country in recent years with regard to economic growth
and investment in productive equipment needs no repeating here.

The Congressional Budget Office has made an excellent study of
these problems, and other witnesses have discussed and will discuss
the issues with you. Recognizing the problems, how can they be cor-
rected in a way that simplifies rather than complicates the code.
corrected in a way that is equitable to the broad classes of taxpayers
involved, and corrected in a way that is basically neutralI

In my prepared statement, I discussed several methods of correc-
tion. First would be relieving unearned income of the stigma to
which you referred, Mr. Chairman, and I am delighted to see that
Seeretarv Blumenthal apparently feels about this as you do.

Then the search for tax shelters like the one you described, the
search which I find to my great disappointment highly prevalent
in New York, will no longer be as profitable to the promoters of
these unwise and unsound investments.
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Senator BENTSEN. I think the most effective thing we can do to cut
out tax shelters, is to see that investment income is taxed at 'the same
maximum rate as earned income. There are so many people that make
stupid economic deals because they say if the deal doesn't work out, the
Government is going to pay 70 percent of it.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is quite true. Much of my time since leaving
the Internal Revenue Service has been spent in analyzing some miser-
ably bad tax shelters and turning them down. Efforts are being con-
stantlv made in New York and elsewhere to get around the rules
Congress enacted last year.

Many bad investments are being foisted on the public. The pitch is
that if you lose, the Government pays 70 cents on the dollar. You have
a chaice of winning, and, furthermore, in the meantime, you can save
quite a bit of money that otherwise would go to Uncle Sam.

Lowering the 70 percent rate would be a major improvement. Per-
hiaps it would be wise to accompany this with some further tightening
1l) oi shelters.

As to capital formation, involved are both the double taxation of
dividends issue which has been discussed and debated much recently
and the fact that our income tax system doesn't work very well if we
have continuing inflation.

Capital recovery of productive plants and equipment is based on
historical costs and the concept of useful lives. Adjustments to the
investment credit and accelerated capital cost allowances, particularly
for Government-mandated nonproductive plant additions like pollu-
tion control facilities, would be a sound course to meet part of the
problem of capital formation created by the awkward workings of
our tax laws in an inflationary economy.

A reduction in the corporate rate, say from 48 percent to 45 percent,
should also be considered.

The problem of the disparity between the tax treatment of the rent
that a corporation pays people who lend it money and the rent the
corporation pays people who supply equity capital should be consid-
ered. In my prepared statement, I suggest that Congress consider the
adoption of a method of grossing up dividends for part of the corpo-
rate tax assumed to be paid with respect to those dividends, a flat per-
centage like many of our training partners have at this time and then
giving the stockholders a credit for this tax.

I think this would be preferable to allowing a corporate deduction
for dividends paid, particularly if, as has been suggested, a partial
tradeoff would be the treatment of capital gains as ordinary income.
Without some offsetting benefit of a major tax effect, treating capital
gains as ordinary income could have a very serious impact upon an
already damaged capital market.

What about capital losses? If thev are allowed against other income
in full, perhaps the revenue loss ma'y be too great, but surely the pres-
ent limitations of $2,000, $3.000 next year, are too low.

If capital losses are to be limited, then you need to have a definition
of capital assets in the code. Perhaps this can be a very narrow defini-
tion with all the artificial capital assets removed. But if capital gains
are to be taxed as ordinary income, then inflation comes into play.

If someone bought a share of stock for $100. 20 years ago, and sells
it for $200 today, there is no gain at all measured in terms of the true
value of money.
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What about indexing cost for this purpose alone, the purpose of
determining gains? This was suggested in the Treasury's January 17,
"Blueprints for Basic Tax Reforms."

I think it would be a sound idea to consider including cost if capital
gains must be taxed as ordinary income.

That completes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Alexander follows:]

PREPARED STATEMM" OF DONALD 0. ALEXANDER

My name is Donald C. Alexander and I am a partner in the New York and
Washington law firm of Olwine, Connelly, Chase, O'Donnell & Weyher. I am
appearing at the invitation to the subcommittee to discuss tax reform proposals
relating to capital formation and the basic issue of tax simplification. I am here
solely in my personal capacity, not on behalf of any client or my:former govern-
ment agency.

I. SIMPLnFICATION

As the most recently reparted Commissioner of Internal Revenue, I am deeply
concerned about the continuing success of a tax system based largely upon the
willingness of millions of taxpayers to comply with it. Voluntary compliance
calls for a belief on the part of taxpayers that the tax law is reasonably fair
and reasonably comprehensible and that tax administration is impartial and
reasonably effective. As Secretary Blumenthal aptly put it in his speech to the
Financial Analysts Federation on June 29: "The inability to understand what
the tax laws are, and the belief that there is money to be made through tax
planning and gamesmanship, undermine the confidence and trust that we require
for a system based primarily on voluntary compliance."

Our Internal Revenue Code has become too complicated to serve as a sound
vehicle for the imposition of a broadbased income tax. Not only is it more than
1,000 pages long, but the pages contain words of such a type and structured in
such a way as to defy the understanding of all but the most skilled, dedicated
and experienced tax practitioners. This should not be the case, and it need not be
the case.

It need not be the case if we at least recognize two principles. First. making
our system simple and understandable is more important than trying to attain
every social and economic objective perceived at the time to be worthwhile. Next,
the law should provide general rules but should not attempt to prescribe detailed
precepts for all possible situations, or draw fine distinctions to try to achieve
perfect equity in all conceivable circumstances.

Complexity Introduced in an effort to produce economic equity is itself an
equity. A facet of the latter problem is the habit of legislative compromise result-
ing in the creation of complicated grandfather clauses, exceptions to the general
rule, limitations on the exceptions, further exceptions to the limitations and fur-
ther limitations upon the further exceptions. The fact that we live in a compli-
cated society is a patently insufficient excuse for such a complicated tax law. The
same complicated society does not require us to use a thousand pages to express
the antitrust laws.

Therefore, let's at last make simplification a primary objective. This was done
to some extent in the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977. Snme of the
complexities on the 1976 Form 1040, which caused me to apologize to the Amer-
ican public for the difficulty of the return, have been eliminated from the Individ-
ual tax returns by reason of sound changes made in this Act. But some of the
energy tax proposals now before Congress step in precisely the wrong direction.
Examples are the proposed new credits for solar energy. wind energy and home
insulation. Perhaps even worse is the proposed credit for new personal electric
vehicles. If it is socially and economically desirable for the taxpayers of the
United States to award a $300 grant to easy of their number willing to buy an
electric vehicle, why not do it directly rather than through the tax system? If
there is a direct subsidy. Congress and the public can measure the outlays and
benefits and decide whether one is worth the other. The proposed garden tool
credit, contained for a time in the 1976 Tax Reform Bill, carried this concept to a
ludicrous extreme, and I hope that Congress will deal with the proposed energy
tax credits in the same way that it dealt with the garden tool credit.
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II. CAPITAL FORMATION

Since this hearing is dealing primarily with the problem of capital formation,
the remainder of my statement will briefly summarize my views on this com-
plex issue.

It is surely not necessary to repeat our disappointing record in recent years in
economic growth, productivity, savings and capital formation. The issue is
what to do about the problem and how to do it in a way that simplifies the tax
system. Part of the difficulty is the way our tax system operates to penalize
equity capital, but of probably greater magnitude is the fact that our present tax
system does not work very well in periods of continuing high inflation. A third
issue involves our top tax rates: are they too high?

It has been proposed in many quarters that the top individual tax rate of 70
percent be reduced to 50 percent. I think this is a very sound and overdue step
and that it would go far toward reducing the continuing wasteful drive to find
tax shelters. Very often these shelters are poor investments from the standpoint
of both the investor and the economy, and they tend to divert capital and
energy into unsound and undeserving schemes.

Our present tax system uses historical cost to determine depreciation and
similar allowances and gain or loss on sales. It is dependent on the supposition
that plant and equipment decline in value and wear out, but the dollar-the
measuring unit-remains stable. As we all know, however, the dollar has lost
much of its purchasing power, and control of inflation is not in sight. A system
of depreciation allowances based on cost will not provide a sufficient accumula-
tion of capital to replace plant and equipment at the end of its useful life in an
inflationary economy. To meet his problem fully, one might index depreciation
deductions or allow deductions based on replacement value. Simpler but less
exact methods include increases in the investment credit and, more important,
decreases in asset lives for depreciation purposes. Government-mandated non-
productive expenditures, such as pollution control facilities, should be expensed.
If the period for the recovery of cost is shortened, adverse Inflationary effects
are reduced and the credits and allowances plus residual values may roughly
compensate for Inflationary increases in costs of replacement and renewal.

Another sound proposal is a reduction in the top corporate tax rate. This step,
plus those described above should provide for somewhat greater accumulation
of capital in the corporations which produce most of our goods and services.

A further Issue is the question of double taxation of corporate dividends. Our
tax system allows a deduction to the corporation paying its investors for borrowed
capital but does not allow a deduction to the corporation paying its investors
for equity capital. Two parties are involved: the corporation which produces
goods or services and the investors who supply the capital necessary to such
production. A number of corrective proposals are under consideration and a
number of technical and other problems arise with respect to each.

Allowing a deduction for dividends would reduce the corporate tax and there-
fore benefit the corporation directly and Its investors indirectly. Providing for
partial integration of the corporate tax through treating a portion of the
corporate tax attributable to dividends as a withholding tax would give a direct
benefit to the investors and, therefore, make capital formation through equity
holdings more desirable and more competitive with debt capital. Particularly if,
as predicted by many, the present favorable treatment of capital gains may be
eliminated as a partial trade-off, it would seem advisable to provide a direct
benefit to the investors who would lose by such proposal. Without some direct
offsetting benefit to investors, the capital markets. weak as they now are, would
be severely buffeted by taxing capital gains as ordinary income.

The credit for corporate taxes might be a fixed percentage smaller than the
corporate rate and allowable without regard to the net U.S. tax rate paid by the
particular corporatec. Among other problems, tying the stockholder credit to the
rate actually paid would be greatly disruptive of present relationships between
corporations having special tax treatment, such as stock life insurance com-
panfes, and others. Moreover, the actual tax rate paid by a corporation may well
be in doubt until the conclusion of the corporation's audit, long after the stock-
holders have filed their returns and claimed their credits.

If capital gains must be treated as ordinary income, what happens to capital
loses? The logical course of giving taxpayers the right to deduct capital losses in
full would. I believe, result in large revenue losses. In the absence of some limita-
tions on capital losses, each taxpayer unlucky enough to invest in a so-called blue
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chip in the last bull market might find himself with his own tax shelter. Yet it
seems clear that the current statutory restrictions upon the allowance of capital
losses against ordinary Income are much too small-the limit is $2,000 in 1977
and $3,000 after 1977. Perhaps excess capital losses should be deductible at least
to the extent of $10,000 yearly. If there is to be a limitation on the deduction
of capital losses against other income, It would be advisable, of course, to obtain
and compare data at various levels to predict the extent of anticipated revenue
loss.

If capital losses are not to be deductible without limitation, then the Code must
continue to contain a definition of what are capital assets. Therefore, I don't fully
understand the suggestion that taxing capital gains as ordinary Income will
permit elimination of all the provisions of the Code relating to capital assets.
I hope. however, that the definition of capital assets for the purpose of limita-
tions on capital losses will be a narrow one and that the many types of artificial
or constructive capital assets will no longer be treated as such. Since the shoe
would )e on the other foot, the incentive from the part of lobbyists to push for
capital asset treatment would no longer be present.

Because of inflation, the treatment of capital gains as ordinary income may
simply be the imposition of a capital levy unless something is done to take into
account the decline in the value of the dollar. If. as suggested, limitations on
capital losses would require the Code to continue to have a definition of capital
assets, little additional complexity and considerable equity would be provided if
the Code contained a simple method of indexing cost to determine taxable gain.
Allowing the taxpayer to index his cost for the purpose of determining gain, if
any, on the sale would, I suggest, be a sound way to temper the otherwise serious
adverse effect on capital formation of taxing capital gains as ordinary income.
An analogy may be found In Section 3(c) (1) of H.R. 6715, The Technical Cor-
rections Bill of 1977.

Senator BIENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Alexander.
Mr. Caplin.

STATEMENT OF MORTIMER CAPLIN, FORMER COMMISSIONER,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Mr. C.pFAX. Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege to be here with you
today. I would like to submit my prepared statement for the record
and, then, cover the highlights.

Senator BE.XT,.N. All right, fine.
Mr. C.PLIrN. First, I will say I am pleased to join with my two fel-

low ex-oommissioners to participate in these hearings. The life of a
commissioner of Internal Revenue, it is said, is not a happy lot. There
are some bonuses, however. One is a development of a special sensi-
tivity on how our tax system works, and also on knowing where its
strength and weaknesses lie.

With this in mind, I would first like to commend President Carter
for embarking on the tax reform program. He has anpointed an ex-
traordinarily competent team in the Treasury and the IRS., and he
has bottomed his tax reform 'program on the praiseworthy principle
of fairness, simplicity and efficiency.

Of course, as we have found out over the years, these concepts often
conflict with each other. While it is a truism that there is nothing
new in taxation, it is important to the country that the ground be
replowed again to meet current conditions and demands.

At, the same time, frequent change in the tax laws has its price;
from the standpoint of compounding the taxpayers' burden of com-
pliance ,and the businessman's task of adjusting to new tax ground
rules. I think we have to be concerned about new revehiue laws, year
after year. with sharp changes.
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There should be some reasonable time lag between one major reve-
nue bill, say in 1976, and the next major revenue bill. Change adds
to complexity and it should not be undertaken unless it is meaning-
ful and only after the new proposals have been fully aired by all
interested groups.

I recognize that political pressures often evoke a desire for rapid
legislative action within tight time constraints. Congressmen are
elected for 2 years, Senators, 6 years, Presidents for 4 years, and there
is always a desire to complete a full project within a given timeilaii.

Significant tax changes, however, should not be made in such a
setting. A major proposal should be unveiled with as muh leadtime
as possible. Telegraph the tax program, let the public know, let them
fully understand the issues, let them participate in congressional hear-
ings, let them identify problem areas, and suggest possible solutions.

Too frequently, those of us who have served in the ivory towers of
Government have not appreciated the true impact on the businessman
or the individual taxpayer until we have aired these problems. Let
the public consider its impact and point out to us a lot of the pitfalls
that may be encountered.
" Also, when sharp changes are made in existing tax rules, Congress
should provide liberal transitional mechanisms before the new pro-
visions become effective. Often these tax rules have been a part of our
system for many years and in some cases people have made current
commitments or have changed their position in reliance on these exist-
ing rules.

In other cases, the rules have become so embedded in our economic
and social structure that they have consequences far beyond their im-
mediate tax effect: In pricing, marketing, general modes of operation,
financing of education, and other eleemosynary institutions, and the
like.

In that setting, it may be unwise to impose a legislative change that
is to be made fully effective immediately or retroactively.

I should say the 1976 Tax Reform Act contained sharp examples of
retroactive legislation which I felt were not wise from the standpoint
of relationship to the public, relationship to the business community,
and from the standpoint of sound tax policy.

Transitional rules, deferred effective aates, and other means of
gradual implementation are usually preferable. There could be oc-
casions when Congress regards a particular act as constituting such
an extreme tax abuse that it seeks to curb it immediately, or even
earl ier during the year of enactment.

One example of that was the contribution of publicpapers to chari-
ties that Congress was concerned about in 1969. It made the effective
date July 25 when it first announced it was dealing with the problem.

This should be regarded as the exceptional rule, adopted only after
deliberate consideration and timely notice to the-public.. You have asked us to comment on simplification. Obviously it is one
of the guiding principles in any tax reform program. To the extent
possible, tax laws should be understandable, simple to comply with,
simple to administer.

The public continuously demands simpler tax returns. But as we
know, these returns merely mirror the tax-haws. Unless we have basic
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changes in the tax laws themselves, we just cannot have a simple tax
return.

If you require four adjustments to make a medical deduction com-
putation, you have got to p.ut at least four lines, if not five, on the tax
return to carry out the wc.'ies of the statute.

The reasons for the present complexity are plain. One is the growing
complexity of our society.

Second, there is the variation in the forms of doing business.
Third, there is the tendency of legislatures to become overly en-

grossed in developing fine points of equity and in blocking every con-
ceivable avenue of avoidance. Then there is the addition year after
year of new tax provisions.

When controversial tax matters are at issue, simplicity is an almost
inevitable casualty of the legislative process. Powerful contending
interests make compromise essential and compromise adds to com-
plexity.

As an example, I refer to that simple section-and I say that in
quotes, "simple"--section 274, which was added to the code in 1962
to take care of travel and entertainment deductions. When it got
through the legislative mill, with all of the elaborate testimony, it
emerged as one of the most complex sections in the code. I am interested
that the new administration is going to make a second attempt to deal
with what we call the travel and entertainment problem.

Another cause of complexity is that we use our tax system more and
more to resolve social and economic problems. These new provisions
inevitably find their way into our tax forms and add to the difficulties
of the taxpayer and, I might say, the Internal Revenue Service.

I think the taxpayer has an interest in the Internal Revenue Service.
As an aside and as a former tax administrator, when I hear about a
proposed insulation credit, I just shudder.

I see the proliferation of attic playrooms throughout this country
in the name of insulation. I can just imagine IRS agents climbing up
the attic stairs to see whether or not there is truly insulation or
whether there is some nice woodwork installed on the wall.

I think this ought to be taken into account as Congress considers
the energy bill.

Congress should be mindful that we are administering a mass tax
system that raises revenue in the range of $300 billion year after year
and that figure will probably rise, and that everything possible should
be done to ease the burden of tax compliance.

As a practical matter, we should lean more on general averages and
accept some tax leakage as part of a workable tax system. Tax laws
that are easily understandable by the public and easily administered by
the IRS are essential to maintaining our tax system which has been
called a system of taxation-by confession.

We really rely on a strong tax system of this kind to meet our con-
tinuing revenue needs.

Let me talk about the minimium tax one moment, Senator. It is an
unbelievably complex provision. Perhaps it had an interim purpose,
but I hope that any program of tax reform will now involve its
repeal.

First, it is a misnomer. It is not a minimum tax at all. Rather, it is
an add on or penalty tax applied to certain taxpayers. I might say a
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much larger group of taxpayers-perhaps more than was intended-
is included under the new bill passed in 1976.

We have no true minimum tax. It is still possible today for many
Americans with large economic income and wealth to pay no tax at
all. 'here are still many of our citizens who are able to place them-
selves in this category despite the recent series of tax reform acts.

Now, let me next note that many of our statistical studies continue
to suffer because of the use of a wrong starting point. We have tended
to measure tax preference and tax avoidance by focusing on the con-
cept of adjusted gross income.

Look at all the studies in the past that talk about adjusted gross
income. The tax reform studies of 1969, for example, resulted in pub-
licizing that there were individuals with over $200,000 a year of ad-
justed gross income who paid no income tax, 155 taxpayers, said the
Secretary, and the headlines around the country screamed.

The truth is that thousands of people with real income in excess of
that pay no tax at all. Many wealthy individuals with large earnings
year after year show up with very low adjusted gross incomes, they
don't even get into the statistics. They are ignored.

They escape the statistical net on which tax reform has been based.
This is so because, despite economic income of highly significant
amounts, substantial preference income and deductions and credits
are already employed by them in the very computation of adjusted
gross income.

They take these deductions and credit as an adjustment to gross
income to get adjusted gross income. Consequently, they may show up
as zero adjusted gross income or in a minus category showing the loss,
and not be picked up in the statistics.

As a part of my prepared statement, I have attached a recent article
of mine, "Federal Income Tax Reform-1976 Style," which elaborates
on this.

If we are going to continue our attack on tax preferences, let us do
it directly by cutting back in whole or in part the advantages derived
from a particular tax pattern; not through the back door by a so-
called minimum tax but directly.

Also, if we are going to have a minimum tax, the lowest tax that a
person must pay as a price for citizenship in this country, let's do it
by having a true alternative tax.

In other words: (1) you compute your tax the regular way; (2)
then, you also compute -our tax by a percentage of your real economic
income as defined by Congress; and (3) you pay the higher of the
two figures.

In other words, in the regular way, a person might be a zero tax-
payer, but if you count back some of these preferences and determine
true economic income that Congress defines, you would then apply
a tax rate against that expanded income. It might not be the full tax
rate but some reduced rate.

Finally, if it is the individual with a large economic income who
concerns us, let us recognize that it is quite simple to incorporate a
wide variety of income producing actiiities.

We sometimes think of the corporate giants, but there are many
people out in the boondocks who incorporate their activities. And
we should not be giving free passage to arrangements merely because
they are in the corporate form.
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Now we did that during the 1976 Revenue Act in the minimum
tax. Hence, many people today with the help of advisers throughout
the country are shifting into the corporate form, and you can do this
in the tax-free way under the code. So you have these astute tax plan-
ners recommending that many proprietorships and partnerships incor-
porate to avoid the minimum tax. I just hope this will be taken into
account when the final legislation on the new bill is adopted.

It is a privilege for me to participate and I would be happy to
answer any questions.

[The prepared statement, with an attachment, of Mr. Caplin
follows:

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MORTIMER CAPLIN

I am pleased to join with two of my fellow ex-IRS Commissioners to participate
In these hearings. The life of a Commissioner of Internal Revenue, it is said,
is not a happy lot. One compensatory bonus is the development of a special
sensitivity to how our tax system works and where its strengths and weaknesses
lie.

With this in mind, I would like to commend President Carter for embarking
on a program to reform and strengthen our tax laws. He has appointed an extra-
ordinarily competent team in the Treasury and the IRS, and has bottomed his
tax reform program on the praiseworthy principles of fairness, simplicity and
efficiency.

PRICE PAID FOR CHANGE

While it is a truism that "Nothing's new in taxation," it is important to the
country that the ground be replowed again and again to meet current conditions
and demands. The process is a familiar and continuing one, calling for patience
and endurance and the creative use of tax principles.

Frequent change in the tax laws has its price-from the standpoint of com-
pounding the taxpayer's burden of compliance and the businessman's task of
adjusting to new tax ground rules. Change in itself adds to complexity, and
change should not be undertaken unless it is meaningful and only after the new
proposals have been fully aired by all interested groups.

Political pressures often evoke a desire for rapid legislative action within
tight time constraints. Significant tax change, however, should not be made in
such a setting. Major tax proposals should be unveiled with as much lead time
as possible-premitting the public to fully understand the issues, to participate
in congressional hearings, to identify problem areas and to suggest possible
solutions.

TRANSITIONAL RULES

When sharp changes are made in existing tax rules, Congress should provide
liberal transitional mechanisms before the new provisions become effective.
Often these tax rules have been a part of our revenue system for many years.
In some cases, people have made current commitments or changed their positions
in reliance upon them. In others, the rules have become so embedded in our
economic and social structure that they have consequences far beyond their
immediate tax effects--in pricing, marketing, general modes of operation,
financing of educational and other eleemosynary institutions, etc.

In that setting, It may be unwise to impose legislative changes that are to be
made fully effective immediately or retroactively. Transitional rules, deferred
effective dates, and other means of gradual implementation are usually pref-
erable. There could be occasions when Congress regards a particular act as con-
stituting such an extreme tax abuse that it seeks to curb it immediately-or
even earlier in the year of enactment.1 This, however, should be regarded as the
exceptional rule, to be adopted only after deliberate consideration and timely
notice to the public.

SIMPLIFICATION

Despite the difficulties involved, one of the guiding principles of any tax
reform program should be simplification.' To the extent possible, tax laws should

See 1969 Revenue Act amendment to Code (1 170(e), effective for contributions made
after July 25. 1969 (concerning certain letters, memoranda or similar property).

'Roberts, ot al., A Report an Oompi4eitv and the Income Tax, 27 Tax L. Rev. 327
(1972) ; W6odworth, Tax Simplification and the Tax Reform Act of 1969, 34 Law &
Contempt. Prob. 711 (1969).
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be understandable, simple to comply with, and simple to administer. The public
continuously demands simpler tax returns; but, as we know, these returns
merely mirror the tax laws, and basic simplification of returns requires basic
changes in our tax laws.

The reasons for the present complexity are plain: the growing complexity of
our society ; the variations in forms of busines enterprise; the tendency of legis-
lators to become overly engrossed in developing fine points of equity and in
blocking every avenue of avoidance; and the addition, year after year, of new
tax Drovisions.

When controversial tax matters are at issue, simplicity is an almost inevitable
casualty of the legislative process. Powerful contending interests make com-
promise essential, and compromise adds to complexity. Also, as we use our tax
system more and more to resolve specific social and economic problems, these
new provisions Inevitably find their way into our tax forms and add to the
difficulties of the taxpayer.

Congress should be mindful that we are administering a mass Income tax
system that raises revenue in the range of $300 billion year after year, and that
everything possible should be done to ease the burdens of tax compliance. As a
practical matter, we should lean more on general averages and accept some tax
leakage as the price of a workable tax system. Tax laws that are understandable
to the public and easily administerable by the IRS are essential to maintaining
a strong self-assessment tax procedure.

As Justice Robert Jackson once noted : 3 "That a people so numerous, scattered
and individualistic annually assesses itself with a tax liability, often in highly
burdensome amounts, is a reassuring sign of the stability and vitality of our
system of self-government." This system of "taxation by confession" depends
greatly on the good will and voluntary cooperation of taxpayers. Their con-
fidence in the fairness and uniform application of our tax laws is crucial. Un-
fairness, complexity, and abuse erode that confidence; and Congress must take
this into account as it considers new legislation.

MINIMUM TAX

With the foregoing in mind, I would hope that any new tax program will
involve the repeal of the "minimum tax" as we vow know it.

First, it is a misnomer. It is not a minimum tax at all. Rather, it is an add-on"
or penalty tax applied to certain taxpayers. In fact, we have no true minimum
tax; and it is still possible today for many Americans with large economic
income and wealth to pay no tax at all. There are still many of our citizens who
are able to place themselves in this category despite the recent series of tax
reform acts.

Let me next note that many of our statistical studies continue to suffer
because of a wrong starting point. We have tended to measure tax preferences
and tax avoidance by focusing on "adjusted gross income"-the 1969 tax reform
studies, for example, publicized that there were 155 individuals with over $200,000
of adjusted gross income who paid no tax. Yet many more wealthy individuals
and large earners, year after year, show up with very low adjusted gross income,
thereby escaping the statistical net on which tax reform has been based. This is
so because, despite economic income of highly significant amounts, substantial
preference items are already employed by them in the very computation of their
adjusted gross income. (As a part of this statement I am attaching my article,
Federal Income Tax Reform-1976 Style, which elaborates on this point.)

To illustrate, the computation of adjusted gross income is made on Form 1040
"above the line" by adding in, among other things, the net income or loss from
Schedules C, D, E and F: (1) profit or loss from a trade or profession (Schedule
C) ; (2) gain or loss on the sale or exchange of property (Schedule D) ; (3) profit
or loss from the rental of real or personal property, the leasing of mineral prop-
erty, and the operations of partnerships or Subchapter S corporations (Schedule
E) ; and (4) profit or loss from farming (Schedule F).

Losses which reduce adjusted gross income to little or nothing above the
line can thus be produced by first netting out the tax preference items on the
various schedules. For example, deductions for percentage depletion, intangible
drilling costs and depreciaton on buildings will be done on Schedules C or E.
Similarly, farm losses will be deducted on Schedule F; and one half of long-term
capital gains will be deducted on Schedule D. Of course, tax-exempt interest is
not reported at all.

'United States v. Kahriger, 345 U.S. 22, 36 (1953).
22-686--78-2
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DIRECT APPROACH

If we are going to continue our attack on tax preferences, let us do it directly
by cutting back in whole or in part the advantages derived from a particular
tax pattern. Also, If we are going to have a minimum tax-the lowest tax that
a person must pay as the price of citizenship in this country-let us do it by
having a true alternative tax. This would require payment of the higher of the
income tax computed in the normal way or some percentage of an individual's
real economic income as defined by Congress.

,Finally, if it Is the individual with large economic income who concerns us,
let us recognize that it is quite simple to Incorporate a wide variety of income-
producing activities; and no free passage should be given-as it was in certain
respects in the 1976 act-merely because these activities are conducted in cor-
porate form. Astute tax planners today frequently recommend the incorporation
of partnerships and proprietorships in order to use the tax advantages given
to corporations.

It is a privilege for me to appear before this Subcommittee, and I will be
glad to answer any questions that the Chairman and members may have.

Attachment.
FEDERAL INCOME TAX REFOBM-1976 STYLE 1

(By Mortimer Caplin)

About 200 years ago, Edmund Burke said: "To tax and to please, no more than
to love and be wise, is not given to men." In this same spirit, some view a good
tax as one paid by someone else, and tax reform as the easing of their tax burden
while adding to that of others. I say this not to be cynical, but to emphasize the
varying attitudes among us on what Is meant by "loophole closing" and "tax
reform."

SCOPE OF TAX REFORM PROPOSALS

How would this audience vote if we took a poll on such items as: (1) taxing
capital gain as ordinary income; (2) taxing municipal bond interest; (3) using
the same graduated rate structure for married and single Individuals; (4)
ending the $100 exclusion for dividends received by Individuals; (5) eliminating
the sick-pay exclusion and deductions for child care expenses; (6) ending medical
and casualty loss deductions; (7) disallowing current deductions for intangible
drilling costs and what remains of percentage depletion for small oil operators;
(8) repealing the special tax accounting rules for farmers; (9) taxing as income
any appreciation in the value of assets at the time of gift or death ;/(10) taxing
individuals on contributions to qualified employee and self-employed pension
plans and individual retirement accounts; (11) denying charitable deductions
entirely, or limiting them to the cost rather than appreciated value of donated
assets; (12) disallowing accelerated depreciation deductions for real estate
investments and equipment lease arrangements; (13) limiting business and in-
vestment deductions to amounts "at risk" by disregarding nonrecourse borrowings
in computing cost; (14) denying deductions for mortgage interest payments and
for state and local taxes?

What if by doing these things the government would maintain total income
tax collections at present levels, but you would cut your tax rates in half,
eliminate most recordkeeping and file a tax return of only two or three pages?
What if, under such a comprehensive tax program, your particular tax bill
would be about the same? What if it were increased slightly?

Not that I recommend that all these things take place at once, although there
are those that do. Rather, I point to them to illustrate the scope and variety of
current tax reform proposals, and to raise the practical political implications of
trying to get support for all or even some. Whether we are for or against a given
item depends so much upon our own circumstances, economic and social-
whether we have inherited wealth; whether we earn income as employees, execu-
tives or professionals; whether our income comes from investments; whether
we own a business and, if so, the kind; whether we are working mothers, aged,
sick, disabled, or the beneficiary of one of the many other preferences provided
for in the Internal Revenue Code. So much depends, too, upon our philosophy of
government, our view of the American free enterprise system, and our overall
value structure.

1Based on author's text for the Emanuel Saxe Distinguished Lectures, the Bernard M.
Baruch College, City University of New York, April 26, 197&.
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DEFINITION OF TAX REFORM

To many, tax reform and loophole closing suggest correcting the Internal
Revenue Code so as to eliminate errors, ambiguities and omissions which permit
wealthy people to avoid paying taxes. Yet, while some provisions of this type do
exist, they are comparatively few in number and short-lived. For whether it be
by the courts through judicial interpretations, or by the Congress through direct
legislative action, this handful of "unintended benefits" is normally corrected
over time. This is not the real stuff that tax reform is made of.

What concerns the tax reformer today is not the unintended, but the intended
preferential Code provisions-the special tax rates, credits, deductions, exemp-
tions, exclusions from Income, deferrals of tax liability-the special benefits or
preferences which deviate from the generally accepted norm for our income tax.
Critics describe them in a variety of ways: "benefits," "preferences," "subsidies,"
"'tax expenditures," "backdoor spending," or simply "loopholes." Their supporters,
however, justify them on much higher grounds: "incentive," "stimulant," "relief,"
"fairness" and "equity." A popular slogan for tax reform today is "capital
accumulation."

In the legislative arena, Congress is first faced with deciphering the rhetoric
of the various competing viewpoints. It then must weigh the testimony and data
before it in light of studies and recommendations of the Treasury Department
and the incumbent administration. And, inevitably, it makes a choice-or, as
more frequently happens, a compromise-in enacting specific tax legislation
which it concludes is best suited to the times.

BASIC TAX TENETS

Before examining current tax reform proposals I would like to list certain
principles that Congress is cautioned to keep in mind as it drafts tax legisla-
tion. Some have been eroded by exceptions and refinements; some at times con-
flict with others. Nevertheless, they are familiar guideposts and do provide a
good starting point for further discussion.

Tax neutrality: Revenue should be raised in such a fashion that the imposition
of the tax will not in itself cause the taxpayer to change his economic behavior,
that is, to invest in one type of business activity rather than another or to con-
duct his affairs in a particular form solely because of the tax.

Fairness and equity: All taxpayers should pay their fair share of taxes. To this
end all forms of economic income should be treated alike, without favoring one
form of realization of Ineome over another. Equal taxes should be imposed on
taxpayers at similar income levels (horizontal equity); and reasonable rate
differentials should be imposed on classes of taxpayers at different Income
levels (vertical equity).

Fiscal goals: The principal goal of our tax laws should be raising revenue
and, in the process, promoting economic growth and stability. We should be
highly selective before using our tax system to regulate conduct or to achieve
specific social and economic objectives; excessive use for nonrevenue ends has
led to complexity, higher rates, and charges of discrimination and unfairness.

Simplicity: Tax laws should be drafted so that, to the extent possible, they are
understandable to taxpayers and reasonably predictable In application. They
should be simple enough to permit both accurate compliance by taxpayers and
efficient and evenhanded administration by the Internal Revenue Service.

Self-assessment aspects: Our "do-it-yourself" or self-assessment tax system is
the most efficient in the world, and Congress must make every effort to strengthen
taxpayer confidence in its operation. This system of "taxation by confession"-
which through compliance alone accounts for some 97 percent of our tax collect
tions-depends largely on the good will and voluntary cooperation of taxpayer.
Unfairness, discrimination and abuse erode this confidence; and they must even
be rooted out and eliminated as new tax legislation Is considered. .

Almost as an annual rite, at the commencement of each Congressional tax re-
form hearing, invited tax experts testify on these tenets of taxation. It Is like
the visiting dignitary's pitch of the first ball on the opening day of the baseball
season: after the ceremonies, the players take their positions and the real game
begins. There are the usual betting odds on the probable outcome; but, under
-our democratic political system, the results are far from predicable. They depend
In large part upon the efforts and influence of the various protagonists and also
upon the recorded reactions of hometown voters.
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TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

Our last wave of tax reform actually dates back to 1968, when Congress re-
luctantly enacted an extra 10 percent income tax surcharge on American tax-
payers and, in the same breath, directed President Johnson to present a reform
package by year end. While the Treasury Department embarked on compre-
hensive studies. Lyndon Johnson was not persuaded that it was proper for the
Congress to direct the President to submit tax legislation; consequently, no
tax reform bill was sent to Congress. Instead, by letter to the Speaker of the
House of Rpresentatives dated December 31, 1968, the President formally ad-
vised the C2: cgress of the existence of the Treasury proposals but said that lie
would make -o recommendations as he was leaving office on January 20. In other
words, he hae. decided to give his successor a free hand on tax reform.

Ea~ly in Jani!ary 1969, however, outgoing Secretary of the Treasury Joseph
W. 1tirr roulsed public opinion by releasing some disturbing statistics and pre-
dicting a "taxpayer revolt" unless tax reform was soon forthcoming. He pointed
to 155 individual tax returns with adjusted gross incomes of over $200,000 a year
anl 21 returns with adjusted gross incomes of over $1,000,000 on which not one
cent in federal income taxes was paid. Barr's statement seized the newspaper
headlines nationwide and Congress found itself besieged with demands for cor-
rective action.

With this public outcry echoing continuously throughout the Capitol. a sweep-
ing law was enacted on December 30, 1969. Affected was almost every individual
and industry in the country-including private foundations, cooperatives and
financial institutions. The legislation was unbelievably complex; some 27 groups
of tax reform and a multitude of policy decisions were reflected in 255 pages of
new tax law and thousands of pages of committee reports and hearings. Never-
theless, two dominant goals are discernible in the legislation: (1) to make sure
that everyone pays "some" tax (in order to take care of Barr's 155 high-income
non-taxpaying Individuals): and (2) to narrow the gap between the tax on
capital gains and the tax on ordinary income.

Congress sought to achieve these two goals in a variety of ways. For one thing,
it made a partial head-on attack on a number of the highly-publicized tax shel-
ters-real estate depreciation, percentage depletion, capital gain livestock, farm-
ing. citrus groves, unlimited charitable deductions and private foundations. Not
that the alleged abuses were eliminated completely, but through a host of precise
albeit limited changes it made each a little less attractive, a little less profitable.

Beyond this, Congress took two additional steps:
First, it offered two carrots to discourage shelter-shopping: one, more liberal

rules for averaging income (including capital gains) over a five-year period;
the other, the imposition of a maximum tax of 50 percent on earned income.
It was thought that with only half of the earned income going to the government
and half retained by the individual, taxpayers would regard this as a fair trade-
off and would find it less attractive to engage in tax avoidance and tax minimiza-
tion plans.

Second, it wielded two sticks--to prevent total escape from the other tax-
catching sections and to penalize those who made excessive use of the tax prefer-
ence provisions: one, a 10 percent minimum tax on tax preference items; the
other, a limitation on the deductibility of "excess investment interest."

The 10 percent minimum tax was one of the most highly publicized provisions
of the 1969 Reform Act. Barr's 155 Individuals would now come a cropper. No
longer would any American escape the IRS tax net But, alas, as later history
and studies were to prove, it did not work.

Part of the problem was that Barr and the Treasury staff looked at the wrong
tax returns in making the analyses and judgments which led to the 1969 reforms.
They focused on individual returns with over $100,000 of "adjusted gross,
Income"--despite the fact that "adjusted gross income" is not an adequate
starting point for determining the relative importance of tax preferences. This
is so because substantial preference items may have already been employed In
the very computation of adjusted gross income; and it is a truism that many tax-
payers with extremely modest adjusted gross income have economic income of
highly significant amounts. (I had the opportunity to elaborate on this in the
Indiana Legal Forum, Fall 1970.')

2CaTlin, Minimum Tax for Tax Preferences and Related Reforms Affecting High Income-
Individuals, 4 Indiana Legal Forum 71 (1970).
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To illustrate, the computation of adjusted gross income is made on Form 1040
"above the line" by adding in, among other things, the net income or loss from
Schedules C, D, E and F: (1) profit or loss from a trade or profession (Schedule
C) ; (2) gain or loss on the sale or exchange of property (Schedule D) ; (3)
profit or loss from the rental of real or personal property, the leasing of mineral
property, and the operations of partnerships or Subchapter S corporations
(Schedule E) ; and (4) profit or loss from farming (Schedule F).

Losses which reduce adjusted gross income to little or nothing above the line
can thus be produced by first netting out the tax preference items on the various
schedules. For example, deductions for percentage depletion, intangible drilling
costs and accelerated depreciation on buildings will be done on Schedules C or E.
Similarly, farm losses will be deducted on Schedule F; and one half of long-
term capital gains will be deducted on Schedule D. Of course, tax-exempt interest
is not reported at all.

Beyond this initial error, only nine tax preference items were finally identi-
fied. Brisk lobbying efforts resulted in the elimination of four additional items
that had been originally considered: (1) Tax-exempt interest on state and local
bonds; (2) Appreciated portion of property contributed to charity; (3) Farm
losses resulting from special accounting methods; and (4) Intangible drilling
and development costs.

Finally, further softening of the minimum tax impact resulted from the
adoption of three limiting factors: a fiat 10 percent rate; a $30,000 exemption;
and a deduction for regular income taxes shown on the face of tax returns, with
a seven-year carryover for taxes not used to shield tax preference Income.

1973 TAX REFORM HEARINGS

Certainly by 1973, it was widely recognized that the minimum tax on tax
preference items was not achieving its goal. Treasury Secretary Shultz acknowl-
edged in his testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee on April 30,
1973, that "significant" numbers of taxpayers with large Incomes were paying
little or no tax. Congressman Reuss (Wisconsin) said it was "like a sieve" and
only a "love tap" tax. lie further characterized it as "a small admission fee" for
using tax loopholes, and no more than a "cosmetic solution" to fundamental
tax inequity.

More recently. Congressman Vanik (Ohio) and the staff of the Joint Commit-
tee on Internal Revenue Taxation published statistics illustrating the ineffective-
ness of the 1969 changes. Based on an analysis of 1973 federal income tax
returns, the figures demonstrated the following expansion of Barr's original
examples of 155 nontaxpaylng high-income Individuals:
Number of individuals Adjusted gross income
622 ------------------------------------ Over $100,000.
292 ------------------------------------ Between $200,000-$500,000.

54 ------------------------------------ Between $500,000-$1 million
24 ------------------------------------ Over $1 million.

7 ----------------------------------- Average $2.5 million.
In relesing this information, Congressman Vanik stated: "This Is only the tip
of the iceberg. . . . The Congress must devise a more equitable tax system to
insure that all Americans bear some proper support of their nation's activities."

The heart of the problem, according to Secretary Shultz in his 1973 testimony,
was "tax shelters": "A common characteristic of a tax shelter investment is
that it produces deductions and exclusion--particularly in the early years-
which may be used against other Income of the taxpayer. The result may be an
outright reduction in taxes, an indefinite deferral of tax, or a conversion of
ordinary income into capital gain." While he recognized that the tax rules in-
herent in tax shelters were intended as incentives, he noted that they were
having "a dangerously demoralizing effect on the operation of our revenue sys-
tem." This Is so, he said, because "it appears to most taxpayers simply to provide
a means by which the wealthy avoid the payment of income taxes."

The Treasury's suggested cure was to (a) limit the item s excluded from income,
(b) prevent distortions that result from the timing of deductions, and (c) bar
the sheltering of other income. To achieve this, the fol owing steps were recom-
mended: (1) repeal the minimum tax for individuals aad Subehapter S corpora-
tions; and (2) substitute two new provisions: (a) ininimum taxable Income
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(MTI) ; to deal with those tax items that are outright exclusions from income and
(b) limitation on artificial accounting losses (LAL) : to deal with those tax
rules that provide deferrals.

As these recommendations are the cornerstone of pending proposals now before
Congress, let us briefly examine these two new concepts in the form they were
recommended by the Treasury Department.

MINIMUM TAXABLE INCOME (MTI)

MTI is a true alternative tax, not a penalty or added tax; for the taxpayer is
called upon to pay the higher of two taxes, not both. It will prevent the combina-
tion of exclusions and itemized deductions from offsetting more than one-half of
a taxpayer's real economic income. In turn, every individual will be required to
pay on at least the balance.

This is accomplished in the following manners:
1. Four current income exclusions are added to "adjusted gross income": (a)

one-half of long-term capital gains; (b) bargain element of qualified stock options
at the time of exercise; (c) percentage deletion in excess of adjusted basis; and
(d) income earned abroad which is now excluded under Code section 911. (Two
obvious omissions are tax exempt Interest on state and local bonds and the ap-
precated portion of property gifts to charities.)

2. The resulting sum is called "expanded adjusted gross Income" (EAGI).
3. To get the "MNTI Base," deduct from EAGI the following: (a) $10,000 floor;

(b) personal exemnpti6ns; (c) casualty loss deductions exceeding 10 percent of
EAGI; and (e) investment interest and investment expenses (deductible under
Code section 212) to the extent of investment income.

4. Divide the MITI Base by two to get "minimum taxable income" (M1TI).
5. Apply the regular income tax rate structure against the greater of (a)

normal taxable income, computed as at present; or (b) MTI.
To repeat, the purpose of MTI is to tax at least 50 percent of an individual's

real economic income at regular income tax rates. And to achieve this, only 50
percent of his real economic income may be offset by exclusions and itemized
deductions.

In the reform bill passed by the House in December, 1975 (H.R. 10612), MTI
was rejected; the 1909 minimum tax was retained and the Treasury's LAL pro-
posal was adopted, both in strengthened form. Before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, however, Chairman Russell B. Long (Louisiana) indicated strong support
for the MTI approach, although it is doubtful that it will survive the Senate's
1976 mark-up of the bill.

LIMITATION ON ARTIFICIAL ACCOUNTING LOSSES (LAL)

As noted above, the Treasury's LAT. principle is contained in H.R. 10612, and is
under consideration by the Senate Fi iance Committee. Its aim is to require a
matching of deductions with related hicome, and thereby prevent the sheltering
of other income through earlier "artificial" deductions.

1. LAL achieves its goal by deferring any deduction which is "clearly asso-
ciated" with income to be received in future years. Among the Treasury's exam-
ples of deferment are the following: (a) intangible drilling and development costs
for oil and gas wells; (b) prepaid feed in cattle-feeding syndications; (c) acceler-
ated over straight-line depreciation for buildings; (d) accelerated over straight-
line depreciation for personal property under net leases; and (e) pre-opening
costs during the construction of realty, including interest, taxes, fees and
expenses.

2. None of these LAL deductions will be allowed until the property produces
income. In other words, deductions are matched with the same class of income to
which they relate; and they are allowed as offsetting deductions only when the
income is earned.

3. No offset against other Income-no sheltering-is permitted.
4. However, deferred LAL deductions are not abandoned. Rather, they are

placed in a "deferred loss account" and held in suspense for use in succeeding
taxable years.

5. They later become deductible against the first "net related income" realized
from the property; or on the sale or other disposition of the property to which
the deferred loss is attributable.
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LAL Is a complex accounting concept and there are many refinements and
details that need to be analyzed to fully understand its operations. The House
has elaborated on the concept significantly, and in many instances has tough-
ened its application. Needless to say, if LAL is finally enacted, it will put an
abrupt end to the practice of large year-end write offs, currently enhanced by
limited partnership syndications and non-recourse leveraging arrangements.

TIE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1975 (H.R. 10612)

After almost three years of deliberation and hearings, the House on December
4, 1975 passed the Tax Reform Act of 1975 (H.R. 10612). Some 700 pages in
length, the legislation vies with the 1969 reform act In its breadth and scope.
To tax reformers, the bill's sharp attack oi tax shelters Is Its most important
aspect.

The House approach is twofold: (a) to expand upon the Treasury's LAL
proposal and (b) to broaden the existing minimum tax.

LAL: In fine detail, the bill applies LAL to six types of operations: (1) real
estate; (2) farm operations (including breeding and feeding of livestock) ; (3)
natural resources (oil and gas) ; (4) movie shelters (including film purchase
and production company arrangement) ; (5) equipment leasing; and (6) sports
teams (players' contracts and franchises).

Beyond this, the bill places severe limitations on other types of shelter tech-
niques: deductibility of prepaid interest and nonbusiness interest, nonrecourse
financing, recapture rules, and use of syndicated limited partnership arrange-
ments.

As a whole, the LAL and related changes would seriously undermine the
attractiveness of most tax shelter investments.

Amendments to Minimum Tax: As a final touch, H.R. 10612 retains the mini-
mum tax on tax preference items but significantly strengthens its impact. This is
done by the following changes:

1. Rate: The penalty tax rate is increased to 14 percent (in lieu of 10 percent).
2. ExemptIon: The exemption is reduced to $20,000 (in lieu of $30,000) ; and, In

addition, the exemption is phased out dollar-for-dollar as the preference Income
exceeds $20,000-so that at $40,000 of tax preference Items there is no exemption.

3. Income Tax deduction: The bill eliminates the present deduction for in-
come taxes as well as the tax carryover provisions.

4. Tax preference items: New preference Items are added-(a) intangible
drilling costs for development wells; (b) itemized deductions In excess of 70
percent of adjusted gross Income; (c) accelerated over straight-line deprecia-
tion/amortization on all leased equipment; (d) interest and taxes du ri g con-
struction of realty; and (e) certain depreciation on players' contracts.

These changes alone are estimated to raise additional revenue of almost $1
billion a year. If adopted in conjunction with the LAL provisions, the promises
of the 1969 Revenue Act will more likely be fulfilled: i.e., that every citizen with
real economic Income will pay income taxes; and that the gap between the taxa-
tion of earned income and capital gain will be sharply narrowed.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING

The Senate Finance Committee Is nearing the end of its hearings on H.R.
10612. The bill's final form is difficult to predict, particularly because of Chair-
man Long's strong opposition to LAL and expressed Interest In MTI. Further
complications arise because this Is a Presidential election year and because, by
June 30, 1976, Congress must act If It is to extend the 1975 tax reduction provi-
sions that expire on that date.

Senator Long was believed to be committed to drafting tax reform legislation
by June 30, 1976. Recently he stated that this is not now possible; and he added:
"I am committed to passing a tax overall bill by the end of this Congress... I
am not wedding myself to a specific date." Before the Senate Budget Committee,
he also expressed doubt that the goal of $2 billion from tax reform legislation
Is attainable.

Almost every affected industry has testified before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee on the dire economic consequences that would follow enactment of LAL
and the amended minimum tax-as contained in H.R. 10612. Senator Long has
expressed his sympathy for the Industry arguments and, In fact, has urged them
to mobilize their lobbying efforts in the Senate. As he put it: "When the fur starts
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flying on the Senate floor, some of your members had better come back to town
and talk to some people."

In contrast, Senator Edward M. Kennedy (Massachusetts) takes a much more
aggressive view on tax reform: he fully supports LAL bnd has an overall program
which he estimates will raise $7 billion a year. Backed by at least 18 fellow
Senators, he promises to make an aggressive fight when H.R. 10612 Is discussed
in the Senate. As Senators Long and Kennedy each said to the other in a recent
interchange: "See you on the floor, Senator."

As the Senate Finance Committee enters its final legislative mark-up period,
some outline of the Senate 1976 tax reform legislation is beginning to suggest it-
self:

1. It is too late for tax reform legislation to be adopted by June 30. 1976;
hence, it will be necessary to extend the cutoff date of the 1975 tax reduction
provisions so as to leave time for final enactment of the reform bill.

2. Although MTI and LAL have a neat logic to them-treating exclusions
from income separately under MTI, and timing of "artificial" deductions sepa-
rately under LAT--they are unduly complex as a package and raise serious busi-
ness questions during a particularly uncertain stage in our economy.

3. A revised version of the 1969 minimum tax, blending portions of both MTI
and LAL, seems to be a more acceptable solution. A penalty tax rate of 15 per-
cent and a lower exemption have been suggested. Also, it is probable that more
items will be added to the tax preference list, Including some that were originally
classified under LAL.

4. To cover the more egregious cases of leveraging through nonrecourse
financing-widely publicized in tax shelter literature-a new "at risk" principle
may be adopted. In brief, a taxpayer's deductions and losses from a venture
may he limited to the amount of his actual Investment that Is "at risk"'-in-
cluding recourse loans and other adequate security. As nonrecourse loans would
not be taken into account for these purposes, loud outcries may be anticipated
from the investment community, particularly from real estate syndicators.

We now await final word from the Senate and ultimately from the Conference
Committee and the House. But whatever the choice in 1976, it must be recognized
that It will be only a compromise solution to a tax reform problem that has long
troubled Congress.

STILL ANOTHER ALTERNAMrIV!

For some year. Congress has been concerned over taxpayers with high
economic income who pay federal income taxes at effective rates far below those
indicated by the statute-often lower than the effective rates of others having
substantially less income. The Joint Committee Staff reported in 1969 that increas-
ingly "taxpayers with substantial Incomes have found ways of gaining tax advant-
ages from the provisions that were placed in the Code primarily to aid limited
segments of the economy." In many cases, they have found ways to "pile one ad-
vantage on top of another" and, as both the House and Senate agree, this is an "In-
tolerable situation." Secretary Shultz, you will recall, said that It "has a
dangerously demoralizing effect on the operation of our revenue system."

One obvious way of correcting this is to repeal all these special provisions and,
in their place, to adopt a broadly based income tax with a lower rate structure
thqtn at present. coupling It with a liberal averaging rule-to take account of
peaks and valleys of Income and losses over a period of years and the bunching
of capital gains and other forms of income. This approach has long been cham-
pioned by many tax reformers. Yet, because of apparent overwhelming political
obstacles facing such a proposal, Congres has not given it serious consideration.

Recently, however, Treasury Secretary Simon brought the plan back to life
when he proposed a broad based Income tax that would permit rates of 10-12
percent at the low end and .35-40 percent at the top. To achieve this, he would"wipe the slate clean of personal tax preferences, special deductions and credits,
exclusions from Income, and the like, imposing instead a single, progressive
tax on all individuals."

Simon has been led In this direction because of the Increasing complexity in
tho law, widespread feeling that the system favors the rich, and a drop in the
rate of taxpayers compliance. Repeating the warnings of former Treasury Secre-
tary Barr. he 'acain cautions: "We are faced . . . with an incipient taxpayer
revolt." "What has caused more bewilderment and distrust among taxpayer"."
hP says. "than the myriad of so-called lopholeg which not litter our tax code?"
This would be corrected, he believes, by the new plan's "simple elegance and its
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basic equity toward all taxpayers." It woull give us "a tax system that rests
upon the twin pillars of fairness and simplicity."

In 1963 and 1964, Senator Russell Long offered a comparable proposal of
an optional simplified income tax system-permitting taxpayers to elect to pay
a lower tax rate upon agreeing to forego the benefit of many of the special exclu-
sions, benefits and deductions of the present law. In a Reader's Digest article in
1969, I supported a Simon-type plan, not on an optional basis, but as a fixed
requirement for all taxpayers. Liberal averaging rules and a lower rate structure
would have to be essential parts of such a comprehensive tax base approach.

But is the Simon-type reform politically feasible at this stage of our national
development? Consider all the hard choices that we would have to make-in
removing tax incentives which individuals, business, charities, and state and
local governments have relied upon for decades. Consider the investments
already made and the enterprises already begun on the basis of existing tax
assumptions. Consider the line-drawing that would have to be made between
business deductions-between deductions from gross receipts and gross income
and deductions from adjusted gross income. Consider the need for liberal transi-
tional rules over a period of years to provide fairness and equity and to relieve
hardship cases. Could all of these considerations be provided for In a single tax
reform bill? Or would the goal be more attainable in a series of bills, adopted
over a given period of time, following a comprehensive study by a prestigious
commission?

The doubters among us have noted: "Our taxes reflect a continuing struggle
among contending interests for the privilege of paying the least." True though
that may be, it is essential to the welfare of this nation that we continue our
quest-with the backing of political leaders, scholars, tax experts, and the public
at large-for a sound and strengthened tax system. For, as President Kennedy
noted in his first tax message to Congress, such a system is necessary if we are
to maintain our national defense and "render the public services for enriching
the lives of our people tand furthering the growth of our economy.

Senator BENTSF.-. Thank you, Mr. Caplin. I think we will let all
three witneses testify first and then ask the questions.

Mr. Cohen.

STATEMENT OF SHELDON S. COHEN, FORMER COMMISSIONER,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Mr. COHEns-. I likewise have a short statement I will submit and I
will skip lightly through it.

In talking about simplification of our tax laws, a family story is
appropriate. My father-in-law was in the monument business. We had
a joke in the family : What was the difference between death and taxes?
The answer was tlat death doesn't get worse each time Congress meets.

My comments today are my own and don't necessarily reflect the
views of any of my clients or of my law firm.

We are talking about the three goals, equity, simplicity. and the
promotion of economic growth. These are the goals of the President,
the goals of the Set-etarv of the Treasury, and the goals of both lib-
erals and conservatives alike.

The problems we will have are definitional problems. We each define
those terms somewhat differently and as the two other gentlemen
stated. there will be conflicts between those interpretations.

The real problem we face is the resolution of a clash betwen sim-
plicity and equity. I prefer to put the emphasis on the simplicity
angle, and Congress heretofore has preferred to put the emphasis on
t lh eouity angle.

I will try t.o discuss that, with you for a few moments. For the major-
it, of our citizens, simplicity is equity. They can only comply with the
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law that they understand. It is futile to say that most complicated
provisions of the code would only apply to a few citizens and not the
average taxpayer.

The problem, of course, is that the Internal Revenue Service must
reflect every provision on the forms and instructions. Therefore each
taxpayer feels compelled to read them to see if they apply to him.
Thus, lie gets a general set of instructions that cover most unusual sit-
uat ions and he has to try to understand them.

We have a very mobile population. People have said, why don't you
give a simple form to the taxpayer who has simple types of income
and a more complex form for the people with more complex economic
situations.

The difficulty with that is we have a mobile population in terms of
movements around the country and in terms of types of income they
might have from time to time. There would be nothing more frustrat-
ing to the taxpayer than to give him the form he received last year
that fits the type of income that he had last year, only to have him
complete it and find out he has some different kinds of income this year.
Then he has to now go to yet another form because the package lie re-
ceived does not have the right form.

That would, indeed, I think bring a cry of wrath upon the head of
the Internal Revenue Service. It would be very difficult for the tax-
payer. We have to design a form which is fairly general purpose in use.

There can be a few special purpose forms, but they have to be inte-
grated into that one general purpose form or otherwise we will get this
fragnnentation.

You also will find, I think, if you send a taxpayer with a complex
income a simple form, lie will cram his income on to it. The income
won't fit but he will try to make it fit and, therefore, the Service will be
in the position of rejecting the form, sending it back and requiring him
to do it over again. Again causing frustration.

So I would agree with Mr. Caplin and Mr. Alexander in that respect,
you must simplify the tax laws so the Service can simplify the forms
for everyone.

What you must, as Members of the Congress, resist is the urge to cure
inequity and seek perfection in every provision. That is what my
friends here have said. You have to resist from the beginning and you
have to resist it later on.

If you can do it in what ends up being the 1977 or the 1978 Revenue
Act, the pressure will be on the next year for the first exception to the
first exemption for the first hardship case that will show up. The
difficulty will be to resist that urge to.grant those provisions that will
take some of the sting from the provisions of the law.

Each exemption or exception requires precise definition and that is
what complication is all about. I would recommend a recent study on
simplification by the New York State Bat- Association. It should be
required reading for all numbers of the tax writing committees.

The problem is, simplicity will lead to arbitrary, straight line.s. This
is where you have to resist the urge to relieve that arbitrariness. We are
not going to be able to cure every ill of our society with a tax cure.
There are other methods and you have to go to find those.

You don't have to encourage investment through the revenue code.
It may be the best way but we have never really explored other
techniques.
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Each problem should be put to that hard test of, is this the best, the
most efficient, the most effective way to handle the problem or is there
some other technique that could be employed.

One of the things that concerns me as it concerns these gentlemen,
and I am sure it concerns Mr. Kurtz even more today, is that we are
placing more and more different types of responsibilities on the
Internal Revenue Service.

It is a good effective administrative agency. That is, perhaps, why
we do it. The people on the Hill and the people in the administration
recognize the effectiveness of the agency and, perhaps, find it more
effective than some other government agencies and therefore tend to
throw more responsibility there.

But the service cannot be responsible for conducting every program
of the Government: Pollution control, alieviation of poverty, aiding
capital formation, you name it.

There is a well-known principle of management that if you put too
many responsibilities of any kind on an agency, it will cause it to
break down. One of the concerns that anyone who sits in the office that
Mr. Kurtz now occupies is where is that point. At what point does one
more responsibility cause you to lose the effectiveness of the general
thrust of your operations.

The tax system, as we all knov, is too important for us to take that
kind of chance. So we must begin to now take more cogmizance of this
problem.

I am not an economist. As I sit and look at the data, the general
savings rate in this country over the last 10 or 15 years has remained
fairly constant. With the ups and downs, it averages out fairly close
to the same.

What has happened is we have engaged in various kinds of tax
devices which have been in the name of capital formation but which
really skew investment, sometimes for good and sometimes for ill.

If we put investment credit on certain materials, we will get more
investment for those materials which will probably be at the cost
investment in other things. The dollars in the savings stream remain
about the same.

So we must be careful when we start that skewing process. We all
say we would like to have the free market. But many of these invest-
ment incentives are tax shelters that we now talk about. They end up
being tax shelters even if they weren't designed to start off that way.

What we are doing is directing people to make investments. What
we are really talking about when we talk about capital formation is
another price on making certain types of investments. There has been
a constant cry for more incentives, first for accelerated appreciation
in 1954, then we went to additional first year depreciation, then to
investment credit, then ADR's.

Some people are saying that if we would only reduce taxes, we
would relieve the capital shortage. All of these techniques are merely
ways of reducing the effective rate of tax. We have done most of these
things. We still have a capital shortage. What I am saying is much
of this tinkering is not going to change the real rate of savings. It is
going to require a long-range change in the habits for people of the
United States.

Maybe it is an attitude. If we can change the climate a little bit, it
might have more effect than the actual physical change of the law.
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Believe me, if we did each of those things or if we reduced rates
dramatically this year, 3 or 4 or 5 years down the road, you would
be back where the rates would seem high.

We once had 91-percent rates and people said, if we could only get to
75 that would be marvelous. So we went to 75-percent rate and in a
year or two, they seemed terribly oppressive, so we went to 70-percent
rates.

Now we say, if we only go to 50. 1 agree I would like to see 50 per-
cent, but I will venture to say that someone sitting in this seat before
the Joint Economic Committee or before the Finance Committee 5 to S
years down the road will be saying if we could o:ly go to 45 or 40
percent, we would relieve the capital shortage and stop those tax
shelters.

Believe me, sir, if people can defer taxes for 10 years and their
rate of return is sufficient so they will more than double their money,
they will do it. Even at the rate of 50 percent, they will do it. It makes
it harder, I will grant you, but some will continue to do it.

Tax shelters will be with us at 50-percent rates. Anyone of the
three of us is a good enough technician and there are thousands of
others around the country who can do it. You just cut out some of
the marginal investments by changing the rates.

I am not saying that tax reduction is a bad objective. But the best
way to handle the tax shelter problem is attacking the problem
directly not by rate changes. I agree with Mr. Chalin, it is a complex
society so we are not going to have a completely simple tax law.

If we could make it for 75 or 85 percent of our people, we could
do a very good job. I would like to comment- on several things which
have been previously discussed this morning.

It will be kind of skipping around without much coherence.
On capital gains, we now have a situation where capital gains are

taxed at anywhere from 40 to 50 percent by the time you include the
minimum tax and if there is earned inconie the loss of the maxitax
benefits. the rate is 39 and a fraction, 49 and a fraction.

I don't think that if we can reduce the rates significantly, 50 percent
or less, that the change in rate will be that dramatic that it would have
a very adverse effect. So the lower rate structure would have a benefi-
cial effect on capital formation. The increase in capital gains tax would
have a slightly negative effect. But it would help if you look at the
tax structure in terms of getting rid of this terrible overload of defi-
nitional problems, it would be great.

The business community is running from integration. It is a curious
thing. If we all go back to our basic economics, we know that money
secks its level. It goes where the best return is. The business community
is concerned about a tradeoff of existing benefits for integration. Inte-
gration will work best for a rapidly growing dynamic business, a stable
business will have to pay more for its money. When you keep your
money you don't hav to worry about what its cost is.'Tf you ore re-
tainin 'r 50 to 60 percent of your earnings, you have the use of that
capital.

If there is greater pressure on you to nav out that retained earnings
as dividends, you then have to attract it back.

In a pure economic sense, that is probably healthier for our economy
because that money will go to the dynamic growth business where there
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is more opportunity. It should, if our laws of economics are correct.
That will be a cost to other business.

So you will have a terrible dichotomy in thinking about integration.
That is occurring already and they are already worrying about the
tradeoffs, what deductions or benefits do they have to give up since you
cannot throw this into the system without some compensating bal-
ance since we don't have surplus revenues today.

One of the things that I shudder at is some of the well meaning con-
versation about mixing of deductions and credits. We ought to have a
system which has all deductions or all credits.

When we start to mix them we increase the opportunity for error.
The problem with the credits is every credit requires two computations
instead of one. While the credits are fairer to middle- or low-income
taxpayers, and I would endorse that, they usually require two compu-
tations unless you design them as such that you can pick it up off the
chart..

Every time you have two opportunities for a computation you will
have two opportunities for error and it will increase the error rate
that Commissioner Alexander mentioned.

Without getting into too many of the other things, the one thing
that was not commented on by anyone and I hope deserves no comment,
therefore, is the value added tax. I will try to give it a quick comment
and say goody to it.

The VAT is the last thing in the world the United States needs. It
was introduced everywhere else in the world to replace a cascading
sales tax. It, therefore, was simpler than a cascading sales tax.

It is nothing but a sales tax. However you design it, it is nothing
but a sales tax. It is a new system which requires new administrative
machinery, which will be a complication for the taxpayer and the
Internal Revenue Service and it would not replace anything. It would
be an additional system.

I can see nothing in our society that would bless the value of the
value added tax.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cohen follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHELDON S. COHEN

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before the Committee this morning at
your invitation to discuss "Tax Policy for Economic Growth". You have asked
me to discuss various tax reform proposals particularly as they relate to capital
formation. And further to explore how the current wave of tax reform ideas
might effect simplication of our tax laws.

I preface my remarks this morning by stating that while I am a partner of
the firm of Cohen and Uretz, the views I express here are my own and do not
necessarily reflect the views of my firm or any of its clients.

The three major goals of any tax reform concept are: equity, simplicity and
promotion of economic growth. These are the goals of President Carter and
Secretary Blumenthal and they are the goals of liberals and conservatives alike.
Thus on each proposal one must define the terms more precisely before we can
see if we agree or disagree on specifics.

I have stated before other Congressional Committees that the biggest problem
with our tax laws is the reconciliation of simplicity and equity. I prefer to put
the emphasis on simplicity rather than equity. The Congress has in most instances
preferred equity-at least in the proponent's eyes.

Let's discuss this for a few moments. For the majority of our citizens, sim.
plicity is equity. They can only comply with a law which they can understand.
It is futile to say that most of the complicated provisions of the law do not apply
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to the average citizen. However, the Internal Revenue Service must reflect every
provision of the law on the forms and instructions. Therefore, each taxpayer
feels compelled to read the provision Just to see if it applies to him. Thus, each
taxpayer receives a set of general instructions which cover the most usual pro-
visions--whether they will apply to him or not. Since we have a very mobile
population-in the sense that the nature and the variety of income they receive
from time to time changes-we provide each taxpayer with a general use tax
return. It might be more difficult for him if we give him a form for simple tax-
payer situations only to find out after he completes it that last year he had a
capital gain or some other unusual transaction. Thus, he will be required to read
and try to understand a great variety of complex provisions-unless we can
simplify them for everyone. The best way to simplify the form is to simplify the
laws.

You and the other members of Congress must resist the urge to cure every
inequity and seek perfection in every provision. This is hard for all of us to do-
but it is the only route to simplifying the Code-and keeping it that way. You
must resist at the beginning and later when you hear about one or two deserv-
ing cases. It will be difficult to resist the urge to engraft one little provision
which will take an undue sting from a particular law. Remember each clause and
subelause, each exception or exemption, requires precise definition and that is
what complication is all about. The recent study of simplification by the New
York State Bar should be required reading for all members of the Finance and
Ways and Means Committees.

Simplicity will sometimes lead to arbitrary straight lines. You must try to
resist the urge to relieve the arbitrariness in some instances. I know that what
I am saying sounds hard. But I am for a fair, equitable and simple law, just as
all of you are. What I am saying, and perhaps I over emphasize it, is that sim-
plicity must dominate on many occasions over equity when to do equity causes
undue complication.

We must resist the urge to cure every ill in our society or economy with a tax
cure. There are other direct methods of handling those problems and we must
be willing to face them directly. Must we subsidize low cost housing through the
tax laws? Do we have to encourage new investment through the tax code? We
can ask that question about each and every tax code provision or tax expendi-
ture. Is the tax code the most efficient, effective place to handle the problem?
Most often it is not. If not, we must have the strength to face the problem di-
rectly. That after all is simpler.

One of my concerns in this regard is that we are placing more and more dif-
ferent types of responsibility on the Internal Revenue Service. It is a great and
effective administrative agency. However, it cannot be responsible for directing
or administering every program of Government-pollution control, alleviation
of poverty, aiding capital formation, encouraging charity, to-you name it. After
all it is a well known principle of management that if you pile too many different
types of responsibility on an effective administrative agency, you will cause it
to break down.

The tax system is too important to us to take that kind of chance. We must
stop overloading the IRS with great varieties of responsibilities for which it Is
not equipped.

You asked me to comment on capital formation. As I understand that con-
cept it is really a question for an economist. Capital formation is a product of
savings. I understand our savings rates have been fairly consistent at about 15
percent of GNP for many years. We are not going to change that very drastically
over the short run. I understand the economists to say that a fully employed
economy will generate more savings. So I believe we ought to concentrate on full
production and full employment. I believe a lower tax rate will also encourage
capital formation, in that a reasonable percentage will be saved.

It seems to me that over the last 25 years which I have been practicing law,
we have hearol the constant cry of some taxpayers that if we only increased
depreciation to accelerated depreciation, gave additional first year depreciation,
gave an investment credit, allowed ADA and reduced rates, we would alleviate
the so called capital shortage. We have done each of those things several times
over the last 25 years, and still I hear the cries for more. That is really the same
as the desire of all taxpayers. Each wishes to have his taxes reduced and It cure
his particular problem-maybe it will and maybe it won't-but still he will feel
better. It seems to me that all we have done with these provisions is move invest-
ments toward one area or the other-sometimes to good effect, more often to bad
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economic effect. Then we have a tax cure, such as recapture of the minimum
tax, to cure the previous cure.

Since man's economic wants are insatiable-this will be consistent. I believe
we ought to strive to reduce the top individual rate to 50 percent (and a cor-
responding reduction of the bottom rate to 10 percent), and the corporate rate to
45 percent. This will require many deductions to disappear. However, as soon
as these tax rates have been effective for a few years, they will seem high and you
will again be faced with the same argument. I am certain that the argument will
be worded a little differently, but I am as sure as I can be that it will come. It
has every other time. After all, we heard the same arguments when we reduced
the top individual rate from 91 percent to 70 percent.

The members of Congress must do the right thing as you see it now with suf-
ficient strength or guts to try to keep it relatively simple. We can try to use the
standard deduction and similar techniques to keep the laws relatively simple for
the average taxpayer. At the same time we must remember that we live in a
complex society-so the tax laws cannot be simple for everyone.

Thank you Mr. Chairman for the opportunity to share my views with you. I
will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

Senator BENTSEN. My understanding is that one of the proposals
is for the value added tax to replace social security taxes. That is one
of them.

I would agree with you that there is no reason why you should tax
earned income at a different rate from investment income, and that
there should be tax reductions for lower brackets also.

I listened to the three of you speak from your vantage point as
former commissioners concerned with the simplification of the tax
return. I heard one of you refer to the fact that with an insulation tax
credit you could just see some IRS man climbing into the attic to check
tho insulation.

Again you are looking at it from your viewpoint.. When we talk
about subsidy, be it through the tax system or by another Government
agency, somebody will climb to the attic.

Mr. CortEN. Why don't we just reduce the cost of the insulation
itself. Wouldn't you encourage people to insulate?

Mr. CAPLIN. Or you could increase the price of energy.
Senator BENrSEN. The question is, Do you have a tax incentive or

do you tturn it over to a Government agency and say we will give a
direct subsidy?

Mr. CAPLIN. Senator, that is the very point. We talk about simpli-
fication and yet we have loaded our tax law as the easy mechanism for
taking care of all these social and economic problems.

Senator BENTSEN. As compared to having some other Government
agency having their staff carry it out.

Mr. CAPLIN. Yet the tax return is sent to almost every American,
and you give him a lengthy statement in regard to an item on insula-
tion. If you go to a direct subsidy, then at least only those who ask
for the subsidy will have the burden of filling out a piece of paper.
But, by using the tax return, you make every American look at that
piece of paper and add another complexity. If we are serious about
simplicity, we will cut back stringently on all of these special credits.

Now you remember we even had a garden tool credit proposed last
year and, fortunately, the Senate eliminated it from the House bill.
But, again, home garden tools qualifying for a tax credit on tax
returns, insulation qualifying for a credit, various types of equipment
qualifying for a credit, and on and on and on.
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Senator BENTSE.N. Your argument is we should not uise the tax sys-
tem for social objectives for our country to try to make some of lhe
l)rivate decisions in the public interest-

Mr. CAP AIN. That is essentially correct. Mr. Cohen touched upon it.
Unl(.ss you feel that the tax law is the most efficient and the best way
and perhaps the only way of accomplishing your goals, you really
shold(l examine the available alternatives.

I don't know whether, so far as insulation is concerned, an alter-
native system has been thought of. It is so nice and easy to say, why
(lon't we put it in the tax return. At the same time, that same propo-
nent is going to say, why don't we simplify the tax forms.

Senator BENTSEN. One of the problems we run into is trying to pass
a regulation that goes out to the entire country and we cannot antici-
pate all the varying conditions around the country, and, frankly, it is
easier sometimes to put it as an incentive in the tax system.

There is no question that it complicates it. But if you think of the
other side of the equation and what it means in the way of growth in
some other Government agency and giving the determination to some-
one in that agency deciding whether this subsidy is paid out and this
cash payment is paid out, that is not and easy one either.

Mr. CAPLIN. One of the problems of burdening the Internal Revenue
Service with these extra jobs is that it does not permit them to examine
all the tax returns they ought to examine to improve compliance.

They are only examining about 21/2 percent of the tax returns, and
I would say that is only half of the number of returns that ought to
be examined. Vhen you puit these additional jobs on the IRS, requir-
ing them to police sometimes very small returns, I think you really
are running counterproductive to what we call an improved self-assess-
ment system.

Mr. ALEXANDER. As to this issue, Mr. Chairman, as mentioned in my
statement., I spent a good deal of time last year trying to prevent that
garden tool credit from being enacted.

What the Internal Revenue Service would have done would be
simnlv allow taxpayers the $7, the maximum garden tool credit that
could be claimed, rather than make any meaningful effort to try to
administer such a credit.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Cohen, you were talking about businessmen
deserting the idea of eliminating "double taxation of dividends.

President Carter compaigned on that issue to do something about
the double taxation on corporate dividends. For many years that has
been a proposal of business people.

It is my personal belief that whichever one of the approaches that
is taken there are going to be a lot of businessmen who are not going
to like it who originally thought they would.

Now you have several approaches. One of them is that you give acredit to the individual on his tax return for the percentage of tax
the corporation paid on the dividend they gave him. If you had a 30-
percent rate, you get a 30-percent credit on this dividend.

You have another approach that says, if we pay you dividends, we
get a deduction as though we were paying out interest. We have an-
other extreme one that says the corporation pays no tax and the whole
amount is attributable to the individual.
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I am sure there are other variations. Would one of you like to cite
some of the impact that this would have on various types of corpora-
tions? For example, it seems to me that you are going to see a variance
in stock prices. The size of the shareholder credit depends somewhat
on the tax rate that corporation is paying.

Mr. COHEN. One of the unstable results of any type of integration is
just one of the points you have just made, it will be a bonanza to
anyone who owns stock. It will be a bonanza to the stock market, an
immediate shot in the arm.

I am talking about for people who own stock today, all of a sudden
stockownership becomes more valuable.

Senator BENTSEN. Say a fellow owned a utility stock and the utility
is not paying any taxes and a lot of utilities today don't pay any in-
come taxes.

Mr. COhEN.-. The first technique you mentioned, you could write a
book on each of the techniques, I am afraid.

The first technique you mentioned is the credit for actual tax rate
of a corporation for that particular year is the most administratively
complex because you don't know until after the year is over what rate
it will pay.

Even then you may not know for 2 or 3 years because it is subject
to audit and there may be substantial adjustments. You will get every-
where from zero up to the full 48 percent as a credit which would, of
course, allow a variation. It would be a very difficult, complex system
both for the corporations and for the Government to manage.

Mr. CAPLIN. You might have to make some sort of assumed rate.
Mr. COHEN. And if you do make an assumed rate you would be

hurting some and helping others.
You would have that terrible conflict between the full ratepayer, a

48-percent ratepayer, and the people on down below the scale, whatever
the rate you predict, whether it is 25 or 15 percent.

Senator BENTSEN. You are saying an assumed rate for all corpora-
tions?

Mr. CAPLIN. For a given corporation, you might take the preceding
,year, or an average of several preceding years and say that will be it.

Mr. ALEXANDFR Some of the countries that have adopted this have
used, as I understand it, an arbitrary rate, a rate which in Germany is
the full tax on the corporate level on distributed earnings, and in
Japan, Canada, United Kingdom, and France it is a, much smaller rate.
It is about half the rate in the United Kingdom and France; in
Canada, it is about one-third, and in Japan it is an assumed credit of
10 ercent.

So, it is an arbitrary fixed rate.
Mr. COHEN. The deduction by the corporation is a horrible revenue

loser. It is not going to be made up. There is no offset at all.
In any of the other systems there may be an offset. All of these are

basically tax relief for the rich. You have to understand that, Senator,
which may be deserved at some point. One would have to balance it,
in a political world with offsetting tax relief for the middle and low
incomes.

Probably 10 percent of the population own 70 or 80 percent of the
stock. You get down to 2 or 3 percent who probably own 50 or 60
percent of the stock. So, it is a tremendous boon to the upper end of

22-686--78---3
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the income scale and I would hope. that would be offset by other kinds
of benefits along the lower end of the scale.

The other one, the tax to the individual, is probably theoretically
the best one.

Senator BENTSEN. Which one?
Mr. ConEN. Everything taxed to the individual, treating all corpo-

rations as if they were partnerships, in effect.
That is, again, very complex. In our present tax system I suppose

if we got rid of lots of deductions and credits it might be somewhat
easier, but it would still be rather complex.

Mr. CAPLIN. You would have to make all the basis adjustments
each year.

Mr. ConEx. When you buy stock, and what is your basis in assets
and when you buy stock is that reflective of the appreciation in the
capital assets; there is a whole variety of complex things.

Mr. CAPLIN. Of the three basic plans there is a great charm, to the
corporate deduction of the dividends, but it is a big revenue loser.
It would give great relief on the corporate side, but would put pres-
sure on them to pay dividends.

Senator BENTSEN. That also urges capital accumulation on that ex-
cept it defers the purchase of stocks.

Mr. CAPLIN. The present system detracts from financing through
sound corporate structures. There is some criticism of the ratio of
debt to equity today, and I think from that standpoint we have more
equity financing if the dividends were deductible like the interest on
bonds or debentures are deductible.

At the same time we all recognize this tremendous revenue.
Mr. ALEXANDER. It has other problems, too, Mr. Chairman. We tried

something like this back in the late thirties, a so-called undistributed
profits tax. I think they eliminated it in 1938.

One of the problems with this biz revenue loser is that by granting
a corporation a deduction for dividends, the deduction is granted for
dividends paid to foreign owners and tax exempt owners.

That increases the revenue loss, and one might question whether
it is in the national rood to frrfnt a deduction for dividends paid to
someone who has no U.S. tax obligation.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Caplin, you were talking about how we fig-
ure cash flow and adjusted gross income, and as I understood you, you
were talking about the above-the-line items that they had already got
to these others out in a partnership-why shouldn't they

Mr. CAPLIN. I am not objecting to that one bit. I am merely saying
that. I say all that is entirely proper. I am saying when you are look-
ing to curb tax abuses and you are looking to large adjusted gross
income and you are saying where is the greatest revenue loss, you are
not taking into account the revenue users so far.

There has been an overemphasis on the nonbusiness itemized deduc-
tions.

People with big adjusted gross income ask how they can wipe out
their tax: and the only thin, s left are the below-the-line deductions.
We are ignoring, for example, the enormous amounts of depreciation
on real property or on leased property that is taken above the line.

There are. ,ny people who don't know what a Federal income tax
is like. They have so much depreciation allowable from this real estate
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that the ondv way to use it is for them to sell part of their real estate to
generate cal)ital gain.

Today if they do that. they will at least have to pay a minimum tax
on tile capital gain, but they sometimes move away from that, too.

People in some instances "mortgage out." They don't have any per-
.onal liability through nonrecourse borrowing, perhaps financed by
an insurance company. For a large office building, the insurance com-
pany may lend on the rent rolls. You may have $20-some-odd million
advanced without personal liability; and 'ou would still be entitled to
depreciation on $20 million.

You have not $1 at risk, not $1 of equity invested under those facts,
and yet you are taking depreciation. You lput up another building the
next' year., and you will have more depreciation.

You are totally sheltered. Sometimes a comparison is made with
intangible drilling costs. At least for intangibles the equity money has
to be invested up front. No bank will lend on a nonrecourse basis for
intangibles. The investors have to put up hard dollars.

My point is that in the studies madc in 1969-a rather basic sweep-
ing study-there was a tendency to overemphasize adjusted gross in-
come and what happened thereafter, rather than to see what took place
before.

What happened above the line.? Part of the difficulty is that the
Treasury did not have good statistics. This is a real problem and I
hope in the new legislation a more careful analysis is made of the
above-the-line deductions. credits an(d the like.

Senator BENTSE.N,-. I agree with you on the point about the minimum
tax being an add-on. That is what it is.

Anyone who has a substantial cash flow and lives off of it such as
you cite ought to be paying some taxes in this country.

You can never explain that to the folks making $20,000 a year and
paying substantial taxes percentagewise.

Mr. Coh.N. One of the problems with any alternative tax system is
it requires double computations. In order to know which tax is appro-
priate, you have to compute it both ways.

Mr. (,APLIN. We are talking about a very special group of people.
Mr. CoHiEN. When we are talking about computations, it may be

such a narrow band that there is no problem and we can insure in
some way the general run of population does not have to read through
that.

Senator BENTSEN. You are talking about a small percentage of the
people.

Mr. CAPLTN. I might also mention when we are talking about zero
taxpayers. Another example is the owner of tax exempt bonds.

There are people who can have enormous economic income from tax
exempt bonds who pay no taxes. The House actually passed a bill
where they had an alternative proposal made available to the munie-
ipalities and the State. The Federal Government would pay a sub-
sidy to the States and to the municipalities to compensate them for
thie'higher interest rates that they would have to pay in issuing taxable
bonds. This is cheaper to the'Federal Government; and from the
standpoint of equity, it is obviously much more equitable to the public-
at-large to have this body of people who own these bonds paying taxes
in the future.
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Senator BENTSEN. Can't you also make an argument that if you
have that subsidy on interest that was proposed that you open up
the market for municipal bonds to this vast growth in pension funds
that won't buy them today?

Why should a pension fund buy a tax-free municipal bond, and
wouldn't they like to be buying taxable municipal bonds?

Mr. CAPLUN. Right.
That is a counterrgument, absolutely. But now that we have rev-

e-iue sharing, which sees to be becoming a permanent part, of our
s rticture, I think we have a unique opportunity to face up to this prob-
lem, by having built in to the revenue sharing formula compensation
for marketing taxable bonds.

I think we will help solve a major tax problem.
Mr. COHEN. I think, Senator, you find in a reasonable period of time,

if you put the option on the nontaxable bonds would dry up.
Senator BENTSEN. BX11t you give them the option ?
Mr. Coi[.EN. Politically, you would have to offer them an option.

I would prefer not to.
Senator BENTSEN. I understand, recognizing the realities. Now,

there have been'proposals to do away in effect with capital gains and
reduce the top bracket to 50 percent on all income. What do you think
about liberalizing capital losses?

MNr. CAPLIrN.T. I think you have to be very liberal and I think much
more liberal than some of the proposals that have been made.

Mr. COhEN... Senator Kennedy has proposed $9,000.
You have to have some lid.
Senator BENTSEN. If you don't, have a lid on capital gains, why

do you have to have a lid on a capital loss?
Mr. CAPLIN. It is a revenue loser, Senator. It is a fear of the admin-

istration that people will tend to sell their loss securities, wipe any
gains out, and take the excess as deductions.

Senator BENTSEN. They do that every time they take a capital gain.
Mr. CAPLIN. They are going beyond the gain. Also, they may not

take the gain; they vill take the losses and keep on taking the income
from their appreciated securities.

From the standpoint of fairness and consistency, the losses should
be fully deductible. The only reason why you would reconsider that
would be the potential revenue loss.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The revenue loss might be pretty great because
of the reason we have been talking about, the taxpayer lucky enough
to have invested in a blue chip in a bull market finds he has enough
loss around to provide his own tax shelter.

He defers the gains and takes the loss. The resulting revenue loss
might be very great. I think it was predicted that the 1976 increase,
the small increase of $1,000 to $2,000 and then to $3,000, in the allow-
ance of the capital losses against ordinary income would cost $273
million in taxes by 1981.

You can take a pencil to that and rather easily multiply the loss by
three. But that is hardly a sound way of arriving at revenue loss esti-
mates, for a number of reasons, which I am sure economists can explain
better than I can.

In any event the revenue loss would be great, but the equity, the
simplicity of allowing full deduction of losses would also be great.
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Mr. CohEN. Basically, Senator, I agree with both of them. It is
because it is an elective act. Take a person with $300,000, $400,000p
$500,000 of ordinary income, earned income, any kind, dividends,
whatever you will, and he searches out his loss each year and disposes
of those.

He keeps the capital gains all for the future, so he can elect to min-
mize his tax that way.

As a matter of simplicity; yes. But we tried to once back in the
thirties and it didn't work and we had to stop.

I suspect the same thing would happen if we tried it again today.
Senator BENTSEN. Which one of these deductions do you think we

could eliminate?
The House, I noticed, Ways and Means, took action on eliminating

the gasoline tax deduction, the itemized one.
Mr. CAPIJIN. I think that could be eliminated, easily.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I think it could be eliminated and should be

eliminated.
Mr. COHEN. It is a user charge, that is all.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We are talking about quite a bit of money, but about

a fairly small amount per taxpayer. We are talking about a deduction
that is almost automatic by reason of the tables issued by the Internal
Revenue Service for each State. If it is in the national interest to con-
serve energy, it might be in the national interest not to allow a deduc-
tion for this particular item. Instead general tax reductions could give
everyone a break.

MAr. CAPLIN. Seventy-five percent of the people use the standard de-
duction. Only a limited group of people would be affected by this
change.

Senator BENTSEN. What recommendations do you have to stimulate
capital formation?

Mr. CAPLIN. As a student of taxes, I would agree with the idea of
eliminating any differential between capital gain and ordinary income,
with the understanding that a liberal averaging rule would be adopted,
much more liberal than we have today, particularly for assets that have
been held 10 or 20 years.

At the same time as someone representing business and investors,
I do have concern on what the impact is going to be on our business
community and on the stock market.

I don't know the answer to that.
Senator BENTSEN. Do you have concern if the capital gains were to

go to 50percent?
Mr. CAPLIN. We have seen the stock market in the doldrums and I

just wonder whether some of the lack of confidence in the market
results from the changes that we have made in the tax law on capital
gains.

As has been pointed out, there are patterns where the tax on capital
gains reaches 49.25 percent. This applies to a large earner of income
through the interplay of the regular tax rates which would be effec-
tively 35 percent-half of the regular rate-plus the minimum tax
plus the impact on the maximum tax. As tax advisers we frequently
will raise the question: Why do you want to take the risk in that ven-
ture where you are going to pay 49.25 percent effective tax on any
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capital gain, when you can just roll over, not take any risk at all and
just pay a 50 percent tax on your earned income'?

1 would like to have a lot of help from my fellow economists and
have some studies in depth, rather than just accepting a theoretical
broad-based approach to our tax system.

Senator BENTSEN. I was listening to Mr. Cohen talking about how
'eaardless of what the rate is people are going to be complaining that
it is too high a few years from now.

I agree with that and I understand that. But., to say that people
go into some extraordinary mechanics to defer the payment with
inflation the way it is today, some of them I think are going to be
fooling themselves in a lot of those situations if they come back and
have to pay a 50 percent capital gains tax later and have the long-
-erm exposure.

31I'. COhE N. If you take a 50-percent, rate, Senator, and take a
more moderate inflation rate than we have had, 4 or 5 percent, if I
can defer my tax for 10 years I am 1)aying back in 50 percent dollars
or less. 'lhen ev-en if I didn't have any return on my money, I could
take the sax savings and put it in a tax exempt bond fund right
now at 6 percent. I have got to make money.

Senator BEN'rs+,. But what you get paid back is also in 50 percent
(dolllalS.

Ml'. COHEN. Yes: but I can play that game and I can make money
every time, sir, at 50-percent rates.

It makes it harder but I can do it and any skill fill tax accountant
or lawyer can d it.

Senator BExTSE'. It is a business judgnent situation you are get-
tince into, too.

mr. Cou1+-s. BIusines.smen find that the rate of return on their
capital is more tltan 5 or 6 percent.

It'yets up to 10 or 15 percent.
'r. CAPLIN. A lot, of people have been playing this game for many

years and tlre are a lot of sad people, too. because their investments+
have not appreciated the way they thought they would. You find people
tolay who lost 100 cents on the dollar and who say if I paid the
regullar tax I would at least have 50 cents. I have seen a lot of shelter
lrorlams where the ultimate answer has been zero.

Deductions are all right. They are fine today but what. do you get
down the line? At least yon keep 50 cents if you have a 50-cent rate.

Mr. ALr.xAxDn. I am more optimistic. I think the effect of reducing
the 70-percent rate on drying up to some extent the tax shelter
market, I think it will have a major impact both real and apparent.

Tlher,, will be less interest in going into an investment that no
one would possibly make viewing it as an investment if this step was
taken.

Senator l1x'rsI:,N. Gentlemen, we have covered quite a broad

T appreciate this and I think it will help us in our deliberations.
Thank you very much.
[Wherieupon. at 11:32 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 10 a.m., Wednesday ,July 13. 1977.]
[''he following information was subsequently supplied for the

record :W
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OLWIN, OON NELLY, OHASE, O'DoNNErI & WETHEr,
New York, N.Y., July 15,1977.Hon. LLOYD BENTSEN,

Cochairman, Subconimyittee on Econotnio Growth and Stabilization, Congres8 of
the United States, Joint Eoonomio Committee, Wvashington, D.C.

DEAB SENATOR BENTSEN: At the conclusion of the hearing on Tuesday, July 12,
we discussed what other countries were doing in an effort to solve the problem
of double taxation of dividends. You asked me to submit a brief description of
the actions taken by some of our principal trading partners. This letter is in
response to such request.

Our principal trading partners have taken steps to solve the double taxation
problem along the lines of those recommended on pages 6-7 of my prepared
statement: the stockholder receiving a dividend is allowed a credit for corporate
tax deemed paid with respect to such dividend. The Joint Committee on Taxation
desc-ibed the West German, French, United Kingdom and Japanese system as
follows in its April 1977 memorandum entitled "Tax Policy and Capital
Formation":

"2. West Germany is the major country which has eliminated all of the double
taxation of dividends. It uses a combination of the split-rate approach and the
withholding approach. The corporate tax rate on income distributed as dividends
is 36 percent, compared to a 56-percent rate on retained earnings. Shareholders
are given a credit against individual income tax liability for the 36-percent
corporate tax on dividends and must gross up their dividends by that amount.

"3. France, Japan and the United Kingdom eliminate a part of double taxation.
France and the United Kingdom use the withholding approach. Japan uses a
.split corporate rate of 30 percent on dividends and 40 percent on retained earn-
ings, and it allows shareholders a tax credit equal to 10 percent of their divi-
dend income (with no gross up). The shareholder credit is 5 percent at higher
income levels." (p. 17)

The United Kingdom corporate tax rate is 52 percent, and the United Kingdom
credit is currently 35/65ths of the dividend, about one-half the corporate tax
rate. The corporate tax rate in France is 54) percent and the credit is one-half
the dividend, or one-half the corporate rate.

Canada uses a similar system, with a tax credit of about one-third of the 46
percent corporate rate.

Except for Japan, each of the countries described above uses a system in which
the stockholder receiving the dividend must first gross up the dividend for tax
reporting by adding the amount of the tax credit (slightly more in Canada) to
the dividend and then reducing tax liability by the amount of the credit.

The fact that our tradnig partners already use the gross-up and credit as the
means of alleviating double taxation is another reason for the adoption of a
similar system in the United States to resolve the problem of double taxation.

I hope that the above is responsive. If there are any further questions or if I
can be of further help, please do not hesitate to write or call.

With best wishes.
Sincerely,

DO.NALD C. ALEXANDER.
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
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VWoingtoni D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m., in room

318, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Bentsen (cochairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Bentsen.
Also present: Louis C. Krauthoff II, assistant director; William A.

FCox and Kent H. Hughes, professional staff members; Mark Bor-
chelt, administrative assistant; and Charles H. Bradford, George D.
Krumbhaar, Jr., M. Catherine Miller, and Mark R. Policinski, minor-
'ity professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BENTSEN, COCHALRMAN

- Senator BENTSEN. This hearing will come to order.
This morning the subcommittee continues its hearings on tax policy

and capital formation.
Perhaps it is not perceived as exciting by the general public as the

.subject of laetrile or saccharin but it has a lot more to do with the
health of this country than either of those subjects.

It has a lot more to do with whether this country continues to grow,
whether we have jobs. President Carter has talked about balancing
the budget in 1981, about getting unemployment below 5 percent,
About curbing inflation.

None of those things can be done unless we have substantial capital
investment in this country between now and 1981.

Of all the major industrial nations in the world, between 1965 and
1976, the United States put the smallest percentage of GNP back into
manufacturing capacity of any nation, and the nation next to us was
England.

We can see the kind of problems they are having. Business has not
yet taken those projects off the back shelf for increased manufacturing
.capacity.

They have not yet evidenced the kind of competence in the future of
the country that would continue to bring about the growth that is nec-
essary. We have to look to some incentives to try to encourage that.

As I look at the situation today, and the increase in the utilization
,of the manufacturing capacity that is available where *e now have it

(37)
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up to about 88 percent, I am reminded of the situation in the fall of
1973 and what happened in 1974.

That part of the capacity that is not being used is the least efficient;
generally, is the most costly, and as they bring it onstream, runs the
unit cost up that much more and then you begin to develop shortages
in critical materials and critical industries.

I am deeply concerned that we are going to see a repetition of that
unless business makes that kind of an investment.

Once you develop those shortages and the price goes up in that par-
ticular industry, it leapfrogs across to the rest of them and then inz
flation gets out of control again.

So, the subject that we are dealing with is of critical importance to
this country of ours. Our tax laws and how they are handled really
decide whether the free enterprise system works'or doesn't work.

We had people who debated yesterday and witnesses who testified
that thev did not want to see the tax system used to achieve social
objectives for the country because that "iade the tax formula more
complicated, and that is true. That is part of the price we pay.

The other alternative is to let a Government agency pay out a
subsidy, decide who gets it, and make the allocation.

The private enterprise system. I believe, works better where there is
an incentive for them to compete. A lot of that comes from venture
capital.

Yet, today new issues are almost dead. As far as a new business
starting up and trying to sell a new issue in the equity markets, it isalmost impossible. Yet unless we have that we are not going to have

the Xerox and the Polaroids and the IBM's of tomorrow, except as
captives of one of the current big parent companies.

This morning we are fortunate to have several witnesses with par-
ticular expertise in the problems of start-up business.

I would like, first, to welcome the prominent and qualified tax at-
torney who has looked at the tax returns and the tax problems and at
how the real world works for these people trying to start out in busi-
ness. Mr. Vester Hughes of Dallas.

Mr. Hughes, will you present your testimony.

STATEMENT OF VESTER T. HUGHES, 1R., TAX ATTORNEY,
DALLAS, TEX.

Mr. u -cu.Es. Mr. Chairman, my name is Vester T. Hughes, Jr. I
have practiced law with particular emphasis on Federal income, estate
and gift taxation in Dallas. Tex., for 22 years. I appreciate this oppor-
tunity to appear before your committee today.

I would first like to ask that the text of my remarks be incorporated
into the. record so that I may be a little more informal and summarize
to save the time of the group.

Senator BE.TSEN. That will be done.
Mr. HIGTIlES. In recent years. Congress has focused much of its

attention on a favored few who, by one means or another, have man-
aged to avoid any significant tax on their substantial income.

At the outset, let me say that I heartily agree that every person
should bear his or her fair share of the tax burden in accordance with
the ability to pay. However, it seems to me that Congress, in its attempt
to close the loophole for the favored few, seems to have lost sight of
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the millions of other taxpayers, businessmen and women, who are pay-
ing a significant tax on their income. This fact is borne out by the Office
of Tax Analysis figures that were released on March 3, 1977, indicat-
ing that substantial tax is paid by high income individuals. The objec-
tive of Congress should be to have a tax imposed and administered on
a fair, even-handed basis, and yet have it more readily understandable
by the public.

I certainly agree with the former Commissioners of Internal Rev-
enue who spoke yesterday, that the tax law has to be understandable,
but with a view not so much to insuring that someone doesn't slip
through a loophole but rather creating a situation where everybody
can and will comply with the tax law in a productive fashion. One
result of our complex system of taxation is that business decisions are
becoming less and less .predicated upon current business conditions.
Instead we see business decisions being made more with an eye toward
what their anticipated tax impact will be on the taxpayer, rather than
as a positive response to changing economic currents. Of course tax
planning is a crucial factor in any large business decision but it
should not be the overriding consideration in daily business operations.

Again, fairness has to be a very important objective. But another
important objective is capital forination; the formation of capital
by allowingr an entrepreneur who does not have capital to express his
ability to engage in business. This takes the cooperation of someone
who (hoes have capital. In essence, this is the American dream. It is my
position that realization of the American dream should not be discour-
aged by the American tax system. I submit that some of the legis-
lation and in particular the tax legislation beginning with the Tax
Reform Act of 1969, the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, and the Tax Re-
form Act of 1976, has been unnecessarily at cross-purposes with this
objective. Accordingly, Congress should reconsider some of the meas-
ures it has enacted in the past for the stated purpose of correcting
abuses or loopholes.

It seems to me that perhaps such loopholes should not be plugge?
on an ad hoc basis that responds to what has offended someone at the.
moment, but rather on a more thoughtful basis in terms of the total
impact, particularly the impact on capital formation. It has been sug-
gested. for example. that as developers have to file environmental im-
pact statements, perhaps Congress should require that "economic im-
)act statements" be filed with respect to new proposals to aid in

determining if proponents have thought through what the impact will
be.

One example that comes to mind in this regard is what started out
in 1969 as a limitation on investment interest.

Senator BENTSEN. Ir. Iughes. I remember a former President. who
was quoted as saying to members of his staff when they went. u) to
testify. "If you tell Congress what, this is going to cost, you are fired."

fr. II".uiEs. I can inlderstan(l the reluctance to tell Conglress what
it is aoing to cost, but I fhink if tie staff would tell Congress privately
what it is going to cost. it miglt be helpful in terms of letting Coiigress
achieve its objectives.

Senator BENTSEN. I think we are seeing more and more the attitude
on the part of Congress that they want those kinds of solid numbers
to the extent they can get them.

We don't always try to get it but more are trying to get it.
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Mr. HUGHES. I notice that on July 25 one of the subcommittees of
-the Senate Finance Committee is having hearings on the impact of
the carryover basis. The carryover basis has had some support for a
long time. Similarly, imposition of a capital gains tax at death on
the difference between the basis and the fair market value of assets
has had a good deal of support. But most of the theoreticians support-
ing either one of these views don't seem to focus on the enormous
problem raised because ordinarily the person who has known where
to find the factual information to implement either carryover basis or
capital gains at death is the one who died. If all of a person's individ-
ual assets were cataloged and kept like a business keeps its depreciable
property, it would be possible to administer a carryover basis (or
capital gains at death) very simply, without great administrative
costs to the Government or the taxpayers. But we do not have a nation
of bookkeepers. The farmer or rancher in Texas and the computer
industry person who starts out on his own, some of whom we will hear
from a little later in the morning, certainly do not keep records in any
extensive form. It is not a natural thing to do. So the administrative
burden is of an order of magnitude that any theoretical soundness of
either capital gains or carryover basis at death does not justify a rule
other than basis equal to fair market value at date of death. A present
or inherent (resulting from carryover basis) tax is not justified in
addition to the estate tax in any event-death should not give rise to
a double capital levy if capital formation is an objective.

An example of what can happen to capital formation when tax leg-
islation is enacted without careful consideration of total effects can be
seen in the investment interest disincentive. The $25,000 limitation
,originally enacted in 1969 and then more recently the lower $10,000
limit at which point interest may be nondeductible, though carried
.over, prevents the entrepreneur from borrowing money against stock,
'if that is the vehicle that is used, in any significant amount. Even the
.exception that relates to a 50-percent interest owned by the enterpre-
-)neur's family ordinarily does not help in any significant measure.

Senator BENTSENT. Why is that? Tell me why it doesn't help when
50 percent of it is owned, because that was put In in 1976.

Mr. HUGHES. It helps, except it is an unrealistic limit. The thrust of
my comments is not that the idea of giving an additional advantage
in that situation is not a. good idea; to the contrary, it is a very good
idea, but ordinarily the man with no money doesn't wind up with
50 percent. If he can find someone that supports him, and he gets a
third or a fourth, he may be very fortunate. Now, he may have options
that will later allow him to increase his holdings.

Senator BE-NSTSEN. Those options don't mean much any more.
Mr. JIITuGFs. They don't mean much anv more, but the man who

puts his money up wants to know that the enterprise has worked
before the entrepreneur becomes a full participant. He wants to reward
results not promises.

Back to the interest question. Assume that it takes $2 million in
equity to begin a business and that it is to be financed 50 percent by the
entrepreneur borrowing .1 million against the guaranty of the monied
partners and the monied partners are furnishing $1 million for his
50 percent of the stock. Now, if the entrepreneur cannot deduct the
interest that it is going to cost him to borrow that money, $80,000 or
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"$90,000 or even $100,000 a year even with the higher limit, there is no
way he can go into the situation. Because of the 50 percent ownership,
less than one third of the interest is currently deductible. It may well
take that much initial capital for any business venture of any size to
get underway in the first place; so even with 50 percent ownership the
entreprenuer would not be able to deduct sufficient interest against his
salary to participate.

In 1969 there was an overcorrection resulting in a double penalty.
On the one hand the deduction for investment interest was limited. On
the other hand, the capital gains rate was increased so it can go as
high as a 49.2 percent of the effective rate through the minimum tax
and effects of the maximum tax on earned income. There is a disincen-
tive both to the entrepreneur and to his investor. The fledgling entre-
preneur's problems cannot be considered apart from the investor's
problem because the venture will not get underway unless the investor
has some opportunity to make a gain.

If the gain to be realized is the same, whether it is a high risk or a
low-risk investment, then it is only a dunce who will undertake the
high-risk investment in preference to the low-risk investment. The
opportunity for gain when it was taxed at 25 percent versus the top
91-percent rate which once existed, was a great incentive to try to
achieve the 25-percent capital gain rate. The differential between 25
and 70 percent was still a substantial incentive, and indeed up until
1969 the results of that incentive were evident.

If one looks at the figures that you were mentioning at the intro-
duction of the session this morning, from 1950 to 1965 you find the
growth in the United States at a very different rate, vis-a-vis the rest
of the industrial world, as compared with 1965 to 1975. I am not sug-
gesting for a moment that all of this can be blamed on the tax system.
I am suggesting that a large part of it has to do with the risk that one
is willing to undertake when the investment calls for what has been
termed "patient money." Patient money is a concept that I think is
valid and should be explored in terms of money that someone is will-
ing to expend and leave at risk, because the effect is to increase capital.

If you have only debt, it will float to the largest and quickest re-
turn. 'We have seen this particularly with regard to Arab oil money.
If you change interest just a quarter of a percent, money will move.
What difference does this make? One thing that happened is that in
1960 there was 24-percent debt and 76-percent equity in the U.S. busi-
ness, in 1975 it was 43-percent debt, 57-percent equity. Secretary Blu-
menthal, in his comments-

Senator BENTSEN. Do you have those numbers in your testimony?
Mr. HUOHES. Yes; Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Blumenthal deplored this tendency in his March 3 speech.

He said, "Moreover, our tax system encourages the financing of invest-
ment through debt instruments. Over the longer run, this is not the
ideal arrangement." He went on to note that this resulted in business
becoming increasingly vulnerable to cyclical fluctuations.

This is what happened in 1970, when many highly leveraged busi-
nesses went bankrupt and many more were on the verge of bankruptcy.
He noted that a debt based economy limits the venturesomeness of in-
vestment. Certainly, that is true. It inhibits economic growth because
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growth depends very much on the willingness to risk investment in
new products and new processes. Secretary Blumenthal said this:

Raises particular problems for smaller enterprises which often lack the track
record necessary to attract adequate amounts of financing from lenders and must,
therefore, fight for access to pools of equity financing.

This would be a good observation if it went one step further. If one
looks at the equity market, those pools of equity investment have not
been available. In my prepared statement I stated that in 1969 there
were 1,298 new stock issues of companies that had not theretofore been
public. In 1976 there were 46 new issues. That is an incredible change.
less than 5 percent in 1976 of the number in 1969. Again, the same
thing is true of companies already public. There were 50-percent fewer
new issues between 1969 and 1976.

It is a well-known statistic that the American public is rapidly
going out of the equity business. We have gone from 31 million to
less than 25 million individual stockholders and the numbers are con-
tinuing to dwindle. On the other hand, it is the young and innovative
companies that are the biggest challenge to and give the most compe-
tition to the big corporations. If that challenge is not forthcoming,
growth, innovation, new products, and the like will be unlikely if we
must wait for an already large company to go into a new business.

I think that would be very unfortunate. It is unfortunate in many
ways. One of the hallmarks of the new companies has been that they
employ proportionately a large number of people. These new com-
panies not only increase the competition facing the larger companies,
but also enhance the employment rates and the ability of persons who
want to be a part of a new, innovative, and creative enterprise-to
have, as the vernacular puts it, "a piece of the action," to be associated
with something that is growing.

This is not to say that it is not desirable to have our stable institu-
lions; they make a great contribution, but they need to be challenged.

When Congress passed laws which inhibited pension funds from
investing in small businesses another pool of investment capital dried
up. Congress reaction to the poor management practices of some pen-
sion funds gave rise to the "prudent man" rule of investment criteria
for pension fund managers. I submit, though, that the prudent-man
standard of investment has resulted in pension advisers adhering to
an overly rigid view and should be loosened somewhat to allow the
investment by pension funds in new Pnd innovative businesses. Of
course, this has to be done very carefully but certainly it should be
possible to come up with some standards that permit it. One helpful
approach has been the plans that have encourard ownership by the
employee and at the same time allowed capital formation through the
tax system.

Back to the overcorrection. One approach would be to go back to
the pre-1969 rules on all interest being deducted. If interest is truly
a cost, why shouldn't it be deducted? The rationale given for the
change was that some individuals deducted their interest on items
that eventually yielded a capital gains tax. I wonder if that rationale
shouldn't be reexamined. Reexamination could cause a backtracking,
at least allowing a 100-percent investment interest deduction on new
investment in business.
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One approach would be an investment interest deduction for a new
or small business. Another approach would be an investment interest
deduction for any new investment in business, be it a new issue by
a corporation that is already publicly held or be it an original issue
by a company not then publicly held.

The same sort of reexamination, it seems to me, could be encouraged
with respect to capital gains tax. The 49.2 percent possible tax rate on
a long-term capital gain, a result of the interplay of the maximum
tax and the minimum tax, is certainly a discouragement to risktaking.

Much has been said about the possibility of simplifying the tax laws
by removing the concept of capital gains altogether. Submit that this
is not wise. I think it is very appropriate for there to be a differential
between what is realized from investment which typically is over a
long period, and what is realized on a current basis. Again this gets
back to the concept of "patient money" as a stabilizing force in the
capital formation process. It might very well be that the holding pe-
riod should be changed or that a longer holding period should cause
a decline in the capital gains rate over a period of time. In any event, it
seems to 'ne that the differential is very important unless we are going
to the level where all American business is totally debt supported. This
morni:.g's Washington Post, on page 14, reported that the Business
Roundtable is wary of integrating corporate and shareholder tax
even though it would supposedly end the double taxation of divi-
dehds. Yesterday's discusion indicated that three former Commis-
sioners of Internal Revenue thought there were many difficulties
inherent in the integration of the corporate and individual income tax.
The elimination of the capital gains tax is frequently linked with the
integration of corporate and individual income taxes. If integration is
not a prospect then certainly lower capital gains tax rates should not
be eliminated.

The German approach to integration of the individual and corporate
tax would be workable but the German system appears to give more
benefits to taxpayers than U.S. proponents of integration have felt
Congress would be ready to give.

One of the questions that should be considered very carefully, it
seems to me, is what happens on the loss side of transactions. Assuming
t he elimination of capital gains tax, it is said that we cannot stand the
revenue impact of allowing losses to be ordinary losses, even though
all gains are ordinary gains. It is true that we have had experience with
this. In the 1930's it was tried and the revenue losses were too large and
that meant that the capital gains system had to be reinstated.

Aside from the argument of fairness, if we have to have definitions
in the Internal Revenue Code to decide what is a capital loss then there
is not simplification by having rid the system of the concept-it still
must exist.

If the additional price tag is that we do not encourage capital for-
mation, we do not encourage people to leave their money at risk. Any
small benefits of eliminating the capital gains concept are greatly out-
weighed by the costs to our society.

A desirable change in the present system would be to allow a section
1244-type ordinary loss for all new business. It does not make a lot of
sense to have to go through a little magic formula on the formation
of a corporation in order to receive the benefits of the ordinary loss.
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Furthermore, the ordinary loss that can be incurred and taken in a
year is limited.

In 1976 Congress removed the deduction for a loss incurred by an
individual guarantor on a loan to an individual to be used in his busi-
ness. I don't know exactly what statistics were furnished to Congress
to encourage the elimination of that provision, but I would encourage
a reexamination. Certainly, this change that does not encourage the
garantees to be made for an entrepreneur going into business for the
first time. The deduction for payment on such a guaranty should be
restored and expanded to provide a deduction for losses incurred by
guarantors of loans to small or new business corporations, as well as
for losses on direct loans to individuals and corporations.

Money that is available for investment has been taxed at some point
along the line. It is hard to save money. A wise person knows that new
businesses are risky. Almost as many businesses fail every year as are
formed every year.

Unless there is some reason to takc the risk, unless there is a reward
and incentive to take the risk on equity investments, why take the risk?'

Of course, there. will be exceptions to that statement. Someone on
occasion, believes in a dream enough to take the chance even though
his loss is not deductible, even though the interest on his loan is not
deductible. But that is not the type of person who will make the equity
investments on the large scale that is required if capital formation
is going to proceed at a rate where the tax base increases to the point
that is going to be required to raise the money that is necessary for
expanded programs, local, State, and Federal.

Perhaps a large part of the problem is that it may be incredibly
simple. 1 am convinced that many economists and many other so-called
tax experts don't know a lot about motivation incentive, what it takes
to cause a person to put their money out where it might be lost.

Capital formation deals with money and alternatives for the use of
money. Investors fear loss. If they are wise, they will always fear loss.
So, money seems to be attracted to the place where there is the largest
chance of a reward or gain. If the reward is the same, whether it is
invested for a long period of time or a short period of time, whether
it is invested in high risk or low risk, I submit that the ownership of
common stock will deteriorate even further, there will be an increasing
interest in debt ownership only. Even riskier matters such as oil and
gas exploration, certain rmnng exploration, steam projects for oil
production and shale oil production, will not have the financial sup-
port from any part of the American investing public.

It is true the big companies may proceed. They can afford the risk-
but not the American investor. It seems to me that in view of the sug-
gestions that perhaps there should be a divestiture of certain opera-
tions of integrated oil companies and in view of the questions raised
as to whether oil companies should be allowed to go into coal mining,
the impact of the tax laws on the average investor should be a very real
consideration in exanng the merits of past and proposed changes
in the tax laws.

A brief comment is needed on the matter df the 1976 law and whether
or not the more rapid taxation of estates is going to have a posi,
tive or a negative influence on capital formation. In my opinion the
more rapid taxation of estates will have a negative influence on capital
formation because family businesses owned by such estates will have
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to be sold or taken public if that is possible to raise the money to pay
the tax. Capital formation and capital preservation must 'be considered
together, because, to the extent that capital is not preserved that non-
preservation effect must be made up by new capital being formed, or we
don't even stay even.

It has been said that a civilization that eats its seed corn starves the
next winter. I think that if we have capital consumption by overly
rapid taxation for current Government expenditure, that has the effect
of our civilization eating its seed corn.

If the society decides that capital formation must be a governmental
function, so be it. But, I think it ought to be a conscious decision and
not one inadvertently stumbled into by reform that does more dam-
age than good.

One other recommendation I think that could be very useful for the
Congress to consider is whether many of the problems such as those
since 1969 with capital formation might not be obviated if there were
a moratorium of 2 to 3 years after enactment of tax laws before the
effective date.

In the event of a war or depression there would need to be quicker
action, but if the written form of the legislation could be studied and
reviewed over a period of time by the staff of Congress, the Treasury,
the Internal Revenue Service, tax advisers, and academicians, then I
believe we would know whether it is likely that the impact will be as
anticipated.

That is a hard discipline. It may not be a possible discipline. I sug-
gest that it is one well worthy of the careful attention of the Congress.

I think it would give rise to legislation that also would be clearer.
We are living with somq of the effects of laws written under tremen-

dous time pressures and deadlines. Constant change and threat of
change make risk-taking by investors more difficult, and also make It
more difficult for the entrepreneur to decide that he is going to lay his
life's work on the line.

Big business can weather virtually any kind of change.
I would hope that changes in big business will result from the chal-

lenges created by small, American entrepreneurs who want to make it
big, rather than from further Government control.

Certainty in the tax law and predictability do not guarantee fair-
ness, but there is no way in my opinion there can ever be fairness with-
out a degree of certainty and ability to anticipate what the result will
be.

I submit that the expected result should be that a person who is
willing to risk his money on the American system on some new project,
on some new product, on some new idea, is entitled to a reward for
that risk that is appropriately recognized by the tax system.

I think that has been true in the past, and I think it is only by
undue focus on certain problems without attention to the overall effects
of proposed changes that there are provisions, holding back economic
growth and capital formation today.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hughes follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF VEBTER T. HUGHES, JR.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Vester T. Hughes, Jr. I have practiced law with
particular emphasis on Federal Income, estate and gift taxation in Dallas, Texas
for twenty-two years. I appreciate this opportunity to appear before your Com-
mittee today.

22-686---78----4
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In recent years Congress has focused much of its attention on a favored few
who by one means or another have managed to avoid any significant tax on their
substantial income. I heartily agree that every person should bear his or her
fair share of the tax burden in accordance with ability to pay. However, in its
efforts to tax a favored few, Congress seems to have lost sight of the millions
of other taxpayers--particularly business men and women-who are paying
their fair share of the tax burden and who are equally bound, affected, and hurt
by the morass of tax laws and regulations aimed at the low tax burdens of the
few. The objective should be to have taxes imposed and administered on a fair,
workable, and understandable basis for all of society rather than to make certain
that no one individual pays less than his "full" tax liability under whatever
standards are applied.

While fairness is indeed an objective which should be sought by Congress,
this must be placed within the framework of other objectives. One of these
objectives should be capital formation within a framework which permits an
aggressive entrepreneur without capital of his own to amass sufficient capital
to enter the business scene and promote additional competition and free enter-
prise which forms the basis of the American economic system. Not only should the
tax system not unduly inhibit this aspect of the American dream, it should
encourage and foster such possibility. In this regard, I would submit that some
of the legislation of recent times is unnecessarily at cross purposes with these
objectives and indeed suggest to Congress the possibility of modification of its
past actions to correct what I believe to have been unintended results of prior
actions.

Accordingly, I believe It would be helpful for Congress to reconsider the effects
of certain measures designed to correct what have sometimes been characterized
as "abuses" or "loopholes." In this connection, I suggest as a general thesis that
loopholes should not be plugged on an ad hoc or stopgap basis without also con-
sidering other basic and fundamental objectives such as encouragement of the
ambitious entrepreneur and the effect on capital formation. For example, in the
area of investment interest, denial of part of the deduction in excess of $25,000
plus investment income, initially and, more recently all of the deduction in
excess of $10,000 plus investment income was advocated on the basis of prevent-
Ing the deduction against ordinary income of interest payments when such inter-
est payments were incurred in connection with the purchase of an asset which
when sold would produce a gain taxed as a long-term capital gain. Yet, at the
same time, the long-term capital gain rate was being increased both directly and
potentially Indirectly through the minimum and maximum taxes so that what for
many years had been a 25 percent maximum rate has become a potential 49.2
percent maximum rate. So In a measure the abuses sought to be corrected were
overcorrected by the double Imposition of penalties. This in and of Itself might
not be considered bad except when one considers the tax policy objectives de-
feated by such measures. If a person has no Investment income, then the effect
of the measures may well be to prevent his entering Into a new business because
of the inability to deduct "investment interest." This is particularly true of an
individual entrepreneur who has no funds but can borrow money against a new
issue of stock (typically with the guaranty of his monied investor co-owners) ; the
use of a corporation and hence the necessity of the entrepreneur's purchasing
stock is frequently a prerequisite to having any assistance from non-operator
investors due to the potential of personal liability In other arrangements. In
this type fact situation, it does not seem likely that Congress intended to preclude
the entry into the business arena of persons without prior accumulations of capi-
tal. But the denial of a deduction for Investment Interest may have precisely the
effect of such preclusion; if Congress intended to make it difficult or impossible
for a person without prior capital accumulations to enter business, this is cer-
tainly a new objective and is not consistent with many of its other programs.

Unless the tax problems of the fledging entrepreneur's investors are also solved,
the venture will not be begun. Simply stated, why should an investor risk money
on a new venture unless the fruits of success, discounted by the likelihood thereof,
are greater than those available in lower-risk investments. The simple answer
is that up until 1969 an important incentive to take potentially productive
Investment risks was furnished by the tax system. Again, if money to be put at
risk Is borrowed, the Interest must be deductible if the tax system is nof to pro-
duce a disincentive to risk taking. The investment interest provisions have. in
recent years, caused grave financial difficulties to many investors in the market
with respect to prior investments and, indeed, have eliminated them from the
ranks of those who can make a contribution to capital formation in the future.
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Further, there should be some incentive with regard to the taxation of the
gain to be realized-if the gain to be realized is to be taxed the same as any
other gain under present capital gains rates or as ordinary income, then the tax
system gives no incentive to risk investment in a new business as contrasted with
investments more likely to result in a profit and less likely to result in a loss.
Since 1969, the trend has been for investors to put money more and more in sav-
ings and loan associations, in bank CD's, and in short-term securities, and less
and less in long-term debt-more and more in AAA, AA and A companies and
less and less in debt offered by BBB, BB, B, or unrated companies of all kinds.
The difficulty is not merely within the types of debt-i.e., funds being available
to strong borrowers but not to the unproved. The corporate debt/equity ratio
has increased from 24 percent debt/76 percent equity in 1960 to 43 debt/57 per-
cent equity in 1975. As Treasury Secretary Blumenthal noted in his remarks on
"The Government's Role in the Capital Formation Process" on March 3, 1977,
"Moreover, our tax system encourages the financing of investment through debt
instruments. Over the longer-run, this is not the ideal arrangement. . . ." He
went on to note that this resulted in business being increasingly vulnerable to
cyclical fluctuation in Income, "limits the venturesomeness of investment," "in-
hibits economic growth because growth depends very much on willingness to
risk investment in new products and new processes," and "raises particular
problems for smaller and newer enterprises, which often lack the track record
necessary to attract adequate amounts of financing from lenders, and must
therefore fight for access to pools of equity financing." But modifications of the
capital gains tax have contributed both to the difficulties of small and medium-
sized growing businesses in raising money through the public markets and to the
far greater difficulty of raising money in the private markets.

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 became law on December 30, 1969. The follow-
ing schedule shows the dramatic decline since 1969 in the number of common
stock issues:

New common New common
stock issues of stock issues by

companies going companies already
public for the 1st publicly

time held Total

1969 --------------------------------------------------- 1,298 494 1,792
1970 --------------------------------------------------- 566 212 77R
1971 --------------------------------------------------- 446 682 1,128
1972 --------------------------------------------------- 646 739 1,38;
1973 .................................................... 177 234 411
1974 --------------------------------------------------- 55 99 154
1975 ---------------------------------------------------- 24 21 8 2321976 --------------------------------------------------- -46 233 279

As one sees from these statistics, although the decline for companies already
publicly held is far less marked than for companies going public for the first time,
it amounts to a decline to less than 50 percent of the former level-from 494 in
1969 to 233 in 1976.

A host of well-known statistics exist to support the claim that the American
public is going out of the equity business. The total number of individual stock-
holders has declined from 31 million to less than 25 million and is continuing to
decline with each passing month. As a percentage of total population, the decline
is even more marked. There is no better way to curb the effectiveness of our inde-
pendent economic system than to make it difficult for people to go into business.
Removing the ability to raise money and freezing the incentive to invest are cer-
tain to affect negatively the American business system.

It is young and innovative companies which give the most competition to the
big corporation of the United States and, yet, it is the young and innovative com-
panies which are not able to raise as much money as they need and deserve. Over
the next several decades the result could be disastrous for American industry.
Competition may-and probably will-decline simply because it will be impos-
sible for small and medium-sized companies to raise as much money as they need
to fund their growth potential. Many of these companies provide much more
employment for each dollar of capital than do the capital-intensive companies.
Those companies that are supported by purchases by Individual stockholders of
their securities are the very companies that are most needed by the American
social system to provide more employment opportunities. These companies are
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the major competition for the Fortune 500 companies, and these innovative and'
energetic new companies are also the ones offering a variety of goods and services-
across the board.

Congress has passed laws which inhibit pension funds from investing in equi.
ties of smaller companies like those with less than $25 million in tangible net
worth. Indeed many pension fund advisors have interpreted the law to exclude.
companies with less than $100 million of market value securities. I am referring-
to the ERISA "prudent man" standard of investment. Thus, another source of"
capital has dried lp for small and medium-sized companies. Steps should be taken!
to make some part of these funds once again available for investment in smaller
businesses.

How should such Congressional "over correction" beginning with the Tax'
Reform Act of 1969 be set right? One approach, of course, is for Congress to look
at the measures which have been passed and see if in achieving the indicated'
aims they are preventing the fulfillment of other equally or more important ob--
jectives. For example, in connection with investment interest one might elimi--
nate the ceilings on deductible investment interest and return to the prior inter--
est paid rules. If it is thought that this backtracks too much, then a possibility
would be for all interest on new business investments to be 100 percent deductible.
Similarly, to encourage new Investment, a further change could eliminate the^
effect of a gain on the sale of original stock of small or new business from cont-
putation of either the minimum or maximum tax. Encouragement given to capital'
formation by benefits given to new issues of stock would indeed help solve some-
of the problems of all levels of business in raising funds for capital expansion
requirements. In view of the recent trend to debt issues rather than to stock
issues, perhaps the answer is to return to the pre-1969 method of taxing capital'
gains. Similarly, there is an urgent need for investment to meet today's major-
social and other national problems such as unemployment, inflation and energy.
Why not consider a tax ceiling on income from invested capital similar to the-
maximum tax on earned income?

Contrasted with the potential 49.2 percent tax on long-term capital gains if a
venture is successful, the tax treatment of the great American dream is especially
dismal if the venture is unsuccessful. All losses on business investment ought
to be deductible against all income except for a 50 percent limitation in the case
of certain long-term investment capital losses. Losses on all direct stock invest-
ments in small businesses should be granted an automatic Section 1244 ordinary-
loss treatment. By a series of measures designed to encourage the formation of'
new businesses and the infusion of capital into existing businesses, the plight of'
the individual trying to begin or sustain a new enterprise might be Improved.-
Removal in 1976 of the provision allowing ordinary loss treatment for guaranties
of loans made to individuals who used the loan proceeds In business further handi-
capped the individual trying to start a mew business. This provision should be
restored and broadened to include loans to or guaranties on behalf of small cor-
porate business. Similarly, Subchapter S should be broadened and made easier to
use by removing the limitations on types of income and liberalizing the rules on
number of shareholders. Another approach which should be explored further is-
the tax-free rollover-to permit the tax-free reinvestment of gains arising from-
original investments in small or new businesses.

The problems incident to raising new capital for a new business and for a
going business are not dissimilar. Capital formation, in this sense, should cer-
tainly be encouraged in every way possible sinci it is only by growth of the in-
come producing potential that the entire economy can grow. Indeed it Is this.
very growth that forms the base from which the tax required for the many ac-
tivities of governments federal, state and local can be raised.

Sometimes the palliative of the elimination of the capital gains tax Is given'
as the answer to many of the problems both of complexity and unequal treat-
ment. The argument goes that taxing all income at the same rate has the con-
sequent effect of eliminating any temptation to transform the character of in-
come from that taxed at ordinary income rates to that taxed at capital gains
rates. I suggest that it is not at all in the public interest to eliminate such dis--
parity and indeed would urge the return to a wider differentiation between types
of income by lowering the effective capital gains rate. A return to the pre-1909'
approach to taxing capital gains with perhaps some lengthening of the holding
period requirements existing at that time would be highly desirable. The income
that people earn from services is distinctly different from income that people
earn over a longer period from investment. Money which is available for invest-
ment has already been heavily taxed. Those people who are capable of saving-
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-such funds after such heavy taxes are entitled to a favored treatment to en-
-courage them to continue to make their money available in equity risk situations.
Without such incentive such funds have not been and will not be forthcoming

-in the amount needed. These same people have the alternative of putting their
money into safe, near risk-free havens.

A new or small business is anything but a safe, near risk-free haven. Many
small businesses have a very difficult time surviving. Almost as many small
businesses go bankrupt as are formed each year. One of the reasons that, prior
to the changes in the 1969 and 1976 Acts, there was a successful coupling of the

,.effort of the new entrepreneur and the capital of others required for his attempt
was the difference in the reward if the venture turned out to be profitable. If
the tax treatment of all rewards is to be the same, there is less incentive for
the high risk incident to the formation of new business. Again, the same Is true
with respect to investment in going business. The trend mentioned above toward

.debt investment rather than equity investment has been the result. But a move-
*ment toward a stronger balance in favor of equity Investment seems clearly to
allow capital formation at a level of stability far more desirable and indeed

* one which will produce over the long time a healthier business economy.
Perhaps a large part of the problem with capital formation in the private sector

is that although it is incredibly simple, many economists and other tax "experts"
know very little about capital formation decisions by the individual investor in

, terms of motivation, incentive, and actually putting money out where as an invest-
ment it might be lost. Capital formation deals with money and alternatives that

,people have concerning what they do with their money. If money is not handled
carefully it will disappear. Investors fear losses. Therefore, the use of their money
where it involves the possibility of the greatest loss in the least attractive course
unless it also involves the greatest potential gain. Successful capital formation

-deals with making it attractive enough for people who have undergone the strain
and pain to save money to invest it in the riskiest type of investment situation;
namely, (1) ownership of common stock, or equity; (2) ownership of debt of
lower-rated companies, either privately held or publicly held.

The same sort of debilitating effect on the formation of capital will probably
result from the estate tax revisions in the 1976 Act. Because of the increased tax
burden and the more rapid taxation of accumulated assets as a result of the
varry-over basis provisions and the generation skipping trust provisions, the avail-

.ability of asset accumulations for business will be lessened. Of course it is too
soon after the Act to know the exact impact. Did Congress really want to make
it necessary for more and more family businesses to be engulfed into the larger
American business scene and thus become a part of big business rather than con-

-tinue many separate healthy smaller businesses? The Committee reports indicate
that Congress intended exactly the opposite. Or did Congress want to make capital
furnation more difficult because of the necessity of withdrawing capital for such
additional tax payments? To say that the Congress wanted to force an intensifica-
tion of the debt versus equity ratio seems highly unlikely no matter how appealing
some of the reasons given for the changes may have been. A review of these
changes with the probable impact on the economy should certainly be made, and
the hearings scheduled by the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management for July 25th may well produce helpful information on the

-subject.
Of course capital formation and capital preservation are not unrelated. To the

extent that capital has to be formed because prior capital has not been preserved,
'then the burden of formation becomes even greater since it must cover both new
and replacement capital. It has often been said that "the civilization which eats
its seed corn starves the next winter." And a tax system which puts into the
ordinary governmental income stream for current consumption past capital ac-

-cumulations has the effect of "eating the seed corn." So capital formation and
capital preservation must clearly he considered side by side in order for the true
rt4luirenents for capital formation to be considered. Our economy should not

-consume capital through taxation for current expenditure and consumption.
Perhaps the most difficult aspects of the Tax Acts of 1969, 1975, and 1976 with

re,4pect to capital formation might have been avoided or at least lessened had
more time been devoted to consideration of the proposals in the first instance

-and had the provisions had a delayed effective date instead of a retroactive effec.
tive date as most of them did. Possibly the most useful immediate action Congress

,could take would be to impose a delay of two or three years in the effective date
,of most tax legislation, particularly legislation which represents a significant
del)arture from prior Congressional tax policy. (The delayed effective date pro-
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vision could be waived during periods of war, depression, or national emergency
or for corrective technical changes.) In connection with current proposals relat-
ing to the integration of the corporate and personal income tax, the inherent
complexities are of such a magnitude that a post enactment moratorium seems
highly desirable. Such a delay period would give both Treasury and Internal
Revenue personnel an opportunity to review the legislation for technical as
well as substantive problems and at the same time provide a similar oppor-
tunity for the Congressional staffs, affected taxpayers, outside practitioners
and academicians.

Constant change and threat of changes necessarily have a detrimental effect on
any planning for capital formation or indeed the beginning of a new business ex-
cept for the beginning of a new division by the largest of businesses whose
stability Is such that there is a high probability that they can weather any type
of change. Making certain that capital formation is encouraged be It in the form
of new businesses or existing businesses is certainly a worthwhile objective. In
this regard we should examine the enacted provisions to see whether or not they
truly fulfill the goals that were set forth. Perhaps more Importantly we must bal-
ance the economic benefits of these goals against their price tag.

Such examination of past provisions and future provisions takes time. The sin-
gle most important thrust of these remarks is a plea for deliberation. Tax laws---
necessarily imposing a tax on Income-are antithetical to capital formation.
Nevertheless, with deliberation and careful scrutiny and thought, including
scrutiny and thought by those affected and their advisors, the tax laws need not
discourage new businesses and the investment in new business enterprises. Indeed
.such laws could form the basis of a system that comprehends both certainty and
fairness. The presence of certainty Is no guarantee of fairness, but fairness is Im-
possible without some degree of certainty and predictability. And If added to this.
the present tilt of the tax system, which since 1969 has discouraged investment
and capital formation, can be corrected so that the ambitions and energetic entre-
preneur can be encouraged to try, and the investor be encouraged to take a risk
with him, the productivity of the economy-can be increased so that all segments
of the society benefit.

Senator B-ENTSENX. Thank you very much, Mr. Hughes.
In line with your testimony. it is of concern to me the thoughts that

the administration may propose some additional limitations on the
deductibilitv of interest.

In 1976 I thin!: we passed a $10.000 corridor where von had to match
investment income against interest ehargeoff plus a ,10.000 corridor.

That does not really bother the rich man who has substantial invest-
ment income. Who it hits is the fellow twing to bootstrap his way up.
I think that is a serious mistake. ta

I noticed, for example, they were talking about possible additional
limitations on money borrowed against homes. It looks like that is
pretty cosmetic to me.

Again, that does not bother the rich man. H-e just pays it off and sells
off some investment. The money he takes that he borrows against F
home he. doesn't put, it under his pillow. he invests it.

Suppose he has a return on it-certainly he expects better return on
it than the interest he pays or lie wold not mak:e that kind of deal.

So. it. does not make economic sense to me other than a cosmetic ap-
pearance to the public. It seems to me that, it cuts down options on
investment.

It does much to freeze the mobility of capital, so I think we are going
to have a. very spirited and inter( ted debate whcii we !-ee the final
proposals.

You have made a contribution and I am appreciative of it and I ap-
preeiate very much your appearing here before us, Mr. :Hughes.

Mr. HUTGUES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator BExTsEN. The committee is privileged to have before it the
distinguished group of members of the Computer and Communica-
tions Industry Association. Mr. Ryal R. Poppa, who is the president
of Pertec Computer Corp.; Mr. Erwin Tomash, chairman of the board
of the Dataproducts Corp.; and Mr. A. G. W. Biddle, president of the
Computer & Communications Industry Association. And would you
identify yourself, please?

fr. CHAPM.AN. John Chapman, counsel for the Computer & Com-
munications Industry Association.

Senator BENTSEN. Gentlemen, if you will, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF A. G. W. BIDDLE, PRESIDENT, COMPUTER &
COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
JOHN CHAPMAN, COUNSEL

Mr. BIDDLE.. r. Chairman, wesincerely appreciate this opportunity
to appear before your committee today. The CCIA was formed over 5
years ago and now represents some 40 member companies with com-
bined revenues in excess of $2 billion annually and employing more
than 60.000 persons.

I might note the vast majority of those 60,000 persons have obtained
employment in our industry in less than the last 10 years.

The member firms range in size from under $1 million in annual
sales to over $300 million. Our members manufacture products which
cover the full spectrum of goods and services associated with com-
)uters, data processing, and communications.

The CCIA, in working intimately with its member companies, is
well aware that capital has become a scarce resource in the. computer
and communications industries. Venture capital has been essential in
the development of these industries and the return on investment has
been phenomenal. We have all been witness to the unprecedented eco-
nomic growth resulting from advances in computer and communica-
tions technology. Such growth has yielded more and better jobs, in-
creased tax revenues, and improved industrial productivity, and a
large contribution to the country's balance of trade.

I mr st, though, impress upon you that the availability of capital, or
the lack thereof, will affect the extent of which these vital industries
will continue to develop. For example, the capital requirements over
the next 5 years for the minicomputer companies have been estimated
to be $500 million and for central computer companies over $1 billion,
excluding IBM's needs.

In addition, an emerging new industry, the microcomputer indus-
try, has been spawned from earlier risk investments in the semicon-
ductor industry.

This new industry requires $400 million in outside capital for sus-
tained growth.

Last year, Vinton Cerf of Stanford University and Alex Curran of
Bell Northern Research assessed the maximum realizable impact of
data communications during the next decade in a study entitled, "The
Future of Computer Communications." They estimated that the capi-
tal requirements for new data applications. such as electronic funds
transfer systems, EFTS, point of sale, POS systems, and electronic
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mail, would be $40 billion by 1986. The authors concluded that the high
capital requirements could become a major constraint on innovation,
and cautioned: It seems that the realities of implementation have dras-
tically curtailed the dreams of the innovator." I have included a copy
of their study with my prepared statement.

Staggering capital projections are not unique to the industries which
the CCIA directly represents. In general, business investment and ex-
ternal financing needs are expected to increase substantially over the
next decade. While capital funding may be provided from internal
cash flow, borrowings, and equity financing, the role of now equity
capital is central to the formation of new businesses, to modernization
and diversification within existing businesses, and to the provision of a
healthy balance against borrowed capital.

Outside capital has always been necessary to meet investment needs.
Over the past 10 years, primarily debt financing has been relied upon
to serve the outside capital requirements. In fact, the role of debt
capital has become overly dominant in the investment equation. For
manufacturing companies alone, liabilities rose from 64 percent of net
worth at the end of 1965 to 86 percent at the end of 1975. For manufac-
turing companies with assets of less than $50 million, liabilities in-
creased from 76 to 100 percent of net worth over the same period.

A reduced emphasis on debt as a source of capital is desirable and
will require a corresponding increase in external equity financing if
-overall investment needs are to be met.

The capital necessary to meet future investment needs must be
formed. To be sure, there will be some who will say that capital
formation will take place as a natural result of free market forces.
Such voices were expressed in 1975 in the form of a study by the
Brookings Institution, entitled "Capital Needs in the Seventies." I
am certain that you gentlemen will hear this study mentioned again
in the course of your hearings. Before describing the study to you, I
should point out that Brookings publications are not statements of the
institution's position, but opinions solely of the three authors, one of
whom is the new appointee to the Council on Wage and Price Stability,
Barry Bosworth.

The authors examined the probable supply of, and demand for,
capital in the remainder of the 1970's. In order to estimate capital
-needs, they made several fundamental assumptions upon which their
conclusion depends. The authors in fact concluded that enough money
should be available in the aggregate for the public and private invest-
ment demand projected through to 1980, if employment is high, if the
Federal budget surplus is large enough, and if monetary policy is not
too restrictive. A relatively easy monetary policy is recognized by the
authors as essential to enable financial intermediaries to absorb the
projected increases in long-term private debt.

Even if the Federal Reserve Board agreed with the author's desire
to keep monetary policy loose, the banks, as I pointed out, are no
longer enamored with long-term financing. Financial intermediaries
are more interested in short-term financing because of fears of infla-
tion, narrowing returns, and continued corporate instability in indus-
trial markets. The first two assumptions, we all note, have been proven
false. Unemployment nationwide is still an unacceptable 7.1 percent,

:as measured in June. Furthermore, the administration has just re-
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ported that the Federal budget deficit is scheduled to widen to about
$61.5 billion in the fiscal year beginning October 1, 1977, with the
hope of a balanced budget in 1980.

I submit that we cannot treat capital formation with wishful think-
ing. The future growth of our economy depends upon the vitality of
the capital markets today. Bosworth, and others, speculated that we
as a country may squeeze by, but only if our fondest hopes of low levels
of unemployment and budget surpluses are here now. To the contrary,
time has proven that high unemployment and unsettling budget defi-
cits have unbalanced the natural forces of capital formation.

In addition to recognizing that public and private requirements
for capital may not be provided toward the end of this decade, it must
be recognized that small and medium-sized businesses are suffering
from a capital drought now. In 1972, there were 418 underwritings
for companies with a net worth of less than $5 million. In 1975, there,
were four such underwritings. The 1972 offerings raised $918 million..
The 1975 offerings brought in $16 million.

Over that same period of time, smaller offerings under the SEC's
regulation A fell from $256 million to .49 million, and many of those
were unsuccessful. Moreover, equity financing is no lcnger available
from the financial institutions, such as mutual funds, insurance com-
panies. and pension funds, that concentrate their investments almost
exclusively in the very large, heavily capitalized companies which
dominate their particular industries.

Small and medium-sized businesses have been foreclosed from the
equity capital markets and been forced to turn for assistance to lend-
ing institutions for debt financing. Not only has this movement led to
dangerously high ratios of debt to equity for these companies, but
these companies have been subjected to high costs of borrowed capital'
which have eroded retained earnings as a traditional source of inter-
nal financing.

Consider, too, that others have recognized the plight of small busi-
nesses and are taking full advantage of the situation. Business Week
reported on June 20, 1977, that Equitable Life Assurance Society is
expanding its small loan offices to finance small business which have
had equity markets closed tight to them. "Small-business lending
represents not only a broad new market for big insurance companies
such as Equitable, but also a lucrative one." Small businesses pay
premium rates because they have no other place to go. For example,
Equitable generally charges such small borrowers a rate 50 basis
points higher than the one it charges bigger borrowers in the home
office.

Small and medium-sized businesses have been stalled and shut off
from funds badly needed for productive growth, and entrepreneurs
have been discouraged from fulfilling their promise. Investment and
tax reforms must be fashioned to revitalize the smaller businesses of*
the American economy so that they may realize their potential and
contribute their full share.

After all, the activities of small and medium-sized businesses
account for a majority share of the cross national product. Smalr
businesses alone comprise 97 percent of all businesses, unincorporated
and incorporated, in the Tnited States. More than half of all business
receipts are generated by their operations. Perhaps more important,.
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these businesses employ more than half of the U.S. business work
force.

The report of the "SBA Task Force on Venture and Equity Capital
for Small Business," dated January 1977, provides some statistics
from a recent study by MIT's development foundation which high-
light the importance of new companies and new technologies to prop-
erty and jobs in America. The data shows that not only are the young
and innovative companies growing faster than the mature companies,
but that they create more new jobs and tax revenues than the giants
of American industry. I have attached a copy of the SBA report to
my prepared statement.

We are grateful that the Committee on Finance and the Select
Committee on Small Business are working on the enactment of S. 285.
which should broaden institutional investment to include small and
medium businesses. That is a good first, step. "More, however, must be
done to balance the investment, bias in favor of large business and the
biases of the tax laws since 1969, which have discouraged investment
in general.

We must insure the health of the U.S. economy by restoring an eco-
nomic climate that will enable business organizations to finance with
a mix of debt to equity providing stability for both the organizations
and the economy.

The CCIA does have specific proposals in mind which should pro-
vide a beneficial investment climate for capital formation. We believe
that a return to lower taxation of capital gains would provide a nec-
essary incentive both for existing and new inve-stors of capital. Also,
dividends should be treated as a deductible expense, as is interest on
borrowings, to make equity capital more competitive with debt equity.

In addition, we are in favor of a graduated corporate income tax
which would provide smaller businesses with higher retained earnings
for the internal financing of current ope-ations and future growth.
Mr. Poppa and MJr. Tomash will address these issues in some detail.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement, with attachments. of Mr. Biddle follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF A. G. W. MIDDLE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is .Tack Biddle. and
I appear before you today as president of the Computer & Communications In-
dustry Association, I am accnmpanted by Mr. Erwin Tomash. Chairman of the
Board, Dataproducts Corp.. Mr. Ryal R. Poppa. President and Chief Executive
Officer. Pertec Computer Corp.. and Mr. John Chapman, CCTA Counsel. The
CCIA, formed over five years ago. represents forty member companies with com-
bined revenues in excess of two billion dollars annually and employing more than
sixty thousand persons. The member firms range in size from under a million
dollars in annual sales to over three hundred million dollars. Our members
manufacture products which cover the full spectrum of goods and services asso-
ciated with computers, data processing, and communications.

The CIA. ig working intimately witl its milember. companies, i.g well aware
that capital has become a scarce resource In the computer and communications
industries. Venture capital has been eqsential in the development of these in-
dustries and the return on Investment has been phenomenal. We have all been
witness to the unprecedented economic grnwth resulting from advances in com.
muter and communications technology. Such growth has yielded more and better
Jobs. increased tax revenues, and improved Industrial nroductivlty.

I must. though. Impress upon you that the avflilabilitv of capit.l. or the lack
thereof, will affect the extent to which these vital Indutrles will continue to
develop. For example, the capital requirements over the next five years for the
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minicomputer companies have been estimated to be five hundred million dollars
and for central computer companies over one billion dollars, excluding IB3's
needs. In addition, an emerging new industry, the microcomputer industry, has
been spawned from earlier risk investments in the semiconductor industry. This
new industry requires four hundred million dollars in outside capital for
sustained growth.

Last year, Vinton Cerf of Stanford University and Alex Curran of Bell Northern
Research assessed the maximum realizable impact of data communications dur-
ing the next decade in a study entitled "The Future of Computer Communica-
tions." They estimated that the capital requirements for new data applications,
such as electronic funds transfer systems eftsS), point of sale (POS) systems,
and electronic mail, would be 40 billion dollars by 1986. The authors concluded
that the high capital requirements could become a major constraint on innova.
tion, and cautioned: "It seems that the realities of implementation have drastic-
ally curtailed tie dreams of the innovator."

I have included a copy of their study following this statement.
Staggering capital projections are not unique to the industries which the CCIA

directly represents. In general. business investment and external financing needs
are expected to increase substantially over the next decade. While capital fund-ing may be provided from internal cash flow, borrowing, and equity financing,
the role of new equity capital is central to the formation of new businesses, to
modernization and diversification within existing businesses, and to the provision
of a healthy balance against borrowed capital.

In March of this year, it was reported I that, for the ten years ended in 1975,total fund requirements of non-financial corporations (for plant and equipment
expenditures, other physical investment and acquisition of financial assets)
averaged 10S billion dollars a year. Capital generated internally provided 60 per-
cent of the total sources of funds, while outside financing provided 40 percent.
Debt financing was seen to be the predominant form of outside financing, with
net additions to debt averaging 41 billion dollars a year, or more than twice the
19 billkoi dollar average increase in equity capital. Equity capital. on average
per year, vas derived from retained earnings of 13 billion dollars and new equity
financing of 6 million dollars.

Over the next ten years a more substantial level of investment is required tomeet economic and social goals and legislated mandates regarding environ-
mental and safety standards. Just to maintain the standard of living enjoyed in
the United States, which has been perceived to be under attack by inflation andsubstantially higher energy costs, would require more investment funds in tHIe
future. It has been estimated that the American economy over the next ten years
needs an average of 274 billion dollars in total investment per year for the
Ma itenance of general economic growth.

Outside callital has always been necessary to mpet investment needs. Overthe past ten years, primarily debt financing has been relied upon to serve the
outside caldtal reqlirement.s. In filct. the role of debt capital has become overly
dominant in the investment equation. For man ufncturing companies alone.
lialilities r,.e froiii 64 percent of net worth at the end of 1965 to 86 percent
'It the end (if 1975. For nianufacturing companies with assets of less than 50
itihllioll (lollar4. liabilities increased from 76 percent to 100 percent of net worth
over the same period.

411cd reliance has placed a high demand on loan funds resulting in higher
interest charges which in turn have led to a deterioration in retained earnings.
This hihlenomnolm has reduced the availability and signflcance of internal fi-
MIncing. Moreover, it is not certain that delht financing, to the extent encoun-
tered ill recent years, will be available for new investment needs. The forces ofeconomic uncertainty and almost certain Inflation in the years ahead have in-
duced corporations to strive for long-term financing, while the same factors are
causing banks and other institutions to prefer placing funds on a short-term
b;I is.

In any case, any undue reliance by business on debt financing leads to an in-
crease in bankruptcies and, at the very least, to instability in industrial strength.
A reduced emphmais on debt as a source of capital is desirable and will require
a corresponding increase in external equity financing if over-all investment
needs are to lie met.

'Walter S. McConnell and Steven D. Lpit, "Inflation, Stock Prices and Job Creation,"
Financial Analysis Journal, March-April 1977, page 27.
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The capital necessary to meet future investment needs must be formed. To-
be sure, there will be some who will say that capital formation will take place
as a natural result of free market forces. Such voices were expressed in 1975 in
the form of a study by the Brookings Institution, entitled Capital Needs in the-
Seventies. I am certain that you gentlemen will hear this study mentioned again
In the course of your hearings. Before describing the study to you, I should.
point out that Brookings publications are not statements of the Institution's
position, but opinions solely of the three authors, one of whom is the new
appoiltee to the Council on Wage & Price Stability, Barry Bosworth.

The authors examined the probable supply of, and demand for, capital in the
remainder of the 1970's. In order to estimate capital needs, they made several
fundamental assumptions upon which their conclusion depends.

The authors in fact concluded that enough money should be available in the
aggregate for the public and private investment demand projected through to
1f980, if employment is high, if the federal budget surplus is large enough, andr
if monetary policy is not too restrictive. A relatively easy monetary policy is
recognized by the authors as essential to enable financial intermediaries to-
absorb the projected increases in long-term private debt.

Even if the Federal Reserve Board agreed with the author's desire to keep,
monetary policy loose, the banks, as I pointed out, are no longer enamored with
long term financing. Financial intermediaries are more interested in short term-
financing because of fears of inflation, narrowing returns, and continued corpo-
rate instability in industrial markets. 'The first two a~sumptions, we all note, have-
been proven false. Unemployment nationwide is still an unacceptable 7.1 percent,
as measured in June. Furthermore, the Administration has just reported that the-
federal budget deficit is scheduled to widen to about 61.5 billion dollars in,
the fiscal year beginning October 1, 1977, with the hope of a balanced budget
in 1980.

I submit that we cannot treat capital formation with wishful thinking. The.
future growth of our economy depends upon the vitality of the capital markets'
today. Bosworth et al speculated that we as a country, may squeeze by, but only
if our fondest hopes of low levels of unemployment and budget surpluses are-
here now. To the contrary, time has proven that high unemployment and un--
settling budget deficits have unbalanced the natural forces of capital formation..

In addition to recognizing that public and private requirements for capital may"
not be provided toward the end of this decade, it must be recognized that small-
and medium-sized businesses are suffering from a capital drought now. In 1972,
there were 418 underwritings for companies with a net worth of less than five
million dollars. In 1975, there were four such underwritings. The 1972 offerings
raised nine hundred and eighteen million dollars. The 1975 offerings brought.
in sixteen million dollars.

Over that same period of time, smaller offerings under the SEC's Regulation A
fell from two hundred and fifty six million to forty-nine million dollars, and'
many of those were unsuccessful. Moreover, equity financing is no longer avail-
able from the financial institutions, such as mutual funds, insurance companies,
and pension funds, that concentrate their investments almost exclusively in the
very large, heavily-capitalized companies which dominate their particular
industries.

Small- and medium-sized businesses have been foreclosed from the equity capi-
tal markets and been forced to turn for assistance to lending institutions for
debt financing. Not only has this movement led to dangerously high ratios of debt
to equity for these companies, but these companies have been subjected to higlr
costs of borrowed capital which have eroded retained earnings as a traditional'
source of internal financing.

Consider too, that others have recognized the plight of small businesses anr
are taking full advantage of the situation. Business Week reported on June 20,
1977, that Equitable Life Assurance Society Is expanding its small loan offices-
to finance small businesses which have had equity markets closed tight to them.
"Small-business lending represents not only a broad new market for big insurance-
companies such as Equitable, but also a lucrative one." Small businesses pay
premium rates because they have no other place to go.

For example. Equitable generally charges such small borrowers a rate fifty
basis points higher than the one it charges bigger borrowers in the home office.

On .Tune 28, 1977, John E. Jones, President of Cumminq-Allison Corp., a $20
million company, testifying in support of S. 285, noted that his company is still
a private corporation because the institutions he approached weren't even inter-
ested in talking with him. Foreclosed from the equity markets, Cummins is lim-
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'ited to debt financing to sustain a steady growth of between 10-15 percent per
year. Funding through retained earnings was severely limited by the debt struc-
ture of the financing available to him. With a more favorable investment cli-
mate, with the availability of external equity capital, Cummins' growth rate
could Increase 25 to 35 percent over the next three to five years. lie stated: "With
heightened growth, my company could hire more employees and provide those
employees with even greater benefits. I believe that prospective investors in Cum-
mins would also benefit, as would the industries to be served by the increasing
availability of our products, and we would add our modest contribution toward a
j)ositive U.S. balance in foreign trade."

Mr. Alfred A. King, Chairman of the Board of MRi Systems Corp. in Austin,
Texas, testified on the same date: "I have taken considerable risk and have
played a major part in the financing of MRI Systems Corp. and its product which
I believe to be of some importance to this country. At least it has provided em-
ilIoyment for more than one hundred and ninety people. In any event, I would not

.attempt to start such ani enterprise in today's tax and investment climate."
Small- and medium-sized businesses have been stalled and shut off from funds

lhadly needed for productive growth, and entrepreneurs have been discouraged
from fulfilling their promise. Investment and tax reforms must be fashioned to

-revitalize the smaller businesses of the American economy so that they may
realize their potential and contribute their full share. After all, the activities of
small- and medium-sized businesses account for a majority share of the gross
national product. Small businesses alone comprise 97 percent of all businesses,

-unincorporated and incorporated, In the United States. More than half of all
business receipts are generated by their operations. Perhaps more important,
these businesses employ more than half of the United States business work force.

The Report of the SBA Task Force on Venture and Equity Capital for small
Business, dated January 1977, provides some statistics from a recent study by
MIT's Development Foundation which highlight the importance of new coin.
panies and new technologies to property and jobs in America. The data shows
that not only are the young and innovative companies growing faster than the
mature companies, but that they create more new Jobs and tax revenues than

-the giants of American industry. I have attached a copy of the SBA report.
We are grateful that the Committee on Finance and the Select Committee

-on Small Business are working on the enactment of S. 285 which should broaden
institutional investment to include small and medium businesses. That Is a good

!first step. More, however, must be done to balance the Investment bias in favor
,of large business and the biases of the tax laws since 1969, which have dis-
couraged investment in general. We must insure the health of the United States
economy by restoring an economic climate that will enable business organizations
to finance with a mix of debt to eqity providing stability for both the organi-
zations and the economy.

The C(IA does have specific proposals in mind which should provide a bene-
ficial investment climate for capital formation. We believe that a return to lower
taxation of capital gains would provide a necessary incentive both for existing
and new Investors of capital. Also, dividends should be treated as a deductible

-expense, as Is interest on borrowings, to make equity capital more competitive
with debt equity. In addition, we are in favor of a graduated corporate income
tax which would provide smaller businesses with higher retained earnings for
he internal financing of current operations and future growth. Messrs. Poppa

and Tomash will address these issues in some detail.
The proposals for reform which we have addressed today would provide im-

mediate relief to broad sectors of our economy and satisfy capital requirements,
-and at the same time provide somewhat more of a benefit to small and medium
businesses, wlich represent the growth potential of the U.S. economy.

I have asked a select group of national leaders to meet in Washington, D.C.
later this summer to propose reforms which address the capital formation issue
at large. We look to form a working coalition that will present Congress with
a unified agenda designed to alleviate the capital shortages which threaten
the growth of our economy.

Included among the attendees will be chief executives from small- and medium-
sized corporations from a wide range of industries, key executives from leading
-investments banking firms, venture capital groups, small business investment
companies, as well as knowledgeable economists and tax experts.The -proposals for review will include additional incentives for equity capital
Investments, such as (1) modify Section 1244 of the Internal Revenue Code so
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that greater capital losses may be deducted against ordinary income and even
enlarge the qualification requirements for corporate coverage under the code,
(2) change the capitalization limitation for a small offering exemption under
Regulation A from $500,000 to several million dollars, (3) clarify ERISA so
that fund managers are encouraged to diversify assets to include investment in
new ventures and in growing smaller companies, (4) consider the optimal use of
investment tax credits, (5) accelerate depreciation of assets to reflect replace-
ment costs to substitute for the present unrealistic historical cost basis of ac-
counting for such assets, and (6) permit individual investors to deduct much
greater net capital losses Incurred from their other income than the $3,000 deduc-
tion allowed under lprsent law.

The desirability of the proposals to be made will be determined from a set of
criteria which we feel should be applied against all proposals suggested at these
hearings. The first is that the overall growth and stability of the United
States economy be enhanced. Secondly, new investors should be attracted to
form a broadly based Investment resource. Thirdly, the liquidity of the capital
markets is to be increased. Fourthly, small- and medium-sized businesses should
be allowed to reach their full potential for productive growth.

I would like very much to present you and other concerned Senate Committees
with the unified agenda which results from the capital formation conference.

We are available to assist you in any way that we can in your deliberations.
on the capital formation Issue. It is in working together that we will establish
an economic environment in this country which will foster continued growth andI
new growth industries.

Attachments.

THE FUTURE OF COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS

(By Vinton G. Cerf, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif., and Alex Curran,
Bell Northern Research, Palo Alto, Calif.)

INTRODUCTION

The Information processing industry has grown at a phenomenal rate. Much of
the impetus for continued growth is emerging from the distribution of computing
functions via telecommunications networks. The observable trends of cost de.
crease per unit of computation and per unit of storage suggest that the area of
rapid growth will continue.

We have tried to quantify that growth. To do so we have estimated the
maximum traffic which would result from. the nationwide use of point of sale'
terminals, electronic fund transfer systems and electronic delivery-of'all first
class mail. This process has allowed us to identify constraints to growth, to quan-
tify the impact on telecommunications networks of the increased traffic, and to
estimate the capital requirements for implementation.

These particular services were selected because they represent more than 90
percent of the total data traffic forecast by S.RI. in a 1970 study of the demand
for Information transfer.' We have constrained our estimates to the next decade,
for it Is very difficult to make any form of quantifiable estimate thereafter. It
is unlikely that our three services' choices will be universally available by 1986,
hence shortfalls in size due to our exclusion of other services should be fully
compensated by our assumption of near-universality of point of sale, electronic
funds transfer and electronic mail by 1986.

The results of the quantification surprised us. Intuitively we had expected
much larger traffic figures than emerged. In an attempt to understand the differ-
ences we examined qualitatively the recent history of some of the more Imagi-
native service proposals. We found that the implementation of those suggestions
has been much slower than had been forecast-it appears that some of the
imaginative innovation has disappeared from the Industry. It is our belief that
more innovation should be encouraged to ensure that U.S. leadership in the infor-
nation processing field is maintained. Encouragement can be given by careful

relaxation of the regulatory climate.

I R. W. Hough et al., "A Study of Trends in the Demand for Information Transfer,"
Stanford Research Institute Technical Report, 1970 (NTIS N-70-23427).
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sIZE AND COST COMPARISONS

Although it is clearly possible that the data traffic may be carried all or par-
tially on specialized networks, it is relevant to make size comparisons with the
telephone network. That network is ubiquitous. Its characteristics are well
known. Its capital and operating costs have been carefully documented. Thus it
provides an accurate standard for comparison. The first comparisons are in rela-
tion to traffic. In 1975 the telephone network carried 250 billion calls within the
United States. This utilization has been growing at an annual rate of 4 percent
over the past two decades.2 As a conservative estimate the average call duration
is three minutes. In a digital network the equivalent bandwidth is 64K bps per
channel. Through encoding that bandwidth could be reduced to, perhaps, 9.6K
bps which is also a more reasonable estimate of the data carrying capacity of an
analog voice channel. Table I below summarizes the relevant traffic statistics.

TABLE i.-TELEPHONE TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS

1976 1981 1986

cails per year (times 10) ----------------------------------------- 260 316 385
64K bps per channel:

Bits per year (times 1011) ------------------------------------- 5.99 7.28 8.87
Bits per second (average) (times 101) -------------------------- 1.90 2.31 2.81

9.6K bps per channel:
Bits per year (times 1097) ------------------------------------- 8.99 10.92 13.31
Bits per secono averaget) (times 101) -------------------------- 2. b5 3.46 4.21

The second dimension of the comparison is the magniture of capital invest-
ment. Since our intent has been merely to estimate total capital required, we
have been content to use figures which are representative of the in place cost
of telephone plant. For the major elements we have used the following:

Subscriber loop -------------------- $ .
Toll connecting trunk ----------------- $440 per channel mile.
Toll trunk -------------------------- $20 per channel mile.
48K bps trunk---------------------- Equivalent to 12 voice channels.
Voice channel bank ------------------- $400 per channel end.
Modems:

Low speed, part of terminal -------- $100.
Medium speed------------------- $500.
High speed voice ------------------- $1,500.
48K bps ------------------------ $10,000.

Low speed data multiplexor -----------. $200.
Finally to estimate the annual revenues of the telecommunication portion of

the distributed computing services we have used tariffs which approximate those
which currently exist in the telephone networks.

ELWToNIC FUNDS 7TANSFEM SYSTEMS (EFTS)

The basic purpose of EFTS is to reduce the high cost of paper handling in the
billing and payments process. EFTS, of itself, only partially accomplishes that
purpose for it will remain necessary to record sales on paper, to accept c:*-ks at
the local banks and distribute them to the appropriate payment bank. The flow
of paper will only be staunched when Point of Sales (POS) systems are married
to EFTS.

Nevertheless EFTS will reduce some of the handling problems in the banking
system. Further, since the banks form a cohesive business group, it is clear that
EFTS will be implemented before a ubiquitous POS network emerges. We have
chosen, therefore, in our view of the future to implement an EFTS network first
then to augment it with a POS network.

2 J. R. Pierce, "Communication," Sogentifte American, Volume 227, No. 3, September
1972; pp. 31-41.
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In our model, the nodes of an EF'S network comprise local banks, area clear-
ing centres, the Federal Reserve Bank and a proposed Federal Switching Centre.
In skeleton form the network would appear as Figure 1.

/17 Federal Switching Centre

A Federal Reserve Bank

L Regional Clearing Centre
0 Local Banking Office

FiouRE 1.-Conceptual model-EFTS network.

The size of the completed network is determined by the following elements:
In 1974 there were 15,000 banks' including national banks, state commercial

banks, trust companies, mutual and stock savings banks, private and industrial
banks and special institutions treated as banks by Federal supervisory agencies.
In some states the banks have branches. To account for these branches and for
growth in the industry we have estimated that by 1986 there will be a grand
total of 45,000 local banking offices, including branches.

These local offices perform their clearing functions through 100 area clearing
centres.

Checks which must be cleared to different areas are processed through the 36
Federal Reserve Banks.

For conceptual convenience we have assumed that one of these Reserve Banks
will serve as a final switching centre for transactions between the reserve banks.
In practice high usage routes may be established directly between certain Re-
.serve Banks (or at other levels of the hierarchical network). Such links will be
implemented for operational economies when warranted. Their use will not
.drastically change the network costs.

The traffic flowing on this network results essentially from the check clearing
function. In 1975 about 32 billion checks were processed. As shown in Appendix
A we can expect that the number will increase to 34.2 billion in 1976,, 48.2 billion
in 1981 and 67.7 billion in 1986. Approximately 75 percent of these require bank
.clearance, each clearance generating a communication of about 1,000 bits. The
current geographic distribution of checks suggests that the average transaction
will involve 2.5 links in the network.

From these figures the total traffic flow on a complete F)FTS network would
be as follows:

TABLE II.-TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS, EFTS NETWORK

1976 1981 1986

,Checks processed (times 109) ------------------------------ 34.2 48.2 67.7
Bib per year (times 1012) --------------------- ------------ 64.1 90.4 127.0

,Bits per second (times 10') average..-_---------- 17.9 25.1 35.3

In this table the reduction to average bits per second has been made on the
assumption of four hours on each of 250 banking days each year for check
clearance.

The average capacity of the network, even at 1986 traffic levels, equates to
the distributed capacity of 23 T1 systems. Clearly the transmission requirements
are modest in comparison to the voice telephone network.

But it isn't only traffic which determines network cost, one must also examine
the size and capacity requirements of the network links. In our network model
the elements are as follows:

I The World Almano, Newspaper Enterprise Ausoclation, New York, 1975; p. 87.
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In the local hierarchy there are 45,000 links. On average each will operate at
approximately 300 bps. Even after allowing a factor of 8 for peak demand it is
clear that nearly all banking offices can be served by one voice grade link. For
most of the offices the link to the regional clearing centre will consist of only
two local links For perhaps 20 percent of the offices the link will contain also
a toll connecting link averaging perhaps 50 miles. Thus the total capital required
to implement this hierarchy of the EFTS communications network is about
$185 X 10'.

The capacity of the links to the Federal Reserve Bank is more difficult to
calculate since it is so dependent upon the geographic distribution of check
cashing. As a reasonable guess we can assume that 40 percent of all checks must
be sent from the area clearing centres to the nearest Federal Reserve Bank,, and
that these banks perform clearing operations eight hours per working day. The
required bandwidth Is approximately 23K bps per link in 1976 growing to
47K bps in 1986. Thus at least until 1986 nothing more exotic than 48K bps
circuits are required. The capital cost of these 100 links is about $15 x 10'.

Finally about 10 percent of all checks must be cleared betwees Federal Reserve
Banks. The bandwidth required for each of the 35 links grows from 16K bps in
1976 to 33K bps in 1986. For this portion of the network the communications capi-
tal requirement is about $10 million.

The total network facility capital cost Is therefore about $175 million. It
would generate approximately $12 million annually In local revenues and per-
haps $30 million In intercity revenues, I.e., a tital of $42 million annually.

By comparison each banking outlet would require, on average, four or five
teller terminals. Even in 1988 it is unlikely that the Installed cost of these
terminals will be less than $10,000 each. Thus for terminals alone the capital
required Is $450 million. The computing back up and software will increase the
total computational capital to perhaps $600 million.

In summary, then, we can say that there are no major communication im-
pediments to the Installation of electronic funds transfer systems. Once the
privacy and legal problems are resolved the networks can be installed rapidly
with existing technology. The capital requirements, based on 1988 size and
traffic forecasts would be:

$175 million for communications facilities, and
$600 million for terminals and computing facilities.
This network would not eliminate the flood of checks but would improve the

handling efficiency In the banking system. To eliminate the check writing aspect
completely it will be necessary to add a point of sale facility to the banking
network.

POINT OF SALE SYSTEMS

Much of the need for check writing could be eliminated If the signature author-
ization for funds transfer were replaced by credit card readers, activated by
consumer chosen passwords or numbers. A scheme of this sort Is already used
by some customers of Citibank who use the "magic middle" card to authorize
transfers.

Again projecting our view to universality of service to measure ultimate im-
pact, we would expect that the number of transactions on a POS-EP)FS network
would be eight times those on an EFTS network alone. At 1986 levels, therefore,
the total traffic flow on the network would be the distributed equivalent of 184
TI systems. While this is a substantial amount of traffic, it is certainly not over-
whelming when compared to the traffic handled on the voice network.

The telecommunications access to the retail outlet Is not a major problem.
A large store might contain 50 POS terminals. During the busy hour each
terminal will serve about 20 customers, with each transaction generating about
1,000 bits. For such a large store the peak capacity is only 300 bps. It Is hard to
Imagine a need for more than 2,400 bps, even for very large stores, and even If
more than one message per transaction Is needed. This is certainly within our
technological capability today.

The size and capital requirements of a combined POS and EFTS network will
certainly be larger than what was previously calculated. The network elements
are as follows:

In 1972 there were 5.5 million retail and service businesses in the USA.' Some
of these businesses had hundreds, a few even thousands of locations. The vast
majority, however, had one outlet only. With reasonable assurance we can
assume that even In 1988 there will be no more than 10 million links needed. If

'Information Pleaae Almanae, Golenpaul Ausoc., 1976; p. 75.
22-486--7 8---4
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we make the most pessimistic assumption of no network switching, then the
local network capital need is $18 X 10.

The EFTS network will be of similar form to that described previously, how-
ever the traffic capacity must be increased to cater to the larger number of trans-
actions. As a reasonable estimate the required capital will be $300 X 10F.

The local network revenue, based on $30 per business loop per month, would
amount of $7.2X 10' annually for universal service. The EFTS network would
generate perhaps $75 X 10 in annual telecommunications revenues.

Currently the installed cost of POS terminals is in excess of $3,500 each. Assuril-
ing. a modest average of 2.2 terminals Ier retail outlet, the estimated capital cost
for terminals only is $77 X 10P, outweighing the communications cost by: at least
4:1.

What we have postulated is a universal POS-EFTS network linking all banks
and all retail outlets by 1986. To achieve. this it would be necessary to invest
nearly $20 billion in telecommunications facilities and $80 billion' in terminals

.and computing systems. The investments would generate annual telecommiunica-
tions revenue of $5 billion and annual computing revenue of perhaps $20 billion
exclusive of the costs of computing hardware, software and systems maintenance.

But that is too much to expect. Overall the average cost' of processing is
5 cents per transaction. That figure is highly traffic dependent, however, being
very low for large retail outlets, much higher for small stores. Clearly then
universality of POS -service cannot he achieved by 1986 unless much .less
costly techniques are found' to cater to the multitude of small shops. As a more
realistic estimate we would visualize one-third of all outlets subscribing to-the
service (i.e., about 3 million outlets in 1986). At that more reasonable level
the telecommunications revenue would amount to about 3 percent of the AT&T
revenues expected in 1986.

ELEOTBONIC MAIL

The third area in which computer communications could make a significant
impact is in the transfer of first class mail at speeds greatly exceeding those
achieved by the US Postal Service, and at service costs which by 1986 could be
competitive with physical delivery. Our objectives In this section are to assess
the potential impact of electronic mail on the demand for computer communica-
tions, and to explore the near term economic viability of electronic mail
technology.

There are several technologies which can serve the electronic mail market.
The most likely are facsimile, time shared message switching services and stand-
alone word processing equipment. Of these facsimile is the. most versatile since
it permits the transmission of a wide range of Information formats without
substantial data processing requirements. Facsimile, however, offers none of
the flexibilities of computer based systems with respect to such features as
message composition and editing, storage, automated retrieval, multi addressing
and retrieval at time convenience of the recipient. Since the purpose of this
paper is to aasess the maximum anticipated impact of computer communications,
we have assumed that these advantages will prevail and that electronic mail will
be computer based.

There are two classes of computer ba,;ed systems. Stand-alone systems are
based on the provision of sophisticated terminals which contain word proc-
essIng, message editing and addressing capabilities. These terminals consume
no bandwidth during message composition or reading time. By contrast time-
shared systems make use of less sophisticated, less expensive terminals, relying
on the system computer for message processing service. Obviously these systems
do consume transmission bandwidth during message composition and reading.

Both types of systems will be required. Users who generate large volumes-of
traffic will find that the cost of the stand-alone terminals are fully Justified by
the savings in network costs. Those who generate smaller amounts of message
traffic will prefer to pay higher usage charges to save the "initiation" charges
associated with the more complex terminals.

It is interesting to note that the Arthur D. Little Corporation has recently
developed a scenario 5 which describes a pitched battle between the U.S. Postal
Service and competing electronic mail carriers. The intent of the scenario is to
urge action now to resolve the Jurisdictional boundaries between the Postal Serv-

41. G. Ernst et al., TeleoommunicatOns and, "Socety, 1976-1991, report to OTP,
Executive Office of the President, Arthur D. Little, Inc., under contract No. TP6AC-017.
June 1076.
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ice and its potential competitors. One of the rivals is very close, for about 30
percent of the first class mail is concerned with the billing and payment system
which will be incorporated in EFTS as it develops. For the remaining first
class mail the Arthur D. Little scenario suggests that electronic transfer will
soon be economically attractive. Our study confirms that conclusion.

The analysis leading to that result is presented in Appendix B. It shows
clearly that electronic mail is suitable only under very special circumstances
teday, however it would become economically and operationally attractive at
least in a business environment if :
-.The rental charges for terminals with some text formatting capability drops

to $40 per month,
Timesharing charges decrease to $0.15 per CPU second, and $2.00 per hour

of connect time,
Intracorporate word processing, text filing systems based on centralized proc-

essing and storage facilities become acceptable, and
Timesharing services offer similar word processing, text filing services to

smaller commercial enterprises on a pay-a-you-use basis.
. It is quite unlikely that all four of these events will occur by the early 1980's,

so it is reasonable to assess the communications impact of an electronic equivalent
of today's U.S. Postal Service.

It is not easy to predict the bandwidth requirements of electronic maiL For
the purposes of this study we have chosen to ignore the legal issues which will
be hard to solve and which clearly will affect the acceptability of electronic
delivery. There remains an interesting array of factors, difficult to predict, but
which will certainly affect the utilization of various telecommunications options.

. A number of "near-mail" services exist today. ARPANET 6 offers a message
exchange facility for its users. TYMNET also offers a message service. Bolt,
Beranek and Newman has a public offering, via TELENET, of a message
switching facility called HERMS. I. P. Sharp Associates offer a service called
MAILBAG. Obviously it is a straight-forward matter to build a timesharing
facility to exchange messages.
. -But the customers for all of these services are technically sophisticated time-

sharing users. The command structures for the systems are too complex fQr
casual users, and there Is no standardization to allow for message exchange
between systems. Thus our experience with systems today is an inadequate base
A.whichi to base predictions for the busines community.
The business world is preparing to move into the word processing era, since

It Is. the most promising technique for the improvement of productivity In the
office environment. The interconnection of word processing systems will reduce
the transfer delays for memoranda and other textual materials from days to
seconds. The impact could-produce a change as significant as the business speed-
1p caused by the widespread use of the telephone. If that happens, electronic
mail could:
' Replace a major part of the first class mail load,
Substitute for many of today's business telephone calls,
Compete with TELEX, TWX and Mailgram,
Replace some of the inter-office memoranda.
It will be some time before we can make meaningful estimates of the effect

of such systems.
' However there is some help. Panko7 has estimated that by 1985 the business

community within the US will exchange electronically between 10 and 30 bil-
lion .messages per year. By making some crude assumptions about message
length (99 percent of 5 lines, 0.8 percent of 50 lines and 0.2 percent of 100 lines
of text), and by adopting the communication protocols of ARPANET we can cal-
culate that the gross bandwidth required will be between 8 and 24 X 10 bits
'uJring 1985. Assuming that this traffic will be carried only during the business
hours, we conclude that the peak gross bandwidth requirement is of the order of
1.5 X 10 bps, roughly the capacity of ten TI systems. Again we conclude that the
transmission requirements are very small in comparison to the needs of the tele-
phone network.

*ARPANIBT i the acronym for the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) packet-switched computer network, operated by the Defense Communications
Agency. It has been described in manypapers. A good overview is given In D. W. Davies
and D. L. A. Barber, Communicaiou. Zetworke for Computers, published by John Wiley
and Sons, 1973 ; pp. 800-309.

?Raymond R. Panko, "The Outlook for Computer Message Services: A Preliminary
Assessment," draft report, Stanford Research Institute, Teleco mm ulcation Sciences
Center, March 1976.
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By 1986 electronic mail will be a reality only in the business market. By that
time we would expect that today's 13 million businesses will have grown to about
16 million. Not more than one-third of these will subscribe to the service by 19K6
The major telecommunications cost will be in the distribution system which
would connect those businesses to the appropriate switching centers. For those
5 million businesses the telecommunications capital requirement for loops and
modems is about $6.5 billion, generating a telecommunication revenue of about
$2.1 billion annually.

By 1986 suitable programmable terminals should cost about $1,000 yielding a
capital requirement of about $5 billion. These terminals must be supported by
timesharing systems capable of serving 2-3 million active terminals. The current
hardware cost per active user ranges from $1,000 to $3,000. Thus hardware and
terminal capitalization could well total $10 billion. Maintenance costs will be
about $1 billion annually. Software costs are much harder to predict but almost
certainly will be of the same magnitude as the mainframe costs. Thus we can
expect the total computing and terminal capital to be about $13 billion. The
annual revenue requirement, including maintenance, would be about $6.5 billion.

Again one is led to the conclusion that in both capital and revenue requirements
the terminal and computing needs significantly outweigh the communication
needs.

OTHER SERVICES

The results so far in our atempt to quantify the communications revolution
have been disappointing. The summation of bits per year flowing through the
network as a result of EFTS, POS, and electronic mail will not exceed 7 X lu
bits per year in 1986, a very small percent of the total traffic flux due to voice
services. We have, therefore, examined briefly two additional service categories.

One of the more exciting possibilities is the availability of very high bandwidth
digital transmission facilities developed over satellite channels accessed by low-
cost, one-site ground terminals. By making use of the multi-megabit per second
capability of these channels, systems designers can geographically distribute
parts of a computer system. As one example mass storage facilities could be
housed in several different localities in the U.S., accessible by customers as
back-up, tertiary, storage in the memory hierarchy. Similarly other novel services
are visualized by the Satellite Business Systems Corporation.

The key to this network is the reduction in cost of the ground stations. In
the 4-6 GHz bands ground stations still cost In the order of $150,000. Some
experimental stations have been built for operation in the 12-14 GH: band
with a forecast cost of $10-$15,000. We understand that the Satellite Business
Systems Corporation contemplate a ground station cost of $50,000.

It is our view that at that price level the ground station can be "on-site" only
to large commercial, government or military users. For them the BBS system
will provide a novel and powerful alternate to the inter-city offerings of other
common carriers. We have seen, however, that the major costs of telecommunica-
tions are in the distribution facilities-and here for most users the bandwidth
requirements are modest. We can only conclude, therefore, that satellite systems
will provide additional choices for the inter-city haulage for large users of data
communications. They will not, however, at least initially contribute to the
widespread dissemination of distributed data services.

As for the revolution in home computing we can see little evidence of the rapid
development of services. We suspect that terminal costs must drop to under $200
to spawn a large residential demand.

Two thrusts are operating in this direction. One lz the TV game market. Here
Magnavox's Odyssey and Atari's Pong games have exploited the TV receiver
as a display unit. Some early examples of keyboards with some programming
capability and with a small amount of storage have been built mainly by hobby-
ists. However there is no sign yet of an adequate terminal at a suffmciently low
cost. When that does appear a gap will still exist in the development and market-
ing of interesting services.

The second thrust is the use of microprocessors as "do-it-yourself" computers.
Costs of processors and peripherals are still much too high for a mass market,
however dedicated hobbyists have taken up the challenge of writing interesting
and novel programs which are strictly for fun rather than cost reduction. Their
efforts may pioneer the entertainment value for home computing.

However in spite of these two thrusts we cannot visualize home computation
services developing by 1986 a traffic flow rivalling that generated by buslues
systems,
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RECAPITULATION

We started this survey with the intent of quantifying the maximum real.'
izable impact of data communications during the next decade. To do this we
examined S.R.I.'s list of 400 Information transfer services and identified those
which would account for the largest penetration of service by 1988. On the
assumption that EFTS, POS and electronic mail would become widespread tt'
least in the business field, we then calculated traffic flows, network costs, ter-
minal and computing costs and expected revenue. The results are summarized in
Table II.

TABLE Ill.-MAXIMUM 1986 DATA COMMUNICATIONS LEVELS

Maximum 1986 expectation levels

Communications network Terminals and computing
Traffic (bits Annual Annual

per year Capital revenue Capital Other revenue
Service times 014) (times 10') (times 10') terminals (times 10') (times 10')

EFS----------------1.27 $0.175 $42 0.45 is.1 $210
P•5 - -------------------------- 3.39 6.1 2:400 23.0 10 12,0m
Mail ------------------------------ 2.0 6.5 2 100 5.0 8 4,900.
Now dota ------------------------ 6.7 12.7 4,500 28.5 18.2 17,000
Voice------------------1.. 13,310 177 64,000-------------------------

In arriving at these estimates we made very optimistic assumptions about the
penetration of new data services. Even with this optimism some rather unex-
pected results emerged. In particular:

The impact of data traffic on the common carrier networks appears less than
we expected. Even with ovrr optimistic assumptions data transmission revenues
will not exceed 7 percent e. voice revenues ten years hence.

The vast majority of n,,w construction for data links will be in the local access
area. It is here primarily that innovation will yield benefits in cost reduction.

The capital requirements for terminals, computing hardware and service
software are very high. The accumulation of this capital could become a major
constraint on implementation.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Because these results were less optimistic than we had expected, we then
reviewed the literature to determine if we had omitted major imminent develop.
ments. The review disclosed a rather bleak picture.

In 1970 8.I.I. published a report on information transfer which listed 400
services- and which forecast a rapid transition to electronic distribution of these
services. In 1972 the International Conference on Computer Communications
(I.C.C.C.) held its first meeting in Washington. The bright mood of the Confer.

ence was caught by Carl Hammer' who forecast that "during the 1970's the
revenue from machines conversing will surpass that of people conversing." At
that conference only August Ohlmer I painted a restrained picture. He was classed
as a reactionary. The 1972 Proceedings contain 22 papers which define new,
innovative computer based services.

• Since October 1972 there has been a rapid closing of horizons as people have
eome face to face with the realities of implementing distributed computing serv-
ices. By 1974 the number of ICC papers defining new service concepts had
decreased to 12, and by 1976 only 4 papers described new services. Throughout
that period no new service ideas emerged--but many disappeared from view. It
seems that the realities of implementation have drastically curtailed the dreams
of the innovators.

During that same period a number of data oriented networks have been coa-
structed providing users with new and Improved methods of transmission and
sWitching at much lower cost, at least in the inter-city links. In 1972 the major
constraint on implementation appeared to be the lack of "good" data commuunq

$ Carl Hammer. "Computer Communications: The Future," Proceedings of the IC,
October 1972, p. 31.

9 August OhTmer, "Summary of the Existing Data Communications Services in Western.urope and Tentative Forecast of New Services for the Next Decade," Proveedings of
the ICCC, October 1972; pp. 260-263.
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cation facilities. That constraint has clearly been easea, and yet new service
Ideas are becoming scarce.

For completeness, and to illustrate the trend, a summary view of the rapid
disappearance of new service Ideas is included as Appendix C.

In analyzing the results of the three ICCC's one is led to the following
observations:

There has clearly been a very gross underestimation of the difficulty of creat-
ing and maintaining large data bases.

No significant progress has been made on the design and implementation of
systems by which authors may offer and be paid a royalty for the use of ifot-
mation which they have prepared.

Computer assisted instruction Is growing very slowly, again the start up prob-
lems were grossly underestimated.

Some progress has been made in automating library service systems, however
the manipulative protocols are too complex for non-librarians, so, except in rare
instances, the systems are Internal to the library.

No home services have been developed. The costs are clearly too high, except
for dedicated hobbyists.As we applied these observations to forecast computer communications growth:
patterns we concluded that the technology is being applied only In the business
sphere where the major uses are applied to reduce the cost of existing functions.
That process will continue for it Is fueled by cost reductions necessary to main-
tain business viability. The extension of low cost data networks will be instigated
by that cost reduction activity. No other widespread service will emerge until
that extension occurs.

Again this history of the ICC4 tends to confirm our rather pessimistic forecast,
and our reliance on EFTS, POS and mail services as the prime growth areas
during the next decade.

FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES ----

Our analysis has shown that the major revenues which will be gained fr6m
new computer based services lie not in the pure transmission domain, but rather,
in the provision of new services. These new services depend both on computation
and on remote access for their utility. It is this intermixing which has led to
serious difficulties in defining the regulatory role of the F.C.C.

We consider it vital to protect and maintain the U.S. lead in Information
processing. It Is a national resource which has been developed at great expense
and which has already changed the ways in which we conduct our affairs. In
searching for guidelines to encourage further development of this national re-
source we have identified four key Issues.

The first key issue Is that of who will be allowed to offer the new services.'
There is no simple technical answer to that question. Computation is really

the movement of data from one place to another. The comparatively recent free-
dom to move that data across state boundaries is technically merely an extension
of prior abilities.

But practically that extension creates some major competitive problems. It Is
already clear that there Is competitive interest in the EF'1/POS and electronic
mail service. Western Union's mallgram service uses telephone, postal serftoe
and digital message switching to achieve a synthesis of all three services. Bolt,
Beranek and Newman offer an elaborate mail service, HERMB, via the facilities
of TELENET. Control Dita Corporation has announced Its Intent to offer EITS
service. Citibank through Transaction Technology, Inc., already offers Its cur-
tomers a funds transfer authorization system.

Overall we have seen a major decrease in the number of new service offerings
under consideration. It Is encouraging to see competitive thrusts In the POS/
EFTS/mail area. It Is necessary to foster a climate which stimulates and encour-
ages the innovation of other new services. In a companion paper Donald A. Durin
has described a model which can generate that Innovative climate.

The second fundamental issue Is the creation of consistent standards. .The US
had benefitted greatly by the de facto standards created, for example, by AT&T
and IBM. Commonality of interfaces plays a very critical role in establishing a
climate for innovative competition. As one example, there is a real danger that-in
the emerging electronic mail services we could repeat the early history of US
telephone networks in which competing vendors could not or would not intercon-
nect. As an alternate to regulation It may be feasible to protect consumers,,while
encouraging innovation, by enforcing standards which ensure Interoperability.
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The basic problem is who will create and enforce the standards. There is no
simple answer, but we do consider the resolution to be of high priority, lest the
computer based services we have discussed fail to develop In a rational way.

The third fundamental issue is that of reliability. US business and government
has become so dependent on computer based information systems that in some
cases manual back-up is no longer feasible. Certainly it is hard to imagine how
banking, airline reservations, stock market transactions, social security, ete.
would operate in the event of prolonged computational failure.
* As we move toward similar dependence on distributed information processing
services, the responsibility for very reliable facilities will be split between the
:common carriers and the suppliers of computing services. Each Will be dependent

>'apon the other. In the selection and implementation of its regulatory policies the
F0O should be aware of the need to encourage both communities to strive for
reliability. This need suggests a more open regulatory policy to encourage inn-

-ovation and implementation of new system ideas by the traditional carriers as
,well asby the computing organizations.

Finally there is a fundamental issue concerning the acquisition of capital to
implement the new services. In our analysis it became clear that the capital
needs vere high, and that the responsibility to raise that capital fell primarily
bi" the computing organizations and terminal suppliers. To ease that constraint
to growth the FCC might consider a more liberal role for the carriereto encourage
them to apply their capital resources.

CONCLUSION

Our conclusion is very simply stated. While we are certain that major growth
will occur in the exploitation of distributed computing systems, we were surprised
at the modest amount of communications capacity required for the prime
services. It was also somewhat surprising to observe that nearly 90 percent of

* the expenditures for data transmission capacity will be in the local distribution
network. It is in those local links that the maximum return for cost control will
be found.

It has been disappointing to review the trend in innovative excitement in the
computer communications industry. Clearly much progress has been made in
the provision of good quality data transmission networks-yet service ideas are
scarcer today than they were when communications facilities were inadequate.
We consider it essential to restore a climate which stimulates and encourages
Innovation.

The regulatory decisions reached by the FCC should contribute to establishing
thant climate. From technical considerations we cannot offer a solution to the
definition of a boundary between communicating and computing-in fact tech-
nical considerations convince us that there is no natural boundary. Since we
cannot offer a ready solution to that regulatory dilemma, we do urge that in
making its decision the Commissioners:

Encourage the development of competitive services,
Ensure that a sufficient set of standards Is created to ensure that inter-

connection of prime services is feasible,
* Create a climate in which both computing and carrier interests profit from

. the installation of reliable facilities,
Broaden the base for the acquisition of capital so as to eliminate a potential

constraint to growth.

APPENDIX A-ESTIMATION OF TIlE ANNUAL NUMBER OF CHECK TRANSACTIONS

We assume that in 1974 each household generated 200 checks per year. At that
time there were 70 million households 1 in the USA, so the total number of checks
was about 14 billion. That year the retail sales portion of the GNP was $540
billion. Perhaps half of that was paid by check yielding einaveiae of about $20

.per check transaction, a reasonable amount confirming that our estimate is not
..wildly inaccurate.

-Also in 1974 the U.S. labor force totalled 93.2 million. Most-of- these people were
paid by check twice monthly. Thus the number of pay checks totalled 2.4 billion.

IDuring fiscal 1974 federal medical and hospital insurance accounted for $15
billion,' paid to 23 million persons. Medical Insurance payments comprised 74.3

*Iformation Please Almanao, 1976 edition, Dan Golenpaul Assoc., pp. 75, 76.
t The World Almanac, Newspaper Enterprise Assoc., New York, 197i, pp. 63, 64.
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million bills. Hospital accounts were perhaps, % as many. Therefore, the total
number of checks for federal medical and hospital reimbursements was about 100
million.

Retirement benefits from social security totalled $62.5 billion in fiscal 1974. The
average payment was $205 per month, so that the number of checks issued was
305 million.

Combining these individual estimates leads to a total of 16.6 billion checks
processed in 1974. To this must be added an almost equal number for the settle-
ment of business transactions. Thus the total number of checks processed during
the year was about 30 billion.

Now the paper deluge has been increasing at a fairly consistent growth rate of
7 percent. Our expectation, then, is that the number of checks to be proesned in
each year of our analysis is:

1976 ---------------------------------------------------- 84.2
1981 ---------------------------------------------------- 48.2
1986 ---------------------------------------------------- 67.7

We have made one further test of consistency. Our estimate of check clettsing
traffic flow in 1986 is 1.26X 10" bits. S.R.I.'s estimate for 1990 is 1.4 X 10 ".At least
the estimates are comparable.

APPENDIX B-ANALYSIS OF THE COST OF ELECTRONIC MAIL

This Appendix contains an analysis of what the ARPANET electronic mail
system would cost in a commercial environment. For that purpose we have made
use of the message handling disciplines of ARPANET, combined with TELENET's
current tariff of 60 cents per kilo-packet. Since ARPANET was not designed
specifically for that purpose, nor has it been optimized as a carrier of electronic
mail, the following calculations represent an upper bound on the achievable costs
of electronic delivery today.

The typical ARPANET electronic mail user is either directly connected to a
timesharing computer which offense interactive mail service, or he has dial access
to an ARPANET TIP which srv'es as a front-end terminal support system, allow-
ing the user to connect to any of the 100+ host computing systems on the
network.

To make the analysis specific N ? have based it on a user who dials a nearby
TIP to access a TENEX 1 system for the provision of electronic mail service.

.This user will compose messages interactively, and will read his incoming maiL
The mail service manages the movement of messages across the network to the
appropriate hosts. Thus, user need have only one "mailbox," although the system
will also cater to those who desire more.

The total cost of the service comprises four elements:
Transmission across the network (pure packet cost).
Terminal rental, or maintenance and amortization.
Connect and CPU charges for the TENEX service.
Local telephone charges for dial-up access to the TIP.
Transmission costs per message vary with message length and with the num.

ber of copies sent. Table B-1 shows the packet costs per message for composition
.and transmission of 5, 20 and 100 line messages (50 characters per line) for sev-
eral numbers of copies. Typical messages are a short five lines, though some ex-
ceed 300 lines. Note that "housekeeping" information such as sender's name,
receiver's name, names of receivers of copies, date and subject are included au
fixed overhead. The cost of those items is included in Table B-i, but this ad-
dressing overhead is not counted in the message length.

TABLE B-I.---MESSAGE TRANSMISSION COST

Messa length (in 50-charecter lis)

5 20 100

copies sent:1 ---------------------------------------------------------- $ 0.10 $ 14 X 38100. .05 .08 .12
10------------------------------------------------...... •05 .06 .1$

TENEX is an operating yatem developed by Bolt, Beranek and Newman for the
Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP-10 machine.
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For very large users of the service the asymptoticcost per line is $0.0012.
The capital cost and maintenance, or rental charges, of terminal equipment

has an important impact on the cost of electronic mail service. Retail computer
terminal prices range from $050 for portable devices with LED displays to
$5,000 for programmable ORT or hard copy devices with local memory. Rental
charges for such terminals range from $40 to $200 per mouth. As a conservative
estimate we shall assume $150 per month including maintenance.

The contribution of terminal cost to message cost is a complex function, con-
founded by such variances as message le.gth, faster read-out than type-in and
traffic volume. PaWn k in a somewhat similar analysis, concluding that the typical
message handling time was 5-6 minutes. Limiting the discuion to the eight
hours per day, five days per week of the business environment, and amning at
least one hour per day of terminal interaction, we conclude that the per message
cost of the terminal can range from 70 cents for 216 messages per month to 7
cents for 2,080 mewage per month.

One of the authors (Cerf) uses a Texas Instruments Silent 700 (Model 725)
which rents for $126 per month. The average traffic Is about 30 messages per
working day yielding a terminal contribution of 21 cents per message. Of course
this cost is reduced if the terminal is also used for such other services as access
to timesharing systems.

Commercial charges for OPU and terminal connect time vary wdely from one
supplier to another. In a lengthy report on U.S. commercial timesharing serv-
ices, Datapro Research Corporation listed over 100 commercial vendors serving
about 4,000 customers. The systems range In size from one to over 100 serving
computers.

A rough average of the Datapro figures yields a connect time charge of about
$10 which usually includes an allowance for telecommunications charges. CPU
time is measured in many different ways, but the charges seem to range from
10-75 cents per OPU second. Basically the 7:1 variation Is a reflection of the
machines processing capability. In the Datapro study the most common figure
for PDP-10 machines was 30 cents per CPU second. Although high by the stand-
ards of ARPANFET suppliers (0-44 per hour connect time, 8-14 cents per OPU
second) we have chosen to use the more conservative figures of $10 per hour of
connect time and 30 cents per CPU second.

Table B-2 shows the charges for these two elements for the range of traffic
previously selected.

TABLE B-2.--CONNECT AND CPU USAGE COSTS

Messsge klenth (I 50.character lines)

5 20 * 100

Number of copies sent:
1 ----------------------------------------------------------- $1.40 $2.90 $10.90
5 ---------------------------------------------------------- . 52 .82 2.42
10 --------------------------------------------------------- .41 .56 1.36
t00 . . . . . . . . ..----------------------------------------------- .31 .33 .41

The combination of all charges is shown in Table B-3. This is the addition of
the transmission charges of Table B-1, the connect and CPU charges of Table
B-2 and a per message terminal charge of $0.21 representing moderately heavy
use of the terminal.

TABLE B-3.-TOTAL PER MESSAGE COST

Mesag lekG1h (in 50-character lio)

5 20 100

Number of copli sent:
1 ----------------------------------------------------------- $1.71 $3.25 $11.49
5 ---------------------------------------------------------- . 0 1.11 2.85
10 --------------------------------------------------------- .67 .85 1.76
100 --------------------------------------------------------. 57 .62 .80

2 Raymond R. Panko, "The Outlook for Computer Message Services: A Preliminary
Assessment," Stanford Research Institute Draft Report, March 1916.

*"All About Timesharing and Remote Computng Services," Datapro Research Corpora-
lion, Delran, N.J., May 1976.

22-8 0- 78 - 6
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Clearly the controlling charges are the CPU and connect time fees and the

amortization of the terminal. Transmission charges alone are a minor part of
the electronic mail charges.

A programmable terminal used for message composition would reduce the con-
nect and CPU charges at the expense of somewhat increased terminal charges.
However the costs of terminals is decreasing significantly so it is reasonable to
anticipate a monthly rental as low as $40 per month for a programmable soft
copy machine in the early 1980's. This would reduce terminal charges to $0.07
per message.

With such a terminal all message composition and reading would be done off line.
The connect and CPU times for message handling would then drop dramatically
to about one CPU second per message and about one-thirtieth second connect time
per character. We can also visualize reductions in computing charges because
the cost per computational element Is continuing to decrease, and because the
access costs to timesharing services will drop as advantage is taken of the tariff
reductions of public digital networks. We can, therefore, predict charges as low
as $0.15 per CPU second and $2.00 per hour connect charges Under these condi-
tions the total message charges would range from $0.25 for short, 5 line messages
to $0.386 for 100 line messages.

So far all that has been demonstrated Is that electronic mail can be a rival for
TWX, TELEX, flit class mal and mailgram services. It remains to be seen If a
strong incentive exists to make that transition attractive.

Two scenarios are possible. One line of development is that business offices
will find that a large part of their Interoffice mail can be managed by communi-
cating word processors, coupled with central file storage facilities, provided either
as in-house or as network based services. Alternately programmable terminals
with local storage will become the workhorse of the message and text prepara-
tion system.

We believe that the centralized systems will prevail. The basic argument is that
the operating and maintenance costs of terminal based systems tends to grow
linearly with the number and complexity of terminals. The operational costs of
centralized systems grow at a slower rate. Thus for large installations the ceu.
tralized system gives more efficient resource sharing with lower maintenance and
with higher reliability.

To a degree this is already a trend. Some internal corporate systems already
operate in the centralized mode. The Xerox Corporations Systems Development
Division is investing heavily in the development of automated Intra office systems
which mix intelligent desk top terminal equipment, local network, and local but
centralized resources such as printers, data bases, bulk storage and computer
facilities. The success of such systems will certainly make it attractive to divert
corporate mail from the Postal Service to electronic facilities.

It is less clear if and when the next step leading to intercorporate exchange
of electronic mail will be taken. Certainly It is intuitively attractive for time-
sharing companies to offer centralized, powerful text editing, word processing
and file sharing systems to companies whose size does not warrant system owner-
ship. By their very nature such shared systems have the capability of exchanging
mail, between users, in an electronic form. Given the cost projections previously
calculated we believe this to be a very likely development.
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FOREWORD

In July 1976, Mitchell P. Kobelinaki, Administrator of the U.S. Small
Business Administration (SBA), appointed a Task Force on Venture and
Equity Capital for Small Business to assess the financing problems
facing the small businessman today and to recommend solutions. The
Task Force was made up of 15 people actively involved in managing,
financing or advising small businesses. It is grateful for assistance
provided by officials from the SBA, the SEC, the' Treasury and Labor
Departments, and private financial institutions.

The Task Force met several times as a full group and more frequently
in smaller subcommittees. Early in the discussions it became apparent
that the scope of the study had to go beyond just the provision of venture
capital to very small businesses, because of the interrelated nature of
all forms of capital required by business.

The Task Force believes the implementation of the study's recommenda-
tions can make a vital contribution to America's free enterprise system.
If the recommendations included in the Report are favorably acted upon
by the Administration and the Congress, it is the opinion of the Task
Force that critically needed new venture and equity capital will flow
to the small business sector of our economy, which in turn will produce
substantial increases in jobs, tax revenues and productivity.
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SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
MADE BY THE TASK FORCE

Tax Laws and Regulations

-- - Increase the corporate surtax exemption frdm the present level
of $50,000 up to $100, 000;

-- - Allow greater flexibility in depreciating the first $200, 000 of
assets;

-- - Permit investors in qualified small businesses to defer the tax
on capital gains if the proceeds of the sale of a profitable small
business investment are reinvested within a specified time in
other qualified small business investments;
Increase the deduction against ordinary income of capital losses
in a small business investment made under Section 1244 of the
Internal Revenue Code from $25, 000 in annual deduction to $50, 000.
and increase the limit on an offering from $500, 000 to $1, 000, 000
and on issuer size from $1, 000, 000 to $2, 000, 000 in equity capital;

- - - Permit underwriters of the securities of smaller businesses to
deduct a loss reserve against the risks inherent in the underwriting
and carrying of such securities;

-- - Revise methods by which revenue impact of tax changes are
estimated to reflect revenue gains from the business use of tax
savings and the stimulus to capital formation that tax incentives
provide.

Small Business Administration (SBA)

-- - Provide that some portion of the guaranteed borrowing available
to SBICs take the form of debt with the interest partially subsi-
dized, if the funds are used to make equity investments;

-- - Permit SBICs a deduction from ordinary income for loss reserves
on both the equity and debt portions of their portfolios;

-- - Immediately make a substantial increase in the size standards
for SBIC investments and also provide for either an annual revision
of these standards or index them according to broadly accepted
price indicators;
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--- SBA should require and encourage commercial banks to assume
a larger portion of the risk in SBA loans and change its guarantee
fee from a one-time fee of 1% of the amount of the guaranteed
debt to an annual fee which more nearly reflects the value and
cost of SBA's guarantee;

- - - Substantially expand SBA's Secondary Market Program by creation
of a "Certificate" system for the sale of SBA-guaranteed loans.

Institutional Investors/rEmployee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)

-- - Amend ERISA to declare a policy that pension funds may invest in
a broad spectrum of American companies within the "prudent man"
rule and that it applies to the total portfolio rather than any individ-
ual investment. Also create a "basket" of 5% of the assets of
any plan within which investment managers can invest according
to standards of prudence and liquidity appropriate to higher risk
small business investments;
The development of professionally managed pools of capital should
be encouraged so that pension fund managers. otherwise con-
strained by time or expertise, may participate in the investment
in new ventures and in growing smaller companies. These special
funds should be specifically exempted from the provisions of the
Investment Company Act of 1940;
In cooperation with the SEC and other regulatory bodies, exempt
the illiquid securities of small companies from "mark-to market"
or " fair value" accounting treatment.

Securities Laws and Regulations (SEC)

- - - Increase the small offering exemption from $500, 000 to $3. 000, 000;
- - - Enact the limited offering exemption as proposed in the American

Law Institute project to codify the securities laws;
- - - Retain and simplify Rule 146;
- -- Amend Rule 144 to provide that the existing quantitative limits

apply for only a three-month period rather than a six-month period.
In addition, change those limits to one percent of outstanding
shares or the average weekly volume, whichever is higher instead
of whichever is lower;

- -- Develop procedures under which solicitation, with appropriate
compensation to develop a market, may be undertaken if buyers
are provided with copies of financial data and other disclosures
regularly filed with the SEC along with a suplemental statement
on mode of offering, identity of underwriters, price of securities
offered, and information needed to update the data on file with
the SEC.
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INTRODUCTION

Small businesses comprise 97 percent of all unincorporated and incor-
porated businesses in the United States. More than half of all business
receipts are generated by their operations. Perhaps more important,
they employ more than half the U.S. business work force.

It is a matter of acute concern that, in the face of clearly emerging
needs and the documented benefits to the United States economy, a set
of impediments have developed that are preventing smaller businesses
from attracting the capital without which they cannot perform their
traditional function of infusing innovation and new competition into the
economy. Unless these impediments are overcome, the ability of the
economy to compete in the world and meet the needs of the American
public will be seriously eroded.

It is alarming that venture and expansion capital for new and growing
small businesses has become almost invisible in America today.
In 1972 there were 418 underwriting for companies with a net worth
of less than $5, 000, 000. In 1975 there were four such underwritings.
The 1972 offerings raised $918 million. The 1975 offerings brought
in $16 million. Over that same period of time, smaller offerings under
the Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC's) Regulation A fell
front $256 million to $49 million and many of them were unsuccessful.
While this catastrophic decline was occurring, new money raised for all
corporations in the public security markets increased almost 50 percent
from $28 billion to over $41 billion.

A public policy that discourages the public from investing approximately
$1 billion a year of its savings in economic innovation, growth, and
the creation of jobs while it encourages the public to risk $17 billion
a year in Government-sponsored lotteries, requires close and serious
reexamination.
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Impediments to Small Business Growth

In this context, the Task Force sees in the American business and
financial scene today the following characteristics:

I. A public policy that tilts sharply towards encouraging consumption
and discouraging savings and investment.

2. An increasing and dangerously high ratio of debt to equity arising in
part from artificial tax advantages extended to debt financing.

3. Distinct impediments to raising equity and other forms of risk
capital.

4. Savings gravitating towards larger institutions that are discouraged
from investing those savings in smaller and new businesses.

5. Well-intentioned efforts to protect investors which inadvertently
place small businesses at a disadvantage in competing for available
funds.

6. Attrition and concentration in the network of financial institutions
and firms that has served our economic needs well by mobilizing
capital.

A recent study by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Development
Foundation has arresting data on the importance of new companies and
new technologies to property and jobs in America. It compares the
performance of six mature companies, five innovative companies, and
five young high-technology companies. From 1969 to 1974, the average
annual contributions of these companies in jobs and revenues shaped up
as follows:

Type of Companies Sales Growth Job Growth

Mature 11.4% 0.6%
Innovative 13.2% 4.3%
Young High Technology 42.5% 40.7%

-2-
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Although these young companies are not only growing faster but actually
creating more new jobs and tax revenues than the giants of American
industry, we see increasing impediments to this same opportunity for
other new companies.

Recent economic trends have caused all investors -- institutional,
large nonfinancial companies, venture capitalists, individuals and local
bankers -- to become more conservative in their investment policy.
Recent legislation and regulation, however well intentioned, has added.
to that conservatism by cutting incentives to take risks. Savings and
other financial resources, so desperately needed by small companies to
finance their growth, have be4;ome concentrated in larger financial
institutions. For example:

- - - Since 1962, deposits in the ten largest banks have increased from
20 to 33 percent of all deposits.

Pension funds assets have tripled since 1962 and it is estimated
that by 1985 more than half of all equity capital will be in the
hands of pension fund managers.

- - - Mutual funds assets have doubled in the same time period.

- - - Institutions now account for 70 percent of the volume of trading
on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).

As assets have concentrated, access to them has become more difficult,
particularly for small businesses. In the past 5 years, the number of
registered securities broker/dealer firms has declined 35 percent, and
the number of registered representatives has declined as well. The
Task Force has found that this shrinkage of the securities industry has
compounded the problem of providing smaller companies with access to
capital. Large institutional investors handling pension funds, wary of
standards set forth in the 1974 Employee Retirement Income Security
Act (ERISA), are concentrating their funds in larger companies with
proven earnings records to avoid possible lawsuits and liabilities under
ERISA.

-3 - '
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Individual investors, once a vital source of funds for new businesses
and liquidity for early investors, have been so hurt in recent bear
markets that they are reluctant or unable to provide risk funds again.
In addition, the incentive for individuals to risk capital in equities has
been drastically reduced by a capital gains tax rate that today can run
from 70 to 100 percent more than the maximum rate that prevailed
as recently as 1970.

Compliance with Government regulations -- tax returns, registration
statements, ERISA reporting requirements, and a great variety of
reports and surveys -- constitutes a heavy burden for the small busi-
nessman. Although highly commendable efforts to lighten this load are
under way, the small business today is in grave danger of smothering
under the weight -- and cost -- of repetitive paperwork.

One of the more serious problems is t he skyrocketing cost of entering
the public market to seek new sources of financing. An analysis of
six of the smaller offerings made in 1976 by companies having assets
of less than $5 million shows the average cost of registration is
$122, 350, an automatic and, in some cases, insurmountable roadblock
for companies interested in entering the public market,.

The Life Cycle of Growing Businesses and Its Financing

The result of all these trends has been to make economic growth for
smaller companies increasingly difficult. The chart on the next page
illustrates the stages a company must go through to achieve maturity as a
corporate entity.

The cycle of a business enterprise requires different types of capital
at each stage of its life. The highly developed U. S. marketplace has
spawned investors for each of these many stages. The result can be
imagined as a financial pipeline along which successful companies move
from start-up to maturity.

If this pipeline flows smoothly, aU types of investment capital can
function. If it clogs at any point, capital dries up all along the pipeline.
Facilitating the turnover of initial investments to more conservative
investors is critical to unblocking the flow of initial higher risk invest-
ments in smaller businesses. In fact, the Task Force believes that
creating better prospects of liquidity for early investors will, in itself,
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restore the flow of equity investment in the early stages of business
life. Hence the Task Force focused on institutional investors and the
public stock market, in addition to other sources of risk capital, internal
financing and long-term debt financing.

Traditionally, businesses have used a mixture of internal and external
financing for their needs. Small businesses cannot grow very fast if they
have to finance themselves solely out of their earnings. In most cases
external sources must provide ihe financing for significant growth.

As shown on the chart, however, a hypothetical company moving through
the system must reach a revenue level of up to $10 million before public
financing becomes even remotely possible. Moreover, it is not until a
business reaches revenues of $25 to $40 million that all sources of public
and private funding become, in some measure, available.

Though Government agencies provide a great deal of assistance to small
businesses through agencies such as the Small Business Administration
(SBA), there are legislative limitations on this agency's programs that
prevent them from being completely responsive to the small business-
man's needs for equity capital. Because private financial resources are
at times unavailable, the small businessman is often faced either with
stagnation or the sale of all or part of his company.

In addressing the financial needs of small businesses and the imped-
iments to meeting them, it soon becomes apparent that the problem is
different for:

a. the many small businesses that are local in character or so
family owned and managed that they would be unlikely to have
or want access to the public securities markets; and

b. those businesses that can develop so that they will need access
to public financing.

There are different remedies called for with respect to these two broad
categories of smaller businesses.

There is a cycle of financial events and opportunities into which new and
growing 1,usinesses have to fit themselves to finance their growth and
expansion. This cycle starts off with the ability to save and the will to

-6-
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commit those savings in order to start a small business. Here, if public
policy is to reflect the contribution new and small business can make to
the national welfare, our tax system has to encourage necessary savings
and the commitment of these savings to new and small businesses.

Then, after a new business is launched, the tax system should permit it
to generate sufficient internal capital so that a growing equity and credit
base will enable it to meet growth requirements. This can be done with
some deferral of tax payments; allowing small businesses greater flexi-
bility in charging off the assets needed to do its business; and an increase
to reflect inflation in the amounts to which small business tax treatment
now applies. This will provide greater revenues for the Government in
the future as small businesses use this increase in internal financing to
provide additional jobs and greater taxable wages and profits.

From among the new and small businesses that grow as a result of these
tax revisions, a few will show a potential for generating jobs and profits
that are sufficient to attract funds from private, public and institutional
investors. These businesses should be able to compete for these funds
on equal terms with older, larger and more established businesses.
Savings will not be invested in these new and growing enterprises unless
the investors can efficiently convert their investment to cash over time
without undue penalty. The seed money needs of these innovative and
growth-oriented businesses used to be met by knowledgeable investors
found in towns and cities all over America. In the last fifteen years,
a significant portion of this activity has become institutionalized and
professionalized in enterprises having risk money together with
experience and skill in identifying unusual business opportunities in
technological developments and emerging needs.

Today however, surveys of the investing activity of leading professional
venture capitalists, having total assets estimated at $1. 7 billion and
investing in excess of $100 million per year in venture capital situ-
ations, show an increasing proportion of their funds going to established
companies. In 1975 only five percent of new investments went to start-
ups of new ventures and two percent to first-round financings.

This represents a sharp reduction from previous years. Most venture
capital firms have adopted a policy of staying away from start-ups and
have put their available capital in safer and more liquid investments.
The Task Force believes this steady shift towards a more conservative
investment policy comes from perceived difficulty in recycling invest-
ment funds as restrictions on the access of small and growing business
to the public securities markets has become more costly and difficult.

-7-
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COMPANIES WITHOUT ACCESS TO PUBLIC SECURITIES MARKETS

The very small business, usually local in character, is likely to be
launched on the personal savings of family and friends by an entrepreneur
interested in full ownership and attracted to the prospects of financial
reward.

His primary financial advisor will usually be his local banker, who
provides advice, counsel and, more importantly, short-term credit for
his generally undercapitalized enterprise. Local bankers are likely to
go as far as conventional economic wisdom and prudent banking standards
permit in granting loans on the basis of confidence and character.
Certainly the banker cannot be adequately compensated for making this
type of loan because of the risk and servicing involved. He. and the
entrepreneur, are taking calculated risks, hoping for greater rewards
-- increased deposits and profits -- in the future.

With these loans and private resources, the entrepreneur begins his
business with a reasonable relationship between debt and equity capital.
If the business prospers, he approaches his banker for funds to purchase
additional inventory ortohandle his multiplying accounts receivable. He
continually borrows short term, being fully convinced that he will have
funds to repay within the 30-day term of the loan. The banker, pleased
with this progress, continues to advance funds, all in short-term notes
renewed and rewritten at regular intervals. This satisfies the bank's need
to adjust loan interest rates quickly and to show liquidity on its books.

As this small business grows, however, the availability of this type of
financing fades away as its dangers emerge. Short-term indebtedness
goes up and retained earnings are unable to grow as fast as the business.
Paradoxically, the more profitable the business is, the worse its
financial statement looks because of the high ratio of debt to equity.

As internal financing becomes increasingly difficult, the entrepreneur's
external source of financing, his banker. may begin to run into loan
limit problems. Moreover, as more and mere local banks are absorbed
by large banks, the entrepreneur may find himself faced with a more
impersonal and cautious branch manager, who may not want these small
business risks.

The entrepreneur begins to realize the value of long-term financing. He
turns to the government for help. in most cases to the SBA. He finds
that this agency's programs of direct and guaranteed loans, and equity
financing through SBA-licensed Small Business Investment Companies
(SBICs), may be able to provide necessary assistance. Yet this
assistance, too, has its limits.

- 8-
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Tax Revisions to Facilitate Internal Financing and Attract Capital

The fact is that for those businesses not likely to require or want to raise
money from the public, capital growth needs must come from a
combination of internal cash flow and from borrowing. To make it
possible for many thousands of small businesses to realize their
potential in growth and jobs, reform in the tax structure is essential.

The most direct and effective step that can help small business is to
bring the $50, 000 of corporation earnings now taxed at a lower rate in
line with inflation and the escalation of risks and higher costs in starting
and carrying on business. Consequently, the Task Force recommends-the
corporate tax rates be modified so that the first $100. 000 of corporate
taxable income should be taxed at lower rates, as follows:

First $50, 000 - 20 percent

Second $50, 000 - 22 percent

Excess over $100, 000 - 48 percent

Allowing these small businesses to use a larger portion of their first
$100. 000 of earnings to grow will produce additional revenue and jobs.
The Government will benefit from additional taxes and a reduction in
welfare and other unemployment costs in the future.

Allowing small businesses greater flexibility in writing off the first
$200, 000 of depreciable assets is another step that should be taken to
increase the internal financing that is so critical to businesses in their
early years.

The higher capital gains tax rate has altered the risk-reward
relationship for investors. This is likely to have its greatest impact on
equity investment in small businesses where capital is already scarce
and the risk of loss is greatest. This was recognized by Congress in
1958 with the enactment of Section 1244 of the Internal Revenue Code
that allows limited deduction of loss in a small business investment
againstordinary income. To reflect inflation and increased capital costs
in new businesses, the limitations surrounding this provision should be
increased so that deduction of $50, 000 instead of $25, 000 is permitted
a taxpayer in any one year. The limit on issuer equity capital and size
of the financing necessary to qualify should be increased respectively
from $1, 000, 000 to $2, 000, 000 and from $500. 000 to $1, 000, 000.

- 9 -



The capital gains tax has become so high that it no longer serves as an
incentive to provide long-term investment capital. Deferring that tax
as long as these funds remain invested in small business can provide
a major incentive to attract the individual investor back to investing in
small companies. The Task Force recommends that investors in
qualified small businesses should be permitted to defer the tax on capital
gains if the proceeds of a profitable sale are reinvested in another
qualified small business within a specified time period. There is ample
precedent for this kind of deferral in home sales, condemnations and
retirement plan distributions. Since small businesses are potentially the
most rapidly growing part of the equity investment spectrum, the
ultimate tax revenues can be significantly higher, more than offsetting
the cost of deferring revenues.

These tax revisions will result in a reduction of some tax revenue and
deferral of other revenue. The Task Force takes issue with the method
currently used in the Treasury's forecasts of the revenue impact of tax
legislation. These revenue estimates reflect only the reduction in tax
collections from tax revisions without any offsetting allowance for income
which will result from retaining and using the revenue reductions in
business activity. Nor does it reflect the stimulus to capital formation
and economic activity which greater incentives will provide. The Task
Force believes that a more accurate and balanced method of evaluating
the impact of proposed changes is essential to developing sounder tax
policy. It recommends that, at the earliest possible date, the new
Secretary of the Treasury review the methods now used to forecast the
revenue loss from tax changes.

SBA Assistance in Long-Term Borrowing

The tax revisions discussed above will allow small companies to
generate more substantial cash flows internally and, thus, attract
greater financing from their banks. Beyond that, if small businesses
are to be restored to their full role in contributing to national economic
growth and generating jobs, the financing role of SBA should be
strengthened. Therefore, the Task Force believes it important that
SBA programs be put on a more self-sustaining and flexible basis.

32-686 0 - 78 - 7
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The SBA is to be commended for steadily shifting its emphasis from
direct loans to the guarantee of bank financing. In this way SBA has
increasingly utilized the more intimate knowledge of local businesses
and local economic risks and opportunities and the greater ability to
supervise loans which local banks almost invariably have. At the same
time it has provided small businesses with long-term financing that
local banks, subject as they are to the requirements of regulatory
agencies to keep their assets liquid and maturities short, have not
been able to provide.

The SBA is also to be commended for helping local banks to bring
institutional funds into small business financing by instituting its
Secondary Market Program. Under this program, banks making SBA-
guaranteed loans can now sell them to other investors to improve the
banks' liquidity and bring new funds into local financing by offering
Government-guaranteed, good yieldinvestments to institutional and other
investors. Since the program's inception through September 1976, more
than $406 million of these loans have been sold to investors who would
find it difficult to lend directly to small businesses. This successful
Secondary Markets Program should be substantially expanded. The SBA-
proposed "Certificate" system would transform the guaranteed portions

of SEA loans into freely tra.isferable market securities. This would
tap additional institutional investor sources of capital, remove bankers'
reservations about liquidity and reduce bank examiners' concerns over
long-term loans in benks' portfolios. In order to ensure full utilization
of these new resources, a comprehensive public information program
aimed at small businessmen should be instituted.

The Task Force believes that SBA can strengthen its ability to contribute
to the financing needs of small business by placing its operations on a
more business-like basis in two very important respects:

1. Requiring and encouraging commercial banks to assume a larger
share of the risk in the long-term financing that SBA facilitates
through its guarantee. For example, the SBA might require banks
to retain 15% instead of 10% of the risk in these loans and use a
sliding guarantee fee to induce banks to take an even larger portion
of the risk.

2. In extending a seven-year guarantee for a one-time fee of one
percent SBA is not being adequately compensated. Additionally,
there is little or no incentive for either the borrower or the lender
to do without the guarantee. A basic guarantee fee of one-half to
one percent a year would still be a bargain to most small busi-
nesses. An increase in the fee would also place some limitation
on the demand for 3BA's guarantee and more adequately offset the
losses SBA sustains in extending its guarantee.

- 11 -
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The Task Force recognizes that these steps will increase the cost of
SBA financing. However, the availability of financing is more important
than such a modest increase in cost. These steps will bring SBA
activities closer to a self-sustaining basis. This should encourage the
Congress and the Office of Management and Budget to increase the SBA
guaranty authority as small businesses and local banks show a readiness
to share more of the risk and pay a more realistic price for SBA-assisted
financing.

Strengthening the Small Business Investment Company (SBIC)

SBICs are an important source of long-term debt financing and equity
and venture capital for small business.

Although SBICs provide a significant amount of pure equity financing,
there has been a tendency for them to increase their holdings in loans
and other debt instruments of small businesses. The major incentive
for the creation and operation of SBICs is the availability of long-term
Government-guaranteed loans that require very modest equity and
provide attractive investment leverage to those supplying equity capital
for an SBIC.

This leverage has from time to time been increased by law. To meet
the interest cost of these increased borrowings, SBIC investments have
tended heavily toward interest bearing debt securities, rather than
common stock. This has a tendency to add to the debt burdens of the
smaller business rather than providing the permanent capital that this
size of business so badly needs.

To resolve this problem, the Task Force recommends that some portion
of the Government loans providing SBIC leverage be available in the
form of debt, on which interest is partially subsidized. This would
relieve the pressure on SBICs cash flow and enable them to make more
pure equity investments.

Another disincentive for SBICs to take risk is the tax treatment of loss
reserves. Currently, SBICa may establish a loss reserve for only
those investments which are in the form of debt securities. The Task
Force recommends that SBICs be authorized to deduct loss reserves
from ordinary income on both the equity and debt portions of their
portfolios in order to encourage more equity investments.

SBA has partially adjusted for inflation by increasing its size standards
for SBIC investments. However, these adjustments tend to lag behind
the realities of the marketplace. Therefore, the Task Force recom-
mends that SBA adjust its size standards for SBICs annually or that
these standards be measured against broadly accepted price indexes.
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COMPANIES SEEKING PUBLIC CAPITAL

Small businessmen whose enterprises survive and thrive may find it
necessary to seek external financing from investors having more
substantial and varied capital resources than commercial banks and
the SBA. There is a new set of obstacles on this road to economic
growth.

The access of small companies to public markets, particularly in the
early 1950's, encouraged the formation of venture capital -- money that
was available for innovation and small business growth in the hope that
some of the funds invested could be recovered within two to five years.

Venture capitalists, however, like all investors, found that the years
following 1969 were difficult ones. They were forced to cut back on
investments in many new ventures, because without a lively secondary
market for resale of these securities, underwritings do not take place.
Without underwritings. there are no investments, and the economy
suffers. The table below illustrates the precipitate decline in offerings
and money raised for companies having net worth of $5 million or less.

Total Dollar Amount
Year No. of Offerings (in millions)

1969 548 $1,457.7
1970 209 383.7
1971 224 551.5
1972 418 918.2
1973 69 137.5
1974 8 13.1
1975 4 16.2

The first stages of market recovery in 1975-1976 have not been strong
enough to rebuild confidence, particularly that of individual investors,
in the new issues market.
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Making Institutibnal Funds More Available to Small Business

Institutionalization of the stock market has meant that the small
businessman must appeal to* a professional investor who has a large
amount of money and limited time to analyze potential investments.
Increasingly, a major source of capital in America is the money in
pension and other employee trusts. Fiduciary standards created by
ERISA, however, have isolated about $200 billion of money in these
trusts from all investments other than large blue chip, and fixed income
securities. Attorneys advising trust officers have interpreted ERISA
regulations conservatively, although they do not differ significantly from
commonly practiced standards of fiduciary responsibility. As a result,
trustees are reluctant to invest in companies without strong earnings
records. Most pension trustees find it neither economic or prudent
to invest in companies without a capitalization large enough to give
investors liquidity. It appears that the market value of a firm mist
be over one hundred million dollars to interest pension funds managers.

ERISA should be amended in two important respects:

1. To expressly declare a policy of allowing pension funds to invest in
a broad spectrum of American companies by clarifying ERISA's
prudentt man" standard so that it is clearly applicable to the

total portfolio of pension fund investments rather than individual
investments, and

2. To relieve pension fund managers of ERISA restrictions in investing
up to five percent of pension fund assets in companies having less
than $25 million in net worth and larger companies having limited
marketability for their securities.

These modifications should be designed to encourage the development
of professionally managed pools of capital to assume responsibility for
segments of the portfolio that pension fund managers do not have the
time or experience to effectively invest in new ventures and growing
companies. The SEC should exempt these special funds from the time-
consuming and cumbersome requirements of the Investment Company
Act of 1940.

The current interpretation of Financial Accounting Standard Boards
regulations has led to substantial short-term profit and loss impact
on portfolios. These standards require portfolio managers to value these
holdings of unregistered securities and report the resulting portfolio
changes as profit or loss, even though no transactions take place. These

- 14 -
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fluctuations in both valuation and profit and loss are arbitrary and time
consuming. Requiring "fair value" accounting creates the onerous task
of frequently evaluating the current fair value of investments in small
company securities. Most institutions avoid this by simply staying with
only large, marketable equity securities or high quality debt securities.
It would be consistent with the principle of materiality to waive the
requirement for fair value accounting for investments made within the
five percent "basket" provision we have recommended.

Small Business Access to the Public Securities Markets

The small businessman will find more and more securities firms
disappearing with changes that have taken place in brokerage economics.
Fixed commission rates have been eliminated and rates are governed
by competitive and free market forces. Principal beneficiaries of this
change have been institutional investors, not individual investors.

All these forces have substantially dried up access to the securities
markets for sm&.il businesses. There are fewer regional securities
firms, fewer registered representatives, fewer trading desks and
research facilities.

Today, most underwriting is by the "majors", and these "majors" will
not generally underwrite companies with annual earnings of less than $2
million. The few remaining strong regional brokers are working almost
exclusively with firms whose earnings are between $1 million and $2
million.

To keep small firms with growth potential from being shut out of the
public securities market the SEC created Regulation A (based on the
small offering exemption in the Securities Act of 1933). This facilitates
securities offerings ul $500, 000 and less by exempting them from the
costly and time-consuming undertaking of full registration. This is
not much capital for a growing company in the light of today's needs
and the value of today's dollar. The Task Force commends SEC
Chairman Roderick Hills for recommending that the Regulation A
exemption be extended to offerings up to $2 million. However, it is
impressed by the need for the underwriting of most Regulation A
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offerings as shown by the SEC's finding that, during the period 1972
to 1974, in 546 Regulation A filings only 35% of the shares offered were
actually sold. Since few firms in the contracted securities industry will
underwrite an issue of less than $3, 000, 0000 today and firms which do
handle small issues are anxious to take advantage of the savings in time
and cost which Regulation A makes available, the Task Force believes
the limit should be increased to $3 million.

Congress also provided a private offering exemption in enacting the
Securities Act of 1933. Administrative and court interpretations have
so narrowed the scope of this exemption that investors in very small
financings have been able to change their minds and get their money
back simply because the offering had not been registered. The buyer
of stock who is defrauded has been provided with an effective remedy
by the SEC through its development of Rule 10b(5). Requiring a small
business to register a limited financing under pain of havingto return the
proceeds in the absence of any fraud was never intended and Congress
should take legislative action to restore the private offering exemption.

The SEC developed Rule 146 to provide a safe harbor for private
offerings that claim the private offering exemption and do not register.
The SEC is to be commended for an imaginative effort to clear up the
difficulties created by the attrition of the statutory private offering
exemption. However, this Rule will necessarily be cumbersome,
complicated and burdensome until Congress acts to restore the original
intent of the private offering exemption. Meanwhile, there are
modifications in Rule 146 which can be helpful and the Task Force
recommends Rule 146 be modified in two respects:

1. In the "information to be provided" provision insert the words "if
material" to modify the information required in the offering circular;
and

2. Adda provision, along the lines of that provided in Rule 240, that
failure to furnish information or an inability to sustain the
burden of proof with respect, to other offerees will not permit
a buyer who has been properly informed to demand recision.

- 16 -
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The limitations that the SEC has developed on the secondary sale of
securities are probably more damaging to small business financing in
the public securities markets than the high cost of registration and
the near disappearance of the private offering exemption. If the kind
of risk money that goes into new and growing businesses cannot be
readily recycled it is usually not invested. It is the inability to readily
convert some of the profits on successful investments back into cash
that has driven professional venture capitalists away from start-ups
towards companies with proven earning records. Furthermore, this
leads to the liquidation of investments through large corporate takeovers
instead of by sales in the public securities markets.

Congress, in enacting the Securities Act of 1933, required registration
of securities only of issuers, underwriters and dealers. Anyone else
was to be free to sell without registration. Until the late sixties, it was
generally considered that holding a security for two years established
that it had not been purchased for resale as an underwriter and could
be sold without registration. During the late sixties and early seventies,
considerable uncertainty developed about restrictions on resale of
securities and in 1972, the SEC issued Rule 144.

Rule 144 has been successful in bringing clarity and certainty to the
requirements for the resale of securities purchased without registration.
However, it has, inthe view of the Task Force, created unnecessary and
unjustified restrictions on the private resale of unregistered shares
which contribute substantially to clogging the flow of capital to smaller
businesses.

Where Rule 144 is harmful is in its effort to protect the market from
selling pressure through quantitative limitations on the shares which
may be sold in any six-month period. This quantitative limitation has
a whole series of consequences that impede venture investing, are
counterproductive to investor protection and promote concentration.
The limitations on moving out of a risk investment cause venture
capitalists to go in for smaller percentages and in lesser amounts.
The restricted pace at which they are able to liquidate their investment
contributes substantially to the trend to stay away from young companies
and to restrict venture capital to companies which have matured or
seem to be on the verge of maturing. - When they do have a successful
investment, the difficulty of recycling their investment through private
sales gives an edge to the large company that can take over the smaller
company in one bite. This, in turn, reduces competition and promotes
concentration.
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Moreover, as long as there are restrictions on compensation and other
selling efforts, it is difficult to see why any quantitative limitation is
required. The seller's interest in not driving down the price of the
shares he wants to sell can be relied on to limit the shares he offers.
Certainly there is no evidence to justify a limitation which extends for
six months and there is ample evidence that the present maximum is
usually absorbed in a matter of weeks or days, when there is any real,
market at all.

The Task Force therefore recommends that as a first step Rule 144
be amended so that existing quantitative limitations apply for only a
three-month period instead of six months and that the limit be set at
one percent of outstanding shares or the average-weekly volume over
a four-week period, whichever is higher instead of whichever is lower.

The Task Force is pleased to learn that EEC Chairman Hills has
initiated an economic analysis to reevaluate ti: need and justification
for a quantitative limit on resales of securities that have not been
registered. It hopes that the quantitative limit will be eliminated or
enlarged further if economic analysis shows that there is little or no
justificatian for it.

The Task Force also recognizes that many small businesses do not
enjoy an active market for their shares. Rule 144's prohibition against
solicitation requires that there be a reasonably active market in a
security if substantial amounts are to be sold. Thus, reduction or
removal of the limit on shares offered will be only marginally beneficial
to investors in many small businesses because of the limitations on
solicitation coupled with a relatively thin market.

The Task Force therefore hopes that the SEC. and the experienced and
knowledgeable Disclosure Committee it has designated under the
chairmanship of A. A. Sommers, develop procedures under which
solicitation and compensation required to develop a market will be
permitted. The Task Force believes that active selling should be
permitted when buyers are provided with copies of the financial data
and other disclosures regularly filed with the Commission and a
supplemental statement on the mode of offering, the identity of any
brokers involved, the prices at which the securities are to be offered and
any information necessary to update the data on file with the Commission.
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Acquisitions and Concentration

The Federal Trade Commission's 1976 report on mergers and
acquisitions states:

"As in the previous three years. acquired firms that fell into the
smallest asset size class accounted for the highest proportion
of recorded acquisitions. Acquisitions of firms in the under $1.0
million and unknown asset size class represented 935, or 76.1
percent of the total number of recorded completed and pending
acquisitions. For many of the acquired companies in this cate-
gory, asset figures were unavailable -- most likely because the
acquired company was quite small. The $1.0 - $9.9 million asset
size class had the second highest proportion of acquired companies
(11.5 percent)."

As we have already developed, limitations on the ability of private
investors in successful small businesses to sell their shares to other
investors have resulted in large companies being able to entirely buy out
successful small companies at a discounted price because the business
and its individual owners have little alternative in meeting their financing
and liquidity needs. This is, we believe, the major force increasing
concentration and big corporation bureaucracy and diminishing
competition in the American economy today.

We recognize that mergers are a legitimate means of developing
liquidity. Frequently, a growing business needs the capital and
management expertise of a larger partner for continued growth. On
the other hand, many mergers in the past five years have been "shotgun
weddings" because of an environment that offered the small businessman
no alternative methods of acquiring capital and liquidity.

Recently, larger companies have begun selling and restructuring
peripheral portions of their operations as smaller, free-standing
businesses. Freer availability of risk capital to encourage divestitures
of this kind can revitalize these smaller operations and provide new,
challenging opportunities for both technological and personal advance-
ment. It can also inject new forces of competition which will benefit
all who participate in our economy as consumers, producers and
investors.

- 19 -
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTION

The recommendations of this Task Force offer only partial solutions
to the problems of equity and venture capital for small businesses. No
solutions remain adequate for very long. Problems multiply as society
becomes more complex. There is a need to deal with small businesses
problems on an ongoing basis. But there are no marble palaces in
Washington for small business nor are there many champions whose
voices are heeded. A Task Force such as this can only provide a snap-
shot of the conditions which its individual members experience and
observe. It should submit its report, make its recommendations, and
then go out of existence. Small businesses, however, need strong on-
going advocacy aimed at creating the optimum environment for their
growth. It is the considered view of the Task Force that this role should
be lodged in the Office of the Administrator of the SBA.

The SBA is a small, independent Federal agency, and SBA Administrators
until very recently did not sit as a member of the various advisory
bodies Presidents have used in coordinating economic policies. Yet this
agency could be the principal voice of half of the nation's business
community. The Task Force believes the SBA Administrator should
be charged with an active role on behalf of small business in a number
of areas:

- The SBA should expand its role as a catalyst and advocate within
the government for changes reflecting the concerns of small
businesses. These concerns are fragmented among many agencies
and action on them often appears at random, too little or too
late. The SBA should not only act to coordinate the Federal
Government's activities relating to small business, but also to
serve as an intermediary between various government units and
private groups representing small businesses and their sources
of financing.

- The planning and research activities of the SBA should be strength-
ened and its area of interest extended beyond its SBIC and 7(a) Bank
Loan Guaranty program to include the general health of the public
and venture capital market as well. These studies should be
directed to such specific matters as the competitive impact of
option trading on market trading in shares of smaller companies
and its effect - - if any - - on the new issue market in these shares.

- 20 -
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As a final note, the Task Force believes the government can play a vital
role in stimulating the creation of new products that can be produced and
marketed by small business. Too often an invention developed with
government support has become the government's invention and not the
inventors. Also too often, worthwhile technology developed by the
government for special purposes such as defense or space has not been
commercially developed. SBA's interest in this area could stimulate
the economy, and result in increased jobs and tax revenues.

If small businesses are to continue as a vital force in today's economy,
their interest and requirements must be considered and advocated
vigorously. " The Task Force believes that the steps outlined here can
significantly increase the contributions which these enterprises can make
to the U.S. economy.

- 21 -
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Senator BENTSiNm. Thank you, Mr. Biddle.
Mr. Poppa.

STATEMENT OF RYAL R. POPPA, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXEC-
UTIVE OFFICER, PERTEC COMPUTER CORP., MARINA DEL RAY,
CALIF.

Mr. PoPPA. Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement which I
will submit for the record.

I prefer to highlight it on an informal basis.
Senator BENTSEN. Please proceed in your own manner.
Mr. PoPPA. Pertec is a public corporation and one of the computer

industry's leading manufacturers of data entry systems. We manu-
factured principally- tape drivers, disc drives, cathode-ray tubes
peripheral devices for the computer industry; and we make small
systems for data handling. We did $95 million last year in revenue
with profits of $4.7 million, and we have 2,300 employees as of this
date.

Most of our plants are in southern California, though we have one
in Albuquerque, also, and we sell to all the industrialized countries
of the world and have overseas sales offices, though no plants overseas.

On balance, the computer industry is very -healthy and PCC is
very healthy, but our financial structure at PCC is not optimum nor
is it even desirable, because we have debt of $35 million, equity of $12
million, and retained earnings of $16 million, which gives us a very
high utilization of debt in our financial structure and an underutili-
zation of equity.

This is solely because the equity markets are not available to com-
panies like PCC. Even though we are a strong company, profitable,
we cannot sell shares at a price that makes it economic for us.

It is cheaper and makes better economic sense to borrow. I will not
dwell on that subject at some length because Mr. Tomash will cover it
in greater detail.

I will cover another alternative and this is the application of the
graduated income tax concept or philosophy to corporations. In my
prepared statement I have submitted a suggestion tax schedule where
we begin the suggested schedule of taxing profits for small corpora-
tions, say, making $50,000 a year, at 20 percent rather than the cur-
rent 48 percent.

It runs up in graduated steps to a 70-percent tax if you are making
more than $500 million. This provides the retained earnings to a small
corporation so they can gain stability earlier in their life and also
provides a kind of logica stopping o of the super large corporation
because as they get enormously large the tax rates would become some-
what to their detriment and would tend to limit their growth. The
smaller business would have a greater opportunity.

Another program I wish to support is the DISC, Domestic Interna-
tional Sales Corporation. This has been condemned very widely here
in Washington as a giveaway to the giant corporations, and, in fact,
in looking at some of the statistics I am sure there has been overuse
of the available funds on that basis.

But what is overlooked is the benefit to the smaller corporations like
PCC. To use PCC as a specific example, we estimate we have kept 200-
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up to 250 jobs in the United States in the last 4 years because each year
we have analyzed should we put a plant into Europe, which is one of
our principal user markets.

But we have come to the conclusion for two reasons, one is the econ-
omy of scale and the other the availability of DISC, that it has not
made good economic sense to go overseas at this point. Perhaps some
day; but right now DISC is the principal reason we are keeping our
plants in the States, which creates more jobs.

Another reason that I wish the committee would consider in depth
in terms of the impact of the new tax legislation on the small- and
medium-sized businesses is the rate of job creation of the smaller
businesses.

The House Small Business Committee recently found that the largest
businesses in the United States, the top 50, were growing essentially
not at all, they were growing at the rate of 0.07 percent in terms of head
count-employed personnel-where, the smaller businesses were grow-
ing at an average of 4 percent. But again, to use PCC as a specific
example, we are a 10-year-old corporation, we started with 3 people in
1967 and have 2,300 people today, a compound growth rate of some-
thing in excess of 27 percent. That is the type of business we need to
create jobs in the States.

Those are the key items I wish to highlight. I will be available, of
course, during the question and answer session of the hearing and also
volunteer to assist in any way possible to provide data and facts from
either our company or industry to offset some of the errors we are so
often hearing about in the computer industry or the industries in
general. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Poppa follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RYAL R. POPPA

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Ryal Poppa, Presi-
dent and Chief Executive Officer of Pertec Computer Corporation, headquartered
in Marina del Ray, California. Pertec is a public corporation and one of the com-
puter industry's leading manufacturers of data entry systems and peripheral
equipment for use in small computer systems. Pertec's products include digital
magnetic tape transports, key data eutry systems, digital-disk drives, flexible disk
drives, key-disk data processing systems, cathoderay tube terminals and com-
puter output microfilm systems.

Pertec markets its products throughout the word to original equipment mann-
facturers and private-label purchasers who buy the company's products for
resale under their own name to their own customers, who typically are the
end-users of the products. In 1976, we acquired Computer Machinery Corpora-
tion, which has given us the capability to market directly to end-users and
strengthen service and customer support for our products.

In our estimation, without this acquisition, it would have taken approxi-
mately $15-20 million in cash and future profits to develop these capabilities on
our own. This figure should give you some idea of the value of capital necessary
for effective penetration of end-user markets if one is to become a competitive
entity In the computer industry. This is an industry where start-up costs are
heavy and early profits are often elusive, yet critical to a company's ultimate
success.

We are approaching the future in a cautious manner. While this year our
revenues approach $90 million with earnings of $4.7 million, we recognize we
have a significant challenge ahead of us. We are optimistic about the future of
the data processing industry, believing it to be one of the most dynamic and
fastest growing areas of business today. To keep pace, we are continuing to spend
extensively on product development, and will continue to do so !n the, future.
For the challenges ahead, we believe we are well equipped with the products,
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marketing, service, management and financial strengths to capitalize on tile
growth potential of our industry.

But our financial structure is not composed of the proper mix of equity, debt,
and retained earnings. Pertec's capital structure is approximately as follows:
$33 million in debt financing, $12 million from the sale of securities, and $12
million from earnings or profit retained after taxes. This represents an over-
dependence oil debt and an under-utilization of equity because equity markets
are not available to us. The equity capital markets must be made more liquid
and available for industrial and economic growth. Since our public offering of
stock in mid-1971, I have witnessed the (leterioration in the viability of the U.S. -

stock market. I trust that proper incentives will be provided to restore the health
of this vital financial resource. Pertec would very much like to have the support
of healthy equity markets in tie years ahead to finance its continued growth with
a good mix of equity and debt financing.

Retained earnings is a key ingredient in the mix of the three basic source
of capital. After over 10 years of corporate existence, we are fortunate to have
developed our current level of retained earnings. Such funds are an important
form of internal financing of our current operations, including our on-going
product development programs. Plainly speaking, a company the size of ours
should permitted, even encouraged, to develop internally a higher percentage
of capital funds after taxes. This results in greater early stability and more
assured growth, resulting in more jobs and a more reliable future earnings
stream which will mean more tax revenues.

The corporate tax rate of 48 percent hits the small- and medium-sized corpor-
ate taxpayers and the giant corporate taxpayers alike. I believe the :iame
principle of fairness and equity expressed in progressive personal tax rates
should be carried over into corporate taxation.

At the top tier of corporate size, as an example, IBM enjoys current revenues
totaling some $16 billion, adding retained earnings of approximately $2 billion
each year on total retained earnings in 1976 of over $9 billion. On the other
hand, a company in its early growth years faces heavy start-up costly and elusive
profits. If smaller companies were taxed at a lower corporate rate, retained
earnings in the earlier years would be healthier and more stable, thus forming
a more reliable source of internal financing to insure its early growth period.

A progressive tax rate schedule should be implemented with a graduation in
accordance with the corporation's ability to pay. An example of such a schedule
is set forth as follows:

Corporate
tax rate,

Corporate pre-tax income: percent
$0 to $50,000 --------------------------------------------------- 20
$50,000 to $100,000 ---------------------------------------------- 21
$100,000 to $150,000 --------------------------------------------- 22
$150,000 to $200,000 --------------------------------------------- 23
$200,000 to $250,000 --------------------------------------------- 24

$250,000 to $300,000 ----------------------------------------- 25
$300,000 to $350,000 --------------------------------------------- 26
$350,000 to $400,000 --------------------------------------------- 27
$400,000 to $450,000 -------------------------------------------- 28
$450,000 to $500,000 --------------------------------------------- 29
$500.000 to $1 million ---------------------------------------- 3
$1 million to $25 million -------------------------------------- 3.5-40
$25 million to $50 million ------------------------------------- 450
$.50 million to $100 million ---------------------------------- 50-60

100 million to $500 million ------------------------------------- 0-70
Over $500 million ----------------------------------------------- 70

Another way in which small- and medium-sized businesses may be assisted
is to retain the Domestic International Sales Corporation ()ISC) for their
use in international trade. DISC, as you all know, Is a special category of
corporation created by the 1971 Revenue Act as an inducement to increase ex-
ports from the United States to offset a deteriorating trade balance. A manu-
facturer benefits from export operations through a DIS subsidiary corporation
in the form of certain tax deferrals which provide internal financing for the
manufacturer's export operation.

I an raising this issue today because there has been rome Congressional op-
position toward mrdntaining the I)ISC program. Much of this opposition is

22 -696-- 7S-- -9
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based upon a recognition that DISC may serve as a windfall to the very large
corporations which have the capability to finance export operations of their
own. Large, multinational U.S. based corporations are able to finance foreign
subsidiaries, resulting in the export of U.S. capital and jobs overseas., On July
1, Senator Kennedy condemned DISC as "a $1 billion annual giveaway to upper
levels of the Fortune '500', as a supposed incentive to conduct the export opera-
tions they would have undertaken in any event."

Smaller U.S. businesses, however, need 1)IS0 to maintain their export opera-
tions. Moreover, DISC has fulfilled its Congressional purpose. blxports, since
the passage of the 1971 Revenue Act, have increased; and, along with increased
exports, badly needed capital and new jobs are created in the U.S. export indus-
tries. At the same time, our domestic corporations have become more competitive
overseas and contributed heavily to international cash flows in favor of the
United States. In the case of Pertec Computer Corp., we have consciously
deferred setting up manufacturing operations overseas, in part because of the
benefits of DISC.

In addition to these benefits of DISC, increased tax revenues have been returned
to the U.S. 'ireasuiry in excess of a pay-back of the original tax advantage granted.
'or example, the approximately $7-9 billion increase in DISC exports for 1975

produced approximately $1.G-2.1 billion in increased Federal tax revenue. Of
that amount, $1.3 billion was tenilirarily deferred, resulting in a net increase
in Treasury revenues of $-300-800 million.

Small businesses are creating jobs faster than the very large corporations. As
reported in The Washington Post on July 9, 1977, the top 50 corporations only
increased employment 0.07 percent between 19t0-1974. In fMfct, 21 of the top 50
companies reduced the number of available jobs. In contrast, small businesses
are creating new jobs at an annual rate of at least 4 percent. Pertec, in Its 10
years of existence, has grown from 3 peoplee to 2,300. Such growth in jobs should
be encouraged by tax law along the lines I am suggesting.

For all these reasons, let's hold on to DISC for small and medium businesses.
It is a significant source of capital for the marketing of U.S.-manufactured
products in the world markets. Jobs are kept at home; and, as the smaller busi-
n(esses grow, more jobs are created in the labor-productive sector of the U.S.
economy.

The alleged misuses of DISC can be insured against either by limiting DISC
tio small- and medium-sized corporations (those with capital accounts under $200
million). or lerilitting deferral il) to a stated maximum, or limiting the deferral
permitted a given corporation in accordance with its capital account.

Senator l1ENThsEN . Thank you very much.
Mr. Tomash.

STATEMENT OF ERWIN TOMASH, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
DATAPRODUCTS CORP., WOODLAND HILLS, CALIF.

.Mr. To-r.xsir. Mr. Chairman, I, too, would like to request m pre-
pared statement be made a part of the record.

Senator BFENTSxE. It will be done.
Mr. To-ANIs. I am Erwin Tomash, chairman and founder of Data-

products Corp.
Dataproducts is a supplier to the computer industry of computer out-

put printers, machines that take information from a computer and
l)rint it out in a form that is readable by human beings. Today, we are
the largest independent printer company in the industry. Since the
formation of our company in 1962-we just had our 15th birthday a
few weeks ago--our annual revenue has grown to over $115 million.
Our earnings were $12 million last year on which, by the way, we paid
full corporate tax.

1 Earnings generated outside the United States from multinational operations are
usually not returned to tile United States for productive use since they are trapped in
the countries of foreign operations by restrictive export controls imposed by the respective
foreign governments.
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Fifteen years ago we started with eight employees, and today there
ai,;e approximately 4,000 Dataproducts employees all over the vorld.

We introduce a new product line about every 3 or 4 years. As a re.
suit of our R. & D. effort, we have been able to cut the price of our
products about 40 percent each time cycle. Thus a printer which we
sold for $20,000 in 1966 cost $12,000 in 1970, and sells for about $4,000
today. We have been able to do that despite living in the same infla.
tionary atmosphere every other company has to contend with.

We cannot truly be said to have a capital problem today. We are a
successful, established growth company with a good, olid financial
base. As a result, we are attractive to lenders. Funds are available to
us from the banks and from institutions such as the insurance com-
panies. I am not here to plead for any special treatment of any kind
for our company or companies like us.

I would like, however, to review our financial history and contrast
it with that of newer younger companies, many of whom are our cus-
tomers. These companies aren't quite as fortunate as we are. In par-
ticular I would like to discuss the situation of companies that have
tried to get started in the period since 1970. You will notice I said
"try" because very few have succeeded in getting started in the
period since 1970.

In order for us to fund our growth, which has averaged about 30
percent per year compounded, we have required substantial sources
of capital. For example, last. year we spent about $8 million on re-
search and development. If we are going to supply computer manu-
facturers all over the world with high technology products (the
leadership position of the American computer industry is based on
technical superiority) we have got to make that kind of an investment
on a continuing lasis.

Like any other company, we have three sources of capital: equity,
debt, and retained earnings. Over the years we have sold about $20
million worth of securities to build our equity base. The company
started in 1962 with $1 million obtained from three venture capital
firms. From time to time we have sold additional equity and then each
time we were able to follow that with additional debt. First, we would
build up the equity base and then we get some more debt financing.

Retained earnings were miniscilde in the initial period.
We simply didn't have any retained earnings to speak of. We were

investing all our fiscal resources in the building of the company. It is
only recently that retained earnings have become a substantial part
of our capital base.

Newer companies, companies started only 8 or 10 years ago, and
those that have been trying to start since 1970, simply are not as
fortunate as we were. They simply have not been able to follow the
cycle I have just, described in building up their fiscal resources.

Since 1969, it has been virtually impossible for newer companies
to build up their equity base. I won't repeat the reasons for this that
you have heard this morning. The changes in the tax law from 1969
onward have made it most difficult to raise equity capital the tax law
has discouraged investment because of the eliminating of special capi-
tal gains treatment. I will mention in passing that the 1976 revisions
completed the action. They have eliminated any reasonable capital
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gains reward for the private investor and have totally discouraged
investment.

Instead of acting to provide incentives, we learn from. the news-
papers that the President is considering recommending elimination of
all special treatment of capital gains. This action would have immedi-
ate counterproductive results. Favorable capital gains treatment would
provide a necessary incentive for investors to risk their capital. When
they invest in industry and try to share in its growth, they help to
develop more companies like ours and others that are struggling to
grow as we did.

It is true that the President also has suggested the elimination of
double taxation on dividends and this indeed may provide some relief.
I would point out that this will only benefit the larger companies who
do pay dividends. Smaller companies must reinvest their capital and
they can't pay dividends.

We, ourselves, have highlighted our 15th year by the initiation of
a tiny dividend, the first reward to our investors for their patient faith
in the company.

In any case, we cannot trade capital gains tax reform for the elimi-
nation of double taxation on dividends. The medicine will not work
because the disease. is different. If we eliminate double taxation of
dividends, and at the same time increase taxes on capital gains, we
are going to isolate the small- and medium-sized company further
from the capital markets. They are already isolated today and this
action will simply assure the lock that the large companies have on
the capital markets.

In talking about taxation of capital gains and devising a suitable
plan with incentives, I think it is most important that we recognize
the capital gains tax rates should be dependent upon the length of
time the investment is held.

We should provide an incentive for true investment which is char-
acterized by long-term commitment. I am not here to talk about re-
wards for short-term speculation.

Such a capital gains tax approach might incorporate a decreasing
schedule over something like a decade. In my written testimony I have
provided such a schedule. It starts at a 50-percent tax rate for capital
gains made in the first year and reduces by steps over a decade to a
20 percent tax rate for capital gains made on an investment held for
10 ears.

A roll-over provision, something like that given with housing should
be provided. This would permit tax-free reinvestment, if made within
3 months and would be a great encouragement to investors. People
would tend to free up locked-in capital gains. If they have been so
fortunate as to have a large capital gain, they would free that up and
reinvest the money in newer American businesses.

This proposal is the sort of thing tlat would fuel our economic de-
velopment. It would particularly aid our growth industries, where
new jobs are being created, and provide a reward for the risk that is
asSlined by tlhe investor.

'ramrv Secretary Blumenthal has recently pointed out the great
complexity of the Internal Revenue Code that has resulted from the
sl)ecial treatment of capital gains. A quotation from his recent speech
is contained in my prepare statement. It certainly sounds to me as if
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Mr. Blumenthal is throwing the baby out with tle bath water. If the
tax law is too complicated relative to capital gains, let's simplify the
law with legislation; let's not simplify the law by taking away the
benefit of incentives for investing in American busi ness.

Senator Kennedy in his tax reform proposal made the following
statement:

A dollar of capital gains income i equivalent in a practical sense to a dollar of
wage income. 'They look the same, they spend the same, and they should be taxed
the same.

I respectfully submit that we all know that things that look the same
are often not the same. A dollar spent for a bottle of French perfume
is not the same as a dollar saved by someone and tlen invested ill
machine tools for American industry.

Th~e flaw in Senator Kenudys argument is that lhe fails to give

credit, fails to recogize, that capital gains comes about only after a
risk investment of someone's money. I may add that. investment money
is a scarce resource worldwide. Americans should be encouraged to
:ave awd invest directly and broadly in our industries.

Over the past 15 years Dataproducts las done business with corn-
J)liter manufacturers all over the world. in North and South America,
WiVestern and Eastern Eur'ope. and in Japaln.

I have personally visited many of these customers. and I have had
ali o)J)ortlimitv to study the workings of the computer industry world-
Wide, in detail: and at firsthand.

The two thing" that emerge clearly are: (1) The industi'v is ,lomi-
mateu1 by the, United States, and (2) nowhere but in t lie United States
hmas a host of significant smaller companies been spawned.

'T his is tim case becau.-e in tle past we in the 1;nited States had man-
a Ie(l to develop an environment capable of growing and nurturing
small light technology companies. We in the United States (1o not
have a patellt on entrepreneurial talent. Other people in other lals
have dreamed of being their own boss and of starting their own hiusi-
Iess, lt in other countries it has remained only a dream. Only in the
Vinite(l States has this dream become a reality, and now this precious
(Ii'ea-in is rapidly becoming an American illusion.

The statistics speak for themselves. The rate of new company forma-
tion has dropped alarmingly. Today, starting a high techinology. Coln-
pany is a rarity in the United States as well as abroad.

I am here to(lav because T firmlv believe we must ask each other:
Where are our new industries going to colme from in the future? Where
are the corporate .eellings that will provide us with new products?
Blaze new trails? Open new imarkets? Create new jol)s ?

The investiment climate has been unfavorable in this country since
1970. and since then 'we have ha( a dearth of corporate seedlings and
a withering of the indiv-4 6'al growth process.

Sector Kennedy in his tax reform proposal also said:
lie aim of tax reform 's not to plow up the whole garden. mut to get rid of

the weeds so that we can let the fl,,\wers grow. Bit, genItlenien, to grow flowers we
imist first plant the seeds.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tomash follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ERWIN TOMASII

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Erwin Tomash, Chairman
of the Board of Dataproducts Corp., which is headquartered in Woodland 1ills,
California, a suburb of Los Angeles. Dataproducts specializes in making com-
puter printers, machines which accept output of data from a computer and
print It in a form that can be read by hunan beings. Today, we are the largest
independent line printer company in the industry. We supply our products
to computer manufacturers all over the world who in turn incorporate them
into their products and systems. We also have a 23 percent ownership in Data
Card Corporation, a company we helped start in Minneapolis, Minn. Data Card
is the world's number one manufacturer of embossing and coding machines for
credit cards and other types of plactic identification cards.

Since the formation of Dataproducts in 1962, our revenues have grown to well
over $100 million, with earnings of more than $12 million last year. Fifteen
years ago we started with eight employees. Today, approximately 4,000 Data-
products people serve our customers worldwide. We are constantly at work to
improve our existing products and to develop new ones. Both endeavors require
the latest technology plus knowledge of the marketplace and, especially, of the
needs and opportunities of'our customers. We introduce a new product line about
every three to four years and as a result of our R. & D. efforts have succeeded
in cutting the price of our products by about 40 percent each time. Thus, despite
inflation, our printers which sold for $12,000 in 1.970 sell for $4,000 today.

Dataproducts cannot truly be said to have a capital problem, today. As an
established. successful, growth company with a solid financial base, we are at-
tractive to lenders. Funds are available to us, both short- and long-term from the
banks and institutions such as insurance companies. I am not here to plead for
special treatment of any kind for us or companies like us. However, I would like
to take a moment to review our financial history and to contrast it with the situa-
tion& faced by many of our customers who are newer and younger than we are, as
well as the situation that prevails for new ('onipanies which have been trying to
get started these past five to seven years. I said trying to get started because, as
will emerge from my remarks, very few have been able to start at all since 1970.

In order to fund our growth, which has averaged over 30 percent per year com-
)ounded, a company of our type has required substantial sources of capital. For

example, our investment in research and development was about $8 million last
year. If we are to supply computer manufacturers all over the world, many of
whom have substantially greater resources than we do, such sizeable investments
are required on a continuing basis. If we are to help our customers l)rosper in the
competitive computer business, we must stay in the forefront of our specialty.

Dataproducts has three basic sources of capital for funding its commitment to
its (listomers. Our basic source of capital, the foundation on which we have built,
is equity realized from the sale of securities. Over the years this has totaled ap-

roxiunately $20 million. It was $1,000,000 of equity capital, raised from a syndi-
cate of venture capital firms, which enabled us to get started in 1962. Our equity
was increased from time to time and this, in turn, enahled us to borrow money
from banks and, as we matured, from the longer term lenders. Debt financing,
then, both slhort-term and long-term, has followed each of our equity financing
steps. At one time a few years ago our debt totaled $3,S million.

Retained earnings, ,niniscule in the first decade of our existence, is our other
basio source of capital. Currently, as I said earlier, our equity, retained earnings
and debt capacity are more than sufficient to support our growth. Newer com-
panies4, not quite as mature as Dataproducts. are not so fortunate.

Until the late 1960's or early 1970's, qualified business organizations were able
to obtain financing in a mix of debt and equity which provided stability, both for
the organization and the economy. Also at that time, because businessmen had
the alternative of turning to equity markets for financing, borrowed capital was
oi)tainable at a reasonable interest cost.

Since 1919. however, changes in the tax laws, have methodically eroded tradi-
tional incentives for investment in marketable securities. In 1969, the Tax Re-
form Law abruptly upset the balance between personal private investment and
consumer spending by increasing capital gains taxes from 25 percent to a 35 per-
cent maximum. At the same time. the 1969 Tax Law increased the risk of any
investment by 100 percent by permitting only a 50 percent write-off of capital
losses . The Thix Reform Act of 1976, with its minimum tax and tax preference
provisions relative to capital gains, has all but eliminated reasonable after-tax
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rewards for the private Investor. There is no question but that taxation has ad-
versely altered the traditional risk-reward balance discouraging Investment in
our private industries and our future economic growth.

The President Is seriously considering elimination of all special capital gains
treatment Instead of acting to provide incentives for continued and new Invest-
ments In our Nation's industries. This action would have immediate and counter-
productive results. On the other hand, favorable capital gains treatment would
provide a necessary incentive for all Investors of capital to contribute toward and
share in the growth potential of the U.S. economy. The President Is also consider-
ing the elimination of the double taxation of dividends, and this may indeed pro-
vide some relief; however, such tax reform would tend to benefit only the larger
companies that are able to pay dividends. Certainly, if dividends were treated as
a deductible expense, as is interest on borrowings, equity capital would be more
competitive with debt equity.

But in any case, we certainly cannot trade capital gains reform for the elmina-
tion of double taxation of dividends, as was reported to be President Carter's
intention in a July 6, Wall Street Journal article. Growth companies cannot
afford to pay out substantial dividends, if indeed they can pay them out at all,
since the earnings before any declaration of dividends must be used to finance
growth. Tie elimination of favorable treatment of capital gains would further
isolate the small- and medium-sized companies from the capital markets. and
with dividend deductions available to the larger companies, the capital drawing
power of the large corporations over the financial markets would be assured.

In devising a suitable plan for treating capital gains, one should first recognize
that the capital gains rate should be dependent upon the length of time the invest-
,ment il held, since an incentive should only be provided for true Investments

whi-I are characterized by a long-term commitment. The advantage of encour-
aging investment funds placed for the long term is that the equity markets are
provided an increased degree of stability, with no reward for short-term specu-
lation.

Furthermore, In view of the dearth of capital funds available to small- and
medium-sized businesses, a measure of incentive should be provided so that exist-
ing concentrated investments in large corporations would be distributed enabling
smaller corporations to have equity funding available to them.

Such a capital gains taxation measure could be implemented in accordance
with the following schedule : Investment .qain8

Length of investment holding: rate, percent
0 to 1 year ---------------------------------------------------- 50
1 to 2 year---------------------------------------------------- 47
2 to 3 years ---------------------------------------------------- 44
3 to 4 years ---------------------------------------------------- 41
4 to 5 years ------------------------------------------------ 3
5 to 6 years ------------------------------------------------ 35
6 to 7 years ---------------------------------------------------- 32
7 to 8 years ---------------------------------------------------- 29
8 to 9 years ------------------------------------------------ 6
9 to 10 years --------------------------------------------------- 23
Over 10 years -------------------------------------------------- 20

A "rollover" provision should also be included in any such legislation which
wiuld allow investfent funds from the sale of corporate securities to be trans-
ferred on a tax-free basis, provided that such funds are reinvested within a 3-
month period in smaller companies. Upon a sale of securities where the rollover
p)rovision is not satisfied, the investment gains would be taxed in accordance with
the rate established for the length of the investment holding, tacking together all
prior investment periods which continuously met the tax-free conditions.

This proposal is representative of the type of capital gains tax reform essen-
tial for refinancing our capital markets, which in turn will fuel continued eco-
noitle developmentt, particularly that of our growth Industries. I believe that my
proposal provides the Ialance of risk and reward which does, in fact, exist over
time. A tax-free exchange of assets, under the rollover provision is a rea.,X)nal)le
reward in view of the continuing risk assumed by the investor in committing his
al)])reciated funds.

The rollover provision works in tandem with the tax schedule, as I have
already described. The reason for this is 'wo-fold. First, it must be recognized
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that a minimum tax he paid on investment gains at some time. Second, there
must be reasonable exit terms from an investment for an investor to comnmit his
funds in the first place. An investment tax rate based on long-term holdings pro-
rides the investor with a glimmer of light at the end of the Investment tunnel.

Treasury Secretary Michael Blumenthal defended President Carter's inten-
tion to eliminate the existing treatment of capital gains with the following
argument:

"Forty-one sections and fifty-one subsections of the tax code are devoted to
capital-gains taxation. And efforts to convert ordinary income into capital gains
are probably the largest area of tax planning leading to many activities of little
or no social value but productive of ample private gain."

It poundss to me as if Mr. Blumenthal is throwing the baby out with the bath
water.

If the tax laws are too complex relative to capital gains, and perhaps they
are with the multiple forms of tax on capital gains implemented by the Tax
Reform Act of 1976, then legislation should simplify those laws in accordance
with the framework I have suggested to you today. In this context, we should
begin to speak of an investment tax, rather than the broader term, "capital
gains tax."

In addition to what I have already said in support of favorable capital gains
treatment, 1 would also like to offer the following for your ,owisideration. Mr.
Norman B. Ture, an economic consultant in Washington, D.C., reported in the
Wall Str(et Journal on June 21, 1977. that labor rmcei~cvi two-thirds to three-
fourths of the additional income generated by additional .apital. The benefit to
labor comes not only in the form of increased wages and l-i, t.ts, but also in the
form of increased Jobs in the private sector which would go a long way to
redu-ing the nation's current high level of unemployment.

Senator Edward Kennedy, in presenting his t~qx reform package on July 1,
1977, argued that there was no justification for special treatment of capital
gains in current law. He stated:

"A dollar of capital gains income is equivalent in a practical sense to a dollar
of wage income. They look the same, they spend the same. and they should be
taxed the same."

I respectfully submit that things that look the same are often not the same.
The flaw in Senator Kennedy's argument is that ie fails to recognize that capital
gains comes about only after a risk investment of someone's money. And I need
hardly add that investment money is a scarce resource. Americans should be
encouraged to invest directly and broadly in America's industries. Expressed in
terms an economist might use. money has a utility value in accordance with
its use, which, tranqcen(ls the depreciating value of the dollar.

I urge that Congress act to strongly encourage the flow of monetary funds
away from consumption toward investment in our future. Do any of us really
believe that we should predicate national policy on the basis of a day-to-day,
hand-to-mouth existence? We must face the fact that the flow of investment
dollars has slowed to a tri-kle. and will disappear, If incentives are not offered
to balance the risks associated with investments.

Over the past fifteen years, Dataproduets has done Nisines,; with computer
manufacturers in North and South America. Western and Eastern Europe, and
Japan. In visiting our customers. I have had an opportunity to study the work-
ings of the worldwide computer industry in detail and at first hand. Two simple
facts emerge clearly:

1. The U.S. dominates the field of electronic computing worldwide.
2. Nowhere but in the U.S. has the industry spawned a host of significant

smaller companies.
This is the ease because the United States had managed to develop an

environment capable of growing and nurturing the smaller, high technology
companies. We (I0 not have a patent on entrepreneurial talent. Other people
in other lands have dreamed of being their own bosses and of starting their own
businesses. Only in the United States has this dream been a reality, but now this
precious dream is becoming only an American illusion.

The statistics speak for themselves. The rate of new company formation has
dropped alarmingly. Today, starting a high technology company is a rarity in
the United States as well as abroad. I am here today because I firmly believe
that someone must ask from where our nation's new industries will spring in
the future. Where are the corporate seedlings which will provide the new prod-
ucts, blaze the new trails, open the new markets, and create the new jobs?
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The investment climate in this country has been unfavorable since 1970. Since
then we have had a dearth of corporate seedlings and a withering of the in-
dustrial growth process. Senator Kennedy has also said, "The aim of tax reform
is not to plow up the whole garden, but to get rid of the weeds so that we call
let the flowers grow." But, Gentlemen, to grow flowers, we must first plant the
seeds.

Senator BENTSEN. Think you very much, Mr. Tomash, Mr. Poppa,
and Mr. Biddle.

You have obviously given a lot of thought to your testimony. I think
you have made some very valid points.

One of the problems you run into in the drafting of tax legislation
is you don't have any risk-takers down there helping you draft it. You
don't have many people of the entrepreneurial nature down there
drafting.

It is not the nature of tle person. That is a difficult thing for them to
understand. Risk ventures and the fear of people losing their capital,
unless they see a commensurate reward possibility that if they succeed
they get to keep the significant part of it, they are not going to do it.

They are going to put their money in tax-free bonds, high-interest
rate securities. It is difficult to get that point across to them.

But we have officers and entrepreneurs who are in front of us who
have won and who have been very successful.

You fellows are the ones that" make the headlines and make the
stories. I am always reminded of the winner of the daily double on
tie sports page. wh'en they get a big payoff, they really build that up,
but I can't hel l)but think of what the floor looks like out at the race-
track with all the torn-nip ticket stubs, those fellows that nev-er got
to the payoff window.

That, is certainly true in small business.
M[r. Poppa. -on were talking about DISC corl)orations, and I think

DISC corporations will be under serious attack in whatever is
proposed.

One of the problems is trying to really decide how much incentive
is there and how much result is there front the incentive.

I have had people from the multinational corporations come in and
testify to me b,1ott how mih their *ol)s were thrown back in
the United States while they went overseas and used the DISC
corporations.

I always questioned those figures. Those companies were generally
the more aggressive and some of the ablest in management and I won-
dered how much resildt theyN would haave had if they had not had DISC.

You get into a slul)jective jiulgment there.
You have 1)rol)osed that possibly we haive some kind of criterion

where it, applies to smaller corporations where it encourages them to
go into the overseas businesss an(l exporting. and that intrigues me.
We might l)e able to approach it on, say, the first half million of
profit on overseas lNisines,. somec such thing, and apply it to all com-
panies be they' large, small, middle sized.

But, that would help l)provide the seed corn to encourage the small
company to sell overseas and get started. and obviously that must be
expensive. getting started in vour' sales overseas.

Mr. Bim).Y. Senator Bentsen, part of our concern there was ex-
presed by one of our member chief executives in Dallas a couple of
weeks ago. Ile said that he "had been reading in the papers that it
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looks like Congress will throw DISC out and we have started looking
into building a plant in Ireland."

"We have held off, we wanted to keep our people employed in
Texas, but we have no choice." The dominant company in our inlustrv
nmannfactures overseas what it, sells overseas, our member companies
nvimn ufacture here what they sell overseas.

The solution is to get people working and paying taxes, people in
this country, not in France and Germany.

Mr. Po>Pi\. WYe are constantly reexamining the need to go overseas
ourselves and this past. year, when it appeared this would be killed
entirely, we sent a task force to Ireland (also toured England and
Belgiu'm) looking for a plantsite. When it, appeared that it would be
saved for the time being, though it was diminished in its effect, we
hold off again.

But, if we lose the DISC altogether, we will in effect be economically
forced to service our European markets by moving into Europe.

That, is inevitably a loss of jobs, even though we may not lose jobs
here in the United States as we grow, it means we will not create jobs
in the ITnited States. We will create them overseas. I know that is a
subjective problem.

I have tried to analyze itmyself, how important was it to us that we
had DISC. It was one of a number of elements but it is clearly one of
the. elements, it was not something we used as frosting on the cake. It
was a key ingredient of that decision.

Senator BEXTSEN. Gentlemen, how do you dramatize that? How do
you get. it across?

M1r. BIDDLE. Senator, one of the things I am hoping and we are pro-
posing a conference in the fall and we hope to bring together selected
leaders from industry, labor, academia, in fact, we have sent an invita-
tion to you to keynote it, if you would, to tell a broad cross-section of
national leadership, that one, your peer group on the Hill does not
understand these problems to the extent they should, and, two, we as
businessmen have a job to help labor leaders understand that we are in
this boat together.

If we don't solve the capital formation problem, it is their problem
as well as ours. Business and labor must work together to create Amer-
ican jobs, to get American people working, productive, and saving,
because frankly the more we see of the future of the social security sys-
tem everybody had better start taking care of themselves and that is
only through long-range investment.

Senator BENTsEN. One way or another we will take care of the social
security system. But, I think your point about it being business and
labor's mutual problem is a very valid point. There are a lot of folks,
however, in labor that think you have some kind of rip-off going, and
thley ]1st lon't believe you.

I think it. requires more communication. It means that you are going
to have to reach out and try to establish some kind of communication
anl develop a confidence and understanding of your problem.

That is not going to be easy. It will take a lot of effort on your part.
.ks a practical matter, if you get business and labor together on one of
these issues, You will win. If not, it is going to be swimming upstream.
Thank you very much, gentlemen.

Mr. Morgenihaler, will you come forward?
We are very pleased to have you here today.
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STATEMENT OF DAVID T. MORGENTHALER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
VENTURE CAPITAL ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

MNr. "MORGENTIALER. Senator Bentsen, it is a pleasure to appear
before you.

Senator BrNTSEN. It is good to see you again.
M'. M[ORGENWTHi. .1:. Mv name is David T. Morgenthaler, and I am

th(, current president of the National Venture Capital Association.
O)ur approximlately 70 members include most of the venture capital

firns ill the United States and a number of the small business invest-
inent companies. Members of our association provide capital for the
majority of ellering innovative companies in the United States.

When we are fortunate they turn out to be like the two companies
that have ])eel represented before us this morning, and at those times
the, p)iililic is happy to buy their stock and share in their future.

Wln things don t go so well, our member firms struggle to have our
c0iiipanies and to find financing to give them the time and the re-
sources necessary to work out, their problems.

It imatelv, if things go very badly, we eat our losses alone.
One of the characteristics of appearing as a late witness is that many

of the, good things that. you are going to say have been said by the
witnesses before you, which is very encouraging to me in that hope-
fully if we are all believing these'things they are more likely to berigh~t.

Senator BENTSEN. I was reminded when you were talking about
eating your losses alone, it reminds me of the same problems shared
by the fellow who runs for public office. Ie runs a campaign. he has
a deficit, if he wins they have a big dinner and they pay it, off. If he
loses, lie eats it alone.

Mr2'. Monr~iI Un. Beginning a campaign, 3IN'. Chairman, must
be veiry much of a venture capital activity.

Our association has a number of specific tax revision proposals
which we will submit as a part of the record, and I won't take the time
of this committee by detailing them here. I would like to make a few
)rief remarks, however.

If every small business in tle United States could afford to hire on2e
additional employee, the unemployment, problem would be solved. The
Bureau of the Census tells us that there are approximately 4.1 million
bmsinesses reporting 1 or more employees for social security purposes,
Hot including Federal workers, self-employed, or agricultural employ-
ee's. According to thse statistics, there are less than 3,000 business es-
tahl ishments employing 1,500 people or more.

Those smaller businesses employ more than one-half of all workers,
and pro(luce almost half of the business output of our country. Yet,
when most people think of business as a category, it is the several
fliousand large businesses that are thought of, not the 4 million
smaller businesses, or the millions more. that are self-employed.

Everyone is instinctively in favor of smaller business. It is a. very
Anerican kind of activity. Our country was built upi by people being
able to go into farming or business for themselves. and going as far as
their energy , their dreams, and their luck would take them. Small
business would seem to have no natural enemies beyond normal busi-
ness risks.
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Yet, today there are strong forces in our society acting to place
tore obstacles in the path of smaller businesses than anyone intended.

Ouv more complex society requires more capital today to start a busi-
)less, ! ecause more of everything is needed.

Inflation makes evert6ing cost more. Higher interest rates make
inoney cost much more, when it is available at all. Complying with
government regulations both costs more and demands time and energy
)adl,, needed for the day-to-day problems of smaller businesses.
Higher management skills are required to compete against larger
)usinesses with their economies of scale, lower cost of capital, and

more diversified product lines and markets.
And we are burdening our smaller business just when we need them

most. Larger businesses can raise the capital to automnate to meet
iireasing demands for their products, where smaller businesses are
more. likely to hire additional people. This is detailed in the MIT
development t Foundation study included in the National Venture
Capital Association paper entitled, "Emerging Innovative Compa-
n ies-An Endangered Species."

A case is cited ill wlich six of America's largest companies increased
fleir sales b--, $16 billion over a 5-year period, while increasing their
emfl)lovment 1)'v only' 25.0)o workers. while five companies whose
coti-ibiled total revenues were approximately one-fortieth of the larger
COmpaiiies in,'reased tlieir einl)loyment bY 31.000 people in the
same time period.

S Ialler b1lsinesses mu111st )e more responsive to price competition,
helping to fight. inflation. And they must 1)e more innovative to meet
the wider range of competition they face from other companies, both
lar(e and small. Thds point is illustrated by an interesting experience
which we have h1ad at one of our companies which we financed from
a two-man slartmp in 1969. and which is today the most successful
(.olipany in its field. I recall well the. problem 'in raisin the capital
to start time cv pany. tme desperatee problems in getting additional
capital for it in the dark days of 1970 when the recession was on, when
the stock market had fallen and venture capitalists everywhere were
trvinc to save the companies.

Iolav that company alias becomne ver\ , successful and the leader in
its field. We lhad to compete against the giants when we began. Today
it is rather funny because it. is the giant of its field, and the companies
that we are most concerned alout are the new companies wvlmo are inlo-
vatve in our 1 msilness. They compete with new technology and new
wars of doing , thing. wlile our comTpany is nlow married to much of
its software anld tle techniques that it has built up in the last few years.

TI other words, the threat to it today is not from the giant. com-
panies but from the new. smaller companies that will do exactly the
tli i.gs that we did S years ago.

Th1e Nationial Venture Capital Asoiatiol offers a program of tax
revision to ellcouragre tie formation and growth of new, small
))11 i i Ie ,ses

1. 1)efer capital gain' tax 1iab'ilitv arising from the sale of a quali-
fied small business investment to the extent that the proceeds are
vit'uns-ted in one or more other qualified small business investments
wit hin 24 months. TI]e principle is the same as tie tax deferral on the
pro'ee(1s from the sale of a residence if invested in another home
within a limited period.
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• slb(tbng scale for capital gains tax rate for longer term quali-
fied small business investments. We are aware of much thinking to-
ward a uniform tax rate. and we are certainly sympathetic to any
simplification of the tax system.

However. if we. are to attract the capital to create the additional
jol)s our society needs. tle strongest. possible incentive should be given
to investors to put, their money in smaller businesses and leave it there
to finance growth, rather than demanding dividends, interest or a
sale as soon as possible .

3. Provide a permanent tax cre(lit, of $2,100 per employee for each
net new employee hired by a small business with no limitation on the
aimiolult. of tle credit.

I have seet (llestions about this l)rol)O al froi'i larger 1),l-ines5.C. Bt
what is more imt)oltanlt in America todhv t ,ia to put to work the
Several million Almericalls who are uneml))yed--those al)ove and be-
Voll liet ii1i wber weC noil'mallv rear(1 as f1'act ;onal lleIIll)loyI1(,nt ? I
can't think of anything more important. mlnd I calit think of any bet-
ter place, for these lpeol)le to work tHan ini the small Imusinesses where
thev are closer to the managers of the business, closer to the owners
of lhe business, and are mucli more apt to get the attention that many
of the l)elople) who are difficult to empJ)lov mIed.

Senator BEN'rsEN. I introduced. I believe. the first one of those pieces
of legislation in the Senate and was l)leased to see it brought to fri'i-
lion, )ut. it is very vigorously opl)osed i Treasury.

Treasury" doesn't think it accomljlislhes its objectives and Wouldl not
1w the incentive. Thy are going to ,'y igorously monitor it, and try
to rove it, was wrong.

I have also advised them that I don't want to see them take the same
approach they took on the dollar checkoff on public financing of the
Presidential campaign.

That one, when they put out the income t,,x return. von had to write
in for a special form to fill out, to check off your dollar.

We finally took action here in the Congress to force it to be put on
the first page in a little block where you check it off.

I hope the small business associations and the venture capital asso-
eiations will really publicize this idea and get it across to their mem-
bership. I promise you if they don't, and if we can't show it is effective,
we will lose it.

Now, we have made some strides in putting it, into effect, but. we
didn't get. all that you wanted in that regard, but we will lose what we
have unless we can prove that it is effective.

I could not, agree more that I would like to sAe these unemployed
people put in the private enterprise system and hopefullv permanent
jobs and jobs that pay reasonably well: and that, is a lot, better than
seeing them put, in some leaf-rakin. job or some public service job
or some dead-end job: but let's get tile message across to the venture
capitalists and. the small businesses across this countr'v.

Mr. 'MORGENTHALER. We are delighted to hear that, Mr. Chaimman,
and we will certainly disseminate it to our members.

Our fourth l)roposal wouhl be to amend the tax coie to allow a key
employee of a small business who is the rvcipient of an incentive stock
option to defer )ayment of tax from the. exercise date of the option
to the earlier of th'e year of sale of the underlying stock or 10 years
after the grant of the option.
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The first revision will serve to niake more capital available to be
invested in smaller businesses; the second will induce investors to leave
capital in the businesses as needed to support growth, and then make
it easier to sell and recycle the capital. The third will strongly encour-
age small businesses to hire new workers and help provide capital to
finance jobs for them. And the fourth will help attract the managers
without which small businesses cannot survive and grow.

Our proposals are detailed in the attached document.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you, and I would be

delighted to try to answer your questions.
[The attachment to Mr. Morgenthalers statement follows:]

A PROGRAM OF TAX REVISION PROPOSALS To ENIANCE. CAPITAL FORMATION FOP
SMALL BUSINESS'

The broad objective of the following program of Federal income tax revision
proposals is to encourage the formation and growth of new small businesses in
order to encourage innovation, to develop technology and to stimulate employment.

This program is presented by the National Venture Capital Association as an
addendum to its position paper "Emerging Innovative Companies-An Endan-
gered Species." As discussed in the position paper, these small to medium-sized
companies, which make a disproportionately large contribution to job creation
and production of federal tax revenues, are denied access to traditional sources
of capital at reasonable cost and are either constrained in their growth or pen-
alized for it. The proposals set forth below would increase the availability
of external investment capital for such companies, allow additional internal
financing of growth thiough some increased cash flow and allow these companies
to attract and motivate key personnel. The impact of this program on federal
tax revenues would be more than offset by the benefits of an increase in private
sector employment and the future tax revenues generated by increased economic
growth.

Capital investment is the most powerful job creator in a free enterprise
system, with each dollar of investment contributing several times its value to
economic activity and employment. The most meaningful incentive to capital
investment is a substantial differential between the rate of tax paid on realized
capital gains and that paid on ordinary income. With the sizable differential,
corporations are encouraged to retain and reinvest their earnings in new plant and
equipment rather than )aying earnings out in the form of dividends because
shareholders then prefer such reinvestment and the resulting increased value
of their stock as opposed to dividend income. During the 1950's and 1960's when
capital gains were taxed at 25 percent and dividends and interest were taxed
-t rates as high as 91 percent the United States became the most powerful indus-
trialized country in the world. In recent years the differential between capital
gains and ordinary tax rates has been decreasing (capital gains rates are now
as high as 50 percent for individuals and ordinary income rates are ata maximum
of 70 percent) and, logically, we have seen an erosion of capital investment.

Certain of the proposals in the program set forth in this paper seek to restore
a substantial differenitial between capital gains and ordinary tax rates for
investments in small businesses with the obective of stimulating investment by
shareholders in smaller, growing companies and, in turn, stimulating these com-
panies to expand rapidly and create new employment opportunities. It is only
through such a constructive program of tax incentives that the future of our
free enterprise economy, and the place of smaller more aggressive companies
in it, can be assured.

I. QUALIFIED SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT CAPITAL GAINS TAX DEFERRAL

"Proposed Legislation: Amend the tax code to provide for a deferral of capital
gains tax liability arising from the sale of a qualified small business investment
to the extent that the proceeds of the sale are reinvested in one or more other
Qualified Small Business Investments within the 24 months after the sale. A
Qualified Small Business Investment is defined as a security or securities pur-

I Prepared by the National Venture Capital Association, May 23, 1977.
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chased directly from a Small Business. A Small Business is defined as any
corlioration, partnership or proprietorship having less than 1,500 employees.

Existing Legislation: Capital gains arising from the sale of securities are
taxed in the fiscal year of sale.

Commentary: There is presently a shortage of capital for Small Businesses
which Is heightened by the current tax law that provides a disincentive to in-
vestors to roll over their portfolios by taking away a portion of the proceeds when
a sale is made. A Qualified Snmall Business Investment capital gains tax deferral
would provide proper incentives to investors in Small Businesses to roll over
their portfolios more often and to reinvest the proceeds of a sale in other Small
Businesses. The federal government would not lose tax revenue under this pro-
posal; it would merely defer receipt of the revenue as long as the funds were
being put to a productive and socially desirable purpose.

The enactment of this proposal would also reduce the Internal Revenue Code's
inducement to owners of independent businesses to sell out (when they wish to
sell out) to large corporations, whose shares are actively traded, In tax-free
reorganizations so that they can postpone the capital gains tax on the sale. Under
the proposal urged here owners of independent businesses whose investment was
made while the business had less than 1,500 employees could sell the business
to any buyer or group of buyers for cash and postpone the capital gains tax by
reinvesting the cash in another business or businesses that had less than 1,500
employees within the two years following the sale.

II. SLIDING SCALE FOR CAPITAL GAINS TAX RATE FOR LONGER TERM QUALIFIED
SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENTS

Proposed Legislation: Limit the total tax on capital gains realized by any
taxl)ayer on sales of Qualified Small Business Investments (as defined in pro-
posal I. above) to a rate of 30 percent if the investment is held for less than five
years. 25 percent if it is held for 5 years or more but less than 10 years and
12 ., percent if it is held for 10 years or longer.

Existing Legislation: Currently capital gains are taxed at 30 percent for
corporations and at rates uI) to 50 percent for individuals with no differentia-
tion in holding period other than that required to qualify as a capital asset.

Commentary: It requires a considerable number of years and substantial risk
to start a business and bring it to a level of sustained financial independence.
Adjusting holding periods and capital gains rates with respect to Qualified
Small Business Investments would encourage investors to Invest In Small Busi-
nesses and to retain their investments in Small Businesses for longer periods
and thus reward the financing and continued support of new businesses. These
investors would be more interested in capital gains than current income and
hence would encourage the businesses to plow back their earnings to achieve
greater growth rather than disbursing their earnings to pay greater dividends.
The plowing back of earnings by young businesses Is an important source of
capitall investment in this country. The increased capital investment that would
result from this proposal would help create thousands of jobs and build the
country's tax-base to the point that would more than compensate for the
capital gains tax revenues lost. Furthermore, the disincentive to sell a qualified
Small Business Investment after the investment had been held for a lengthy
period of time would be substantially reduced.

II. SMALL BUSINESS JOB CREATION TAX CREDIT

Proposed Legislation: Provide a permanent tax credit of $2,100 per employee
for each net new employee hired by a Small Business (as defined in proposal I.
above) with no limitation on the amount of the credit and with a carryover
from year to year for amounts of the credit earned but not yet used to offset tax
liability. Net new employment would be defined as the increase in the average
number of full-time employees from one fiscal year to the next. Average employees
would be computed by averaging the number of full-time employees at each
payroll period during the fiscal year.

Existing Legislation: President Carter has just signed into law a tax bill
containing a temporary (for the years 1977 and 1978 only) tax credit for eni.
ployers of $2,100 per employee for each additional employee hired after the
employer's payroll has grown 2 percent from the previous year. The
employer's normal deduction for wages must be reduced by the amount of the
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employment tax credit, and there is a limit of $100,000 upon the amount of employ-
went tax credit claimable in either year.

Commentary: An increase in private sector employment is the only permanent,
productive way to solve our country's unemployment problem. A stronger job
creation tax credit for Small Businesses would both provide an incentive to
young companies to hire additional workers and increase their cash flow (through
reduction of tax) to fund business growth. Loss of federal tax revenue should
be more than offset by the increased transformation of unemployed workers sup-
ported by public assistance into productive, tax-paying private sector employees.
There is no reason to put a maximum limit on the amount of the proposed credit
that ,.an be claimed in any one year. A $100,000 limit restricts the number of
new employees for whom the benefit can be claimed to approximately 50,. There
is no need to adopt this limit for Small Businesses, which should be encouraged.
to grow as fast as their businesses permit and which in any event no longer qual-
ify for the proposed credit after they have reached 1,500 employees.

IV. SMALL BUSINESS INCENTIVE STCCK OPTIONS

Proposed IAgislation : Amend the tax code to allow a key employee of a Small
Business (as defined in proposall 1. above) who is the recipient of an Incentive
Stock Option. and who does not elect to lie taxed in the year of grant on the them
value of the option, to defer payment of tax from the exercise (late of the option
to the earlier of the year of sale of the underlying stock or ten years after the
grant of the option. Only key employees of Small Businesses would be eligible
to receive Incentive Stock Options. If the option were exercised while the issuing
company had less than 1.500 employees, the stock so purchased would be a Qual-
ified Small Business Investment eligible for the benefits of proposals I. and II.
above. The taxation of ordinary stock options would not be affected.

Existing Legislation: The Tax Reform Act of 1976 eliminated the Qualified
Stock Option. Under current law an employee who elects not to be taxed In the
year of grant at ordinary income rates on the then value of a stock option and
who subsequently exercises the stock option is taxed in the year of exercise at
ordinary tax rates on the difference between the exercise price and the market
value at the date of exercise.

Commentary: Smaller companies depend upon stock incentives to attract and
retain key employees as they cannot afford the high salaries paid by larger com-
panies. The current law unduly penalizes key employees of small companies who
often must sell optional stock at the time of option exercise In order to pay the
required tax, yet are unable to sell the stock obtained from exercising the option
due to the limited or illiquid market for the stock. NVCA's proposal does not
suggest a reduction In tax (other than as provided by proposals I. and II.) but
merely a deferral of the tax until the employee is able to sell his stock to gen-
erate cash to pay the tax.

Senator BENTSEN. I appreciate your testimony very much.
Of the various forms of consolidation or integration of business

income dividends, there are several proposals. They can have a dra-
matic difference in their impact.

I understand that a lot of large business has suddenly decided they
are not sure they would like it.

I be-lieve one of the witnesses was saying this morning, perhaps it
was Mr. Hughes, that business, that the Conference Board came out
with a statement against it..

Mr. HUCiFES. The Business Roundtable is composed of a group of
the Nation's largest companies.

Senator BE.s-TSEF. The Business Roundtable has questioned the effec-
tiveness of it. For many years a part of the business rhetoric has
always been the problem of double taxation. All of a sudden we are
getting a great, diversity of opinion from business.

One of the approaches that was recommended was that you have the
deduction of dividends as you do on interest.

Another proposal is that you give credit to the recipient of the
dividends for the tax the corporation is paid.
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Ifave you given any thought to this as to which you think is the
better of the proposals, and why?

Mr. M[ORGENTHALER. Senator Bentsen, our group has deliberately not
taken a position on the elimination of the taxation on dividends be-
cause, first of all, we feel that our expertise lies in the newer, smaller
businesses, which in general are not in a. position to pay dividends.

They arm growing rapidly enough that they need to retain all of
their income as a principal source of capital to finance their growth, if
they are to be able to maintain the 25- or 30-perceint compounded
growth that you have heard of this morning and which most of our
enterprises try to accomplish.

Many of these companies are simply not in a position to )ay divi-
(lends ?or years to come. If the double taxation of dividends were elim-
inated, it. would probably make the securities of larger businesses rela-
tively more attractive to investors and put the smaller businesses in a
somewhat more difficult position to compete for the capital.

However, I simply could not bring myself to talk against the elim-
ination of taxation on dividends.

We have all believed for so long that investors need more incentive
to l)ut their money into business in one form or another rather than
putting money into some current consumption which basically does
not provide enduring jobs so that I simply have to support the elimina-
tion of double taxation of dividends.

I don't think we have studied the subject sufficiently to choose among
the alternatives that you listed, and have confidence in our choice.

Senator BENTSEN. I understand the problem of a young corporation
not paying dividends. Another fellow and I started a company about
20 years ago and I haven't had a dividend yet. It is growing just great,
doing fine.

I appreciate very much your testimony and it has been helpful to us
and we will have a couple of more days of hearings in developing some
additional points.

Thank you very much.
That will conclude our hearing this morning.
[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Thursday, July 14,1977.]
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THE ROLE OF FEDERAL TAX POLICY IN STIMULATING
CAPITAL FORMATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1977

CONGRESS OF TILE 1 NITED STATES,
SUBCOMIMMTEE ON ECONOMIC GROWTHtI AND STABILIZATION

OF TIE JOINT EcONo3iIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:13 a.m., in room
1202, Dirksen Senate Oflice Building, lion. Lloyd Bentsen (cochair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Bentsen.
Also present: John R. Stark. executive director; Louis C. Krauthoff

II, assistant director; Richard Boltuck, Thomas F. Dernburg, Wil-
liam A. Cox, Kent H. Hughes, and Katie MacArthur, professional
staff members; Mark Borchelt, administrative assistant; and Charles
1-. Bradford, Stephen J. Entin, M. Catherine Miller, and Mark R.
Policiuski, minority professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BENTSEN, COCIrAIRMAN

Senator EXTSEN\. The hearing will come to order.
The administration's economic targets for 1981 call fora reduction

of the unemployment rate to 43/4 percent, a reduction in the rate of
inflation to 4.3, a balance of the Federal budget with a Federal expend-
iture equal to 21 percent of GNP.

Those are some tough targets. They are going to be difficult to recon-
cile and achieve, but I am sure. there is agreement we should be moving
in the directions indicated by the targets.

(iairman Schultze of the Council of Economic Advisers has con-
ceded that the attainment of the targets will require extraordinary
strength in the private sector of our economy and in particular non-
residential fixer investments must grow at the rate of 10 percent in
real terms and for 5 successive years if the targets are to be
achieved.

In the next year and a half, Congress and the administration will be
ludertaling the difficult task of formulating and enacting major tax
reform legislation. One of the objectives of that legislation will be to
overcome the. lagging performance of capital spending, to raise invest-
ments up to levels required to achieve our employment and budgetary
targets.

The stimulation of capital formation is one major aim, objective of
the tax reform. Another objective that we consider important is tax

(119)
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simplification. Still a third is to make our tax system more equitable,
and sometimes those o)'jectives are ill conflict.

In the last two days we have heard from former I.R.S. commins-
sioners and from private individuals with experience in raising ven-
ture capital, and today it is the turn of the economists to present their
views.

I am very pleased to welcome to this hearing five distinguished
economists, all of them experts in the problems of taxation and capital
formation.

Our witnesses are Professor Martin Bailey, University of Mary-
land: Professor 0. I1. Brownlee of the University of Minnesota:
Professor Robert Eisner of Northwestern Tniversity; Professor Mar-
tin Feldstein of Harvard university; and Professor David Meisel-
man of Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Mr. Bailey, we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN J. BAILEY, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

Mfr. BA..Y. Thank you, Senator.
Tle taxation of the income from capital by the present tax struc-

turo in the United States has two notable effects: It reduces the rate
of capital accumulation, and it misallocates the capital that we have.
The first of these two effects has the further effect of lowering the
rate of economic growth. and the second reduces the current real
national product. Our best estimates of the sizes of the two effects
suggest that they are comparatively small at any one time, but that
their cumulative effect over a generation or more is substantial.

After a summary statement on the second effect, that concerning
resource allocation. I will concentrate primarily on the first, because
of its larger cumulative effect. The resource allocation effect arises
because of what students of public finance, call "horizontal inequity,"
the unequal treatment of equal incomes from different sources. The
most significant cases result from special treatment in the income tax
laws of incomes from real estate, from farming, and from long-term
capital gains.

Whereas in the eyes of the reforming tax lawyer these special pro-
visions are inequitable loopholes, in the eyes of efficiency-oriented
economists they are inducements to waste. High-income taxpayers
crowd their investments into the activities favored bv these provi-
sions, driving down the relative prices of the affected goods and serv-
ices, such as beef, orchard crops., and housing. These, taxpayers seek-
ing tax shelters get very little net benefit for their efforts, but instead
find the apparent benefits eaten away by competition. This competi-
tion cheapens some goods and services while making the rest rela-
tively expensive, and through this distortion reduces overall economic
efficiency.

In its overall impact this set of special provisions also reduces the
true progressivity of the tax system below that announced in the nom-
inal rate schedule of the personal income tax. In so doing it moderates
the second impact of the system relating to capital accumulation and
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economic growth . All the special provisions or loopholess," including
those relating to fatrming, real estate, and capital gains, have this
combination of effects, so that the immediate harm that they do can
be said to be partly offset by a longer run benefit. However, it would
be possible to h.ave the benefit without the harm, by using general,
broadly neutral provisions to encourage capital accumulaui without
encouraging misuse of the capital we have.

Tie owners of capital pay a wide variety of taxes on their income
and their spending; of these taxes the largest single item is the cor-
poration income tax. My estimate, based on unpublished U.S. Treas-
ury data, is that the combined weight of all taxes takes about 45 percent
of the income from capital. The bulk of capital is owned by persons in
le high-income tax brackets; hence, it is evident that the moderat-
ing effect of special provisions in the tax law, relative to the nominal
,rogressi vitv of the personal income tax schedule, is substantial.2

Nevertheless, despite this moderating effect, the tax impact is large,
and it has an apprciable impact on growth. In estimating the share of
the income from capital taken in tax, I disregard possible shifting of
these taxes to inconie from labor and land. and hence do not try to
aldlress the question of ultimate incidence. It is entirely appropriate
in this context to consider only the initial impact and not eventual in-
cidence, because shifting coimes about only insofar as taxes retard
capital accimumiation. If none of the taxes were shifted, there would be
no effect on capital accumulation: if they were all completely shifted
to labor and land. it would be through a large effect on accumulation
)rol)ortional to the initial ifiipact. In order to estimate the effect of
taxes on capital accumulation, we need the initial impact, not eventual
incidence.

Another way to state the tax impact on capital is in terms of rates
of return. Before taxes, the average rate of return to all capital in the
U united States is between 10 and 15 percent per year; after all taxes,
this rate of retirn is between 6 and S percent l)er year.3 Taxes reduce
time rate of return by allmost lalf. The inducement to save is therefore
considerably reduced.

In lly closes I l)resellt caleilations showing the retirement annui-
ties a young couple could look forward to if they could receive and
keep, net of tax. a rate of return of 10- or 13-percent compounded,
compared to what they can have at 5 or 6 percent. The difference is
sl)ectacltlar. and it implies an enormous difference in the inducement
to start and maintain a long-term saving logram. Therefore, I find
it lard to understaid lose e('oio1ists who claim, without benefit of
evidence, that this indiicement Ias little effect on saving and capital
accumuinlatioii in t lie United States.

IFor a' full technical discussion of these effects,. see mry article. "Progre,;sivtty and
Inv,,tnint Yilds Under U.S. Income Taxation," Journal of Political Economy, vol. S2
(1974). p. 1157.

"See .losqh A. Pe ebman and Beniamin A. Okiier, "Who Bears the Tax Burden?"
(Wahigton. D.C. : The Br)oking. Institution, 1974).

a See Arnold V. llarberzor. "On Measuring th Social Opportunity Cost of Public
Proceedings of the Committee on Water Resources and Economic Development of the
West: The Discount Rate in Public Investment Evaluation (Western Agricultural Eco-
nomies Research Council, Denver. 196S). I use a higher after-tax rate of return than
Ilarbergers. ,ased oni the Treasury data. See also 'Martin Feldstein. "National Saving in
the United States." Discussion Paper No. 506 (October 1976), Harvard Institute of
Economic Research.
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In fact. there are several careful econometric studies aimed at meas-
uring the. "substitution effect" between present and future consimip-
tion, which is the pertinent elasticity concept for estimating the im-
Iact of taxes on capital accumulation. Although these studies differ
in their methods and to some extent in their estimates, they broadly
agree that this effect is statistically significant and works in the direc-
tion that I have indicated."

The elasticity of national saving with respect to the interest rate
coming from these studies is at least 0.2 or 0.3 and perhaps hicher:
in 1977 these elasticities, combined with the interest rates mentioned
earlier and the current level of saving, imply that removing the tax
burden on new saving would increase personal saving by at least $12
to $24 billion. At a time of full employment we can expect that the
total private saving will come to 8 or 9 percent of net national product,
under the present, tax system ; this year. still a recession year, the figure
will be only about 61,1 percent. Removing the tax burden on new sav-
ing, so that the saver could get the pretax rate of return on invest-
ment. would increase these percentages by 1 or 11/4 percentage points.
to 71/, or 8 percent this year, and to 91/, or 10 percent in , year
of full employment. Thesle effects look small, but over a period of
several decades they would mount lip.

Suppose that the effect on saving would be to increase it 1y 11
percent of net national product, and that, the social real rate of return
to the consequent investment would be 0.1 or 10 percent. Then the
annual growth rate of real net national product would increase from
its past average of about 31/2 percent per year by 0.15 )percent, to 3.65
percent per year. Then after 30 years the level of net national product
would be 4.6 percent higher thani it. otherwise would have been, be('ause
of this extra growth. After two generations tile level of net national
product would be 10 percent higher.

These estimates are based on the assuml)tion that only personal sav-
ing. and not total private savings. respno(ls to tl)e increased incentive
to save. The economic estimates by Wright and Weber. on which I
base these figures, applied only to personal saving. If business saving
has the same elasticity as (loes personal saving, these estimates of the
long-run growth effects of changing the tax system would be nearly
doubled, assuming a fully employed economy most of the time.

Boskin's recent estimates. just, cited, include business saving, and
suggest an even larger effect. His estimates are controversial, so that
tle jury is still out; if they are correct. they imply tlat, removing the
tax burden on new saving would increase growth by 5 percent Per
decade.

',What tax program would produce this added incentive to save ? The
main thing it must do is equalize tho rate of return to saving-invest-
ment-after tax to the rate of return before tax. A first, absolutely
essential step in such a change is to integrate the corporation anld
personal income taxes, a step that I am happy to learn is receiving
serious consideration. Akssumnina no change in tile rate structure of tho
personal income tax, the overall tax burden on the income from capital

I Colin Wright, "Saving and the Rate of interest." in The Taxation of Inrome from
Capital. Arnold C. Harberger and Martin J. Bailey (eds.) (Washington. D.C.: The
Brookings Institution, 1969). Warren E. Weber, "The Effect of Interest Rates on Ag-ro-

ate Consumption." American Economic Review. vol. LX (1970). p. 591. Boslin, Michal .T,
"Taxation, Saving, and the Rate of Interest, Journal of Political Economy, vol. 85 (1077).
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would fall by roughly $15 billion plus or minus a few billion de-
pending oil the details of the integration procedure. However, in addi-
tion, the appropriate tax program would remove the tax effect of the
personal income tax on the return to saving.

At present we have several provisions in the law that moderate the
tax effect of the personal income tax on the return to saving. Besides
the special provisions or ool)holes mentioned earlier, we have tax ex-
eml)tion for pension funds and pension plans. the investment cre(lit,
and accelerated depreciation. Ideally, we should unify all these provi-
sions into something general. neutral, and complete.

My own preference for fundamental tax reform would be to replace
the present personal income tax, and corporation income tax, with a
gross income tax like that now used for a State income tax in Penn-
sylvania, Illinois. and. a few other States. It would have no exemp-
tions or deductions, except either (a) personal saving or (b) each tax-
payer's pro rata share of business investment by the corporations and
proprietary businesses of which he owns a share. That is, we would
have either a consUMption expenditure tax or a gross income tax com-
bined with instant 100 percent depreciation for all investment; both
variants equalize the before-tax and after-tax rates of return to saving-
investment.

Short of these heroic measures to rationalize the tax system, a reason-
able second-best is to move as far and as fast as we can in that direc-
tion. We can liberalize the present tax exemption for pensions to
include other forms of saving, we can liberalize depreciation toward
instant writeoff, as has been done in Canada and Britain, and we can
get the most out of integration of corporation and individual income
taxes by passing through to shareholders the benefit of liberalized
depreciation. Such patchwork reforms are not always beneficial, but
in the cases mentioned they are more likely to reduce the harm (lone
by the present tangle of special provisions than to make it worse.

In view of the long-range benefits of reform, I believe it is well worth
the effort to work for reform. Moreover, if we don't press for inn-
l)rovements, things would well get worse: On balance, tax changes in
the past 10 years have tended to increase the overall burden of taxes
on the income from capital. mainly through the increases in the capital
gains tax. The threat of what, could be is worse than the damage done
by what we have now; and the way to counter that threat is to move
for constructive reform.

Senator BENTSEN. Gentlemen, I think we will have you testify be-
fore we open this up to questions.

If you would, go ahead, Professor Brownlee.

STATEMENT OF OSWALD H. BROWNLEE, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Mfr. BRowNLEE,. Thank you. Senator Bentsen.
Nearly every student of fiscal policy believes that a high rate of

taxation of capital income reduces the, attractiveness of capital invest-
ment and that taxing the return from saving diminishes the amount
of saving that. will take place at any level of income. The, latter proposi-
tion may not, hold for all persons-some may save more at lower rates
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of return thaIi at higher ones-but it de-scribes the behavior of the U.S.
population as a whole.

The 1.S. tax system is characterized by both high rates of taxation
on capital income and by a hi(lher rate of' taxation of saving than of
Consumption. There are particular sources of capital income that are
taxed at lower rates than others. and some kinds of savings that are
taxed no higher than consumption.

I[owever. taxingr some sources of capital income at lower rates than
otliers serves largely to divert investment into the areas where the tax
rates are lower and affects total investments only insofar as it reduces
the overall rate of taxation and increases the relative return from
saving. For example, investment tax credits. depletion allowances, and
the exemption of interest paid on State and local bonds from the Fed-
eral income, tax base serve largely to increase investment in plant and
equipment at the expense. of investment in inventories and other forms
of capital not eligible for the credit, to attract too many resources to
"depleting" activities and to encourage State and local governments
to spend too mucih. these special tax treatments of some kinds of capital
iracme are evidence that the (o gress is aware that taxes affect invest-
nent activity. and some persons who believe that we are not investing

(o110Urh are willing to accept these partial tax reductions in spite of
tle distortions that they produce in the overall investment pattern.
However, the special treatment .ot only makes for a less efficient over-
all cal)ital stock, it also provides ammunition to those who claim that
cal)ital already is receiving favored tax treatment and that more funda-
niental reform of tie tax system is not needed.

Similarly. on the savings side. tie tax law provides for some. forms
of saving, some contributions to pensions, for example, to be exempt
from the personal income tax base. Such contributions and the income
that they produce are taxed when they are received by the pensioner
Or h is (lesigiated heirs. However, a givenn amount of f uture incoIme can
be obtained at a lower cost through investing in such a pension account
t Ihan from depositss in a savings account or l)urclhases of common stock.

For the matterr methods of saving, tie icomne tax is levied on the por-
tion of income saved as well as on the income earned by that saving
wihei this income is realized. This point has been lade forcefully 1)y
Norman Ture in the Wall Street Journal of ,Jime 21, 1977 as well as
ii oth er 1)11)1 iseld pieces.

Because of inflation, the current tax structure. and particularly the
taxation of capital gains, can be confiscatory, that is. not only is all
,of the income from capital taxed away. but Some of the capital itself
is taken by tle Treasury. One hopes that the inflation is a shortrun
)heliollenoi. although few proiliets foresee an annual rate of infla-

tion of less than 5 percent before thle end of the current decade.
The shortrun effects of not adjusting the tax system for the impact

of inflation :ire very important. AdIjustment of the vsten. by index-
inY the tax brackets and adjusting the capital base for purposes of
(letermining capital gains, would be. a relatively simple matter and
olIght to be undertaken even though other urgently needed but more
complicated changes in the system are not made.

That the tax structure is biased against capital formation is not a
major concern of those who are opposed to economic growth. It also
is ignored by those who favor Government I)lay'ng a, large role in
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trying to achieve greater equality in the distribution of income. This
latter group might well be more concerned with the amount of capital
accumulated in the United States and with its allocation, since real
wages are directly related to the capital labor ratio.

With a response of saving to its rate of return such that a 10-percent
increase in the rate of return increases saving by 3 or 4 percent
and the waste usually associated with administering any redistribu-
tion, a cut in taxes on capital income could make workers. better off in
the long run, although they might be somewhat worse off in the short
run, if there were a reduction in payments made to them or services
provided for them by government.

The directly observed link between the rate of saving and the
potential increase in an economy's income is not a very strong one. For
examl)le, Argentina is repllted to have about the same rate of saving
-as prevailed in the United States and Canada, yet it, probably has
had very little growth. Neither saving nor income are very easy to
measure, and I suspect, that saving ha.; been overestimated in Argen-
tina and unde.restinated in the United States. A host of factors other
I han the savings ratio affects income, and it, usually is not easy to allo-
cate to each factor its appropriate contribution. -

The indirect evidence is somewhat stronger and almost certainly
indicates that a higher rate of saving would increase per capita income
in the United States-if the saving is not wasted on unproxuctive
projects. If we are. serious about, increasing income through increased
saving soiie of the implied reforms in the fiscal system are fairly
obvious.

First of all. there should be a reduction in overall income tax rates,
not only in the taxes on capital incene but, those on labor income as
well. For a worker with a moderate income, social security taxes, Fed-
eral income taxes and State and local income taxes can easily add up
to a colbined rate such that for each dollar of outlay imposed by himii
on his empijlover he receives only 60 cents. Such tfix rates cannot be
reduced without further inflation unless the growth in government
expenditures is checked.

I already have urged correctingr the tax structure for inflation as a
means for clhecking some of the growth in effective tax rates. I might
add that the inflation has given impetus to additional government
expendit 'e because the tax structure lhas produced so much revenue.
This is true not. only on the Federal level but on the State level as
well. A further reason for indexing taxes to correct for inflation is
that it mav help to check the growth of government.

I indorse the abolition of the corporation income tax on ineomie
distributed as dividends or the integration of the individual and cor-
1oration income taxes through granting credit to individuals for taxes
paid on their behalf by corporations. Abolition of the investment taIx
,redit can more easily be accomplished if taxation of corporation in-
come is effectively eliminated.

The tax treatment accorded to contributions to private pensions
should be extended to other forms of saving, that is. additions to sav-
ings account balances. stock accounts and net purchases of other earn-
inc assets should not be a part of the income tax base. Net withdrawals
from savings and stock accounts and proceeds from the sale of earn-
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in.c assets would be taxed as are the withdrawals from pension ac-
counts under current tax law.

The extension to other forms of saving of the tax treatment now
accorded to contributions to private pensions would make the tax
essentially one based on expenditude. A variant of an expenditure
tax is one of the alternative forms of taxation described by the Do-
I)artment of Treasury in its Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform pub-
lished in January 1977.

This is not the occasion during which to raise and try to solve the
telinical problems of expenditure taxation. However, converting the
tax system to one in which the base is expenditure on consumption. the
Treasury variant, would strongly favor saving, if we compare the in-
centies of such a system with those of the )resent one. In fact, if
('ODSil1I)tion were zero, the tax would be zero regardless of the size of
incoiie. The justice of an expenditure tax is not obvious to everyone,
(ven though in practice expenditure and income are strongly corre-
l:te(l. An expenditure-based tax makes the tax depend upon how one
(lisposes of his income rather than upon how he obtains it.

Although administering sulich a tax would raise many problems,
som,, of whicl have not vet been visualized. it would eliminate niany
of ttose encountered in our present system. Taxation of capital gains
and foreign source income and the treatment of income fluctuating
widely over time would no longer be prol)lems. WVhether married per-
sons should l)e treated differently than single ones would still be an
issup as would "proper" depreciation.

Assuming that watchingg up the present personal income tax will be
t le patl chosen as tax reform, a major problem undoubtedly will be
I lhe tax trehtnent of capital appreciation. Some of those favoring effec-
tive elimination of the corporation income tax in one of the ways I

briefly described would tax capital gains at the same rate as taxable
income. I already have stated that the definition of capital gains ought
to be altered so that the tax rate is not more. than 100 percent as is now
Jzossil)le, but I have not, vet committed myself as to how capital gains
should be. taxed if such a revision were made.

I )ring this u) )ecause many people who are urging reform of the
Corl)oratio~l income tax or abolition, are arguing that we ought to
therefore tax capital gains as we do personal income.

I don' thiink we will get very much mileage out of that. Reform of
tlie corporation income tax combined with taxing capital gains as
regular income nmay turn out to be a great disappointment.

I must confess tiat, I don't know how to handle capital gains taxa-
t ion. I am aware that if we continue to have a Ixrsona1 income tax and
lot have capital g-ains taxes it is possible to convert income into capi-

tal ,-ains an(l therefore to escape taxation completely.
Tlis is one oF the reasons that I strongly favor an expenditure based

tax.
I hope that my colleagues liave a solution to the capital gains tax

problem if we are going to maintain the same reliance on the income
tax a.s we do at. the present time.

I might add if we are going to merely patch up the present tax sys-
tem. you can't do very much about saving unless we lower the propor-
tion. of income taken by government and that applies to government
at all levels, not just tie Federal Government but State and local
government as well.
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The growth in expenditure of State and local governments is getting
even more alarming than that at the Federal level.

Thank you. I

[The pepared statement of Mr. Brownlee follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF OSWALD H. BBOWN'LEE

TAX POLICY FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH[ AND STABILIZATION

Nearly every student of fiscal policy believes that a high rate of taxation of
,capital income reduces the attractiveness of capital investment and that tax-
ing the return from saving diminishes the amount of saving that will take
place at any level of income. The latter proposition may not hold for all per-
sons-some may save more at lower rates of return than at higher ones-but
it describes the behavior of the U.S. population as a whole.

The U.S. tax system is characterized by both high rates of taxation on capital
income and by a higher rate of taxation of saving than of consumption. There
-ire particular sources of capital income that are taxed at lower rates than
others, and some kinds of saving that are taxed no higher than consumption.
llowever, taxing some sources of capital income at lower rates than others
!'erves largely to divert investment into the areas where the tax rates are lower
and affects total investment only insofar as it reduces the overall rate of taxa-
tion and increases the relative return from saving. For example, investment tax
,credits, depletion allowances and the exemption of interest paid on state and
local bonds from the federal income tax base serve largely to increase invest-
ment in jolant and equipment at the expense of investment in inventories and
other forms of capital not eligible for the credit, to attract too many resources
to "depleting" activities and to encourage state and local governments to spend
too munch.

These special tax treatments of some kinds of capital income are evidence
that the Congress is aware that taxes affect investment activity, and some per-
sons who believe that we are not investing enough are willing to accept these
partial tax reductions in spite of the distortions that they produce in the overall
investment pattern. However, the special treatment not only makes for a less
elicient overall capital stock, it also provides ammunition to those who claim
that capital already is receiving favored tax treatment and that more funda-
mental reform of the tax system is not needed.

Similarly, on the savings side, the tax law provides for some forms of saving-
some contributions to )ensions, for example-to be exempt from the personal
income tax base. Such contributions and the income that they produce are taxed
when they are received by the pensioner or his designated heirs. However, a
given amount of future income can be obtained at a lower cost through investing
in such a pension account than from deposits In a savings account or purchases
of common stock. For the latter methods of saving, the income tax is levied on
the portion of income saved as well as on the income earned by that saving
when this income is realized. This point has been made forcefully by Norman
Ture in The Wall Street Journal of June 21, 1977 as well as in other published
pieces.

Because of inflation, the current tax structure-particularly the taxation of
capital gain-can be confiscatory, i.e. not only is all of the income from capital
taxed away, but some of the capital itself is taken by the Treasury. One hopes
that the inflation is a short-run phenomenon, although few prophets foresee an
annual rate of inflation of less than 5 percent before the end of the current de-
cade. The short-run effects of not adjusting the tax system for the impact of in-
flation are very important. Adjustment of the system-by indexing the tax
brackets and adjusting the capital base for purposes of determining capital
gains-would be a relatively simple matter and ought to he undertaken evelt
though other urgently needed but more complicated changes in the system are
not umiade.

That the tax structure is biased against capital formation is not a major con-
cern of those who are opposed to economic growth. It also is ignored by those
who favor government playing a large role in trying to achieve greater equality
in the distribution of income. This latter group might well he more concerned
with the amount of capital accumulated in the U.S. and with its allocation, since
real wages are directly related to the capital: labor ratio. With a response of
saving to its rate of return such that a 10 percent increase in the rate of return
increases saving by 3 or 4 percent and the waste usually associated with adminis-
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tering any redistribution, a cut in taxes on capital income could make workers
better off in the long-run, although they might be somewhat worse off In the
short-run, if there were a reduction in payments made to them or services pro-
vided for them by government.

The directly observed link between the rate of saving and the potential
increase in an economy's income is not a very strong one. For example, Argentina
is reputed to have about the same rate of saving as prevailed in the U.S. and
Canada. yet it probably has had very little growth. Neither saving nor income are
very easy to measure, and I suspect that saving has been overestimated in Argen-
tina and underestimated in the U.S. A host of fatcors other than the savings ratio
affects income, and it usually is not easy to allocate to each factor its appropriate
contribution.

The indirect evidence is somewhat stronger and almost certainly indicates that
a higher rate of saving would increase per capital income in the U.S.-if the
saving is not wasted on unproductive projects. If we are serious about Increasing
income through increased saving some of the implied reforms in the fiscal system
are fairly obvious.

First of all. there should be a reduction in overall income tax rates-not only in
the taxes on capital income but those on labor income as well. For a worker with
a moderate income, social semirity taxes, federal income taxes and state and local
ircomne taxes can easily add up to a combined rate such that for each dollar of
outlayy imposed by him on his employer, he receives only 60 cents. Such tax rates
cannot be reduced without further inflation unless the growth in government
expenditures is checked.

I already have urged correcting the tax structure for inflation as a means for
checking some of the growth in effective tax rates. I might add that the inflation
has given. impetus to additional government expenditure because the tax stxue-
ture has produced so much revenue. A further reason for indexing taxes to cor-
rect for inflation is that it may help to check the growth of government.

I endorse the abolition of the corporation income tax on income distributed as
dividends or the integration of the individual and corporation income taxes
through granting credit to individuals for taxes paid on their behalf by corpora-
tims. Abolition of the investment tax credit can more easily be accomplished if
taxation of corporation income is effectively eliminated.

The tax treatment accorded to contributions to private pensions should he
extended to other forms of saving. i.e. additions to savings account balances, stock
accounts and net purchases of other earning assets should not be a part of the
income tax base. N(t withdrawals front savings and stock accounts and proceeds
from the sale of :i ring assets would bie taxed as are the withdrawals from
pension accounts under current tax law. The extension to other forms of saving
of the tax treatment now accorded to contributions to private pensions would
make the tax es,entially one based on expenditure. A variant of an expenditure
tax is one of the alternative forms of taxation described by the Department of
the Treasury in its Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform published in January 1977.

This is not the occasion during which to raise and try to solve the technical
problems, of expenditure taxation. However. converting the tax system to one
in which the base is expenditre on consumption-the Treasury variant--would
strongly favor saving, if we compare the incentives of such a system with those
of the present one. In fact. if consumption were zero, the tax would be zero
regardless of the size of income. The "justice" of an expenditure tax is not
obvious to everyone, even though in practice expenditure and income are strongly
correlated. An expenditure-hased tax makes; the tax depend upon how one
disposes of his income rather than upon how he obtains It. Although administer-
ing such a tax would raise maihy problems, some of which have not yet been
visualized, it would eliminate many of those encountered in our present system.
Taxation of capital gains and foreign source income and the treatment of Income
fluctuating widely over time would no longer be problems. Whether married
persons should be treated differently than single ones would still be an issue as
would "proper" depreciation.

Assunming that patehin,. up th~e present perrenal income tax will be the pat!
chosen as tax reform, a major problem undoubtedly will be the tax treatment
of capital appreciation. Some of those favoring effective elimination of the
eorloratton income tax in one of the ways I briefly described would tax capital
gains at the same rate as taxable income. I already have stated that the def-
inition of capital gains ought to be altered so that the tax rate is not more ihan
100 percent as is now possible, bit I have not yet conulitted myself as to how
capital gains should be taxed if suh a revision wvere made.
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It should be clear that capital-a stock-and capital income-a flow generated
by that stock-are not the same thing. Perhaps capital appreciation should be
subject to tax, but it makes a little sense to add the appreciation in one's capital
-stock to one's income for purposes of determining the amount of his tax liability.
The result is approximately double taxation, since the income giving rise to
capital appreciation and the capital appreciation are both taxed.

However, I cannot argue that capital gains should not he subject to tax in
a tax system in which income is the base. Income can be converted into capital
gains, and the consumption which I would prefer to tax could occur (and would
be encouraged) without any tax being paid. Widespread conversion of income
into capital gains would occur if capital gains were not subject to tax and occurs
currently when the capital gains rate is lower than that on other income.

I mentioned previously that an expenditure tax would solve the problem of
capital gains, since the source of income is irrelevant for such a tax. I consider
this to be a major virtue of an expenditure tax. I see no consistent way of taxing
capital gains as a part of an income tax and must leave the solution of this
problem-if a solution exists-to my colleagues.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Professor Brownlee. Pro-
fessor Eisner, plea.e proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT EISNER, WILLIAM R. KENAN PROFESSOR
OF ECONOMICS, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Mr. EIs.-,-ER. I would like to submit my prepared statement for the
record, if I may.

Senator BIENTSEN. Certainly, it will be included in the printed
record at the appropriate place.

Mr. EISNER. First, I would like to suggest as we consider invest-
ment we should recognize that what we normally address ourselves
to and what my colleagues seem to be largely addressing themselves
to, business, plant and equipment, expenditure, is only a small part of
capital accumulation.

What most of us are concerned with is the extent to which we cur-
rently are accumulating capital or productive capacity which can be
used for output in the future.

If we look at it that way we recognize that business accumulation of
plant, equipment, and inventories is really a very small minor-fraction
of the total.

The total would include, of course, government accumulation of
plant, equipment, and inventories; household accumulation of plant,
equipment, and inventories; nonprofit accumulation of plant, equip-
ment and inventories: and much more than that, the huge accumula-
.ion of what we usually call human capital and nonphysical capital
in the form~ of everything from learning by doing on the job, educa-
tion, the acquisition of skills, research, and development.

We have a limited amount of resources as we talk about any kind
of tax measures which encourage business spending on plant and
eq~til)ment.

We have to ask ourselves whether that spending will come at the
expense of otler kinls of capital formation which may in fact be more
productive of growth in future output.

I would argue there are some persistent reasons, usually overlooked,
for expecting bias against investment in many forms of human capital
and they are related essentially to the fact that it does not pay in a
competitive free enterprise economy for businesses to invest an opti-
mal amount in their employees' education, skills, knowledge, for the
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siml)le fact that if you take a kid, for example, with no experience,
no training, it, is a question of whether you want to dare hire him.

If you do hire him is it worthwhile to give him the experience, to
train'him with the knowledge if he is a failure it is a loss-

Senator BENTSE-N. And somebody else will hire him if lie is
successful.

Mr. EisNER. That is exactly the rest of my sentence. If he is a
success, somebody else will hire him.

So, I %ery much welcome, by the way, the chairman's interest in
recent years in encouraging employment using the tax system; much
as I am generally opposed to any kind of special tax provisions, I
think there is a strong argument for using the tax system, in this one
instance, for the investment in human capital.

Now, beyond the question of focusing on investment capital accu-
mulation generally, I should say that there is a major role for gov-
erinent in providing a climate of full employment, of prosperity, of
full utilization and capacity.

From the beginning of 1974 to the third quarter of 1975 while
unemployment ro-se from 5.2 percent to between 81/2 and 9 percent,
real nonresidential buisine.-s fixed investment fell 171. percent and you
can find similar (Irops in investment, however you measure it, whicl
went with this major recession.

There are many peole who seem to ask curiously, wonderingly
wily lusines investment has not recovered very much.

I think the answer is very simple. Our'business investment has
recovered some, and I happen personally to be optimistic on further
recovery of business investment now, but I think the recovery of busi-
ness investment depends on the recovery of the economy.

As long as the total output remains. as it still does, considerably
below the normal growth rate we could have projected from 1973 or
so, the capital stock will remain below what it would have been for
that normal growth rate and the desired result will not be forthcoming.

I would say the Congress has a legitimate concern with seeing to it
that Government does not impede capital formation.

The major way in which Government has impeded capital fornma-
tion in the form of business investment has not been the particular
tax structures that my colleagues seem to be focusing on.

I will try to come to that briefly but Government has impeded
capital formation rather by not providing a kind of overall fiscal
climate which gives us full employment.

That is what has caused business investment to take such a licking,
and I must say the business community, unfortunately, is not its own
best doctor.

It has all kinds of prescriptions for its own recovery and I think
they are about as much good as many patients may have in the way of
press criptions for their recovery from disease.

They don't understand. Business investment will recover if the
economy recovers and it will not recover by emphasizing a balanced
budget.

I might add by saying I was interested in the chairman's mention
of the broad objectives of the administration, including a budget bal-
ance(d at. 21 percent , of GNP in 1981, and I would suggest tbat-I
would not say it is a laudable objective.
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I say it is a deplorable objective to be held fixed because what any
economist should be able to tell you is we have no way of knowi-
at this point whether a balanced budget at 21 percent of GNP is going
to be compatible with full employment in 1981 and it seems clear to
me the administration and the Congress should not lock itself into
a position where it says we are going to aim to balance the budget
in 1981, regardless of whether that is compatible with full employment
or not.

We may find it is necessary to have a budget deficit to have full
employment and if that is so we certainly then should have one.

Now, in terms of the arguments that my colleagues are addressing,
and I think you will hear more from my colleagues still to speak, I
have long objected and will object again to the notion that the tax
law as it currently stands is biased against capital accumulation.

This depends upon a number of particular assumptions which I
consider dubious and it depends as well upon ignoring the major ef-
fects at the margin of all of the loopholes which have been referred
to but the full weight of which I think has not been recognized.

On the matter first of taxation of income being a special tax on sav-
ing, which discourages saving, as I think ny colleagues do all recog-
nize, there are two effects, to be technical, of charges on the rates of
return to savings

One is a substitution effect, as we call it, which makes it more at-
tractive not to save, but the other is an income effect.

That quite simply says that if you are saving, for example, for your
retirement, and the bulk of saving is for retirement, it becomes quite.
questionable whether we will, in fact, save less if we are told there will
be less of an aftertax return on our saving.

Suppose I decide that I want to retire at an income that will enable
me to spend $20,000 a year in my retirement. I might go to any in-
surance company or to a pension fund manager or to a broker and
sav, "I-Low much do I have to put aside each month in order to have

2"0.000 a year on which to live in my retirement."
That will clearly depend on the rate of return and the rate of in-

terest, and the curious thing is that the higher the tax on the return
to saving and hence the lower the rate of return after taxes, the more I
will have to put aside, the more I will have to take out of current
consumption, which means the more I will have to save in order to ac-
cumulate the desired amount of assets for the desired amount of
consumption.

So, it is not clear in theory that a higher rate of tax on the return to
saving will, in fact, reduce saving.

Now, beyond that, the fact that the tax law is so full of special pro-
visions for saving, I really find it very hard to know how anybody
can come to the conclusion that. in fact, saving in general, and cer-
tainly business capital accumulation, is currently discouraged.

I go into this because the main argument, as we can see, and appro-
priatelv so, for having government intervention now to encourage
more business capital formation, is that. if we believe in a free
economy we would not do it, except that we already have government
intervention against capital formation and therefore we have some-
how to counteract it.
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But the fact is that people can save by contributing to pension funds.
I do, and I have to confess that I think I have saved much too much
over my career because at every decision time I think of the huge tax
I will have to pay on my income, if I don't put it in the college retire-
ment equities fund, as compared to the tax if I do put it in. Such sav-
ing is excluded to a large extent from taxation now, still up to a
substantial limit, and once more the income which is earned in that re-
tirement fund is not taxed until at some point eventually when we
retire.

So there is a distinct tax advantage to saving as against consuming
Another way in which I have been induced personally, and I imagine
other people, particularly wealthy people have been induced by the
tax laws to save, is to accumulate assets in the form of capital gains.

I know many of us, and I in particular, have had a tough time in the
stock market. in recent years, but on balance, I can offer a record of
positive capital gains I have noted in a major long paper on capital
gains over the period from 1946 to 1975.

On balance, after adjustment for price changes, there has been a
very substantial amount of capital accumulation in the forn of capital
gains, an amount that quite matches in magnitude the amount of per-
sonal saving, and I would be confident that over future years as we
recover from recession, that long trend will resume.

If you save in the form of capital gains, it does not mean that you
only pay a partial tax on realization, the fact is you pay no tax until
realization and indeed a great amount of tax on savings in capital
gains is not paid.

People can live off their capital gains in effect either by foregoing
other saving and consuming, by borrowing against the accumulated
capital, by selling off only a part of the capital, which means they pay,
in fact, a very small tax on only the capital gains on the part that they
have sold even though they have "realized" all that they have sold.

Now, in addition, as far as business capital accumulation goes, a
great deal of it is financed not only by the accumulation of earnings,
which are then untaxed to the stockholder because they tend to simply
increase the value of capital. but much of it is financed by borrowing,
and we have interest deductibility.

In addition, we have the investment tax credit, we have accelerated
depreciation, as has been mentioned.

I might add one point of agreement I think I probably have with
all of my colleagues but not. entirely for the same reasons : The corpo-
rate income tax is really a lousy tax.

It should be integrated with the individual income tax not because
it is going to encourage capital formation but because this would I
hope permit us to have a more equitable tax structure without many
of the distortions we have now in terms of misallocation of business
resources that we get now with the corporate income tax.

I should add that I am really quite puzzled by the notion that one
should consider the corporate income tax a tax on capital, God only
knows what it is a tax on, which is wby I object to it..

I think it is clear in the long run that it essentially raises prics since
the great bulk of business activity is carried on by corporations and
it is hard to see to what other sector activity is shifted except mavbe,
to people doing their own gardening and working in the household.
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Now, I should add quickly that, in fact, if you look at the total tax
structure we have substantial taxes on labor in the form of social se-
curity taxes, our taxes for unemployment benefits; indeed, we have a
tax structure that we could argue has very heavy taxes discouraging
the employment of labor and by the very nature of the system, it prob-
ably is a particular penalty on the young who enter into the labor
force.

I hope I do not unfairly anticipate what may be some remarks of
Professor Feldstein, but he has an important argument he may raise
again on the effect of the social security system on capital formation
and on saving.

Here I would suggest that I find it doubtful that social insurance or
social security in fact discourages capital formation or saving.

It is a complicated matter, but the argument essentially is that with
the existence of social security people have no need to save because the
Government is going to take care of them.

In fact, I would argue before social security the poor did not save;
with social security, the poor don't save much. Before social security,
the poor probably figured they would not live through to retirement or
that their children would take care of them.

With social security, it seems quite likely people anticipate they
will be able to live iii retirement and instead of saving less they say,
"Gee, it pays to contemplate an early retirement, to contribute to a
private pension fund, to try to save more."

I would consider dubious the argument that social security reduces
saving.

I might finally say, then, before we think of tampering with the
economic system to try to encourage saving, particularly in the form
of business plant and equipment, we have to ask ourselves why. Why
in a free economy should we decide to have more tomorrow rather than
today, which is what we accomplish by saving?

One argument is that somehow we know better than the business
community in terms of its own operations, we know that somehow
this saving will be more productive in the future than they seem to
realize, because if it were more productive, they would undertake it.

I would suggest that we don't really know, and that the tax structure
is not really making saving less productive than it would be without
government and taxes. If the business is not investing as much as we
think it should, it is for one of two reasons:

One is that we have a depressed economy, and that we should cor-
rect. And the other reason is that given the amount people want to
set aside for the future, given the profitability of what a machine
would add to the productivity, it just does not pay.

We should not second-guess them. I don't think we are in a society
where someone at the top says, "Jam tomorrow and jam the next day,
but never jam today."

Senator BENTSEN. Run that by once more--what?
Mr. EiSNER. Jam tomorrow, jam the next day, and never jam today,

which is to say that we should always be saving, saving for the future
so we have more output then but never enjoy life now.

I have no desire to see my great-grandchildren live much better
than I can expect them to live given the normal functioning of the
economy.

[The prepared statement, with attachments, of Mr. Eisner follows:]

22-686 0 - 78 - 10
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PREPAR STATEMENT OF ROBERT EISNER

There is nothing that cripples business investment like a recession. From the
beginning of 1974 to the third quarter of 1975, while unemployment rose from
5.2 percent to between 8% and 9 percent, real non-residential business fixed in-
vestments fell 17.5 percent. While gross national product in constant dollars de-
clined 6.6 percent from the fourth quarter of 1973 to the first quarter of 1975,
the total of fixed investment, including residential as well as nonresidential
structures, dropped 23.6 percent from the first quarter of 1973 to the second
quarter of 1975.

These facts should be an unforgettable reminder to all concerned with obtain-
ing both a substantial and an optimal rate of business investment. The one major
government responsibility in this area should be to provide a general climate of
prosperity. Beyond that, I shall argue, government should leave investment de-
cisions to the competitive processes of the free enterprise system, unless cogent
reasons exist for doing otherwise. There should be no general presumption that
government should encourage-or discourage-business Investment.

It has been argued that government already discourages saving and invest-
ment, with business and individual income taxation and with our social insur-
ance system. Hence, it is claimed, government should take special measures to
encourage investment to compensate for this discouragement.

With regard to the tax system, it is not clear that on balance business invest-
ment is discouraged. It can be argued that those who earn income that is fully
taxable and then again receive fully taxable income on the saving out of the
original income are being "taxed twice." In fact, income of those who accumulate
fixed capital and of those who make the decisions to accumulate fixed capital is
frequently less heavily taxed than othe income. This is due to the combination of
failure to tax accrued capital gains, partial exclusion of realized capital gains
from taxation, tax deductibility of interest costs, the acceleratlon of depreciation
for tax purposes over more than two decades, and the equipment tax credit
which has now risen to as much as 11% percent on eligible investment.

The argument that social insurance, and particularly the guarantee by gov-
ernment of retirement benefits, reduces the supply of saving depends upon a
number of special asumptions the applicability of which becomes ultimately an
empirical question. In particular, to the extent that social security is merely a
substitute for anticipated private support from family and children, for much
of the population there may be little or no quantitative effect; they did not save
before social security and they do not save now. For the more affluent, the margi-
nal effects may be small and further complicated by interaction with variables
such as the age of retirement and the age distribution of the population.

Government may contribute optimally to business investment by removing im-
pediments to competitive behavior, whether the consequences of undue concen-
tration and combination by individual enterprises themselves, the regulatory
processes of government, or frequently a combination of the two. Government
may further find it desirable to subsidize or encourage investment where there
are positive externalities and to discourage it where there are negative external-
ities. The very existence of capital, it should be recognized however, entails social
costs, if only of its protection, which should generally be met by taxation.

Major needs for government intervention on behalf of Investment lie in the
areas of human capital and the acquisition of knowledge. In a free society there
are likely to be major positive externalities In these areas.

Essentially, it may not pay firms to invest in the critical training and supply
of Job experience to potential workers, partly because of the cost of acquiring
information as to expected returns and the risk of being wrong and, very largely,
because of the Inability, in a non-slave society, for firms to guarantee to them-
selves a return on the capital which they have financed. Similarly, Information
costs, risks and the consequent limitations of our capital markets are such that
individuals are generally unable to finance optimal investment In themselves.
Government programs to arrange for or subsidize such Investment should have
a top priority. The loss in human capital and future product in the experience of
much of a generation of youths who do not find their way into productive partici-
pation in the labor force exceed by far any Imagined loss in business capital
because of government tax policies.

Government programs aimed at improving financial markets, and particularly
freeing banks and other financial institutions to pay market rates of interest
on all deposits and Investments are highly desirable. Integration of corporate
and individual income taxes may be expected to have significant benefits in add-
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ing all of corporate earnings to the supply of capital funds available for optimal
allocation. But as far as business investment in the aggregate is concerned, it is
affected most disastrously by general recession and unemployment. It can be
and should be most encouraged by a rapid return to a full employment path of
general prosperity.

There is probably little that government can do currently to stimulate business
Investment by offering direct tax advantages. Business investment has been
recovering and will, I have predicted, continue to recover as the overall economy
recovers. The essential difficulty is that, because of the sharpness, length and
depth of our recent recession, business output remains well below the growth
path that would have Justified an early full recovery of business investment.
There is much evidence that, in the aggregate, capital stcoks have been ample
and more than ample for production to meet existing demand.

Tax gimmicks such as special tax depreciation or the investment credit and
proposed further increases in that credit thus constitute efforts to induce business
to acquire more fixed capital than they would otherwise consider optimal. In
a generally booming economy, such efforts might show some "success" in inducing
firms to stock more capital, and perhaps invite subsequent overcapacity and
declines in rates of return. To some extent, we may be suffering currently thelong run consequences of such government-induced distortion of the productive
system over more than a decade.

In the present situation, until business is convinced that full and expanding
utilization of current capacity warrant a major further increase in business
investment, tax concessions to stimulate such investment are more Hkely to
provide windfall gains to some taxpayers (and consequent losses to others)
than to accomplish their ostensible goal.

One innovative measure in the new tax code, the employment tax credit, offers
the opening for a small breakthrough in the much larger problem of capital
accumulation than that normally associated with business fixed investment. Byoffering large marginal incentives to encourage increases in employment it
would meet some of the short run problems of recession. For the long run, by
fostering the acquisition of Job experience by new workers, it would be encourag-
ing the investment in human capital out of which future production will flow.

It is important that adequate information of this employment credit be cir-
culated to masses of the small businesses to which its major value has (unfor-
tunately, in my view) been restricted. For it is vital that, over the two years
during which it is now to be effective, firms recognize the advantage of hiring
additional employees. They should recognize this advantage in time to implement
hiring decisions, not merely after the taxable year when their accountants in-
form them, in some cases, that they are due a tax credit.

A short run gain for business investment and a long run gain for the efficiency
of capital markets and the general allocation of resources could be obtained
by combining a commitment now to eliminate the investment tax credit along
with general reductions in corporate income tax rates of comparable magnitude
or complete elimination of the corporate tax as part of full-scale integration
of corporate and individual income taxes. The commitment to the elimination
of the investment credit over the next year or two would induce firms to
acquire more machinery now while the credit was still available. Similarly,
relatively higher current corporate tax rates would induce more investment now
when start-up costs and initial depreciation expenses would represent higher.
valued tax deductions. The general reduction or elimination of business taxes
would then have salutory effects over the long run.
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POLICY PROPOSALS

ROBERT EISNER

Men and Machines and Taxes

Four billion dollars a yeal That Is what
the U.S. Treasury can expect to lose In
presumaly needed tax rwoenues as a re-
sult of the investment tax ceedlt. This pro-
vision. designed ostensibly to encourage
capital expenditures. reduces buslnes
taxes by up to 7 percent of the amount of
purchases of new machine y or equip-
ment By contrast business taxes are
generally Increased by 5.85 prcen of a&N
wages, the employer contribution of the
payro tax.

Why should buslnes get a special tax
break when it buys now machirY and
equipment? Some say that such pur-
chase# contribute to economic growth.
But If they do. that Is, If a $100 machine
will, wtth proper discount for the fu-
ture. produce more th n $00 In extra
output or cost savings, any proflt-eeelking
firm should be expected to install the new

ROBERT EISNER is Professor of Eco-
nomici at Northwestern Unlverslry.

equipment without special government
encouragement. And If the $100 piece of
machinery will only return $95. It does
not contribute to economic growth to
hee the U.S. Treasury pay out an extra
$7 to make the Investment pr"titable.

While In a free enterprise system bual-
nesses should be expected tc acquie on
their own an optimal amount of plant and
equipment economic growth might well
be stlmeted by government encourage-
ment of ottr forms of Investment that
buolneeee cannot handle on their own.
Them Include, In particular, Inveerent
In human capital. training. know-1vow.,
wd basc Job skills, many of which can
come only from e xpariance.

There are currently some million and a
hall persons from sixteen to twenty-one
yeers of age listed as unemployed, over
l2percentof the 12mlllion persons In the
cMIlan labor force. There are another 10
million not in the labor force. many of
them because they have given up looking
for jobs, which sem to be unavailable.
And tee am another half million youths

listed as working part-time who are look-
Ing for full-time employment Making
jobs available for young people is one of
the greatest investments we can make.
for the investment Is no only in them but
In tMe economy and the nation.

Depte repeated Insistence by Presi-
dent Nixon and his administration that
lite will be no Increase In taxes. Herbert
Stein, Chairman of Me Prosdent's Coun-
cil of Economic Advisers, now suggests
that higher taxes mIght prove desrable to
combat Inflation. He adds that one par-
tcull appropriate Increesm might be a
suspenlon of the Inveetm t tax crodt
By suspending the credit, we might en-
courage buslnesse to postpone expen-
ditures for new equipment, thus reducing
the boom in business iuweatment w
has contributed substantially to the high
demand we associate with Inflation, Yet
to the extent that this suspension ware
successful, it would keep output of busi-
ness equipment below whot it would oth-
erwise be and thus reduce employment in
the capital goods Industrle.-this with 5
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percent Of the total labor force and 12
percent of youths still unemployed.

Ironically, when the Investment tax
credit was reincarnated In 197 . it was
dubbed In beat Madison Avenue fashion.
a "Job dte-elopment crediL" Many of us
were skeptical then, but 11 is true that tax
4ncreees, or other tight flacal and mone-
tiry meauree aimed at reducing intlu-
tion, run the serious risk of railing unem-
plomnt. Yet there Is v chaN we can
effect In ft tax structure or tax mix thai
would reduce the rties of inflation and
unemployment and contribute to eco-
nomic growth.

I propose a tax package that would In-
clud de suspenlon of the Investmnrft tax
credit along with suspension (it not per-
manent repeal) of pert of the payroll or
employment tax on all worker, up to the
a of twenty-one. This will reduce Infla-

drawal of the Investment tax credit by
cutting corporate i fter-tax earnings
would reduce the boon of lightly taxed
capital gains enjoyed most by the rich.

Suspension of the Investment tax credit
could be expected to cause some Cooling
of the economy by reducing demand for
capital equipment. But the effects would
be slow, and since much equipment is
produced in oligopoilstic industrial
where prices are notoriously rigid In a
downward direction, we might well fear
more unemployment than reduction In
prices. This could be counterbalanced by
elimination of the employer portion of the
payroll tix for employees up to twenty-
one years ot age. As far as that applies to
the 6 million currently working full-time,
It would mean a reduction of over 5 per-
cent in labor costa. That In turn should
reduce prices. But what Is more, em-

that 6 million full-time and 4 million part-
time employees sixteen to twenty-one
years of age are earning $50 billion per
year In covered employment, the employ-
er portion of the payroll tax amounts to
$3 br:ion.

It may be objected that special incen-
live to hire youths will result in less em-
ployment fo, adults. This is hardly likely.
While there might be some "substitution
effect" In the economists' jargon, the ex-
pansion effect of added employment
should consldersably outweigh it. A more
serious objection might be that the 5.85
percent reduction In labor costs (more
precisely, 5.85 divided by 105.85. or 5,53
percent) would not be enough either to
induce significant additional hiring of
young workers or to have much effect on
prices. The answer to this might be to of-
fer employers still further Incentives to

"While In a free enterprise system businesses should be expected to
acquire on their own an optimal amount of plant and equlpm\'nt, eco-
nomic growth might well be stimulated by government encourage-
ment of other forms of Investment that businesses cannot handle on
their own."

tion while keeping to the targets of full
employment ad econorc growth.

The proposal has much to commend it
In torma of equity. The toti payfol tax
now amounts to 11.7 percent of employ.
ee IncoMee up to $10,800. According to
Preldent Nlxon's budget, It will account
fo 29 cents of every dollr of federal tax
Mrvnu. aecod only to the personal In.
come tax In the aggregale and far in ax-
oee of the 14 percent of tax revetnuee
now accounted for by corporations. Yet it
Is a highly regressive tex with no deduc-
tiona or exemptions and with smaller pro-
Portions of Income taken the more In-
come exceeds the $0,800 limit. Thus for
an Individual with an income of $100,000
the maximum payroll tax of $1,263.60 Is
only 1.25 percent rather than the 11.7
percent for those with incomes up to
$10.800. To redress the balance, with-

ployers would have an Incentive to hire
additional teen-egers and those twenty
and twenty-one years of age and to give
full-time jobs to many now working only
part-time. The gains from such Increased
employment of youth are likely to be last-
Ing. Emplo~erv are frequintty under-
standlbly reluctant to hire young people
without experience and training. Risks
ar considerable and If new employees
work out there Is no guarantee that they
will remain tong with the employers who
Invest In their first job. Yet that first job.
before the frustration of idleness has
wreaked itt toll. may be critical to estab-.
lishment of lifelong skills and the work
ethic.

In terms of magntules, this switch In
taxes is entirely feasible. We may esia-
male the investment tax credit as ap-
proaching $4 blllon In 1973 If we assume

hire youths, such as crediting tem with
the 5.85 percent that they contribute for
employees. In the Interest of Increasing
employment generally and kowerlng
prices, one might extend the reduction or
elimination of taxes beyond those under
twenty-two years of age. for example. by
applyIng to the payroll tax the $750 per-
aonal exemption in the Individual income
tax.

But whatever the limitations of my pro-
posal, eliminating the employer payroll
tax for youths as we suspend the invest-
mert tax credit would clearly be a step
in the right direction It would help to
reduce unemployment and the rate of
inflation. And it would halt unjustified
government intervention to encourage in-
vestment in machines while reducing
government discouragement of invist-
ment in man
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ROBERT EISNER

Bonanzas for Business
Investment
Our subsidies to investment are inefficient and unfair, and
they don't help stabilize the economy. The author proposes
an alternative.

One of our more expensive myths is that govern-
ment policy should be directed toward encourag-
ing business investment. Twenty-five billion dol-
lars a year would not be a bad estimate of what
this attitude costs the taxpayers directly. The
opportunity costs to society-what we lose in the
misallocation of resources-are yet to be counted.

Billions in government plants and equipment
have been turned over to private enterprise at
charges that are frequently nominal. Billions more
in capital additions have been cheerfully pur-
chased by business under cost-plus contracts.
But, government spending aside, there is enough

to talk about in the way of taxes.

The capital gains loophole
There is perhaps no better place to begin than
with the greatest loophole of them all--the capital
gains tax. Or rather, the lack of one. For the
exclusion of half of the realized capital gain from
adjusted gross income is a great boon to the lucky
taxpayer who makes his money on investments.
Even better, for the fortunate few, are those provi.
sions that permit accumulated value passed on
in estates and some kinds of gifts to escape the

RorESaT EISNER is Priesmr of Econontics at Nortimmester, University and a mbember a( the research gtaff of the Natioeal
Bureau of Eooaomk Research.
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capital gains tax entirely. In all, the liberal treat-
ment of capital gains costs the U.S. Treasury
some $10 billion to $12 billion a year in lost rev-
enue.

The distribution of advantages on realized capi-
tal gains is an eye-opener. Calculations from the
Internal Revenue Service's Statistics of Income
for 1970 show that for the great bulk of taxpayers
capital gains werr; trivial, resulting in average tax
savings on the order of 0.2 percent for those with
incomes under $25,000. For those in the top
income brackets, however, the story was vastly
different. In the $1 million and over category, for
example, some 63 percent of total income came
from net capital gains, and tax savings ran to about
20 percent of total income.

Realized capital gains are, indeed, only the tip
of the iceberg. By most meaningful economic
definitions, income amounts to consumption plus
saving. And, to an individual, saving is the
increase in his net worth, regardless of the source.
Accrued capital gains over the last quarter-
century have significantly exceeded the total
amount of "'personal saving," traditionally
measured as the difference between disposable
personal income and consumption. And such
gains are taxed (at half rates) only when realized,
which is frequently many years later.

' i

Time is money. A dollar of taxes to be paid
at some time in the future has a present or dis-
counted cost that is much less than a dollar of
taxes that has to be paid next April 15. According
to one carefully constructed estimate, the effec-
tive rate of taxation on accrued capital gains, tak-
ing gift and bequest exclusions into account,
amounts to about 8 percent. This is far removed
from the 50 to 70 percent income tax brackets
in which the major recipients of capital gains are
found.

The economic effect of the capital gains
loophole is to encourage investment in assets on
which capital gains can be expected-land, build-
ings, equipment, and the businesses which have
title to them. Individuals are discouraged from
investing in less tangible-and less market-
able--capital such as education and health, which
may actually produce more income.

Since the largest proportions of capital gains
are to be found in corporate assets, this tilting
of the tax structure serves to stimulate investment
in corporations. These, responsive to tax-induced
investor preferences, will be inclined to retain
earnings and embody them in legally permissible
stores of value, particularly plant and equipment.
Investors receive income (and save) in the form
of appreciation of corporate stock attuibutable to

/

/
r I
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retained earnings. In contrast to highly taxed
dividends, there is little or no tax to the individual
on stock appreciation. The result is a basic bias
in the tax structure which offers a major incentive
to business acquisition of plant and equipment.

Fast depreciation
and tax credits
Despite that bias, various business spokesmen
have long argued for further tax preferences
allegedly designed to encourage business invest-
ment. During World War II and the Korean war
there were special "Certificates of Necessity"
permitting five-year amortization of capital addi-
tions whose economic value was presumed not
to long outlast the hostilities. In 1954 a major
(but little understood) revision of the tax code
generalized such liberal treatment in the form of
"double-declining balance" and "sum-of-the-
years-digits" methods of depreciation.

These methods were widely advertised as offer-
ing no more than rapid "recovery" of capital
investment. In fact, rapid depreciation for tax pur-
poses might be viewed as an interest-free loan
on each single capital acquisition or on all plant
and equipment expenditures in a single year. But
since business firms go on acquiring plant and
equipment year after year, these "loans" are
pyramided one on top of the other. Even for sta-
tionary firms which merely replace used-up plant
and equipment at constant prices, the interest-free
loans become permanent gifts. For growing firms
in which the money value of gross capital forma-
tion tends to grow, such gifts are repeated year
after year, for as long as the depreciation regula-
tions remain in force. A rough estimate is that
the added depreciation charges resulting from the
1954 "liberalization" run some $12 billion a year.
This is close to $6 billion in reduced corporate
income taxes.

The Kennedy Administration came into power,
in 1961, committed to getting the economy
"moving again." There were political obstacles
to such measures as a significant increase in public
expenditures or a general cut in taxes. But busi-
ness clamored for further reductions of its taxes
through the mechanism of still higher depreciation
write-offs. New "guidelines" were adopted in
1962 which shortened the old" Bulletin F" useful-

life formula for much business equipment and
speeded up depreciation. A "reserve ratio test"
was designed to ensure that each firm's deprecia-
tion claims were in line with its actual replacement
experience. But the "test" was never enforced
and was eventually abandoned by the Nixon
Administration in 1971. And during this entire
time, reports now show, the period of depreciation
kept shortening. The cost to noncorporate tax-
payers was another $5 or $6 billion per year.

The Nixon Administration came up with its own
innovation: the "Asset Depreciation Range" sys-
tem. This involved a curious permission to
depreciate properties at rates up to 20 percent
faster or slower than those indicated in the
guidelines. The notion of a "range" was perhaps
a public relations gesture, fot business had every
motivation for faster depreciation, which reduced
tax liabilities, and essentially none for slower
write-offs. Full blown, the Asset Depreciation
Range system should save business taxpayers
-and cost the U.S. Treasury and the general
public--another $2 billion annually.

In addition to faster depreciation, the Kennedy
Administration also instituted what came to be
called the "investment tax credit." This was actu-
ally a reduction in taxes of up to 7 percent of
the value of new purchases of business equipment.
This equipment credit was modified and repealed
and restored several times as aggregate economic
policy swung from stimulus to restraint and back
again. Most recently it was resurrected by Presi-
dent Nixon as the "Job Development Credit,"
and currently adds another $4 billion to business
tax deductions.

Table I
bimated Tax subekdioO, ismS

Provision Blonsof dollars
Accol ofated deproc Lotion 11
Equipment tax credit 4
Excluso o f rieh zed ca"tal gains I1

26

•tm scrporMo. umocorporated businesses ad indivduas.

One measure of the impact of accelerated
depreciation and the equipment tax credit may
be seen in the effective corporate tax rate. A'
noted in Table 2, 1972 corporate profits taxes of
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Table 2
IEfefe of Aocaefra Dwedi fm and

EquimerA Tax Crof on Coporat Pnes 1On

Corporate profits before taxes
Corpral. profits tax
Tax as percent of profds

Without accelaraled
depreciation n

Actual equipment tax credit
$93 3 bilhon $109 8 billion
5408 billion $ 517 billion
437% 47 1%

Actual tax as percent of prolitS
*,thout accelerated
depreciahion S408 lionvSl098 billion - 372%

$40.8 billion were 43.7 percent of reported profits
before taxes of $93.3 billion. But accelerated
depreciation and the equipment credit meant an
increased charge against corporate gross income
of some $16.5 billion. Profits without this added
depreciation deduction would have been cor-
redly counted at$109.8 billion. Then, without the
tax savings attributable to fast depreciation and
the equipment credit, corporations would have
paid taxes of $51.7 billion, some 47.1 percent of
profits or just about the nominal 48 percent tax
rate. But the actual tax of $40.8 billion, thanks
to the subsidies, was only 37.2 percent of the

undisguised $109.8 billion of profits. A proposal
to cut the corporate tax rate openly by ten percent-
age points would, at the least, provoke one lively
controversy. Yet just that has been accomplished
-in a much less efficient way-without the
general public's having any notion of what hap-
pened!

The cry for growth
Why all this largesse at the expense of the general
taxpayer? The standard argument is that it will
"accelerate economic growth." The tax conces-
sions are assumed to increase business invest-
ment. And more business investment is assumed
to bring on more economic growth. And more
economic growth is assumed to be desirable.

Let's tackle the last proposition first. Until
recently, it was considered self-evident. And, in
many situations, economic growth does seem
clearly desirable. But that hardly warrants the
conclusion that more growth than is presently
occurring is desirable.

Growth means more in the future than in the
present. And there can be no reasonable objection
to this if it can be achieved with no current sac-
rifice-by better allocation of resources, by put-
ting the unemployed to work, by improving insti-
tutional arrangements to increase voluntary labor-
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force participation, by securing the comparative
advantage available in free international trade, by
combating inefficiencies due to monopoly, by
eliminating "negative externalities" such as pollu-
ters' escaping payment of the full social costs of
their actions.

But if having more tomorrow compared with
today means having less today, there is a real
question. In a full-employment economy, the
acquisition of more plant and equipment means
less of other types of investment, or less consump-
tion. In the latter case, it is not at all clear that
the government should influence the decision.
Who in Washington knows better than you and
I that we, or our children, or our grandchildren
need more cars, or more books, or more music,
or more education in the future at the cost of
less now?

Even if more growth were clearly desirable,
it is not at all clear that our tax subsidies to busi-
ness investment are the way to get it. For one
thing, these subsidies apply only to business
investment, and are unequal in their effects even
there. None of them helps investment in physical
capital by nonprofit institutions or by govern-
ments, or by households. Nor do they apply to
intangible investment-that is, investment in
research and development or other forms of
"human capital," which is increasingly recog-
nized as perhaps the decisive contributor to
economic growth.

With unemployment still admittedly too high,
it may well be argued that policy should be
directed toward stimulating the economy in a way
that will put more people back to work and will
train those lacking skills necessary for employ-
ment. An appropriate program would call for
investment in public goods, in housing, in educa-
tion, in health, in the environment, and in the
human capital necessary to real job development.

Lowest on the priority list would be policies
to stimulate business investment. Government
subsidies in that area involve encouragement in
the one place where we might expect the free
market to prove adequate. Where new investment
would raise productivity and profits, we should
expect that firms would be undertaking it already.
And if $100 of new equipment will return only
$95, it is not particularly good economics to give
the firm a $10 subsidy to incur, in real terms,

what amounts to a loss of $5.

Does it all work?
Then, too, there is a question as to how the tax
concessions actually work. It is hard, for example,
to make much sense out of the popular cash-flow
argument, which asserts that by lowering taxes
through accelerated depreciation or investment
credits we give business more investable funds.
This would seem to make a mockery of our capital-
ist system. For firms are supposed to invest not
when they have profits, but when they expect
to make sufficient additional profits from invest-
ing. It would be a sad indictment of our capital
markets to suggest that funds are not available
for profitable investment opportunities.

Theoretically more plausible is the argument
that tax subsidies increase business investment
by lowering the after-tax cost of capital goods
relative to other factors of production. Firms
deciding upon production processes will respond
to the lower cost by trying to use more capital
and less labor or land. Yet it is far from clear,
even at the level of the individual fin,, or the indus-
try, how much production functiovs--the techni-
cally necessary combinations of land, labor and
capital for maximum output---permit this kind of
substitution. Where adequately elastic product, 'n
functions are assumed, econometricians claim
substantial results from the subsidies. Where the
data are allowed to speak for themselves,
econometricians have found that subsidies have
a much less stimulator effect on business invest-
ment decisions. Business respondents in the
McGraw-Hill capital expenditure surveys have
themselves made only surprisingly small claims
for the influence of accelerated depreciation or
equipment tax credits on their decisions.

Uncertainty at the individual level suggests
even more caution in looking for substantial
effects in the aggregate. For total investment can-
not increase without an increase in total saving.
And while saving does indeed show a substantial
short-run fluctuation, from the time of Keynes's
General Theory there has been considerable skep-
ticism as to the response of saving to changes
in the rate of return. If tax subsidies to business
will not somehow induce households to save
more, the room for increases in business invest-
ment is sharply curtailed or comes at the expense
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of other forms of investment. Specifically, if the
supply of saving is fairly unresponsive to demand,
increases in the demand for plant and equipment
will largely spend themselves in raising interest
rates and the overall cost of capital. If business
investment does increase under these circum-
stances, it is likely to be at the expense of invest-
ment in housing, investment by nonprofit institu-
tions or government, investment in research and
development, and investment in human capital
generally.

At the wrong time
The one meritorious argument for business invest-
ment subsidies is that, in a period of high unem-
ployment, something i s better than nothing. It may
be better to stimulate production of public goods
or human capital. But if for political reasons that
path is closed, an argument can be made for put-
ting our idle men to work producing more equip-
ment.

In fact, however, tax preferences as now con-
stituted tend to encourage b,.4iness investment
most when the economy is booming and least
when there is substantial unemployment. A tax

credit which is a fixed percent of equipment
purchases will reduce taxes most when such
purchases are high and reduce taxes least when
they are low. And this is precisely the opposite
of a proper countercyclical fiscal policy, which
should aim at cutting taxes during a recession and
raising them during a boom.

Accelerated depreciation operates in a similar
fashion, though the process is not quite as clear.
The faster the allowable depreciation, the more
closely are current depreciation write-offs related
to current capital expenditures. Hence, allowing
faster write-offs will reduce taxes most in time
of boomywhen capital expenditures have been
high. And, of course, the converse is also true:
faster depreciation will reduce taxes least during
recession.

The capital gains tax treatment is also likely
to have its' greatest impact during booms, when
capital values are rising, and to be of little or
no benefit during recessions, when capital gains
are harder to come by.

Something that will work
As a general proposition, it is questionable
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whether business investment in plant and equip-
ment should be subsidized. Countercyclical policy
may, however, be made more effective through
a too] that permits direct influence on a signifi-
cantly volatile and postponable expenditure. A
constant pro ,ortional tax credit, whether at 7 per-
cent or any other positive figure, tends to ag-
gravate cyclical fluctuations, in addition to being
a generous gift to business for the purchase of
equipment that would have been acquired any-
way. But the use of a variable credit has consider-
able potential for countercyclical purposes.

Such a credit should have marginal rates much
higher than those in the current law, but should
be concentrated on the encouragement of invest-
ment that would not have taken place without
it. It should vary widely in amount, with all con-
cerned recognizing that any rate is temporary.
When it becomes necessary to discourage expen-
ditures in order to cool the economy, the credit
should be negative, thus becoming an additional
tax.

In optimal form, there should be a very large
subsidy-say 35 percent or 50 percent of the
purchase price-for all increases in equipment
purchases. This would apply not only to busi-
nesses but also to nonprofit institutions, such
as universities, hospitals, and private schools, and
to state and local governments. The subsidy
should be direct rather than in the form of tax
abatement. It would then also benefit small,
unprofitable, and new firms that have little income
against which to apply tax savings. "Increases"

in investment could be measured as the excess
of dollar expenditures over depreciation or over
the average amount of expenditures in, say, the
previous three years.

in a year such as the current one, if adequate
growth were anticipated, the rate of subsidy might
be zero. In a period of full employment and exces-
sive inflation, the subsidy might be converted into
a tax of 7 percent, or 35 percent, or 50 percent,
in order to discourage increases in the dollar
amount of business investment. Some special pro-
vision might be made for rapidly growing new
firms to prevent them from being stifled by the
equipment tax in inflationary periods.

Much is made currently of the need to live
within a tight federal budget. This, then, would
seem to be a particularly appropriate time to look
again at the tens of billions of dollars in tax sub-
sidies and incentives allegedly designed to encour-
age business investment. All of them---the capital
gains exclusions, tax depreciation in excess of
economic depreciation, and the equipment tax
credit-may appropriately be viewed as unwar-
ranted loopholes in the income-tax structure. In
the face of scarce tax dollars and serious public
needs, they divert Treasury revenues to where
they are not needed. In our free-enterprise
economy, business firms should be expected to
invest an optimal amount without subsidies from
the government. Elimination of tax subsidies of
business investment would be a significant move
in the direction of economic efficiency, stabiliza-
tion, and equity.
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CAPITAL FORMATION: WHERE, WHY, AND
HOW MUCH?

Capital Shortage: Myth and Reality

By ROBERT EISNER*

A couple of years ago a New York Stock Ex-
change study (1974) pointed to a "capital short-
age" of some $650 billion by 1985. Treasury
Secretary William E. Simon, comparing his es-
timates of capital requirements in current dol-
lars over the next decade with capital expendi-
tures in current dollars over the last decade,
came out with a gap of over 2-1/2 trillion dol-
lars without noting the noncomparability of
prices (p. 3871).

We have indeed a host of estimates from a
number of econometric models, government
bodies and private institutions, from Barry Bos-
worth, James Duesenberry and Andrew Carron
and many others. A major Bureau of Economic
Analysis stud) under the direction of Vaccara
projected a total of $986.6 billion, in 1972

prices, for business fixed investment from 1975
to 1980, or 12.0 percent of cumulative gross na-
tional product, "in order to insure a 1980 capi-
tal stock sufficient to meet the needs of a full
employment economy, and the requirements for
pollution abatement and for decreasing depen-
dence on foreign sources of petroleum" (p. 7).

Scarcities are sometimes seen in terms of
sources of financing. Benjamin Friedman wrote
in 1975, "To an unusually great extent, finan-
cial considerations may act during this period
[1977-81] as effective constraints on the
amount of fixed investment which the economy
in aggregate is able to do" (1975, p. 52). In
May 1976, however, Allen Sinai declared,

*William R. Kenan Professor of Economics, North-
%estern University. and Senior Research Associate, Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research. I am indebted to Mar-
fin Feldstein, Benjamin Friedman, Marc Nerlove and
Beatrice Vaccara for helpful comments.

"There are no financial shortages of any con-
sequence" (p. 2).

But with the plethora of articles, studies,
claims and warnings, what meaning can we
attach to the notion of a capital "shortage"? In
what sense can there be a shortage in a free
economy where markets are cleared by the im-
petus of price movements? In an uncontrolled,
competitive system, the rate of investment is
not imposed as a prior constraint. Business in-
vestment, in particular, is the resultant of the
utility-maximizing saving propensities of
households and the profit or wealth-maximizing
production decisions of business. These are
subject to the constraints of the general eco-
nomic atmosphere determined by the mone-
tary and fiscal authorities of government, par-
ticular tax and monetary influences, and general
currents of the world.

Any argument that there is a capital shortage
must either imply a literal failure of market
clearing or some standard external to the eco-
nomic system. A failure of markets to clear in
an equilibrium sense implies fixed or sticky
prices. If government were to control prices and
set those for capital goods too low, the quantity
of capital goods demanded could exceed the
quantity of capital goods supplied. Perhaps
more to the point, government regulatory agen-
cies might hold prices of certain products, such
as electric power, so low that, while the quan-
tity of electric power demanded might be very
high, firms anticipating continued low prices
would not find it profitable to invest in the ca-
pacity to meet future needs.

Similarly, there may be price fixing in finan-
cial markets. If the monetary authority and/or
inflation force up interest rates while regulatory
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agencies offer restrictions on what interest may
be paid, various kinds of shortages may de-
velop. In some instances regulatory require-
ments of earnings coverage on debt issues may
make impossible further corporate borrowing.
At the same time, investor expectation of future
returns may be such as to make the cost seem
prohibitive for raising funds through sale of ad-
ditional equity. Restrictions on interest rates
paid by various banking and nonbank lending
institutions may also have the effect of drying
up the supply of funds for certain kinds of in-
vestment, particularly for residential construc-
tion which traditionally looks to such regulated
institutions for financing.

Curiously, most discussions of alleged capi-
tal shortages do not focus sharply on these par-
ticular interferences with the free functioning of
product or capital markets. Neither do they
point rigorously to positive externalities of pri-
vate saving and investment or negative ex-
ternalities of current consumption, private or
public, which might warrant government inter-
vention in these markets in support of capital
formation. Rather they relate to imagined dis-
parities between the amount of capital or the
rate of investment which some individual or
group asserts we should have and what appears
to be forthcoming. On the real side, projections
are made of future rates and composition of
production, levels of employment and the
amount of capital "required" at some specified
future date to match the given employment and
output. Some judgment is then made as to
whether the rate of saving over the intervening
period will be such as to accumulate a sufficient
amount of capital or what governmental poli-
cies might be appropriate to bring about such
saving and investment.

As probably the most meticulous, thorough
and detailed estimate of business fixed invest-
ment "requirements," the Vaccara-BEA study
permits us to view clearly the basic inherent
deficiencies of use of such projections to docu-
ment a capital "shortage." First, the Vaccara-
BEA work uses an extraneous Bureau of Labor
Statistics estimate of 1980 "full employment"

GNP and a sectoral composition of that GNP
which predetermines the proportions of gross
national product devoted to more and less capi-
tal-intensive final demand vectors. Second,
capital-output ratios are determined from histor-
ical figures, sometimes with projections of
trends in these ratios. No adjustment is made
for the effects of possibly changing interest
rates, prices, availabilities or costs of obtaining
capital. Third, "summary" assumptions are
made about discards or retirements and con-
sequent need for replacement. No adjustment is
made for the possibility that, faced with "short-
ages," firms might discard existing plant and
equipment less rapidly. Fourth, requirements
for pollution abatement capital are taken from
BEA and McGraw-Hill projections and "a large
dose of judgmental adjustment." Fifth and fi-
nally, needs for energy-related investment are
taken from "Project Independence" programs.

Out of all that came the estimate of $986.6
billion as additional capital needed from 1975
through 1980 to meet the projected expansion
needs for the specified final product mix in 1980
with 3lso specified capital-output ratios and dis-
cards or retirements. To relate this to a pro-
jected flow of saving, real or financial, and infer
a capital shortage would be to put economic
processes in a strait jacket. If the indicated sav-
ing were not forthcoming at existing rates of re-
turn, would not the return to saving and the cost
of obtaining it rise? Would not discards and re-
tirements slow in the face of more costly capital?
Would not industry shift to less capital-inten-
sive or less durable means of production, thus
reducing capital-output ratios? Would not de-
mand and the final product mix, under the pres-
sure of changes in relative prices, shift toward
less capital-intensive industries? And might not
the market output to be produced by a full
employment economy be reduced in response to
the shifts in allocation to the non market output
of pollution abatement or to more costly domes-
tic energy production?

While much business attention is directed to
presumed shortages in the financing of business
investment, it is hard to believe or to find in tie
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data evidence that our financial system is unable
to complete the nexus between savers and the
accumulaters of real capital. As we have sug-
gested, imperfections in our financial markets,
frequently created by government restrictions,
may well distort the allocation of saving. Cer-
tain restrictions, such as those on interest
payments on deposits may to some extent dis-
courage saving, but even here conclusions de-
pend upon the doubtful elasticity of saving with
respect to its rate of return, including both in-
come and substitution effects.

Individual firms at times believe themselves
pinched by financial shortages in the face of
what appear to them to be attractive investment
opportunities. But in any economy where re-
sources are not free, there are opportunity costs
to investment. Costs to an individual firm, fi-
nancial and nonfinancial, reflect market valua-
tion of alternative uses of desired resources. If
an individual firm finds that it cannot obtain
funds at a sufficiently low cost to warrant their
use in investment, this in principle implies that
there are other uses of those funds which are
deemed more valuable.

Where, in the aggregate, firms feel that they
cannot profitably finance as much investment as
they wish, households, nonprofit institutions
and governments and government enterprises
apparently have exercised superior claims to the
additional resources which business might elect
to have for more investment. This, ultimately,
is not a financial constraint but a real constraint
imposed by the limitation of resources on the
one hand and society's preferences, expressed
both individually and socially, on the other.

The decisive constraint on capital formation
may well lie in the supply of saving, although
not in the manner sometimes affirmed. "Gross
saving" in our national income and product ac-
counts comprises personal saving, undistributed
corporate profits, business capital consumption
allowances, the government surplus and net
capital grants received by the United States.
This is identically equal to gross investment,
which includes gross private domestic invest-
ment and net foreign investment. The identity is
a powerful and sharp but potentially misleading

tool, where one is tempted to apply carelessly
ceteris paribus assumptions. One might, for ex-
ample, assert that, given gross saving which
equals gross investment, reducing net foreign
investment would raise gross private domestic
investment. But can one properly assume that
reducing net foreign investment, with likely
consequential reductions in the domestic em-
ployment and income associated with the pro-
duction of goods and services sold abroad,
would leave gross saving unaffected?

A most common complaint is that the federal
government budget deficit, calculated at $74.6
billion in the 1975 National Income and Product
Accounts, is "crowding out" private invest-
ment. We should, at least in this context and
indeed more generally, dismiss the monetarists'
argument that funds used to buy federal debt are
not available to buy business debt. For this
quite confuses stocks and flows of funds and
fails to recognize that the money used to buy
federal securities is in turn, roughly to the ex-
tent of the Jeficit, respent and hence again
available for further lending. All this may
create some pressure on interest rates if the
monetary authority is not accommodating but
even apart from that "if," there is no reason to
anticipate major interest effects on investment.'

In terms of the saving-investment identity,
what of the argument that of the $262.8 billion
of gross private saving in 1975, $64.8 billion
was dissipated in the government deficit (nega-
tive surplus, with a $9.8 billion state and local
surplus partially offsetting the federal deficit)?
It can be stated that only $195.4 billion was left
for gross investment. Would not gross invest-
ment have been more if the government deficit
offset to gross private saving were less?

Again such reasoning involves invalid ce-
teris paribus assumptions. Suppose the federal
budget deficit were reduced by eliminating rev-
enue-sharing grants to state and local govern-
ments. Would that not reduce the state and
local governments surplus? Or suppose social

'A paper by Patric H. Hendershott (1976) points out that
a deficit-creating tax cut accompanied by increased short-
term Treasury financing may well lower the long-term inter-
est rates most relevant to investment.
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security benefits were reduced or personal in-
come taxes increased. Would this not reduce
personal saving? Or suppose corporate profits
tax rates were raised. Would this not reduce un-
distributed corporate profits?

Even merely within the accounting frame-
work, one quickly sees that reducing the federal
budget deficit in an effort to make more private
saving available for business investment may
merely reduce other components of gross sav-
ing, leaving no more for investment. The full
economic consequences may indeed be per-
verse. It should be clear to most that in a year
which witnessed the depth of the sharpest and
most severe recession since the Great Depres-
sion of the 1930's, action to reduce the govern-
ment deficit, either by increasing taxes or re-
ducing government spending, could only have
been expected to further reduce aggregate de-
mand, income, output and private saving. That
recession saw the total of fixed investment drop
25 percent from the first quarter of 1973 to the
second quarter of 1975. Any further govern-
ment contributions to lowering actual demand
by attempted budget balancing could only have
depressed the economy and saving and invest-
ment all the more.

If some future capital "shortage" is fore-
seen, the surest and most substantial spur to
current capital formation is a rapid return to rel-
atively full production and employment. There
need be no fear of lower taxes stimulating con-
sumption or increased government spending
depriving capital goods industries of resources
when unemployment and excess capacity are
rampant.

Once we contemplate full employment, the
rules are quite changed. With resources fixed in
the short run, in any economic world we know
there are scarcities everywhere. Households
would like to consume more. Those concerned
with the provision of public goods-or what-
ever else comes from government-would like
more of them. And those responsible for the
acquisition or production of capital to meet fu-
ture needs would like to have more of that. Who
is to say that there is to be a greater allocation of
resources to one of these categories-the ac-

cumulation of capital-and less to the others?
"Shortage" becomes merely the somewhat pe-
jorative expression of the universal character-
Istic of scarce resources.

One argument for the existence of a "capital
shortage" is that government policy, particu-
larly tax discrimination, has biased capital ac-
cumulation downward. With regard to business
investment, where most of the heat has been
generated, such an argument is not easily sub-
stantiated. Rather, the combination of capital
gains exclusions, tax depreciation in excess of
economic depreciation, tax deduction of inter-
est costs, and equipment tax credits, particu-
larly in a climate of expected inflation of capital
goods prices, offer a considerable distortion in
the direction of more business investment than
would be undertaken in a free market. This is
probably accentuated by complementary re-
strictions of investment in housing, govern-
ment, nonprofit enterprises and human capital.

It is indeed in these latter categories that we
may find greatest evidence of true capital short-
age. Anticompetitive forces in the area of build-
ing trades and residential construction, along
with restrictive covenants and imperfect
mortgage markets, may well be accountable for
depressed investment and excess capacity in the
home building industry. Government military
expenditures receive vast support, but a system-
atic effort to decide on public investment in
terms of cost-benefit analyses, which would
correspond to entrepreneurial profit calculus,
might give different results from those stem-
ming from the current electoral-legislative-log-
rolling complex. Neither nonprofit enterprises
nor state and local government, we should be
reminded, enjoy any benefits from equipment
tax credits or accelerated depreciation.

But most important is the great bulk of capi-
tal accumulation which takes place in intangible
or human form. Here there are basic a priori
reasons to expect underinvestment. Where a
company constructs or buys plant and equip-
ment it can retain it and its benefits for itself.
Where it invests in research, development,
know-how and training, since knowledge and
skills are generally freely disseminated in a free

22-686 0 - 78 - It
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society, differences may be substantial between
marginal return to the investor and marginal
social return. Most particularly, since we are
not a slave society, it does not pay individual
private enterprise to invest in human beings for
more than the expectation of returns from their
uncertain and usually short-run emrioyment.

Yet the serious imperfection in human capital
markets, along with understandable individual
risk aversion, makes it very difficult for people
to invest adequately in themselves. Information
and transaction costs curtail drastically the
supply of finance for human capital. What
youth with aspirations for business leadership
or service as an engineer, political leader or
economist can go to the bank and say, "Invest
in me! My expected life-time earnings are high.
I would be happy to give you a promisory note
or sell you equity rights in my human capital"?

As Benjamin Friedman has suggested
(1976), the issue of capital shortage may per-
haps better be raised as: Shortage for whom?
The sometimes heated discussion may have
more to ']o with distribution of income and par-
ticularly wealth than with their aggregates. Tax
concessions to business allegedly to encourage
investment essentially convey ownership of ad-
ditional capital to current equity holders. Gen-
eral cuts in taxes to stimulate demand and indi-
rectly encourage investment give increased
capital ownership to all those who save more
out of increased after-tax incomes. Expendi-
tures for education and training increase the
wealth primarily of those whose only capital is
human.

Finally, it is argued that government transfer
payments and taxes create a capital shortage in
the sense of encouraging consumption and dis-
couraging saving. In part this argument depends
upon notions, appropriately questioned in Mil-
ton Friedman's permanent income and Franco
Modigliani's life cycle consumption functions,
that the marginal propensity to consume of the
poor is greater than that of the rich, so that re-
distribution from the rich to the poor will raise
consumption. Indeed, the dominant component
of taxes on the working young to finance
transfer payments to the elderly retired may

suggest quite the opposite. The propensity of
Americans to leave estates may be such that,
despite the need of many elderly to consume all
of their social security benefits, our social insur-
ance system may add more to private saving
than it subtracts.

Concerns that the social commitment to re-
tirement benefits vitiates the need for and hence
reduces the quantity of private saving may be
countered on two counts. First, they ignore the
effects of alternative private commitments,
chiefly from one's children. Second, they raise
some question as to the appropriate arguments
of a social welfare function. If people prefer to
avoid risk and uncertainty as to their retirement
and to avoid having to save to meet that risk,
why should government not permit them to ob-
tain this superior position?

It is also asserted that a capital shortage is
created by income taxation which reduces the
after-tax return on saving. But here we must
keep in mind both income and substitution ef-
fects. If saving is motivated by expected future
consumption needs, a lower rate of return on
accumulated wealth may induce us to save more
in order to rvach or come close to our originally
preferred consumption path. The same argu-
ment of course applies to the effects of taxation
on productive or remunerative work itself. As
taxes rise we have to work more to attain any
given level of after-tax benefits.

Finally, we are told that, for some reasons of
state or religion, we must accumulate capital
more rapidly in order to grow faster. It is argued
that alleviating capital "shortage" would con-
tribute to growth and hence to future output.
But this would be at the expense of current
availability of private and public goods and ser-
vices. Is it necessarily desirable that we have
more in the future than in the present? It is not
axiomatic that we should sacrifice more when
we are young in order to live better when we are
older, or that our generation should sacrifice in
the prospect that our great-grandchildren would
live better. Our golden rule need not be, "Jam
tomorrow and jam the next day, but never jam
today!"
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Business Investment Preferences

ROBERT EISNER*

Tax incentives for business investment are neither equitable nor eco-
nomically efficient They contribute to the misallocation of resources
and a consequent reduction of economic output and growth. They
also contribute to a redistribution of income from working people to
property owners and, generally, from moderate income Americans
to the relatively rich. By unduly reducing the burden for some,
they must in the long run, if not immediately, raise the burden for
others.

I have estimated the current cost of several major business invest-
ment tax incentives to the Treasury, and hence to taxpayers in gen-
eral, as $26 billion per year.' With continued growth and continued
inflation that annual amount will tend to rise. What are these "busi-
ness investment preferences?" What is their purpose and rationale?
How effective are they in achieving their stated purpose? And how,
in terms of basic principles of economics and justice, are we generally
to evaluate them and possible alternatives in our tax structure?

The Substance of the Major Preferences

Major provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 affecting
business investment relate to depreciation deductions, the investment
credit, and the treatment of capital gains. Supporters have sought to
justify them as increasing business capital expenditures. The extent

Professor of Economics, Northwestern University, and research as-
sociate of the National Bureau of Economic Research. Neither institution,
of course, nor the National Science Foundation, which has contributed gen-
erous financial support to my research on the investment function, is respon-
sible for the contents of this paper.

1. Eisner, Bonanzas for Business Investment, 16 CHAL=G, Nov.-Dec.
1973, tables 1 & 2, at 40-41.
March 1974 Vol. 42 No. 3
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to which each does increase investment, singly or in combination with
each other and with additional tax provisions, has been disputed. I
shall discuss that dispute below, and shall also come back to what
is properly a primary question, whether the overall purpose is appro-
priate.

Depreciation Deductions

The basic federal income tax provisions for depreciation provide that
"[] here shall be allowed as a depreciation deduction a reasonable al-
lowance for the exhaustion, wear and tear (including a reasonable
allowance for obsolescence) of property used in the trade or busi-
ness . @* -2 There has been considerable disagreement as to what
constitutes "a reasonable allowance." Furthermore, there has been
considerable agitation, with much success, to increase these allow-
ances, whether "reasonable" or not.8

In World War II, presumably to encourage acquisition of facilities
of limited, war-time use, firms were allowed under "certificates of
necessity" to write off many capital additions in five years for tax
purposes, regardless of normal expected lives. Similar five-year
amortization was permitted for Korean War-related facilities. The
major revision of the tax code in 1954 introduced on a permanent ba-
sis "liberalized" or more rapid depreciation in the form of the "dou-
ble-rate declining balance" and "sum of the years digits" methods.
While these new methods were widely advertised as offering merely
more rapid "recovery" of capital investment,4 they actually consti-
tuted both initial and continuing reductions in tax liabilities ior
firms making capital expenditures. And the more capital-intensive
the firm, the greater the tax advantages.

The gain to the taxpayer and loss to the Treasury resulting from
accelerated depreciation is not always fully understood. Since total
depreciation charges on individual units of plant and equipment or
on all the capital additions of a single year are unaffected by accelera-
tion, but are merely moved forward in time, it is sometimes incor-
rectly inferred that accelerated depreciation merely decreases total
tax payments in early years but increases them correspondingly in

2. ITN. REV. CODE OF 1954, § 167.
3. See Terborgh, Tax Depreciation, in 2 TAx RFvisioN COMPENDIUM 857

(1959); Hearings on General Revenue Revision Before the House Comm. on
Ways and Means, 83d Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 2 at 743-75 (1953). See also TR-
BORGH, REALSTIc DzPRCAn ON PoLicY (19b4); Barlow, The Tax Law Bias
Against Investment in Production Facilities, 26 NAT'L TAx J. 415 (1973); Do-
mar, The Case For Accelerated Depreciation, 67 Q.J. EcoN. 493 (1953).

4. See, e.g., Barlow, The Tax Law Bias Against Investment in Production
Facilities, supra note 3, at 428-29.
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later years.5 This incorrect inference is not to be confused with the
correct statement that more rapid depreciation for tax purposes may
be viewed as interest-free loans in the amount of the tax deferrals.s
Such interest-free loans are enormously valuable, even when rates
are below the 10 percent prime figure of the late summer and early
fall of 19713. At a 10 percent rate, the cost of a dollar of tax payments
next year is only 91 cents today; a dollar ten years from today has
a present value of less than 39 cents.

But if rapid depreciation for tax purposes is viewed as an interest-
free loan on a single piece of plant and equipment or all the capital
expenditures for a single year, it must be recognized that business
firms go on acquiring plant and equipment year after year. To the
interest-free "loans" of the first year are superimposed additional
interest-free loans in each of the years in the future. For stationary
firms, which merely replace plant and equipment at constant prices,
the initial interest-free loans become permanent, hence outright gifts.
In growing firms, for which the money value of gross capital ex-
penditures generally grows year after year, that is, for almost all
large United States corporations, the gifts and lower taxes are re-
peated year after year, indefinitely, for as long as the tax and de-
preciation regLlations remain in effect. Thus, the annual excess of
depreciation charges stemming from the 1954 "liberalization" or ac-
celeration of depreciation is now running in the neighborhood of $12
billion, or some $6 billion in reduced taxes.7

By the early 1960's, the clamor for further reductions in business
taxes via still higher tax depreciation charges was again loud. In
response, the 1962 "guidelines' 8 generally speeded depreciation by

5. A particularly egregious example may be found in a statement .by Pres-
ident Nixon announcing the Asset Depreciation Range System. "A liberaliza-
tion of depreciation aIlowances is essentially a change in the timing of a
tax liability. The policy permits business firms to reduce tax payments now,
when additional purchasing power is needed and to make up these payments
in later years." Office of the Pres., Press release (Jan. 11, 1971). An ac-
companying statement by then Treasury Secretary David M. Kennedy de-
clared, "It should be kept in mind that a liberalization of depreciation allow-
ances primarily involves a postponement of the tax payment, and that this
payment will eventually be added to government revenues." TREASURY DEP'T.
NEWS RELEASE, 717 CCH 1971 FED. TAX. REP. 6366. This author responded to
such statements in Panel Discussion on General Tax Reform Before the House
Comm. on Ways and Means, 93d Cong 1st Sess., pt. 3, at 380 (1973):

These statements are false. At the worst they represent a conscious
effort on the part of some to deceive the public. At best they repre-
sent a confusion between the consequences of the "liberalization" in
depreciation for a single asset or assets of a single year or even a
limited number of years and the permanent "liberalization" envisaged
in the proposed system.

For supporting analyses, see id. at 380-90; Eisner, Depreciation and the New
Tax Law, 33 HAV. Bus. REv. 66 (1955); Eisner, Conventional Depreciation
Allowances vs. Replacement Cost, 21 Tmn CoTRmoL-ER 513 (1953); Eisner,
Depreciation Allowances, Replacement Requirements and Growth, 42 AM.
EcoN. Rv. 820 (1952); Eisner, Accelerated Amortization, Growth and Net
Profits, 66 Q.J. ECON. 533 (1952).

6. See, e.g., TURE, ACCELERATD DEPRECIATION IN THE UNrED STATES, 1954-
60, at 14 (1967).

7. Projected from data of the Bureau of Economic Analysis, largely pub-
lished in SURVEY OF CURRENT Bus., Aug. 1968, Aug. 1971, Jan. 1972, and
Jan. 1973.

8. Rev. Proc. 62-21, 1962-2 CUM. BULL. 418.
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lowering the old "Bulletin F"9 lives which were to have been consid-
ered in setting depreciation formulae. Along with the liberal guide-
lines came the "reserve ratio test," which was intended to keep each
firm's actual depreciation charges consistent with its replacement ex-
perience.10 The test was never really enforced.

The reserve ratio test was abandoned when the Treasury" insti-
tuted the new "Asset Depreciation Range System" (ADR). Congress
formally enacted ADR into law after considerable protest and the
initiation of litigation against the Treasury's action.12 Its central
element was the permission to depreciate properties at rates up
to 20 percent faster (or slower!) than those indicated in the guide-
lines. Evidence has developed that ADR is not being utilized as
widely as envisaged because many firms, in the long secular move to-
ward more "liberal" depreciation, had already taken to writing off
capital considerably more rapidly than indicated in the guidelines.
Picking my way through a variety of figures, involving all of the
"liberalizations"-the double-rate declining balance and sum of years
digits speedups, the 1962 guidelines, the shortening of tax lives, and
the ADR system-I have been able to estimate total reductions in
1973 taxes stemming from accelerated depreciation as amounting to
$11 billion's

The Investment Tax Credit

Proponents of business investment preferences are rarely satisfied
with accelerated depreciation. In 1962 the so-called investment tax
credit was introduced.1 4 It entailed a reduction in taxes of up to 7
percent of the amount of business purchases of eligible new equip-
ment. This measure has had a varied and checkered career, with
changing interrelations with depreciation: suspension and reinstitu-
tion in 1966-67, abandonment in 1969, and reinstitution again in 1971.

9. See, e.g., Barlow, The Tax Law Bias Against Investment in Production
Facilities, supra note 3, at 415 n.3: "Bulletin F was first published in 1921
without any schedule of standardized depreciable lives. Schedules of sug-
gested standardized lives were added in 1931 and revised in 1934 and subse-
quent years." Id.

10. The reserve ratio test was intended to provide objective standards for
determining whether taxpayers were justified in claiming depreciation based
on the useful lives suggested by Rev. Proc. 62-21 for guidelines classes. Re-
serve ratios were computed for each guideline class by dividing the actual
cost of class property still in use into the total amount of claimed deprecia-
tion. The actual ratio was then compared with a range of test ratios fur-
nished in Rev. Proc. 62-21. To the extent that the firm's class ratio fell out-
side the parameters of the test range, adjustments in useful life were recom-
mended unless the taxpayer could otherwise justify his treatment.

11. TREASURY DEP'T NEws REL AsE, Assrr DErRciATION RANGE (ADR)
SYSTEM, 717 CCH 1971 FE. TAX REP. 6736.

12. INT. Rzv. CODE Or 1954 § 167(m) (1).
13. Eisner, Bonanzas for business Investment, supra note 1, at 40.
14. INT. Rzv. CODE or 1964, § 38.
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Recent high-level proposals, particularly from Arthur F. Burns,
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, 15 to have the credit vary with
counter-cyclical considerations, seem to have been scuttled by the
Nixon Administration. In its current form the equipment tax credit
is saving business taxpayers and costing the Treasury some $4
billion per year.16

The Capital Gains Exclusions

Investment or saving is capital accumulation. But for many, if not
most individuals, and many businesses, the bulk of capital accumula-
tion takes place not through what is ordinarily accounted as invest-
ment or saving but rather by means of capital gains. Yet, income or
saving through capital gains has some very special tax treatment.
Half of realized capital gains on assets held six months or more are
excluded from adjusted gross income for tax purposes.' 7 All of capi-
tal gains generally escape income taxation when they are passed as
testamentary gifts.18 These exclusions amount to $10 to $12 billion
per year in tax savings to the lucky taxpayers and in lost revenues
to the Treasury.19

It is enlightening to note the distribution of advantages on realized
capital gains, even leaving aside the gift and bequest exclusions. Cal-
culations from Statistics of Income for 1970 reveal that the realized
capital gains exclusions resulted in average tax savings in the order of
only 0.2 percent for those with incomes under $2,000. By contrast,
in the $1,000,000-and-over category for adjusted gross income, some 63
percent of total income, including capital gains and losses, came
from net capital gains, and the tax savings ran to about 20 percent
of total income.20

Realized capital gains, however, are literally only the tip of the ice-
berg. It may matter for tax purposes whether an asset is sold and re-
purchased or whether another asset is purchased in its place.21 But

15. See, e.g., Statement by Arthur Burns, Hearings on the President's Ec-
onomic Report Before the Joint Economic Comm., 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973);
Address by Arthur Burns, Some Problems of Control Banking, Internat'l Mon-
etary Conf., June 6, 1973.

16. It is estimated that the tax credit "lowered corporate taxes by $3 billion
in 1972." The U.S. Economy in 1972, 53 SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS 12,
27 (1973). The substantial increase in dollars spent on investment in ma-
chinery and equipment since 1972 and the additional tax savings to non-
corporate business are clearly sufficient to warrant the $4 billion figure.

17. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, § 1202.
18. Id., § 1014.
19. Total net long term capital gains in 1970 amounted to $20.2 billion.

See TEAsURY DEP'T, PUB. No. 198 (2-72), PRELIMINARY 1970 STATISTICS OF IN-
CONIAE !NDMDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS (1972). Of these, well over half were
reported on tax returns with adjusted gross incomes of over $30,000. Taxes
on the excluded portions of these gains would certainly have averaged close
to 50%, indicating tax savings then of at least $5 billion. The general secu-
lar growth in all forms of income would make a current estimate of $7 billion
appropriate, aside from short run stock market fluctuations. Estimates of
$4 billion for tax savings on capital gains untaxed in bequests brings the
total into the $10 billion range.

20. Calculated from tabulations contained in TREASURY DEP'T, STATISTICS
OF INCOME, INDIVIDUAL TAx RETURNS, 1970.

21. INr. REV. CODE OF 1954, § 1231.
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in the case of marketable goods, value or the accrual of value exists
equally whether the good is actually sold or not. A meaningful eco-
nomic definition of income is that which can be consumed while
maintaining wealth or net worth intact. On the assumption that sav-
ings could be consumed, income is the total of consumption and sav-
ing. For saving then is the increase in net worth or wealth, which
is identical in amount whether it occurs from the growth in value of
existing assets, sold or unsold, or the use of salary or income to buy
other new assets.

Accrued capital gains in most of the last quarter century have
significantly exceeded the total amount of traditionally measured per-
sonal saving (the difference between disposable personal income,
which does not include capital gains, and consumption.) 22 But the ac-
crued capital gains are not taxed unless and until they are "real-
ized,"28 frequently many years after accrual. As pointed out above,
time is money and a dollar of taxes to be paid years in the future has
a present or discounted cost much less than a dollar. This factor,
compounded by the gift and bequest exclusions, results in an effective
rate of taxation on accrued capital gains, according to at least one
carefully constructed estimate,24 of about 8 percent, far below the 50
to 70 percent rates associated with the total incomes of the major
recipients of the capital gains benefit. The tax loss to the Treasury
from these "interest-free loans" that delay even the half taxation on
capital gains until "realization," is yet to be measvxed.

Effectiveness of the Tax Preferences

These various tax advantages are presumed by many of their backers
to increase business investment. The rationale is varied, but in some
cases clearly illustrative of the fallacy of composition: What may
be true for individual firms cannot be true for the entire economy.

A major argument is that tax concessions give would-be investors
necessary funds. It is suggested that there is a shortage of capital
and that individuals and businesses would increase investment by
the amount of their tax savings. But if more resources are to be
devoted to capital accumulation, given an economy at full employ-
ment, resources must somehow be taken from use in providing for
consumption or government purchases.

22. See McElroy, Capital Gains and the Concept and Measurement of Pur-
chasing Power, in 1970 PRoc. or THE Bus. AND CON. STAT. Suc., AMER. STA-
TSTICAL Assoc. 132.

23. INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, § 1001.
24. See Bailey, Capital Gains and Income Taxation in THE TAxATION Or

Ibcomm moM C o um x 26 (Harberger & Baileyed 1N9).
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Recognizing this, probably the single greatest feasible stimulus to
investment would be drastic cuts in the defense budget, although
this solution is rarely offered by proponents of business investment.
Comparison of the post-World War II records of the United States
and Japan is suggestive on this point. Japan has shown a tremendous
rate of growth and a much higher ratio of business investment to
GNP than has the United States. But the difference can be ac-
counted for largely by the much larger proportion of United States
GNP which goes to defense.

If consumption and government expenditures for defense or else-
where are not cut, reduction of business tax liabilities frees no re-
sources for business investment. Each firm or individual might have
more funds to invest with lower tax liabilities if all other parameters
were unchanged, which would imply that all other taxes, demand,
prices, and costs were unchanged.

But this, in the economy as a whole, is not possible. Given the
needs of a sound fiscal policy, lower taxes relating to business in-
vestment preferences must be matched by higher taxes elsewhere. A
firra may believe that higher depreciation allowances or the equip-
ment tax credit gives it more funds. This assumption will not gener-
ally be true if these tax reductions are matched by higher corporate
or individual income taxes that reduce the funds coming in through
purchases of the firm's products or securities. If a sound fiscal policy
gives way to an inflationary one, the flow of funds for investment
may still be restricted by the need for greater expenditures to pur-
chase higher priced goods and services, as well as by the high interest
rates likely to be engendered. Of course, if investment tax prefer-
ences are introduced in a depressed economy requiring stimulative
action, more investment along with more spending in other directions
is likely to result. This, however, would be generally true for stimu-
lative fiscal policy, with or without special incentives for investment.

The more likely effect of business investment preferences may be
explored initially in a model of determination of business investment
which involves maximization of expected profits or the present value
of the enterprise. This model can be used to note effects on business
investment demand functions. In the economy as a whole, however,
business investment demand must be related to competing demands
for capital and to the supply of saving. Viewed this way, the various
tax advantages must effect their consequences by means of one or
more of the following:

1. Lowering the price of capital relative to other factors of
production, or of more durable or substantial capital relative to
less durable capital, so as to bring about more capital-intensive
methods of production;

2. Causing a substitution of certain kinds of favored capital,
such as equipment or plant and equipment, for other forms of
capital;

3. Bringing about a substitution of business investment for
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investment by government, non-profit institutions, and house-
holds;

4. Increasing the total supply of saving and hence total invest-
ment.

There have been a number of econometric analyses focusing on at
least some of these issues.25 Results have been varied. Where in-
vestigators have assumed particular forms and parameters of func-
tions that imply large quantitative impacts of changes in the cost of
capital such as might be brought about by tax incentives, substantial
effects on business investment have been claimed. More generally,
however, where such assumptions have not been made, the effects,
particularly of accelerated depreciation and the equipment tax credit,
appear to be severely limited. In general, estimates of added invest-
ment have been significantly less than the sacrifices in tax reve-
nues used to promote them.

This conclusion is reinforced by analysis of individual firm re-
sponses in McGraw Hill Capital Expenditure Surveys. 20 Specific
questions inquiring as to the amount of investment due to new and
revised depreciation schedules, tax credits for new equipment, and
reductions in corporate tax rates indicate generally minor increases.
Questions were asked in successive years and anticipated effects were
actually less after tax incentives were in operation long enough to
prove more potent. Moreover, ex post reports of actual investment
resulting from the tax measures were less than ex ante anticipations.
The mean estimates of effects of investment incentives proved less
in the surveys than all except the smallest of estimates from several
econometric models considered, and these, as noted above, have not
generally been high. When the variables were fitted into investment
equations including other determinants of capital expenditures, ev-
idence suggested, as in earlier work with quarterly SEC data for
manufacturing, 27 that the independent effects of the incentives were,
if anything, less.

But this is still essentially a partial equilibrium analysis. Sup-
pose tax incentives for business investment do have some positive

25. See generally, TAX INCENTIVES AND CAPITAL SPENDING (Fromm, ed.
1971); Hall & Jorgenson, Tax Policy and Investment Behavior, 57 Am. ECON.
REV. 391-414 (1967); Eisner, Tax Policy and Investment Behavior: Comment,
59 AM. ECON. REV. 379-88 (1969); Coen, Tax Policy and Investment Behavior:
Comment, 59 AM. ECON. REv. 370-79 (1969); Hall & Jorgenson, Tax Policy and
Investment Behavior: Reply and Further Results, 59 AM. EcoN. REV. 388-401
(1969); Eisner, Tax Policy and Investment Behavior: Further Comment, 60
AM. EcON. REV. 746-52 (1970).

26. See EISNER & LAWLER, TAX POLICY AND INVESTMENT: AN ANALYSIS OF
SURVEY RESPONSES (1973).

27. See Eisner, Tax Policy and Investment Behavior: Comment, 59 AM.
EcoN. Rini, 379-88 (1969); Eisner, Tax Policy and Investment Behavior: Fur-
ther Com,,', )t, 60 AM. EcoN. Rzv. 746-52 (1970).
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consequences for the particular forms of business capital expendi-
tures favored. What does that do to total investment? Even within
the business sector, the results must surely be mixed. Where the
investment credit is limited to equipment, may there not be some sub-
stitutions of equipment for plant? The credit is limited to equipment
with depreciable lives of at least three years.28 Is purchase of equip-
ment with a lift of less than three years not then discouraged?
Only one-third of investment in qualifying property is eligible for
the credit where useful life is at least three years but less than five
years, and two-thirds of the investment is eligible if the useful life
is at least five years but less than seven years. Is there not there-
fore some encouragement for expenditures for durable equipment
lasting at least seven years, at the expense of all less durable equip-
ment?

But further, to anticipate an issue to which we shall -eturn, what
is the effect on more broadly defined business investment, which in-
cludes the output of all resources applied to the increase of future
capacity or productivity? Will not investment in research and de-
velopment, manpower training, and management know-how now be
made relatively more expensive as compared to plant and equipment
expenditures? By focusing only on forms of investment directly
affected by tax preferences, we may forget the full interrelations of
the economic process. One does not stimulate in one area without
having consequences elsewhere.

Some of the consequences are felt outside of the business sector.
Increased expenditures for business plant and equipment will put
pressure on the supply of construction services for residential hous-
ing as well as buildings for non-profit institutions and government.
Given the supply of saving and, particularly, the consequent de-
sire of monetary authorities to curb inflation by limiting total spend-
ing, money is likely to become "tight" and interest rates rise. These
consequences indeed impinge on the primary positive effects of busi-
ness investment. Neither econometric estimates nor surveys focus-
ing on business investment will catch this negative fallout if they as-
sume that other factors such as interest costs and supply prices
remain unaltered with tax preferences.

The consequences for non-business investment expenditures can be
marked. Not only do they lack the favorable stimuli directed to
profit enterprises, but they are frequently struck severely by strin-
gencies of physical and monetary supply. The very tax deductibility
of expenditures makes profitable enterprises ready to bid high for
the equipment and construction services they need. But tight money
becomes notoriously critical to investment in housing and in construc-
tion by school districts, states, and municipalities. And while the fed-
eral government can presume to raise all the money it wishes, infla-

28. Revenue Act of 1971 Pub. L. No. 92-178, § 102, 85 Stat. 499. See Treas-
uRY DEP'T PUB. No. 572 (10-72) Tax Information on Investment Credit, at
7 (1972).
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tionary pressures fueled by heavier business capital expenditures
surely increase the resistance to federal investment spending.

An overriding issue regarding total investment is the nature of the
saving function, a matter surprisingly ignored on occasion. Early
Keynesian analysis raised serious questions as to the elasticity or
proportional response of saving to changes in the rate of interest or
other measures of its rate of return. Contemporary analysis has, in
fact, underscored these questions. Dominant views of economists re-
garding the determinants of savings tie them to the "permanent in-
come" formulation of Friedman29 and the basically analogous life cy-
cle model of Modigliani. 0 While both envisage effects from the re-
turn on saving, they bring to the fore the more basic considerations
of providing for a lifetime of consumption. Indeed, the mixture of
income and substitution effects resulting frum higher rates of return
after taxes continues to leave ambiguous the very direction of re-
sponse to changes in rates of return on saving. Put simply, we save
out of income in the primary income-earning years of life in order
to have wealth available for consumption during retirement or other
future periods when current expenditures are likely to exceed cur-
rent income. A higher rate of return makes us able to meet rela-
tively fixed future needs with less current saving.

Paradoxically, business investment in plant and equipment as well
as other capital accumulation might receive more stimulus from cer-
tain measures, at first thought far afield, that might have major
impact on private saving. In particular, the motive for much saving
is to provide for retirement. Our increasingly comprehensive Social
Security system tends, desirable as it may be--and I do not want to
be interpreted as opposing Social Security-to obviate some of the
need for private saving. It is not necessary to put aside income now
to provide for the future if retirement expenses will be taken care of
by the government.

Of course, employer and employee contributions for social insur-
ance deprive households of income which might otherwise be spent
in consumption, but current Social Security payouts have compen-
sated for this. Moreover, recent substantial increases in Social Se-
curity benefits and in associated medical assistance have tended to
make traditionally defined consumption expenditures higher than
they would otherwise be. In an economy operating close to full ca-
pacity, given existing institutional arrangements, increased consump-

29. FRIEDMAN, A THEORY OF THE CONSUMPTION FUNCTION (1957).
30. Modigliani & Brumberg, Utility Analysis and the Consumption Func-

tion: An Interpretation of Cross-Section Data, in PosT-KYNEsxAN EcoNoblzcs
388 (Kurihara ed. 1954).
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tion must come from somewhere, and as we trace the involved inter-
relations in our complex economy we can expect.to see some fallout
on business investment. Hence, if we really want to stimulate invest-
ment, we might well consider sacking the Social Security system!
By reserving less for comfortable years of retirement and less for
medical services, more resources can be made available for machines
and factories. And if American households cannot expect to be
taken care of by their government, they can be expected to save
more themselves for the rainy days in the future, entrusting their
savings, directly or indirectly, to investment in profit-making enter-
prises.

Usefulness of the Tax Preferences

Suppose the investment tax preferences Were more effective than I
indicate, or suppose that they were made so massive that they would
bring about substantial business investment in any event. What
would the added business investment accomplish? If the economy
were suffering from inadequate aggregate demand and large scale
unemployment, the increase in investment would raise total demand,
output, and employment. The same result could be accomplished by
other fiscal and, perhaps, monetary measures that might do less to
distort resource allocation, but this is not the issue currently posed.
Rather, it is argued that we need more business investment to in-
crease the rate of growth, presumably of productive capacity, which
it is implicitly assumed will be utilized, and to modernize our produc-
tive facilities so as to improve our "competitiveness in the world mar-
ket place."31 Let us consider these arguments in turn.

Bohm-Bawerk argued persuasively for the greater productivity of
more "roundabout" or capital-intensive methods of production. The
pail is more productive than the hollow of a man's hand in collecting
water from the spring. And the "runnel or rhone which brings a
full head of water" to the man's cottage is more productive still.32

But should the peasant be given a tax incentive to build large tanks,
a reservoir, or a dam for his own use? Not so clear!

Surely not every capital addition is worthwhile. Not every new
plant or new piece of machinery adds to future products more than
its own cost. Yet, in making investment decisions apart from tax
considerations, businesses must pick among all possible capital ex-
penditures those that promise sufficient advantage. Why should
they be persuaded by special tax preferences to incur capital ex-
penditures that would not appear sufficiently advantageous without
such preferences?

Indeed, the basic notion underlying Bihm-Bawerk's view of the in-

31. See, eg. Madden, fi Our Tax System Making Us Second-Rate, 28 NAT'L
TAX J 403 (1973).

32. kUGEN vON BOHM-BAWERK, Posrrv THORY OF CAPrrAL (1891), ex-
cerpted in RUDnNGs IN ECONOMICS 30-32 (Samuelson 7th ed. 1973).
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crease in productivity from using capital for more roundabout pro-
duction is precisely that in a free market, decision-makers would be
acquiring those additional units of capital that would pay for them-
selves in added production and pay enough more to justify the delay
in current satisfaction while the investment is undertaken. If an addi-
tional unit of capital costing $100 returns in discounted future value
$105 of additional output or cost savings, it will be profitable for the
businessman and a benefit to the economy as a whole. In general,
tax concessions for investment, if effective, induce business to sacri-
fice the economy's opportunities for current consumption to invest
for future consumption at terms that consumers would not accept
freely. At the extreme, if the marginal rate of time preference were
zero-if we were indifferent as between additional units of future
or present consumption-incentives for investment would be attempts
to induce business to acquire units of capital which would pay back
less than their own original costs: 100 units of final output now
would be sacrificed to get 95 units later. This is a path of decay, not
economic growth!

The arguments for subsidizing business investment to improve
competitiveness in world markets are no better. For they generally
ignore the basic principles of international trade and competition that
go back to the law of comparative advantage enunciated early by
the great classical economist, David Ricardo. Given free exchange
rates, the poorest economy in the world, with the most obsolete
plants, will find itself "competitive" in some products and unable to
meet foreign competition in others. Even a nation less productive in
all commodities than the rest of the world will find it profitable for
itself and the rest of the world to produce and export those goods
which it can produce at a lesser absolute disadvantage, or compara-
tive advantage, and import those goods which it can produce at a
greater absolute disadvantage. Making such a nation more produc-
tive by providing additional capital may increase trade to the extent
it increases total output and income. It will not, however, provide
the nation with a greater capacity to undercut the rest of the world.
As productivity increases and costs come down, the foreign exchange
rates will adjust. The nation will still find it more profitable to pro-
duce and export those commodities in which it has a comparative
advantage and to import those in which it has a comparative disad-
vantage.

Of course, comparative advantages may shift from one industry
to another. And this may be precisely the effect of business invest-
ment incentives on competitiveness with foreign producers. A direct
subsidy to one industry or one set of industries may well enable it
to sell more cheaply abroad. The increased foreign demand for the
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product of the subsidized industry implies an increased foreign de-
mand for dollars and a higher price of the dollar in terms of foreign
currencies. This in turn will make all American products more ex-
pensive for foreigners, thereby injuring the "competitiveness" of
products of unsubsidized industries. Tax incentives for business in-
vestment have precisely this kind of effect indirectly. They tend to
decrease costs most for capital-intensive industries which benefit
moist from the tax subsidies. The products of these industries will
then be more competitive in foreign trade, but only at the expense
of the products of less capital-intensive and less subsidized industries
which suffer more from the increased cost of the dollar to foreigners
than they gain in decreased costs of production.

While business investment tax preferences do not make American
goods generally "more competitive," they do make it easier for some
(capital-intensive) goods and harder for other goods to compete. In
so doing, they shift some production from goods in which, by free
market criteria, we are more efficient, to goods in which we are
relatively less efficient. They thus lower real income and the stan-
dard of living for the country as a whole. If, for example, American
agriculture, and grain producers in particular, experience a huge, un-
manipulated demand for their products, giving the United States an
export balance that raises the value (cost to foreigners) of the United
States dollar, thus making it more difficult for at least some Ameri-
can manufacturers to sell abroad, we should not subsidize those man-
ufacturers. To do so is to divert resources from grain production,
in which we are more efficient, to the use of less efficient manufac-
turers. These manufacturers, and their workers, may well prove
gainers, but it is not only the grain producers but the nation as a
whole, on balance, that will prove the losers.33

All this shades into the broader issue of when and where it is de-
sirable to have government intervention, by controls or tax policy,
in the workings of the economy. It is perhaps strange that many self-
proclaimed business spokesmen, presumably wedded to the virtues
of free enterprise, are quick to espouse government intervention in
the form of tax preferences from which they believe they will gain.
But free enterprise has more virtues than are apparently recognized
by some of its supposed adherents. Most economists recognize the
need for government action in the way of general fiscal and mone-
tary policy to establish the conditions for full employment, hope-
fully with reasonable price stability. They further recognize the
need for government action to preserve workable competition where
that is possible, and to regulate quasi-monopolies where competition
is unfeasible or prohibitively costly. They also recognize the need
for government intervention to improve the flow of information es-
sential to intelligent purchasing, whether of securities or cigarettes.

33. Arguments relating to international considerations are discussed more
fully in Eisner, Investment, Obsolescence and Foreign Competition, CoNxm-
zNcz BoUmw Rzcoaw, reprinted in VITAL SpEcHs 285-88 (Feb. 15, 1972).

$2-686 0 - 78 - 12
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And they recognize increasingly the need for government interven-
tion in instances where capital markets are seriously imperfect or
externalities are involved in production or consumption.

These last considerations suggest a major government role in as-
suring sufficient investment in human capital, in education and train-
ing, and in health. Since in a non-slave economy human capital can-
not readily be sold, nor under our laws can its product be readily in-
dentured, it does not Iy private producers to invest in it to the
extent that its productivity may warrant. The owners and prospec-
tive owners of human capital correspondingly may have insufficient
access to funds, confidence in their prospects, and willingness to bear
risk to lead them to invest sufficiently in themselves. Furthermore,
investment in human capital frequently has external effects which
benefit others than those who embody the investment. A more edu-
cated population may, for example, be less productive of crime.

Somewhat analogously, investment in research and development
takes on much of the aspect of a public good. New ideas, new tech-
niques, ar d know-how are not easily appropriated for long periods
by their disc*verers. Benefits to the economy may thus considerably
outweigh those that can be retained by original investors. In this
situation, also, society or government is called upon to subsidize pri-
vate investment or to undertake it itself.

A hint as to the relative impact or significance of the "intangible"
investment that does not usually profit from business investment
preferences was given in a classic article by Robert Solow, who re-
ported some years ago that only a small portion of growth and out-
put in the United States economy could be accounted for by in-
creases in the usually observed inputs of labor and capital.8 ' The
major share of growth was accounted for by a trend factor "T,"
which has been taken by some to stand for technical progress, but
which may better be seen to encompass all of the many elements of
investment, human and non-human, which do not get the benefit of
tax preferences.

Government intervention may well be justified to encourage much
non-business investment. In addition to child-rearing, education and
training, job mobility, health, and research and development, it may
be desirable to encourage public investment or subsidize private
investment in our natural resources, in our environment, and in all
of the large-risk but vital overhead capital which makes the func-
tioning of a modern economy possible. And we may further see

34. See Solow, Technical Change and the Aggregate Production Function
39 Rzv. or EcoN. & STA CS, 312 (1957). See also Denizon, The Sources of
Economic Growth in the United States and the Alternatives Before Us, Supp.
Paper No. 13, Comm. for Econ. Development (1962).
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value in subsidizing individuals to own certain forms of physical cap.
ital, such as housing and home or personal tools and appliances that
permit more efficient, personalized production of goods and services
than can be expected to flow through thp market.

But what about business investment in plant and equipment? This
has been a major recipient of tax preferences. Such investment is
properly the last candidate for public support. Where it is worth-
while for the economy It should appear worthwhile for the profit
and wealth maximizing firm, and should hence be undertaken without
government support. If it does not appear worthwhile to the busi-
ness firm without such support it may be safely assumed that it
should not be undertaken.

It is time to turn away from the entire program of business invest-
ment preferences along with other "tax expenditures" whose justifi-
cation is ultimately to be found in private self-interest rather than
economic principles relating to the public good. Tax depreciation
more rapid than true or economic depreciation, equipment tax credits,
exclusion of capital gains from taxable income, and the deductibility
of hiterest expense should all be eliminated in a comprehensive re-
vamping of the tax structure. As far as possible, business should be
taxed for the services it receives from government: police and de-
fense, education, and general government, as well as roads and postal
services. It should quickly be conceded that business income taxes,
including the corporate profits tax, are very poor methods of pay-
ment for government services rendered. They penalize the more
profitable and productive companies and encourage the incurring of
current costs, whether for labor or other services or capital, and thus
promote inefficiency. Ideally, where taxes cannot be related directly
to the government services received, they might better be based on a
reasonable proxy measure of those services, that is, the size of the
enterprise. And perhaps the best single measure of size would be the
total amount of invested capital.

The direction in which to move is then not that of increasing or
maintaining business investment preferences. Rather, the whole set
of these preferences, along with business income taxes and the cor-
porate profits tax to which they are tied, should be removed. Taxes
on business should be related, as far as possible, to the services re-
ceived by business, and where particular taxes for services received
are not feasible it may be preferable to impose a general tax not
on earnings but on capital. This would help establish a correct mar-
ket price for capital so that in a competitive society we can properly
economize its use along with that of all other scarce resources. Gov-
ernment would best move to promote free enterprise and away from
the use of the public purse for private profits!85

35. Further discussion by the author of issues raised in this paper may
be found in Panel Discussion on General Tax Reform B,fore the Hose Comm.
on Ways and Means, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 3 at 37j-90 (1973); Tax In-
centives for Investment 26 NAT'L TAx J. $97 (1973); Men and Machines and
Taxes, 4 SOcILL PoLicy 44 (1973).
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TAX INCENTIVES FOR INVESTMENT

ROBEUT ]EISNER*

1. Preface

RUSSELL B. LONG, Chairman of theSenate Finance Committee, has recently
been credited with a little doggerel
describing "Most people's] . . . philoso-
phy about taxes":

Don't tax you,
Don't tax me,
Tax that fellow behind the tree.1

As this audience certainly knows well,
economic policy in the United States in re-
cent years has included a number of tax
measures ostensibly designed, at least in
part, to affect the level of business in~est-
ment. 'These have included accelerated rates
of tax depreciation on capital goods, tax
"credits" for the purchase of equipment,
alterations in business income tax rates and,
probably most important and of longest
standing, the major exclusions of capital
gains from taxable income. Twenty-five
billion dollars per year would not be a bad
estimate of current cost of these measures
to "that fellow behind the tree."2

2. Capital Gains Exdgsion

Exclusion of half of "realized" capital
gains from adjusted gross income and ex.
dusion of all of capital gains in estates or
in gifts amounts to some ten to twelve
billion dollars per year in lost revenues to
the United States Treasury. And this is
not a broadly distributed boon. Leaving
aside the gift and bequest exclusions,

OProfessor of Economics, Northwestern Uni.
Tersity, and member of research staff of National
Bureau of Economic Research. Underlying re-
search has benefitted from financial support of
the National Science Foundation. None of these
institutions, of course, is in any way responsible
for the contents or views expressed in this paper.

'Reported in William B. Mead, "Congress
Tackles the Income Tax," Money, July 1973,
p. 5 .

2See Eisner, "Bonanzas for Business Invest.
ment," C/,alhvq, forthcoming.

dearly benefit only to the rich, calculations
from St isics of Income for 1970 show
that capital gains were trivial for the great
bulk of taxpayers, resulting in average tax
saving in ,.der of 0.2 per cent for those
with incot.ies under $25,000. In the 1,000,-
000.and-over category for adjusted gross
income, by contrast, some 63 per cent of
total income including capital gains and
losses came from net capital gains; the tax
savings in this group ran to about 20 per
cent of total income.

Realized capital gains are only the tip 'of
the iceberg. Income amounts to consump-
tion plus saving, and saving is the increase
in net worth, whether it occurs from the
growth in value of existing assets, sold or
unsold, or the use of salary or other income
to buy new assets. Accrued capital gains
exceed significantly total "personal saving,"
defined as the difference between disposable
personal income and consumption. But
they are taxed, even at half rates, only at
realization, frequently many years after they
accrue. With appropriate discounting of
such delayed taxes and recognition of the
gift and bequest exclusions, the effective
rate of taxation on accrued capital gains has
been estimated at about 8 per cent one
competent analyst,' far inded from t 50
to 70 per cent tax brackets of their majorrecipe ents.especal treatment of capital gains

offers a basic bias in the tax system in favor
of saving and investment in marketable
capital assets and hence to a very consider-
able extent in corporate enterrise and,
specifically, corporate equity. And since
corporate enterprise finds plant and equip-
ment a predominantly appropriate form cF
investment, the tax structure, with its
special treatment of capital pins, offers an
incentive to business expenditures for plant
and equipment.

aMIrin J. Bailey in "Capital Gains and In.
come Taxation," in A. Harberger and M. Bailey
(editors), Taxviox of Income from Ca, pl,
Washington, D.C.: Bronkings Institution, 1969,
p. 26.
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3. "Wrbdied" Dspredaion dmd the
Eqipmelt Tay Credit

Despite this major largess to investors,
business spokesmen and other have fostered
and secured significant subsidization by
means of special equipment tax credits and
depreciation allowincs in excess of true
economic depreciation. All of these mea-
sur, in their unwarranted interference
with free market fcrces, contribute to a
misallocation of resources and a consequent
reduction of economic output and growth.
And they contribute to a redistribution ofincome from working people to property
owners and, general, from moderate
income Americans to the relatively rich. By
unduly reducing the burden for some they
must in the long run, if not immediately,
raise the burden on others.

tLiberaization" or acceleration of depre.
ciation has taken many forms: five year
amortization on "certicagts of necessity";
the switch to double rate declining balance
and sum-of-the-year digits in 1954; varied
but persistent reductions in tax depreciation
lives throughout the postwar period;
further, fre.malized redozction of lives in the
1962 "guidelines"; subsequent delay in
enforcement and eventual abandonment of
the reserve ratio test; and finally the asset
deprecation range system and related mea.
sure in 1971 and 1972. This "liberalized"
depreciation is widely proclaimed as
offering merely more rapid "recovery" of
capital investment, and some choose to
view acceleration of depreciation for tax

simply as an interest-free loan.
Suchf 'perception, while correct for each

single piece of plant or equipment or all
of the capital expenditures for a single year,
is incomplete and readily subject to d4i-
tortion. For since business firms go on
acquiring plant and equipment year after
year, to the interest-free loans of the first
year are added interest-free loans in each of
the years in the future. Hence, even sta.
tionary firms, which merely replace
expiig plant and equipment at constant
p rices, find that their initial interest-free
lowu become permanent, thus mathemati-
cally indistinguishable from outright gifts.
In growing firms, for which the money
value of gross capital expenditures tends to
grow, that is for almost all large United

States corporations, the gifts in lower taxes
are repeated, year after year, as long as the
liberalized depreciation remain in effect.
On the basis of projections from data of
the Bureau of Economic Analysis, htgt 7
published in the Survey of Cuvrren Bsi.
neSt,' I estimate the tax savings from added
depreciation charges in 1973 alone as ap.
proximately $11 billion. And similar tax
savings will be enjoyed throughout the
future, indeed eventually growing in
annual amount as the rate of capital
expenditures continues to grow.

The so-called investment tax credit or
even more misnamed "job development
credit," amounts to a further tax subidy
of some $4 billion in 1973, and this sub-
sidy too will be repeated in growing
amounts as business equipment expmdi-
tures increase. But it may be well initially
to clear up some semantics; what we have
here is not a general tax credit for invest-
ment. First, the credit does not apply to
plant, but only to equipment. Second, it
applies only to investment by business. It

erefore excludes the vast amounts of
investment in physical capital by non-profit
institutions and by state and local as well
as federal government. Third, it does not
apply to investment in durable goods by
households. And fourth, it does not apply
to any form of intangible investment, that
is the investment in research and develop-
ment and in human capital which modem
economists recognize as the perhaps deci-
sive to economic growth and prosperity.

4. Inu, tment Sbsidies and the Free

It is curious that conservatives claiming
to believe in free enterprise and a minimum
of gow-rnment intervention in the economy
should !avor special tax advantages for
business capital expenditures in general
and special furher advantages for equip-
ment expenditures. It is f-equently argued
that such tax preferences or vs:Iidies are
necessary to make our industrial system
more productive. But in a free market,
where investment will raise productivity
and prove profitable, we might expect that

4April 1968, August 1971, January 1972, and
January 1973.
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businessmen would be undertaking it al-
ready, in hant and equipment or in re-
search, development, technology and
knowledge. Government subsidies to capital
expenditures encourage that one kind of
investment - as opposed particularly to
investment in human capital and public
goods - where the market should prove
adequate. If a $100 piece of equipment will
raise productivity and add $110 to returns
we can expect a profit-maximizing firm to
acquire it. If the $100 in new equipment
wi add only $95 in returns, it is not
generally $ood economics to give the firm
a $15 subsidy to encourage it to incur what
in real terms, aside from the government
aid, will be a $5 loss.

The one argument that defenders of
economic freedom may offer for such inter-
ference in the market is that the tax struc-
ture is somehow already rigged asinst
business investment. While this idea is un-
doubtedly widely held and frequently
expressed, it does not withstand rigorous
analysis. It is of course true in a period of
insufficient aggregate demand that any tax,
by further diminishing demand, is likely touce investment. But the notion that
business income taxes somehow bear speci-
ally on investment is not correct.

For one thin& a profit tax in the short
run does nothing to affect the equilibrium
level of profit-maximizing output and hece
does na i to affect total factor inputs.
It also does not in itself affect the relative
priceof capital and other inputs and hence

not induce substitution of other factors
for capital.

In the longer run, it is true that re-
sources may move out of a taxed sector
into a non-taxed sector. But then where do
they move, if we are talking of business in-
come taxes which affect the great bulk of
Cmventionally measured productive activ-
ity? There may conceivably be sae move
into non-profit, government or non-market
activity but it is hard to see that this can
amount to very much and it is also not clear
that this would reduce total investment; it
Might at most substitute investment in non-
buiiness activity for investment in the busi-
ness sector.

But further, this argument quite ignores
the tax deductibility of interest costs, Since

firms have the option of borrowing to
finance capital investment (or in some cases
selling interest bearing securities which they
hold) and since capital goods are quite pre-
ferred items on which to lend (generally
better than human capital), the combina-
tion of business income taxes and right to
charge interest costs against taxable income
may well constitute a tax bias in favor of
business physical investment. And further,
as can be seen applying the analysis o'
a recent article by Stiglitz,5 within a tax
structure that includes full taxation of ordi-
nary income, the capital gains loopholes
may offer a most substantial tax advantage
to corporate investment. Accelemted tax
depreciation and investment credits then
only serve to aggravate an already major
distortion.

The prime determinant of business
investment .r demand. Investment in plant
and equipment falls off when the economy
is sluggaih and excess capacity makes addi-
tional plant and equipment unnecessary.
In such a situation, moderate annual tax
benefits to business would appear to have
little effect, particuiary in the short run.
Well-run firms will not be led to invest by
tax reductions which increase after-tax
earnings but do not make addilionad equip-
ment profitable in the face of existing idle
capacity. Where demand is brisk, firms wil
invest without special subsidy. Theoretfical
analysis, empirical studies and the candid
responses of businessmen supplemented by
my own work with McGraw-HiU survey
data all tend to confirm this view. Over a
long run, given the level of employment
it may well be argued that it ii people's
propensity to save that determines total
investment. Various governmental mea-
sures, including special treatment of capital
gains, accelerated tax depreciation and
equipment tax credits, may then essentially
only alter the mix of investment .- toward
the corporate business sector and expendi-
tures for plant and equipment.

*Joseph E. Stiglitz, "Taxation. Corporate Fi-
nancial Policy, and the Cost of Capital," Jowarl
of PMli eo woic, February 1973, especially
pp 24-32. See also Eisner, "An Appraisal of
Proposals for Tax Differentials Affecting Invest-
rent," Chapter Xll in Tax Institute, Imroin
Tax Difruretalds, Princeton, N.J., 1938, ape-
cially pp. 167-168.
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3. A Variable Tax Credit or Subsidy

The one meritorious argument for sub.
sidizing business capital expenditures, and
expenditures for equipment in particular,
might be that in a period of unemployment,
something is better than nothing. Even
then, it would be better to stimulate produc-
tion of the human capital and public goods
which the absence of appropriate market
incentive may have left at sub-optimal
levels. But if our problem is that of un-
employment, cyclical or secular, more ap.
propriate policy tools may be proposed. For
the major current subsidies to business
capital spending all tend to be pro-cyclical
rather than counter-cyclical. In times of
boom, capital gains are likely to be greatest,
as are current and recent capital expendi-
tures. 'The equipment tax credit in a sense
is also of larger benefit in time of boom
than in time of recession. Similarly, acceler-
ated depreciation ties depreciation charges
more closely to current and recent capital
expenditures and hence also increases tax
benefits in booms as opposed to recessions.

A variable equipment tax might be
introduced, however, for counter-cyclical
purposes. Such a credit ideally would have
marginal rates much higher than those in
the current law but would be concentrated
on the stimulus of purchase that would not
have taken place without it. It should vary
widely in amount, with all concerned
reco izing that any rate is temporary and

k to vary not only between a large
positive number and zero but to a negative
number, thus becoming a tax rather than
a credit, when it becomes necessary to dis-
courage expenditures in order to cool off
the economy. A variable tax credit would
be much more potent than a permanent
one, in that its effects would rest upon
intet-temporal substitution rather than
inter-factor substitution which may be
limited, particularly in the short run.

One simple device for concentrating the
credit or tax on marginal investment would
be to relate it to only the excesi of capital
expenditures over depreciation charges.
Some rough notion of the orders of magni-
tude involved may be gleaned from figures
for 1969, which indicate business expendi.
tures for new plant and equipment totalling

about $76 billion,6 with business tax depre.
ciation at about $63 billion.' Coverage is
not identical in these two series. Further,
some firms have depreciation charges in
excess of capital expenditures so that the
sum of positive differences between capital
expenditures and depredation charges must
be larger than the aggregate difference. We
may estimate roughly that the total excesses
of plant and equipment expenditures over
depreciation charges in 1969 would never.
theless have been no more than $20 billion.
A tax credit of 21 per cent on this amount
would cost less than 7 per cent on the $76
billion total.

Not too dissimilar results might be seen
if we confined the credit to the two-thirds
of capital expenditures which went to
equipment. And of course a variable
marginal credit of this kind could well be
considerably higher than 21 per cent in
periods where increased expenditures were
desired. It would still cost the Treasury and
the general taxpayer relatively little on the
average, or nothing at all if adequately
balanced by added taxes (or "negative
credits') in periods when business invest-
ment were to be discouraged. Ideally, the
program would relate not only to business
but to non-profit institutions such as uni-
versities, hospitals and private schools, and
to state and local governments. It should
hence probably generally take the form of
a direct subsidy rather than of a tax credit
and be arranged to benefit small, unprofit-
able and new firms which may have little in
the way of income on which to enjoy tax
savings.

6. A Real job Development Credit and
Investment in Heuman Capital

In addition to and aggravating the cycli-
cal problem is that of structural unemploy-
ment. This is significantly identified with
new entrants into the labor force and
especially the young. A real job develop-
ment credit would be one that encourages
the hiring of labor and particularly of

*Economic Report of the President, 1973, P.
240.

7U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue
Service, Statinic ot Income: Busines Income
Tax Returm: 1968-1969, 1972, p. 3.
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youth, where the incidence of unemploy-
ment is highest.

There are currently some million and a
half persons from 16 to 21 years of age
listed as unemployed, over 12 per cent of
the 12 million youths in the civilian labor
force. There are another 10 million not
in the labor force, many of them because
they have given up looking for jobs which
seem to be unavailable. And there are an-
other half million youths listed as working
part-time who are looking for full time
employment. Jobs for young people is one
of our greatest potential investments, not
only in their own human capital as individ.
uals but in the capital of the economy and
the nation.

If, as has been suggested by Herbert
Stein, Charman. of the Council of Eco.
nomic Advisers and Arthur Burns, Chair-
man of the Federal Reserve Board, we
were to suspend or temporarily reduce the
investment tax credit, we might encourage
businesses to postpone expenditures for new
equipment, thin reducing the boom in
business investment which hs contributed
substantially to the high demand we asoi.
ate with inflation. Yet, to the extent this
suspension were successful, it would keep
the output of business equipment below
what it would otherwise be and thus reduce
employment in the capital goods industries.
As a general rule, tax increases, or other
fiscal or monetary measures aimed at re-
ducing inflation, run the serious risk of
raising unemployment. But there is a
change in the tax structure or tax mix
which might reduce the rates of inlation
,rd unemploymnt and contribute to eco.
nomic growth. In a forthcoming artide,#
I have proposed such a tax package, which
would combine suspension of the invest-
ment tax credit with suspension (if not
permanent repeal) of part (or all) of the
payroll or employment tax on workers
under the age of 22.

Suspension of the investment tax credit
could be expected to cause some cooling of.
the economy by reducing demand for
capal equmert. But the effects would be
slow. And since much equipment is

$"Me and Machines and Taxes," 5ocid
PJiry, Sepember 1975.

produced in oligopolistic industries where
rices are notoriously rigid in a downward
irection, we might well fear more un-

employment than reduction in prices. Sus-
pension of the equipment tax credit, could
be counter-balanced, however, by elimina-
tion of the employer portion of the payroll
tax for employees up to 21 years of age.
This would mean a reduction of over 5
per cent in labor costs for youths currently
employed. But what is more, employers
would have an incentive to hire additional
young people and to give full-time jobs to
many now working only part-time.

The gains from such increased employ-
ment of youth are likely to be lasting.
Emploers are frequently understandably
reluctant to hire young people without
experience and training. If new employees
work out well there is no guarantee that
they will remain long with the employers
who invest in their first job. Yet that first
job, before the frustration of idleness has
wreaked its toll, may be critical to estab-
lishment of life-long skills and the "work
ethic."

In terms of magnitudes, the six million
full-time and four million part-time em-
ployees 16 to 21 years of age are earning
in the neighborhood of $50 billion per year
in covered employment, so that the em-
ployer portion of the payroll tax amounts
to some three billion dollars, somewhat
less than reasonable estimates of investment
tax credit costs in 1973. And if further
incentives are nfecssy for hiring youths
one might consider crediting employers
with the 5.85 percent that they contribute
for employees.

Reducing the supply price of a portion
of labor, thus cutting current costs, would
operate both to curb the rate of inflation
and to reduce unemployment.. As I have
written in my forthcoming paper, "It would
halt unjustified government intervention
to encourage investment in machines while
reducing government discouragement of
investment in man." And in addition to
stimulating investmet in vital human
capital, by iraming employment, output
and income, it would almost certainly
increase traditionally measured saving and
investment.
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Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much.
Professor Feldstein.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN FELDSTEIN, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Mr. FELDSTEIN. Thank you, Senator.
I have no prepared statement, which makes it. all the more tempting

for me to use some of my 10 minutes to comment on some of the things
that have been said before.

I will try to restrain myself, even in the case of Bob Eisner's remarks,
because I assume we will get a chance after D.tvid Meiselman has
spoken, to speak more generally.

In your opening remarks, you emphasized the impact of investment
on the economic recovery. I think there is no doubt that policies to
stimulate investment like the investment tax credit or more rapid ac-
celeration of investment or extension of the investment tax credit to
inventories or structures would have the favorable impact of stimu-
lating investment in the short run. But I think the major tax changes
that the first two speakers discussed and that your hearings, I think,
focus on, would have much more long-term effects. Very little of their
impact would be felt during the period of cyclical recovery. We ought
to think about their impact in terms of the question that Bob Eisner
raised, whether we really do want to accumulate more capital in the
long run.

I read your letter of invitation to indicate that you started from the
presumption that we should have more capital accumulation in the
long run. I think that is the correct presumption, even though Bob
Eisner doesn't.

Right now, as you probably know, we have a very low net rate of
saving in the U.S. economy. That has been characteristic of the en-
tire postwar period. We have had a saving rate of between 7 and 8 per-
cent of national income, one of the lowest of all the developed coun-
tries in the world.

The long-run elect of that is simply that we will have less capital
stock, our workers will be less productive, and we will have a lower in-
come than we otherwise would.

As I look at the European economies and see what happens to a
country like England that discovers itself being rapidly bypassed by
other countries with higher savings rates, I see a foreshadowing of the
kind of future we mayhave here in which we find ourselves becoming
a poorer and poorer country relative to the other countries in the world.
I think that has a tremendous psychological effect., a morale effect
which can't be quantified but which can be seen in other countries like
England where the whole process of economic growh has deteriorated.

There is another way of seeing why I think you are right in your
presumption that we ought to have more capital accumulation: addi-
tional capital investment in the United States earns a rate of return
for the Nation of about 12 percent. Now 12 percent is a high rate of
return. At 12 percent I am prepared to give up jam today for jam
tomorrow. I think that is a perspective many people wouldshare.

Not all of that return accrues to the individual savers Much of it,
indeed, as Martin Bailey indicated, about half of it, accrues in the
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form of taxes and is therefore shared collectively by everyone in the
economy.

The economy does not respond to that 12 percent because the after-
tax rates of return are much lower. Although Bob Eisner has given
us a list of various mitigating factors in the tax law, the truth remains
that the tax on capital income does collect a very substantial amount
of revenue and that they do reduce the net return by a great deal.

Since the hearings focus on tax policy today, I think it is important
to avoid losing sight of the fact that the Government can increase sav-
ings in ways which would have nothing to do with the tax laws. I
think it will put the discussion of tax incentives in a better perspective
if we look first at these alternative options for increasing aggregate
savings.

Let me discuss very briefly three major ways the Government influ-
ences savings and could increase the national savings rate without
changing the tax laws and then go on to talk about the tax laws
themselves.

First is the size of the Government deficit. Everyone is familiar
with the vast magnitudes of the deficit in the last couple of years. Over
the entire past decade there has been a deficit in 9 out of 10 years. That
deficit has averaged 20 percent of national savings.

In other words, the Federal Government has issued debt which has
absorbed 20 percent of the savings that is done by the rest of the
economy. That use of the resources that individuals put aside from
current consumtion to finance Government spending simply reduces
the amount of capital stock.

We could increase national savings if as we move into the next
decade we will move closer to a balanced budget.

The second thing is the financing of social security. Social security
has become the major form of saving for almost all Americans. It is
not a question of the poor, it is a question of 90 or 95 percent of the
American public who regard social security as the primary way of
financing retirement. To that extent it replaces the savings that they
would otherwise do, either directly or through their pension programs.

I am sure you know the tax law currently specifically recognizes
the option of replacing private pension saving with social security
integrating those two.

You also know that social security operates on a pay-as-you-go basis
so that there is no accumulation of capital in the social security sys-
tem. That is not a uniquely American feature, but neither is it a
common feature of all countries in the world. Canada currently
accumulates substantial resources in its social security fund. Sweden,
which has a very high savings rate, achieves that in part by accumu-
lating resources through its social security funds. The Japanese do
the same thing.

The financial problems ahead for the social security system are not
going to be solved by the kind of indexing that is adopted. There
are longrun problems which come from the change in demographic
structure which have to be dealt with. One important option for deal-
ing with those longrun financing problems is to accumulate a social
security fund as Sweden, Canada, Japan, and other countries have
done; that is, to raise taxes more over the next decade than is needed
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to pay the current benefits and to use this surplus to buy back out-
standing Government debts for the social security system.

This would not only secure future benefits and allay a lot of fears,
but it would add directly to the national savings rate.

The third thing, somewhat related but really rather different, is to
correct the social security benefit formula. There has been a lot of
discussion about the indexing error that was made years ago. I think
everyone recognizes the need for new legislation now. The question
is, what form should that take?

The advisory panel to the Senate Finance Committee made one
suggestion which is quite different from the administration's sug-
gestion. The administration's proposal means that benefits will grow
much more rapidly. That encourages more reliance on social security
and less reliance on individual saving and private pensions.

So, if one goes the administration route rather than the Senate
finance advisory panel route, we will discourage private saving more
in the future and have less capital accumulation. But, if Congress,
instead, adopts something closer to the advisory panel's recommenda-
tions, we will have a higher rate of savings in the future.

The basic point I want to make is that national savings can be
increased by Government policies which are quite separate from tax
incentives.

This in turn leads to the key question which brings us back to taxes:
if we try to increase savings in this way, will the extra funds really
be invested, or will we find that aggregate demands have fallen and
that we are in a recession ?

I think in the very short ruj any sudden increase in savings, any
sudden reduction in the Government deficit, would probably be
deflationary. -

The real question, however, is the longer run. Can we in the long run
increase our rate of saving and feel confident that saving will be
invested?

I tend to be an optimist about this. I believe without new tax policies
the capital markets have the viability to absorb additional new savings
in the form of real capital accumulation. If individuals and the Gov-
ernment save Tnore, those savings will get translated into productive
capacity. I don't think there is a longrun problem of deffation. The
process of additional capital accumulation would reduce rates of re-
turn but only slightly. I believe that households would still choose to
invest in stocks and bonds and this in turn would lead to investment
by firms.

That is an optimistic view. There are some who would not share it,
although I would say it almost certainly is the most common view
in the economics profession.

The caveat that ought to be borne in mind is that the net return to
investors is now quite low because of our taxes, taxes taking about half
of the 12-percent gross return that I mentioned. Inflation, given our
tax system, is lowering the net return even more Probably at least as
important, given our tax system, inflation is creating tremendous un-
certainty about future rates of return. So there is a danger that at the
current rate of return, and especially at the lower rates of return would
accompany more capital investment, investors just won't want to hold
more stocks and bonds, and therefore if the Goveinment does increase
savings, it will simply lead to a recession.
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I don't think that is a major danger, but I think it is possible. That
really brings us back to taxes and the role that taxes can play as a
complement to increase in savings brought about by the kinds of things
that I have been talking about.

Tax incentives that raise the rates of return can assure us that the
extra savings will be invested, that individuals will want to direct that
extra saving into stocks and bonds, and that the fall in the before-tax
rate of return that would accompany an increase in the size of the capi-
tal stock wouldn't discourage additional investment.

Let me say it in differenM words: tax incentives alone may not raise
saving very much. The may; they may not. We have heard discus-
sions about that. I think on balance they would probably raise a bit.

Pure savings policies--things like changing the Government deficit,
social security benefits, social security finance-can raise savings sub-
stantially, but they run the risk of being deflationary.

Taxes can eliminate that risk. Tax policies which raise the rates of
return to savers and investors cannot only stimulate savins but can
also make sure that any additional saving that comes about because of
changes in Government deficits or social security financing will be
absorbed in the form of real capital accumulation.

Since I have already spoken much more than 10 minutes, let me
simply mention and hope we will have time to get back later to what
I regard as the three major sources of tax change that I think can
increase the rate of return, thereby providing a stimulus to additional
saving and guaranteeing that whatever saving is produced by these
other methods will be absorbed.

First, to raise the rate of return on corporate investment, we ought
to discuss the relative merits of corporate tax reduction on the one
hand and changes in depreciation, including the investment tax credit,
on the other.

Integration, I think, as a number of people have said, is desirable
in its own regard, but what effect it will have on the return on cor-
porate investment depends very much on the form in which it is
adopted. We have heard about as many different forms as we have
heard advocacy of integration. I think until we have a better sense of
which form we are talking about it is very hard to know whether
on balance it will be favorable to the rate of return on corporate
investment.

The second, and I think this is terribly important, is indexing the
tax laws for inflation. I think the current situation in which our tax
laws look at nominal depreciation, nominal capital gains, and nominal
interest income, is not only unfair but creates tremendous uncertainty
about what future rates of return will be. It has the further effect of
lowering the rates of return on existing investment.

Senator BE:NTSEN. Do I understand you to mean you support in-
dexing?

Mr. FmmTEIN. I support indexing. I think indexing, meaning not
merely bracket changing, but more fundamentally, changing the meas-
urement of capital income so that we deal with capital gains in terms
of real values. In the last 20 years the stock market has doubled but
only in nominal terms because consumer prices have doubled as well.

Somebody who invested in the stocks in the Standard and Poor's
Index 20 years ago would find if he sold out today he would have a
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tax liability but that he could not buy any more with the money he
received than with the money he invested.

I think we ought to change these things to reflect the fact that we
live and are likel to continue to live in an inflationary economy.

Finally, I think we ought to strengthen the existing tax laws which
now emphasize taxing consumption rather than saving. We now often
allow individuals to postpone taxes until they are ready to consume.
But such treatment is only available in certain circumstances and
often turns out to be a reward for virtue rather than an incentive.

I think we should reform these pension rules. I would advocate the
kind of expenditure tax that the Treasury and its staff developed last
year. Finally, I think we should consider a value-added tax. All of our
European competitors are currently relying to a greater and greaterextent on a value-added tax and less on other forms of tax. If we
adopt this VAT, we would be taking the burden off savings and put-
ting it on consumption.

I have overstayed my 10 minutes by a wide margin. I hope that these
comments will be helpful for the discussion when we get back to it
later.

Thank you.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Mr.

Feldstein:]
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Martin S. Feldstein

5
National Saving in the United States'

A nation's rate of saving is probably its most important macro.
economic characteristic. In this paper I will examine different aspects
of the U.S. saving behavior during the postwar period against the
background of our saving experience during the previous 50 years.
I will then turn to the question of whether the U.S. saving rate
should be increased in the future.

The Postwar Savings Experience in Historic Perspective

Before turning to an analysis of the data themselves, it is useful

to begin by summarizing the basic conclusions that emerge:

I. The long-term downtrend in the rate of real net capital accumulation
which was observed before World War II has continued.

2. Although the gross national saving rate has been relatively constant, this
overall constancy masks important changes in its composition.

3. Personal and corporate saving rates have risen in the postwar period, but
growing government deficits have channeled these funds into the purchase
of government securities instead of real capital formation.

4. Net investment in owner occupied housing has changed from a major
source of personal saving to a significant reducer of personal saving.

MAaInN S. FzLmmFN has been Professor of Economics at Harvard since 1960.
He is a Fellow of the Econometric Society, a co-editor of the Journal of Pub-
lic Economics, and a member of the editorial boards of the American Eco.
nomic Review and the Quarterly Journal of Economics. He has written widely
on the economics of taxation and the public sector.

1 1 am grateful to the National Science Foundation for financial support and to
Alison Adams and Larry Summers for asistance and diacussion.
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5. Social security benefits finance retirement consumption without the real
capital accumulation that would accompany private saving. The annual
increase in the value of households' "social security wealth" has been
larger than all other saving and has been growing in importance.

LONG-TERM TRENDS IN CAPITAL FORMATION

Although the analysis of this section will concentrate on the postwar
period, I think it is valuable to begin by looking at the historic trends
in capital formation. Because of the special problems of the depression
and the war, it is best to focus this historic review and comparison
on the period before 1929 and after 1945. Simon Kuznets' (1961)
monumental study provides information on gross and net capital
formation in the period beginning with 1869. Lines I through 6 of
Table 1 present decade averages of the gross and net national capital
formation rates for the six decades from 1869 through 1928.

Gross national capital formation is equal to total spending on in.

TABLE 1.

Gross National Capital Net National Capital
Formation Formation

Gross National Product Net National Product
(X 100) (X 100)

Current Constant Current Constant
Line Years Dollars Dollars DGatars Dollars

I 1869-1878 19.0 21.8 12.5 14.6
2 1879-1888 19.2 21.3 12.1 13.5
3 1889-1898 21.7 24.5 13.2 15.1
4 1899-1908 21.2 22.4 12.9 13.5
5 1909-1918 19.6 20.5 10.4 10.7
6 1919-1928 19.7 19.5 10.1 9.6
7 1869-1928 20.1 21.7 11.9 12.8
8 1946-1955 16.4 - 8.9 -
9 1956-1965 15.8 -- 7.3 -

10 1966-1975 15.2 - 6.8 -
11 1946-1975 15.8 - 7.7 -

Sources: Lines I through 7, Kuznets (1961). Capital formation follows Department
of Commerce Definition and equals gross private investment including producers
durables, construction, net inventory investment, and net foreign invditment. Kuz-
nets' constant dollar estimates are based cn 1929 prices.

Lines 8 through 11, Sur"e of Current Business, January 1976. No constant dollar
estimates for this period are available.
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vestment in producers durables, construction (both residential and
nonresidential), net inventory accumulation, and net foreign invest-
ment. There is no deduction for the depreciation or scrapping of old
equipment. Net national capital formation is equal to gross national
capital formation minus depreciation. The gross capital formation rate
is the ratio of gross capital formation to gross national product (col-
umns 1 and 2 of Table 1) while the net capital formation rate is the
ratio of net capital formation to net national product (columns 3 and
4 of Table 1).

Kuznets' data show no trend in the gross capital formation rate
through 1928 but a clearly perceptible decline in the rate of net
capital formation. Stating the same conclusion in different words, the
rate of real accumulation of capital declined while the greater de-
preciation of the larger stock of old capital kept total spending on
capital unchanged. The sharp decline in net capital accumulation
shows clearly in the comparison between the 12.7 percent average
rate for 1869 to 1908 and the 10.2 percent average rate from 1909 to
1928. It is important to emphasize that the rate of capital formation
declined long before the beginning of the depression.

The postwar net capital formation rates shown in lines 8 through
11 are based on the recently revised national income estimates pre-
pared by the Department of Commerce. The average net capital
formation rate for the thirty-year postwar period is a very low 7.7
percent. Although differences between Kuznets' study and the more
recent data in the underlying price indices and in many of the de-
tailed procedures should obviously caution against overinterpreting
exact differences, the evidence of a major fall in the net saving rate
is clearly striking. The decline within the postwar period will be dis-
cussed below when I consider the changing composition of net sav.
ings.

The gross capital formation rate has also been substantially lower
in the postwar period than it was in the sixty years before the de-
pression. Kuznets found a gross capital formation rate that remained
steady at between 19 and 22 percent for individual decade periods
from 1869 to 1928. In contrast, the gross capital formation rate for
the postwar period has averaged only 15.8 percent. It is clear that
essentially all of the 4 percentage point fall in this rate is due to the
lower rate of net capital formation, with very little due to a lower
rate of replacement investment.

Before leaving this subject, I should comment on the conflict be-
tween the change reported here and the evidence of a stable gross

22-686 0 - 78 - 13
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private saving cited originally by Denison (1958) and developed more
fully by David and Scadding (1974). Note first that there is a difference
in the concept of gross saving but one that is not enough to account
for the difference between David-Scadding and Kuznets. David and
Scadding's measure of gross private saving is equal to gross national
capital accumulation plus the government deficit and minus the sta-
tistical discrepancy. The statistical discrepancy is never large enough
to affect the comparison. The government deficit (including federal,
state and local government) averaged 0.9 percent of GNP in the post-
war period and was much smaller in earlier years. The David-Scadding
and Kuznets-Commerce figures should therefore agree within one per-
centage point for the postwar period and be even closer for earlier
years. This is not the case.

David and Scadding report that the ratio of gross private saving
to gross national product has remained essentially unchanged during
years of relatively full employment since the beginning of the century.
More specifically, they calculate gross private saving rates of 17.7 per-
cent for 1898 to 1916, 14.4 percent for 1921 to 1929, and 15.5 percent
for 1949 to 1969. The final figure is consistent with the 15.8 percent
gross saving rate reported in Table I for 1946 to 1975 but the figures
for earlier years do not agree. Their 17.7 percent for 1898 to 1916 is
nearly one-sixth smaller than the Kuznets estimates for 1899 to 1918.
The Kuznets figures are also supported by a much longer period of
previously high gross capital formation values. Moreover, the 14.4 per-
cent rate reported by David and Scadding for 1921 to 1929 is well
below the 19.7 percent rate calculated by Kuznets for 1919 to 1928.
While I do not feel able to judge the conflicting estimates in detail,
I am inclined to support the Kuznets estimates and to believe that
there is something about the David-Scadding choice of subperiods that
causes them to underestimate gross investment in the early years.

SOURCES OF NATIONAL SAVING

I turn now to examine the changing roles of the different sources
of national saving during the postwar period. Table 2 shows that sub-
stantial changes in composition have accompanied the quite stable
gross national saving rate. Three major changes can be seen. First,
personal saving (including private pension saving) has increased
sharply, from 26 percent of gross saving in the first postwar decade
(1946 to 1955) to 33 percent in the most recent ten years (1966 to
1975). Second, corporate capital consumption allowances account for
an increasing share of gross saving, up from 29 percent to 36 percent.
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TAsz 2. Souaczs oF Gioss NATIONAL SAVING

1946- 1956- 1966- 1946.
Line 1955 1965 1975 1975

I Gross national saving
rate

Percent of Gross
National Saving

2 Personal saving .
3 Corporate saving
4 Noncorporate

capital consump-
tion allowance

5 Corporate capital
consumption
allowance

6 Federal govern-
ment surplus

7 State and local
government
surplus

8 Private saving
(lines 2 plus 3)

9 Capital consumption
allowance
(lines 4 plus 5)

10 Government surplus
(lines 6 plus 7)

15.8

26.2
15.4

24.4

28.7

.5.5

- 0.1

41.6

53.1

15.6

26.1
16.7

25.6

34.2

- 1.6

- 0.6

42.8

59.8

5.4 - 2.2

Source: National income and product accounts as published in Survey of Current
Business, January 1976. Calculations based on current dollars. The Gross National
Saving Rate is defined as Gross National Saving as a percentage of Gross National
Product.

Finally, the federal government has changed from a significant con-.
tributor to gross saving, accounting for 5.5 percent in 1945 through
1955, to a substantial drain on gross saving by running deficits that
averaged 9 percent of gross saving during the most recent decade.
Although 1975 was an extreme year, there were deficits in eight of
the nine other years in the decade and, for these years, the deficits
absorbed 7 percent of gross saving. The shares in lines 8, 9 and 10
show the same results when the detailed components are combined

15.2

32.7
13.6

23.7

36.4

- 9.0

3.1

46.3

60.1

- 5.9

15.5

28.3
15.2

24.6

33.1

- 3.7

0.8

43.5

57.7

- 0.9
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into gross private saving, capital consumption allowances, and the
total government budget'surplus.

The net national saving rate analysis presented in Table 3 shows
the cross. trends in an even more striking way. Note first that net
national saving, i.e., saving net of capital consumption allowances,
has fallen from 8.3 percent of net national product in the first postwar
decade to only 6.5 percent in the most recent decade. This has oc-
curred even though the personal saving rate (i.e., personal saving as a
percentage of disposable personal income, shown in line 5) has in-
creased significantly from 5.8 percent to 7.1 percent. The more com-
prehensive private saving rate (i.e., personal saving plus corporate
retained earnings as a percentage of disposable personal income plus
corporate retained earnings, line 6) also shows a steady increase.

The composition of net national saving indicated in lines 2, 3 and
4 resolves the apparent conflict among these trends. The share ac-
counted for by personal saving has increased rapidly.as the govern-
ment has gone from making a small positive contribution to net saving

TABLE 3. SOU RCE OF NET NATIONAL SAVING

1946- 1956- 1966- 1916-
Line 1955 1965 1975 1975

1 Net national saving
rate 8.3 7.0 6.5 7.3

Percent of Net Na-
tional Saving

2 Personal saving 60.0 67.4 87.0 71.4
3 Corporate saving 35.4 41.5 33.7 36.9
4 Government

surplus 4.7 - 8.5 -21.1 - 8.3
5 Personal Saving

Disposable per.
sonal income 5.8 5.9 7.1 6.3

6 Private saving
Disposable per-

sonal income
plus corporate
saving 8.9 9.3 9.8 9.3

Source: National income and product accounts as published in Surv of Current
Business, January 1976. Calculations based on current dollars. The Net National
Saving Rate is defined as Net National Saving as a percentage of Net National
Product.
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to having a large negative impact. Corporate saving supplied a rising
share of a falling rate for the first two decades; on balance, net cor-
porate saving as a fraction of NNP actually remained constant, until
the most recent decade when it fell sharply from its previous average
of 2.9 percent of NNP to only 2.2 percent. The government deficits
of the past decade have absorbed about one-fifth of net saving; even if
the massive deficit of 1975 is excluded, government deficits in the pre-
ceding nine years absorbed about one-sixth of net saving. This repre-
sents a very sizeable effect on net capital accumulation and a very
significant change from the policy of earlier years.

Two FACTORS AFFECTING PRIVATE SAVING: OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING
AND SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS

In the current brief analysis of saving trends it is not possible to
analyze why the rate of saving has evolved the way it did. The level
and composition of the saving rate reflects a large number of im-
portant influences that have changed substantially in both the post-
war period and the previous decades. It is instructive to consider a
remark that Kuznets (1952) made in his paper on capital formation
when he addressed the question of why the saving rate had not risen
over time with the general increase in income as might have been
expected on the basis of cross-section household data that indicated
that the more affluent saved a higher fraction of their income. Kuznets
wrote:

The contrast between the cross-section association of income differences
with proportions spent or saved and the association between secular
movements in income levels and proportions devoted to expenditures or
savings has been, quite unwarrantedly, treated as a puzzle. . . . The
general answer to the question as to why savings-income ratios failed to
rise with the secular rise in real income per capita is quite simple: because
the whole pattern of economic and social life changed. The important
task is to distinguish the major components of this change and to measure
their relative weight in their impact on the consumption-savings pattern.
(p. 522)
I will consider two factors that I believe have been major com-

ponents of the changing economic and social life that influence the
rate of personal saving in the postwar period: the changing growth
rate of owner occupied housing and the expansion of social security.
(A third factor that might have been singled out is the growth of

corporate retained earnings. Inspired in large part by the substantial
tax incentives, firms now retain about half of after-tax profits: retained
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earnings were 48.2 percent of profits after IVA and CCA adjustment
for 1966 to 1975. 1 shall not deal with this issue here because the
major change in the ratio of dividends to retained earnings occurred
before the postwar period: retained earnings were 48.3 percent of
profits for 1946 to 1955 and 52.0 for 1956 to 1965. 1 have studied
elsewhere the effect of retained earnings on personal saving and con-
cluded that long-term increases in retained earnings are largely but
not completely offset by decreases in personal saving, leaving private
saving only slightly higher; see Feldstein, 1973.)

Housing-My interest here is in owner occupied housing as an in-
fluence on aggregate saving and not as a component of the use of
capital. To indicate its potential importance, it might be noted that
the 1975 value of the net stock of all residential capital was $1,313
billion, almost exactly equal to the $1,309 billion value of fixed non-
residential business capital (Musgrave, 1976). Owner occupied non-
farm housing represents $946 billion of the total 1975 residential
capital stock. The annual increases in the net stock of such owner
occupied housing averaged more than half of total personal saving
during the postwar period.

The process of repaying a personal home mortgage may induce
some individuals to save more than they otherwise would. Such indi-
viduals, unlike the "rational life cycle savers" who dominate textbook
discussions of saving, may not have any savings plan but find that
they are "forced" to save as they repay their mortgage. The fact that
many people reach retirement with almost no net worth other than
the equity in their home lends some support to this view but is hardly
conclusive evidence. It should be stressed that this is currently only
speculation and has not been the subject of systematic research.

Table 4 provides some preliminary evidence on the changing quan-
titative role of investment in owner occupied housing. The recently
completed Department of Commerce estimate of constant dollar net
stocks of owner occupied nonfarm housing (Musgrave, 1976) permits
a comparison of investment in such housing to total personal saving.
The results, shown in line 1, indicate a sharp fall in the relative im-
portance in such investment; the real growth of net nonfarm housing
capital has slowed substantially.

The contribution of residential capital accumulation to personal
saving should be measured by the net stock accumulation of such
housing (i.e., the change in the gross value of the housing stock) less
any increased mortgage debt. This is shown in line 2 as a percentage
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TABLE 4. CONmIBUTION OF OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING INVESTMENT TO
NATIONAL SAVING

1946- 1956- 1966- 1916-
Line 1955 1965 1975 1975

I Net stock accumulation of
owner occupied nonfarm
housing, percentage of
personal saving 85.3 57.3 30.3 57.6

2 Net stock accumulation of
owner occupied nonfarm
housing less increased
mortgage debt, percentage
of net stock accumulation
of all domestic capital. I .4 1.7 -16.4 - 1.1

3 Personal net investment in
nonfarm homes less
increased mortgage debt,
percentage of net national
saving. 23.5 6.6 -12.0 6.0

Sources: Net stock accumulation of housing and other fixed capital are from
Musgrave (1976). Personal net investment in nonfarm homes and the increase in
mortgage debt are from Federal Reserve System Flow of Funds Data. Net national
saving is based on national income data as published in the Survey of Current Busi.
ness, January 1976.

of all net capital stock accumulation. Viewed in this way, residential
housing has changed from a positive contributor to personal saving
to a net drain on such saving. The same picture emerges in line 3
where the flow of funds financial measure of net investment is used
in place of the Department of Commerce measure of net residential
capital stock accumulation.

Social Security-For the great majority of Americans, the most
important form of household "wealth" is the anticipated social secur-
ity retirement benefits. The omission of such perceived social security
wealth from conventional measures of household assets and of changes
in social security wealth from all national income measures of saving
tends to obscure the importance of social security in the overall saving
process.

Social security wealth is the present actuarial value of social security
benefits for which a worker and his dependent spouse become eligible
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at age 65 (see Feldstein 1974, 1976e, for a description of the method
of measuring this in practice). Social security saving in any year is
defined as the increase in social security wealth during the year. In
one sense, it is quite proper that households' social security wealth
and social security saving be excluded from the national income ac-
counts. Although households justifiably feel "richer" when their social
security wealth rises, there is no real physical capital accumulation to
correspond to this "saving." Social security saving is important not
because it contributes to aggregate national saving (it does not) but
because it induces individuals to reduce their own personal saving.
Social security "saving" is like a government deficit; it provides an
alternative to real capital accumulation as a way of providing for
consumption in future retirement years. With a government deficit,
the alternative asset is a government bond; with social security, the
alternative asset is an implicit congressional promise to pay benefits
in the future. The national income accounts obscure this by recording
a saving flow that is used to purchase a government bond but not
recording any measure of the saving that is replaced by social security.
If the current implicit social security contracts were replaced by an
explicit system in which the government sent "bonds" promising to
pay future benefits to all covered workers, the national income ac-
counts should record a corresponding increase in both private saving
and the government deficit. National saving would remain unchanged
but a more accurate picture would emerge. This is the spirit of the
calculations presented in Table 5.

The vast size of social security wealth is shown in lines I and 2.
By 1971, social security wealth was $2.2 billion at 1972 prices or nearly
twice GNP. Social security wealth in constant dollars nearly tripled
from 1955 to 1971, rising from 114 percent of GNP to 198 percent
in 16 years. (The original study in which social security wealth was
estimated [Feldstein, 1974] stopped with 1971; there has actually been
a substantial rise in social security wealth relative to GNP since 1971
but a comparable estimate is not available.)

Social security "saving," i.e., the annual increment in real social
security wealth, has been larger on average than total real private
saving. Moreover, the ratio of social security saving to real private
saving has grown from 73 percent in 1946-55 to 152 percent in 1966-71.
As a percentage of net national product, social security saving has in-
creased from 5.7 percent in 1946-55 to 12 percent in the most recent
1966-71 period. If the social security "saving" would otherwise have
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TABLE 5. THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL SECURITY SAVING

1946. 1956. 1966- 1916-
Line 1955 1965 1971 1971

1 Social security "wealth,"
end of period, billions of
1972 dollars. 744 1,507 2,188 2,188

2 Social security "wealth,"
end of period, percentage
of GNP. 113.6 162.8 197.6 197.6

3 Annual social security
"saving" as percent of
private saving. 73.2 138.0 151.7 116.2

4. Annual social security
"saving" as percent of net
national product. 5.7 10.3 12.0 8.9

Source: Annual social security wealth estimates were derived by the author; see
Feldstein (1974). The estimates are available only through 1971. Social security "sav-
ing" is the annual increase in social security wealth. Net national product, personal
saving and private saving are based on national income and product accounts pub-
lished in Survey of Current Buiness, January 1976.

been done as ordinary private saving, social security should be seen
as a major government deficit that absorbed savings equivalent to
8.9 percent of NNP in the twenty-five year postwar period. Stated
alternatively, this is equivalent to 55 percent reduction of the cor-
responding potential net saving rate of 16.2 percent. (Table 3 showed
an average actual net saving rate of 7.3 percent of NNP. The 16.2
percent is the sum of this 7.3 percent and the average social security
saving rate of 8.9 percent of NNP.)

The assumption that all of the social security saving would other-
wise have been accumulated as private saving is obviously extreme.
Some individuals would have saved little or nothing even in the
absence of social security. Moreover, the observed private saving rate
reflects not only the depressing effect of substituting social security
wealth for ordinary wealth but also the positive effect on saving that
results from the increase in planned retirement (and therefore retire-
ment saving) that results from social security. It is important therefore
that the empirical research that is beginning to accumulate does indi-
cate that increases in social security wealth do substantially reduce
private saving; see Feldstein (1976b) for a summary of this research.
I shall return to some of the implications of this in the next section.
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Does te United States Save Too Litte?

There has recently been renewed widespread interest in the
question of whether the United States should increase its rate of cap-
ital accumulation. Those who favor such an increase often note that
the U.S. saving rate is lower than the rate in almost any other indus-
trial nation. 2 While this in itself is neither good nor bad, it should
arouse interest in the question of whether the U.S. saves too little.

Much of the recent discussion about the possibility of a "capital
shortage" consists of the claims of conflicting authorities who point
to alternative projections of "likely investment demand" and conclude
that future saving will or will not be adequate for the projected invest-
ment. Those who foresee a capital shortage often bolster their case
for particular government remedies by arguing that more capital is
needed to prevent either unemployment, inflation, an adverse balance
of trade, or some combination of these three. Frankly, I think that all
such analyses fail to ask the right question about our national saving
rate.

To know whether the U.S. does save too little we must ask: If we
increase our rate of saving and therefore of capital accumulation,
would the resulting higher level of consumption in the future more
than compensate for the reduced consumption today? In other words,
would the future reward justify the current sacrifice? The first part
of this section shows how this question can be answered and why
I believe the answer is "yeb." I turn then to ask why the U.S. saves
too little. Finally, I comment in more detail on the nature of the
recent arguments about the possibility of a "capital shortage."

To avoid unnecessary confusion, let me hasten to distinguish my
view that the future reward of greater .consumption would justify the
current sacrifice from the common but technically false assertion that an
increase in the rate of saving is desirable because it causes an increase
in the rate of growth of national income. Although a higher saving
rate does cause a temporary increase in the rate of growth of income,
it is better to regard this as a transition to a higher level of income.
Eventually the rate of growth returns to its original value; a per-
manently higher saving rate does not buy a permanently higher rate

2 For the 24 O.E.CD. members other than the United States, gross fixed capital
formation averaged 24 percent of gross domestic product in the period 1962
through 1973. Measured in this way, the US. rate of capital formation was only
17 percent. By contrast, the rate of Japan was 33 percent.
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of growth, It is true that the transition takes a very long time so that
the movement to a higher income level looks very much like a slightly
higher rate of growth for a generation or more. But looking at the
"growth" effect of a higher saving rate is bound to make a change in
saving seem unimportant. For example, a one-fifth increase in the
net saving rate-from 7.5 percent of net national product to 9 percent
-would raise the equilibrium level of national income by about 10
percent. If this increase in income is completed in 40 years, it would
add less than one quarter of one percentage point to the growth rate
during this transition period and nothing thereafter (even though
the saving rate continued at its new and higher level). Looked at in
this way, there is little gained by the permanent 1.5 percentage point
increase in the saving rate. But it should be clear from the fact that
the saving rate has no permanent effect on the rate of growth that it
is wrong to assess the importance of saving in terms of the rate of
growth. The importance of saving must be seen in terms of the sub-
stantial effect of a higher saving rate on the level of income, i.e., in
terms of the real return that the nation earns on that extra saving.

Since my subject is a very big one, let me be clear about some of
its limits. I will consider only the accumulation of physical capital,
excluding the issues of education and research. I am also not con-
cerned with short-run considerations, neither the current state of the
economy nor the general Keynesian concern about unemployment
caused by an excess of desired saving over desired investment. I rec-
ognize that a large increase or decrease in saving would have un-
settling short-run effects and that any major change in the saving rate
should be accompanied by an appropriate mix of monetary and tax
policy during the period of transition.

COMPARING THE REWARD WITH THE SACRIFICE

A higher saving rate would mean that we would consume less today
but more in the future. For many, the fruit of a higher saving rate
would be a higher standard of living in retirement. For others, the
reward would come in preretirement years in the form of home owner-
ship and other forms of consumption. To say that we now save too
little is essentially equivalent to saying that it is worth foregoing some
more consumption today to get this greater addition to future con-
sumption.

In general, we economists assume that such decisions can be left to
individuals to make for themselves. We do not ask whether people
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spend too much on tables and not enough on chairs. Why then should
we ask whether they spend too much on current consumption and
not enough on future consumption? The answer that I will emphasize
in this chapter is that the individual saving decisions are subject to
the powerful distorting influences of public policy through tax rules
and social security. It is necessary therefore to look beyond the indi-
vidual decisions and compare explicitly the benefits and costs of addi-
tional saving.

The first step in answering our question is to estimate the rate of
return that the nation would earn on additional saving, i.e., the rate
that would be available as a reward for individual saving in the
absence of taxation. Each of us can then decide whether at that rate
of return he would want to save more than he currently does. If
everyone would want to save more if that rate of return were avail-
able on additional saving, there would implicitly be unanimous agree-
ment that the nation now saves too little. Even though the current
tax rules require each of us to share the reward from 'saving so that
no one can earn the pretax national rate of return on his own saving,
it is in terms of that pretax rate of return that the desirability of an
increase in saving must be assessed.

The National Rate of Return on Private Investment-In measuring
the national (or social) rate of return on private investment we want
to summarize the effect that foregoing a dollar's worth of consumption
now would have on the income available for consumption in the
future. We can regard this as the internal rate of return on today's
marginal private investment; this rate is to be measured in real terms
and before tax. Of course, we are interested not only in the return on
additional saving today but also in the marginal internal rates of
return that will prevail in future years. We want to know the size of
the sustained increase in the national output that would result from
a sustained increase in the capital stock.

We can only approximate this marginal internal rate of return
concept by the available aggregate national income and capital ac-
count data. There would be problems with any aggregate even if it
were constructed in exact conformity with the appropriate theory for
a representative capital good. In practice, further problems arise be-
cause arbitrary accounting conventions are used to value depreciation
and scrapping. Despite these limitations, I believe that the national
income and capital account data can provide a useful estimate of the
current rate of return and an assessment of any significant trends.
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)

I will measure the available national rate of return on private in-
vestment by the ratio of the capital income to the value of the capital
stock in the nonfinancial corporate sector. Capital income is defined
to include the net interest paid by corporations. The capital stock
includes inventories as well as fixed reproducible capital. Two alterna-
tive measures are developed. The net return, r,, subtracts current de-
preciation in measuring capital income and measures the capital stock
net of accumulated depreciation. The gross return, r., does not sub-
tract depreciation in measuring capital income but measures the
capital stock net of accumulated scrapping. Feldstein and Summers
(1976) show that each measure is equivalent to the internal rate of
return measured under a particular technological assumption.

We are fortunate to have new Department of Commerce data that
reports capital income and the capital stock in constant dollars. The
old tax accounting measures of depreciation at historic cost have been
superseded by new measures of economic depreciation at replacement
cost. Nominal inventory profits have been purged of the distorting
effects of inflation. Table 6 presents the estimated net and gross rate
of return for overlapping decades from 1950 through 1975.

The average net rate of return was 12.4 percent for the entire
period 1946-75. The gross rate was very similar, 11.3 percent. Both
rates are quite similar in each of the decade intervals as well.

The lower rate for the most recent decade suggests the possibility
of a permanent decrease in the rate of return or even the beginning
of a secular decline. In a widely cited paper, Nordhaus (1974) has
pointed out the recent decline and suggested that it can be explained
by the higher capital intensity that resulted when investors shifted
funds into the corporate sector because their perception of the risk

TAsLE 6. RATES OF RETURN ON CORPORATE CAPITAL, 1950-75

Net 'Return Gross Return
Period (rJ (r)

1946-55 0.135 0.118
1950-59 0.126 0.117
1956-65 0.124 0.116
1960-69 0.134 0.122
1966-75 0.112 0.104
1946-75 0.124 0.113

Source: Feldstein and Summers (1976). See text for definitions.
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of such investment had declined. Alternatively, a permanent decrease
might reflect the end of the "capital scarcity" that was due to low
rates of capital formation during the depression and the war. I frankly
doubt both such effects.

Such interpretation of the recent evidence ignores the cyclical
nature of profit rates. Larry Summers and I have analyzed the annual
values of r. and r, in the postwar period (Feldstein and Summers,
1976). We find that there is absolutely no evidence of a downward
trend in the period through 1969. While the profit rate fell substan-
tially in the following six years, we believe that this reflects the ab-
normal experience of an imported inflation, of price controls and of
a sharp recession. Indeed, the adverse effect on profits of a low rate
of capacity utilization that can be inferred from the experience before
1970 is sufficient to explain the seeming downward trend in profits
for the period through 1975. Moreover, the rate of profit began to
recover in 1975 and now looks as if it will be up substantially again
in 1976.

It seems most appropriate to conclude that the national rate of
return on private corporate investment is about 12 percent and shows
no evidence of a permanent or secular decline. Such a rate of return
implies that sacrificing $1.00 of consumption now would permit a
$2.00 increase in consumption after only 6 years. If saving for retire-
ment from age 45 to 64 is increased by $100 per year, retirement con-
sumption from age 65 to 80 could rise by $750 per year. These
numbers look to me like a high potential reward for increased saving.

Let me now look briefly behind the assumption of a single rate
of return to be earned on all new investments. If markets function
freely and properly, all rates of return are equalized (after adjustment
for risk, a subject to which I will return below). In practice, there
are several important distortions in our economy that cause unequal
rates of return on different types of investment: the corporation in-
come tax, the exclusion of state and local interest payments from
taxable income, the local real property taxes, the special tax treat-
ment of both owner occupied and rental housing, etc. The differences
in pretax national rates of return arise because investors move capital
among investments until the after-tax individual rates of return are
equalized in all types of investments. With different tax rates for
different types of investment, equal after-tax rates of return imply
unequal pretax rates of return.

A closer look at t corporation income tax -will illustrate the na-
ture of this distortion. If the corporation income tax were the only
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distortion and if corporations issued no debt, the national rates of
return on corporate investment (r,,,) and noncorporate investment
(,o, would have to satisfy r = (1 - t.,)re, where tc,,,
is the corporation income tax rate. In fact, the difference between
r., and r,, is less than this indicates because investments are par-
tially financed by debt; indeed, with 100 percent debt finance of mar-
ginal investments, the two rates would be equalized because interest
pavputs Qa-debt are deductible in the calculation of taxable corporate
income. The differential is further reduced because the personal in-
come tax is not levied until dividends are paid out, a feature that
makes the corporate income tax into a tax shelter rather than an extra
burden for high income shareholders.

What is the implication of these unequal national rates of return
on different investments? Additional saving would expand capital in
all of its uses, the actual allocation depending on differences in the
rates at which incremental capital lowered rates of return. The na-
tional rate of return on the additional saving would be a weighted
average of the individual rates of return, the weights being the shares
of the new capital going to each use. While a proper calculation of
this type remains to be done, it would most likely indicate a weighted
average return below the 12 percent calculated above for the corporate
sector but, I believe, not very far below. Moreover, since these differ-
ences in rates of return are largely a reflection of deliberate tax poli-
cies, they may to some extent reflect the government's perception that
some apparently low yielding investments deserve subsidy because of
social externalities. The most obvious case is the subsidy of state and
local borrowing for the provision of public services. Housing may be
subsidized vis-A-vis corporate investment because of presumed neigh-
borhood externalities, etc. Dr. Pangloss would say that all social rates
of return when properly measured to include externalities have been
equalized by a wise tax policy.

While most economists who review the evidence will agree that the
current return on corporate investment is approximately 12 percent,
there are some who fear that any substantial increase in the capital-
labor ratio might substantially reduce the marginal product of capital.
Even a very large increase in capital would have little effect if its
marginal product behaved as the commonly -assumed Cobb-Douglas
technology implies: a 10 percent increase in the ratio of capital to
labor would decrease the return from 12 percent to 11.2 percent, while
a 20 percent increase would lower the return to 10.6 percent. Although

ii-tes us-ng time series data often suggest'a much lower elasticity of
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substitution and therefore a much greater sensitivity of the return to
the capital-labor ratio, the weight of the evidence based on cross-sec.
tion data and long time-series indicates that the Cobb-Douglas response
is the preferable assumption. This is supported by the long-run con.
stancy of factor shares. The time series analyses are biased by the effects
of cyclical variation in capacity utilization, wage setting and profit-
ability.

There is finally the problem that the rates of return available to
savers involve an element of risk that makes the average rate discussed.
here -reater than the corresponding "certainty equivalent" rates, i.e.,
the riskless rate that investors would regard as equal in value to the
12 percent average with its accompanying risks. I will not deal with
the problem of assessing a certainty equivalent but will make only
two comments. First, a large part of the national return on investment
accrues to the government as tax receipts; this both pools a very large
number of individual risks and spreads the remaining risk over the
entire population. For this part of the national return, the mean can
be treated as equal to its certainty equivalence. Second, the difference
between the individuals' net of tax mean yield and the corresponding
certainty equivalence must also be borne in mind in evaluating their
rate of consumption time preference. It is to this general subject that
I now turn.

Preference for Present and Future. Consumption-At one level of
analysis each of us can ask himself whether he would want to sacrifice
more present consumption if he could obtain a 12 percent rate of
return. I for one would answer "yes." But as economists we would
also like to say something more general about the rate at which others
would be prepared to substitute future consumption for present con-
sumption. If the amount of future consumption that individuals re-
quire to forego a dollar's worth of present consumption is less than
the rate at which investment produces future consumption front cur-
rent capital investments, we should save more. Stating the same thing
more succinctly, the U.S. saves too little if the rate at which individuals
discount future consumption is less than the national rate of return
on private investment.

If there were perfect capital markets and no taxes on capital income,
it would be a simple matter to infer the rate at which everyone dis.
counted future consumption. Even if individuals have very different
tastes, everyone would borrow or lend until his own marginal rate
of substitution between present and future consumption were equal to
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1 + i where i is the market rate of interest. Equivalently, everyone's
rate of time discount (d) would equal the market rate of interest. With
no taxes, this rate would also equal the marginal product of capital.

The existing personal and corporate income taxes put a wedge be-
tween the national return on capital and the net rate received by
savers. As a first approximation, everyone equates his rate of time
discount to the net of tax rate of return that he receives. The sub-
stantial tax "wedge" makes the consumption discount rate (d) sub-
stantially less than the pretax national rate of return on additional
investment. The size of this discrepancy and the amount of capital
accumulation that would be required to eliminate it are indicators
of the extent to which the U.S. currently saves too little.

A simplified analysis of the corporate and personal income taxes
will illustrate the size of this discrepancy; I abstract here fcom non-
corporate investment. With no corporate debt finance a corporation
tax at rate t, and a personal income tax at rate t, imply that d =
(I - tp) (I - t)r where r is the national (pretax) rate of return. Un-
derstating the tax rates as t. = 0.3 and 1, = 0.4 overstates d; still, a na-
tional rate of return of 0.12 corresponds to d = 0.05. Inflation tends
to raise the effective tax on capital income even further anl therefore
to widen the gal between d and r. This occurs because the tax laws
deal with nominal interest rates, nominal depreciation aid nominal
capital gains instead of the corresponding real magnitude; see Feld-
stein, Green, and Sheshinski (1976). Because interest payments are a
deductible expense in calculating taxable corporate income, the use of
debt finance reduces the effective rate of corporate income tax. If 100b
percent of investment is financed by issuing bonds, the -iate of time
preference will satisfy d = (i - t,)[(l - t)r + tbilJ wher: i is the in-
terest rate paid by the corporation; with B = 0.5, with i -- 0.05 (with-
out inflation), t. = 0.3 and t, = 0.4, d = 0.057. The net ret un received
by investors and therefore their rate of time discount of future con-
sumption is less than half of the corresponding pretax national rate of
return.

As I noted above, replacing the mean values that I have been dis-
cussing with corresponding "certainty equivalents" yields -iould lower
both r and d. Using certainty equivalent yields would increase the
relative difference because the current absolute difference )etween the
means reflects the portion collected by the government whi :h is pooled
and spread and which therefore need not be reduced (or reduced very
little) in going from a mean rate to a certainty equivalent rate.

32-6U 0 - 78 - 14
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A more realistic analysis would recognize that most individuals do
not save by buying corporate stock but by accumulating pension re-
serves or savings account deposits. Although pension funds receive
favorable tax treatment, their equity investments are still subject to
the corporate income-tax. The low rates of return imposed by Federal
Reserve Regulations on bank depositors implies both that their rate of
time discount is reduced and that the marginal return on the invest-
ments financed with these funds are below the national return on
corporate investment. To the extent that individuals buy higher yield-
ing assets and also accumulate bank deposits, the difference reflects
both a liquidity premium and a willingness to sacrifice higher return
to eliminate some types of risk.

I turn finally to the difference between the interest rate paid to
savers and the rate charged to borrowers. It is occasionally argued that
the rates of time discount discussed above are too low for at least those
individuals who borrow at consumer credit interest rates that reach 18
percent or even higher. Of course, these are nominal rates and the
corresponding real rates are now approximately 13 percent. Many
individuals can and do borrow at lower interest rates on mortgages
and car loans. For most people the consumer credit rates are so much
higher than their time preference rate that they do not borrow at all.
There is also a process of adverse selection at work, making default
rates high among those who borrow at high rates. To the extent that
this default risk is anticipated by the borrower, the contractual interest
rate overstates the expected rate and therefore the rate of time prefer,
ence. In short, I believe that, for the vast majority of individuals, the
very high borrowing rates are irrelevant as indicators of the rates of
individual time preference.

There is a quite different way to think about comparing and ag-
gregating consumption at different dates, which may be of interest to
some readers of this chapter. It can be found in Appendix I.

Distributional Issues-Critics of increased saving often ask: "Why
should we save more to benefit the next generation? They will be
richer than we are." This line of argument is quite irrelevant. Although
we can save more in order to give more wealth to the next generation,
additional saving can also be purely selfish. We can save more in order
to enjoy a higher standard of living in our own retirement or-in later
preretirement years. At that time we can sell the capital stock to the
next generation and consume its value. If each generation chooses to
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save more for its own retirement years, the capital stock will be per-
manently higher. This happens even though each individual saving
decision is purely selfish.

The question of whether the United States should save more is
really a question of whether government policies should be changed
to foster more saving. The particular choice of policies would influence
the distribution of the benefits and costs of increased saving. For ex-
ample, if the government raised taxes now in order to reduce the
outstanding public debt, the benefits of this method of achieving- any
particular change in current capital formation would accrue to future
taxpayers who would no longer have to pay taxes to finance interest
payments.

There is a basic distributional consequence of the increased capital
stock that results from additional saving. A substantial increase in thc
aggregate capital stock would raise the marginal product of labor and
lower the marginal product of capital. Workers would be made better
off and capital owners would see a fall in their capital income unless
they increased their own saving. The magnitude of such redistribution
would not be terribly important, however. For example, a Cobb-
Douglas technology implies that a 10 percent increase in the capital
labor ratio would raise labor incomes by about 3 percent and would
depress the rate of return by about 7 percent, e.g., from 6 percent
after tax to 5.6 percent.

WHY DO WE SAVE TOO LTFL ?

We save too little as a nation for two quite different reasons. First,
the personal and corporate income taxes greatly reduce the reward for
saving. Second, social security provides an alternative to private saving
as a means of providing for consumption after retirement.

I have already explained how the corporate and personal income
taxes on capital income reduce the net reward that savers receive for
postponing consumption. If the government financed the same public
spending by a tax that exempted capital income, the net reward to
savers would rise and the nation's rate of saving would increase. If a
consumption tax were substituted for our current income tax in a way
that keeps the present value of everyone's life-time tax burden un-
changed, there would be a change in the timing of aggregate tax col-
lections. National saving would increase by the amount of the rise in
private saving only if the government adjusted its net surplus to keep
real government consumption unchanged. A tax on "labor income"
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(defined to include the receipt of gifts and bequests) has the same effect
on personal consumption but a yet different timing of tax receipts;
see Feldstein (1976a). •

I have discussed elsewhere (Feldstein, 1976a) in some detail the
sense in which the tax-induced reduction in saving entails a welfare
loss and therefore the sense in which we can be said to do "too little
saving" because of the tax on capital income. Reducing the tax on
capital income would require an increase ini the tax on labor income
to keep total government receipts unchanged. The welfare gain that
would result from removing the saving distortion would be partly
offset by a welfare loss that would result. from a greater distortion of
labor supply. My previous calculations indicate that, with plausible
but conservative parameter values, the welfare gain would outweigh
the loss; using Boskin's (1976) estimate of the response of saving would
increase the net welfare gain beyond the value that I obtained. We
save "too little" because of taxes in the sense that both saving and
economic welfare would increase if the taxes on capital income were
reduced and replaced by a tax on consumption with equal yield and
equal progressivity.

The effects of social security on saving and on welfare are more
complex. As 1 have explained elsewhere (Feldstein, 1974, 1976bc), so-
cial security affects saving in two countervailing ways. For someone
with fixed retirement plans, the availability of social security benefits
unambiguously reduces the amount of private saving; because social
security operates on a pay-as-you-go basis, i.e., ues tax receipts to
finance concurrent benefits, there is no extra public saving to offset
the decline of private saving so national saving falls by an equal
amount; in particular, if the combination of the social security tax
and the benefits that it finances has no income effect, the social security
program will reduce saving during the individual's working years by
just enough t6 leave consumption during retirement unchanged. More
generally, however, there is a second effect of social security that would
in itself tend to increase personal saving. By providing transfer pay-
ments to older persons who retire, social security induces the aged to
reduce their supply of labor. This reduction in working years and
the resulting increase in the period of retirement induce additional
saving. The net effect of social security on the saving of the nonaged
(and therefore eventually on the aggregate net saving of the popula.
tion) is theoretically indeterminate and depends on the relative strength
of the traditional "saving replacement effect" and the new "induced
retirement effect." The relative importance of these two efects depends
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on a variety of factors: the extent of the change in retirement, the
duration of retirement in the absence of social security, the distribution
of lifetime consumption over the individual's life, etc. There is now
a growing body of econometric studies using both aggregate data and
household survey data that shows that social security does substantially
reduce private saving. I have reviewed these studies in Feldstein
(1976b) and report new household evidence in Feldstein and Pellechio
(1976).

While many readers may find these empirical analyses of the effect
of social security on private saving sufficient to confirm the primary
conclusion, some readers may find the more theoretical exposition
which is contained in Appendix 2 to be of additional assistance.

FOUR WRONG REASONS FOR SAVING MORE

I would now like to contrast the reason that I have emphasized for
saving more-that the benefits greatly exceeded the cost-with the
types of arguments that have been prominent in the recent debater

about the "capital shortage." Most prominent is the notion of a
"capital gap" between likely saving and investment. Then come argu-
ments that a higher saving rate would reduce both unemployment and
inflation and would improve our balance of trade. In general, these
arguments are not valid. But their prominence in the public debate
requires at least brief attention in the current paper.

The Capital Gap-The public's attention was drawn to the issue
of a "capital shortage" by cries of alarm from the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Chase Manhattan Bank, and several leading business
publications. In May 1975, Treasury Secretary Simon testified to the
Senate Finance Committee that "investment needs between 1974 and
1985 will range from $4 trillion to $4.5 trillion," estimates that are
now a familiar part of the capital shortage litany. He then compared
this with the $1.5 trillion capital investment during the period from
1962 through 1973 and concluded that "our capital investment needs
in the coming years are approximately three times the level of the
recent past."

The shortfall of $2.5 trillion implied by these figures is both alarm-
ing and misleading. The capital requirements of more than $4 trillion
are projected in the prices of future years, based on a 5 percent rate of
inflation. It makes no sense to compare future capital spending mea-
sured in these depreciated dollars with actual past capital spending
when the price level was lower than it is now.
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If we do the calculations with constant 1974 dollars instead, the
Treasury's $4.2 trillion estimate implies $5.15 billion in 1975 prices.
The $1.5 trillion of actual gross investment from 1962 through 1973
represented annual rates that were about 14 percent of GNP. If this
rate continues, actual investment from 1974 through 1985 would, on
the Treasury's assumption, total $2.94 trillion in 1974 prices. The net
shortfall would be only $210 billion, a far cry from the common figure
of $2.5 trillion. This gap could be closed by an increase in gross savings
of less than one-tenth, i.e., less than 2 percent of GNP.

There is another sense in which all such projections of a capital
"gap" are misleading. As an economist, I am puzzled that experts
appear to be predicting that the demand for capital will continually
exceed its supply. Usually when there is excess demand for some good,
its price rises until demand and supply are equal. In the capital mar-
ket, the interest rate and the cost of equity capital should increase until
they are high enough to force firms to tailor their aggregate investment
demands to the available supply. There will be no shortfall of invest-
ment funds because the demand for funds will shrink to the available
supply. This has been pointed out explicitly in the Report of the
Council of Economic Advisers (1976), and in Bosworth, Duesenberry
and Carron (1975), Friedman (1975), Sinai and Brinner (1975), and
other recent analyses. Sinai and Brinner define a shortage to exist if
the future investment demand cannot be financed at a "reasonably
stable" interest rate. It is not at all clear why the current rate of inter-
est should be identified as a standard in this regard, however.

Full Employment-A quite different notion of a capital shortage is
offered by those who believe that the capital stock is too small to pro-
vide full employment and that an increase in savings and investment
would provide the capital equipment "necessary" to employ the un-
employed. Such a view of unemployment is contrary to both the
Keynesian analysis that unemployment can be eliminated by a higher
level of aggregate demand and to the neoclassical view, that the high
"permanent" rate of unemployment in the United States reflects ad-
verse incentives that result fr,-n government policies and labor market
institutions. In the long run, which is the focus of this chapter, the size
of the capital stock is irrelevant to the level of employment. In the
long run, the capital intensity of Oroduction rises or falls as the avail-
ability of capital or labor increases r decreases relative to each other.
Among developed countries, a higher ratio of capital to labgr does not
imply a lower long-run rate of unemployment.
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At best, the notion that more capital can lower the unemployment
rate could be rationalized in terms of a temporary situation in which
there is no unused excess capacity and in which there is no opportu-
nity to use existing capital in a more labor-intensive way. Under such
short-run circumstances, an increase in available capital would be a
prerequisite for more employment. Neither of the two conditions
holds at present: there is substantial evidence of excess capacity and
the capital stock can always be used in a more labor-intensive way by
greater reliance on multiple-shift working.

Moreover, it is clear that any such argument for more capital to
reduce unemployment confuses the occasional desirability of a tem-
porary increase in the capital stock with the desirability of a per-
manently higher saving rate and correspondingly larger capital stock.

Price Stability-A similar confusion of temporary increases in invest-
ment with permanent increases in the capital stock L-,derlies the price
stability case for increased saving. Since some price increases occur
when the demand for particular products exceeds capacity output,
selective temporary increases in capacity could eliminate this potential
source of inflation. But a permanently higher saving rate and a cor-
respondingly higher capital stock would not reduce the frequency or
severity of bottlenecks and excess demand. While the larger capital
stock would permit a higher level of output, it would also raise the
level of wages and capital income and therefore the demand for that
output. There would in short be no change in the extent of excess
capacity and no greater ease in preventing temporary inflationary
shortages.

International Competitiveness-A larger capital stock would increase
the productivity of U.S. workers. For any given level of real wages,
greater productivity means lower prices. And with fixed exchange
rates, lower prices mean more exports and fewer imports. This line of
reasoning is used to argue that a higher saving rate will improve the
long-run balance of trade and, by reducing imports and increasing
exports, will "prevent the loss of American jobs to foreign workers."

It should be clear that the argument is faulty at several points.
Higher productivity should increase real wages. The level of prices
will depend on (among other things) the ratio of the money supply
to the level of output and not on productivity or other such "real"
variables. Exchange rates do not actually remain unchanged in the
long run even when exchange rates are officially "fixed" and certainly
vary quite rapidly under the current system of "managed floating"
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exchange rates. The domestic price level can therefore change without
affecting exports andimports. And, finally, if the domestic labor mar-
ket functions efficiently and aggregate demand is maintained, there
will be no relation between the level of net exports and the level of
domestic employment.

If there is a relation between capital accumulation and export
performance' it should be both temporary and weak. An increased
rate of saving causes productivity to grow more rapidly during the
transition to a new equilibrium capital intensity. With productivity
rising more rapidly, it may institutionally be possible to have a lower
rate of price inflation because the rate of nominal wage increase does
not rise fully with the rate of productivity growth. In addition, ex.
change rates may not rise rapidly enough to eliminate export surpluses,
in part because countries use reserves to delay such changes. And the
resulting strong net exports are both a direct stimulus to domestic
production and a factor that induces a reserve-conscious government
to maintain a high level of aggregate demand. It is clear that this effect
of a higher saving rate is at most temporary and is more appropriately
viewed as only one among many ways of achieving temporarily both
high demand and a favorable balance of payments.

Concluding Comments

The existence of this conference is ample evidence that economists
and others are asking whether the United States now saves too little.
In the first part of this paper I presented evidence that the rate of real
net capital accumulation has fallen steadily throughout the past cen-
tury and that it continued to fall during the postwar period. I later
noted that the U.S. gross capital formation rate is one-third lower than
the average of all other OECD countries. Although both types of
statistics should motivate a concern about our saving rate, neither
constitutes a reason for saving more.

I have explained in some detail that the real reason to increase. our
saving rate is that the reward for Additional real saving that the nation
as a whole would receive would be well worth the current sacrifice.
The reason that our private saving rate is now too low is to be found
in our method of taxation and in our social security program. During
the past decade, the actual saving rate has been further depressed by
an almost continuous government deficit. Finally, I have tried to
distinguish my line of analysis from what I regard as spurious argu-
ments about a capital "gap" and about the potential contribution of
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a larger capital stock to full employment, price stability and the
balance of trade.

There now seem to be four principal ways in which public policies
can be used to achieve a higher national rate of saving: government
surpluses, changes in tax rules, changes in the structure of social security
benefits and financing, and reform of the regulation of financial institu-
tions. I hope that future economic analysis will focus on defining the
appropriate mix of these four options.

Appendix 1: Comparing Present and Future Comunption

This appendix presents a way to think about comparing and aggregat-
ing consumption at different dates which is quite different from that pre-
sented in the main body of the text. I

The marginal rate of substitution between consumption at different dates
is (in cardinalist language) the ratio of the corresponding marginal utilities
of consumption. Ignore for the moment the fact that future consumption is
less certain because oi the probability of intervening death and psychologi-
cally less attractive because of what Pigou (1920) referred tb as the "faulty
telescopic faculty" that causes future pleasures to appear smaller than they
are in reality. The marginl utility of consumption nevertheless falls through
time because real consumption per capita rises. If, over the relevant horizon,
consumption grows exponentially at rate'g and the elasticity of marginal
utility with respect to consumption is a constant -J -m, the marginal utility
will also fall exponentially at rate gin. The marginal rate of substitution
therefore satisfies MRS, a + I = eta. Since this derivation ignores both the
individual probability of death and the psychological myopia and idealizes
the change in consumption as a constant exponential growth, the resulting
marginal rate of substitution is best thought of as representing a "planner's
time preference" that is appropriate if we' wish to ignore the distribution of
consumption among individuals including the distribution among individuals
of different generations. To distinguish this from the individuals' time pref-
erence rate d, I will denote this by 8. Thus, viewed in this way, MRS = (1+8)
= est. As a quite accurate approximation for the relevant orders of magni-
tude, 8 is mg. Note that 8 will be less than d by the annual probability of
death and by the discounting of future utility that individuals would later
recognize as irrational.

A numerical example will help to fix these ideas. Since per capita con-
sumption is growing at about g = 0.02, we find 8 = 0.02m. If a 10 percent
increase in consumption causes its marginal utility to decrease by 20 percent,
m = 2. The appropriate value of m is clearly a matter of introspective judg-
ment; I think of m as between 0.5 and 1.5 and would find values of m much
in excess of 2 to be quite implausible. Even with m = 2, 8 = 0.04. A reason-
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able adjustment for the probability of death and for Pigovian myopia would
still leave d at no more than 0.07.

Thus, this direct utilitarian approach, like the analysis of the prevailing
net-of-tmx asset yields, implies that the rate of time discount of future con-
surnption is probably about half of the gross social return on additional
private investment.

Appendix 2: Socic Security and Prvate Savin

To illustrate the nature of the welfare loss that occurs when an increase
in social security depresses private saving. I shall consider an increase that is
small enough to leave unchanged the national rate of return and the rate of
time preference. Samuelson's (1958) model of overlapping generations is a
convenient framework for this analysis. To avoid additional cumbersome
notation, J will assume tiat each generation lives for one "year" or, equiva-
lenly, that the rates of return and of time preference are "per generation."
Samuelson shows that if the aggregate real income grows at rate n, social
security "pays" an implicit rate of return of n, i.e., for each one dollar of
social security taxes that individuals pay during their "working year" they
will recetive -+n dollars of benefits in retirement during the "'next year."
The substantially higher return that has been enjoyed by U.S. social security
annuitants represents a transition phase that is rapidly coming to an end;
see Feldstein (1976d). If the one dollar of taxes had instead been invested
in real capital accumulation, the return would have been r dollars. The indi-
vidual investor might receive less than r directly because of the taxes he pays
but the remainder comes indirectly because of the greater taxes that the gov-
ernment collects. The individual thus loses r-n dollars during the "retirement
year" per dollar of tax paid (rather than invested) in the previous "working
year." The discounted value of that loss at the time that the tax is paid is
thus (r-n)/(l+d), where d is the individual's rate of time discount.

Consider now a decision to increase social security taxes and benefits by
S at time t = 0 and to raise this increment annually at rate n as national
income grows. There is an immediate gain of S to the generation of retirees
who receive the initial transfer without paying any extra tax and a net loss
to the present generation of workers and to each future generation; for those
who are working in future year t the value of the net loss is [(r-.'n)/(l+d)]
S(l +n)t. The immediate gain of the initial retirees can be compared to the
current and future losses by discounting these losses at the time preference
rate 8 that is appropriate for intergenerational comparisons of consumption.
The net loss is thus:

CO
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The future losses have a finite present value only if the discount rate (8)
exceeds the rate of growth of national income (n); I shall make. this con-
vergence assumption even though it is not necessarily satisfied: Recall that 8
may be regarded as the rate of decline of the marginal utility of consumption
per capita while n is the rate of growth of aggregate income. With a popula-
tion growth rate of v = .02, a real per capita consumption growth rate of
g = .02 and a marginal utility elasticity of m = 2, we have 8 = .04 and
n = g + w = .04. In this case, the future losses have an infinitely large pres-
ent value, limited in reality only by the eventual limit to population growth.

With the assumption of convergence, equation (1) implies that the present
value loss per initial dollar of tax increase is:

L = r-n 1+8 - 1.
S 8-n + d

Since r > n and r > d t 8, the loss is dearly positive.
Readers familiar with Samuelson's analysis may wonder why he reached

the very different conclusion that social security would raise the welfare of
every generation. Unlike the current analysis, Samuelson assumed that no
capital goods exist so that real saving and investment is impossible. By ex-
tension, whenever r is less than n, the "loss" of each future generation is
actually a gain and social security unambiguously raises welfare by reducing
real investment (see David Cass and Menahem Yaari, 1967): But in the realis-
tic case of r > n, the loss depends on the relative magnitudes of T, n, 8 and
d. For example, if r = d = 8 there would be no present value loss in the case
being considered although each generation of workers would lose (r -n)/
(1 + d). With no tax distortion (r = d) but with d > 3, there would be a
loss per dollar of initial tax increase of (d - 8) (1 + n)/(l + d) (8 - n) > 0.

The issue of optimal social security benefits is of course more complex
than this simple discussion implies. But the analysis is sufficient to illustrate
the basic point: in reducing private saving, social security causes the substitu-
tion of a low-yielding implicit intergenerational contract for real capital in.
vestment with a higher social yield.
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Senator BENThN. Thank you very much.
Professor Meiselman.

STATEMENT OF DAVID I. MEISELMAN, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. MEISELMAN. Thank you. My name is David Meiselman, and I
am a professor of economics at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State university where I am also director of its new Northern Virginia
graduate program in economics located in Reston, Va.

In the past few years we have all seen many reports describing and
analyzing the slow and faltering growth of the American economy
over the past decade. After 21/2 years of the current business cycle
expansion, the performance of the American economy is still highly
unsatisfactory, a record which cannot be explained or excused by
reference to the temporary adversities of the business cycle or the
weather, or even the serious and not so temporary adversity of the
OPEC oil cartel. Inflation and unemployment are too high, produc-
tivity and growth are too low, and there are no compelling reasons to
believe that time and patience alone will cure our problems or permit
us to look forward to better times ahead. Since I believe that poor and
ill-advised public policy, especially in the tax area is the major factor
causing our dismal performance, I am especially pleased that the
Joint Ecouomic Committee's Subcommittee on Economic Growth and
Stabilization is holding these hearings to help examine the impact of
tax policy on economic growth. I would fervently hope that these
hearings and other discussions of tax reform would ultimately result
in fundamental changes in the Federal tax code so that the tax struc-
ture imposes fewer barriers to economic growth and efficiency.

There are many mysteries about economic growth, but the lack of
complete knowledge should not blind us to what we do know. We do
know that in recent years, since at least 1960, that economic growth
per capita in the United States has been the slowest of any of the
western world's major industrial economies. Indeed, despite all her
many serious problems, even Great Britain has experienced more per
capital growth than the United States. Between 1960 and 1973, real
output per employed person increased by an average of only 2.1 per-
cent per year in the United States, while in the United Kingdom it
increased by about 2.8 percent per year or about a third more. These
differences in growth may appear small in any one year, but they
accumulate over the years like compound interest so that during the
13-year period the overall increase in output per employed person was
about 43 percent in the United Kingdom compared with about 31 per-
cent in the United States. Since 1974, per capita output in both the
United States and the United Kingdom have increased at an average
of about 1 percent per year, partly reflecting sharp recessions in both
countries, so the differential remains.

Of course, other countries grew still more rapidly and I will not
detain you for a detailed examination of these international growth
comparisons. However, I do believe that we should face the sad fact
that the United States has experienced less growth in productivity than
any other industrialized country in the western world. To .be sure,
other countries started lower or suffered great and reparable destrue-
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tion during World War II, but the large gap between th: United
States and other Western countries in real income per co,,ita has
narrowed considerably e7en from pre-World War II levels.r[n some
countries, real income pei' capita may now exceed that of th(- United
States. As for the war arguments, Canada suffered no direct w tr dam-
age, and Canada, too, has been growing faster than the United States.

What has the United States been doing so differently to re3ult in
such disappointing economic growth? One of the main reas, ns for
our slowdown is that the American economy has been devotiiig too
many of its resources to consumption and to Government ai d not
enough of them to the capital formation which makes growth pw sible.
In fact, of all the Western industrial countries, the United Statis has
devoted the smallest fraction of its gross national product since 1960
to private capital formation. Between 1960 and 1973, total fixed in ,est-
ment, which includes housing have been 17.5 percent of real out Dut
compared with 22 percent in danada, about 25 percent in France 1nd
Germany, and over 35 percent iti Japan. Even the British have devoted
a-larger proportion of output tt) capital formation than we have. Fur-
thermore, the differences betwecUn American and foreign capital forma-
tion would be even greater if we excluded housing from the compari-
sons and examined only investment in plant and equipment, inventories
and the like.

It is not merely coincidental that the United States has been lowest
in both capital formation and economic growth. Output can increase
only when technology improves or, with a given level of technology,
when either more capital or more labor is used. Technical progress
itself depends on capital formation, because technological improve-
ments do not occur automatically; instead, they are typically the con-
sequence of deliberate and planned research and development, a form
of capital investment. Anct for a given level of technology, if there
is little additional fixed capital, output can increase only when there
are more labor inputs-from more people working, or from people
working longer hours. The only dependable way to increase labor
productivity, output per man-hour, is to increase the amount of capital
per worker. Alternatively, a decrease in the amount of capital per
worker tends to decrease labor productivity. These regularities depend
on the operation of perhaps the oldest and best established principle
in all of economics, known either as the Law of Diminishing Returns
or the Law of Variable Proportions. Economists of diverse persuasions
from Karl Marx or Paul Samuelson or Milton Friedman to Friedrich
von Hayek may differ on many matters, but all agree that labor pro-
ductivity depends on the amount of capital per worker.

Thus, one factor making for slower growth per worker has been a
sharp rise in the labor force in recent years unmatched by any speed-up
in the rate of capital formation. In real dollars of 1958 purchasing
power, from 1961-65 there was an increase of $55,000 in the gross
stocks of business capital for each person entering the labor force. In
1966-70 it was $46,000. By the 1971-74 period it had fallen again, to
oily $41,000.

During the current business cycle expansion since early 1975, real
gross nonresidential fixed capital formation has increased only slowly,
and has actually declined as a fraction of gross national product. The
attached table 5, from a recent Congressional Budget Office study
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("Sustaining a Balanced Expansion," Aug. 3, 1976) shows that non-
residential fixed investment as a percent of gross national product has
declined somewhat over the past decade. The same table also shows a
sharper decline in the growth of what they term the "Private Effective
Capital Stock," which includes nonresidential plant and equipment
and excludes pollution equipment.

However, what is most striking about the table are the data on the
growth of capital per worker. In the 1950-55 period it increased at
the rate of 3.6 percent per year. The rate of increase slowed in the
decade thereafter. From 1965 to 1970 capital per worker increased at
the rate of 2.6 percent per year. In the 1970's there has been a sharp
decline in the growth of capital per worker. The Congressional Budget
Office estimates that it has increased at 0i.- rate of only about 1 per-
cent per year since 1975. This is hardly the basis for the economic
growth and the expansion of opportunity which the Nation can and
should achieve.

It turns out that real wage rates, and also, to some extent, employ-
ment as well, depend on labor productivity--not because employers
are guided by ethical reasons to reward workers for their productivity,
but because market forces compel employers to do so. When, as the
result of capital investment, employees comee more productive, it
will pay at least some employers to add to their work forces. As the
demand for labor goes up, the result will be some combination of more
employment and higher real wages as employers in general are forced
to offer higher wages both to attract workers and to keep them from
quitting. The maximum each employer is willing to pay is determined
by the productivity of labor, and hence by the ratio of capital to labor.
Competition among employers tends to drive wage rates to this point.
Therefore, wages and employment opportunities will be held down if
capital investment is slow.

If capital formation is so crucial for economic growth and risingreal wage rates, why is the United States doing such a bad job of it?
I contend that a number of public policy measures, by unduly penal-
izing sHving and investment, have diverted resources individuals
would prefer to devote to capital formation and future consumption
toward present consumption by households and by governments. And
one of the worst sets of policies, resulting in this wasteful distortion, is
our Federal tax system.

The fundamental bias against capital formation in our tax system
results from the multiple taxation of income which is saveA and
invested. Individuals must pay taxes on essentially all income they
earn, whether they spend it immediately or invest it. The same holds
true for corporations and their profits. This means that a dollar of
current income is taxed only once when spent for consumer goods.
However, the same dollar of current income devoted to saving is sub-
ject to multiple taxation because taxes must also be.. paid on the interest,
dividends, capital gains, and the like that result from saving and
investing. The use of income for saving is thereby taxed at substan-
tially higher rates than the use of income for consumption. People
naturally respond by saving and investing less. This distortion by
multiple taxation is particularly great in the case of dividends, for
the return on equity is also subject to an initial corporate profits
tax of 48 percent. To be sure, so-called capital gain3 are taxed at lower
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rates than ordinary income, but this only moderates the distortion;
it does not eliminate it.

For full tax equality between saving and consumption, all private
sector saving should be deductible from the income tax base, whether
invested in a savings account, the purchase of machine tools, the
education of one's children, or the building of a shopping center. Only
current consumption would be tuxed. This would mean that businesses
could, in effect, write off 100 percent of the cost of production facili-
ties in the year they acquire them, thereby eliminating depreciation
and other recovery allowances. Canada and England already essentially
have this system, and other countries generally permit substantially
faster writeoffs of depreciating capital assets then the United States
does.

To be sure, some savings, especially in pension funds, do receive a
partial tax break partly because under some circumstances taxes can
be deferred and partly because some or all of employer contributions
may not be taxed at all. But this route has its own dange-s and short-
comings because it further bureaucratizes yet another important fea-
ture of American life by separating people from control of their own
assets. Instead, control is vested in the hands of faceless caretakers and
institutions who are required to act "prudently," which means they
tend to provide funds to safe, established, and large enterprises and
activities. The system offers little to new, to risky, or to small enter-
prises, or to individuals and families who wish to start new businesses.
This is yet another sad example of how government keeps people out
and protects those who have already made it Indeed, much of the tax
system seems like an evil contrivance designed to keep people from
becoming rich rather than striking at the rich themselves. The long-
run economic and social implications of retarding entry, innovation,
and mobility, and impairing individual initiative and self-reliance are
serious, indeed, and are not sufficiently appreciated.

The damage wrought by our Federal tax system Is been aggravated
by inflation. Taxable profits have traditionally been oalculated on
the basis of historic rather than'replacement costs. During inflation,
therefore, recorded profits are overstated. When prices increase, the
costs of replacing inventories also increase, and depreciation, based
on historic costs, becomes insufficient to replace machines being used
up in production. Inflation thereby levies aL special and additional
tax on business capital under our current tax laws. Shifting from
FIFO to LIFO accounting for inventories moderates but does not
eliminate these problems for the inventory component. Taken by itself,
the extra inflation tax on business capital would result in a reduced
rate of capital formation relative to periods such as the first half of the
1960's when there was little or no inflation. The inflation tax on busi-
ness capital also means that capital formation will depend on anticipa-
tions of future inflation because post-tax rates of return depend cru-
cially on inflation.

Thus, one important and needed reform would be to permit indexa-
tion of depreciation Mlowances to permit depreciation charges to cover
current replacement costs rather than historic coos. Of course, with
saving exempt from income taxation there would be full writeoffs of
capital expenditures and no such adjustments would be necessary.
However, if saving is not made deductible, indexation of deprecia-

32.686 0 - 78 - 15
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tion would help mitiate some of the bad effects of inflation. Indexa.
tion is also desirable = use it avoids creating erroneous capital gains
when capital gains are subject to tax, a topic I shall return to later.
Under present arrangements, the combination of inflation and capital
gains taxation essentially amounts to a capital levy. Similarly, indexa-
tion of the entire tax code, including personal and corporate tax rates,
are also desirable second-best solutions because indexation avoids the
problems caused when the inflation process effectively alters real tax
rates by putting individuals into higher tax brackets even when their
real incomes remain the same.

Permitting the raising of tax rates or the imposition of capital levies
by inflation rather than by explicit debate and legislation are not
among the Congress more forthright and honorable actions.

I may add that, even without inflation, that taxing capital gains
suffers from the basic fault of the tax system as a whole, which is
that it tends to cause multiple taxation of income which is saved and
invested rather than consumed. When people save they add to their
net assets, their wealth. Multiple taxation results when both income
and the wealth generating the income are taxed. Because the capital
gains tax is levied only when assets are sold and capital gains are
realized, the capital gains tax is a peculiar kind of transactions tax,
not even a systematic or uniform tax on increases in value. As such,
the capital gains tax is yet anotbrv, form of capital levy which not only
reduces saving and investment, but seriously interferes with the effi-
ciency of capital markets. Again, the capital gains tax is imposed on
an increase in wealth, not on wealth itself.

I regret that some administration spokesmen seem to be suggesting
a further blurring of the fundamental distinction between capital and
income, including an increase in the capital gains tax. I find it hard to
see how an increase in the multiple taxation of capital would help to
achieve the administration's stated goal of spurring capital formation.

The combination of inflation, capital gains taxation and other fea-
tures of the present tax code also bear heavily on saving as well as
capital formation, because the pace of future inflation is uncertain
and, in many respects, subject to the erratic twists and turns of public
policies, especially Federal Reserve monetary policy, which are them-
selves highly uncertain and unpredictable. Also, because the effects of
inflation are far from uniform, there is simply no effective way to
hedge against inflation in any dependable or predictable manner or to
protect one's income or one's assets from inflation. Under current in-
flationary circumstances, there is no effective way an ordinary family
can attain or depend on future real income and real wealth by accumu-
lating real assets for emergencies or for planned future needs such as
retirement or sending children to college. Similarly, business and
financial managers who wish to plan for the future also have less firm
bases for making necessary judgments about future markets, future
taxes and the like, another set of factors impairing growth and
efficiency.

In addition, inflation increases the tax bias against saving because
inflation causes still higher taxes on saving relative to consumption
for several reasons. First, inflation-induced nominal capital gains are
subject to tax, even if the assets lose real value because their normal
values increase less than the inflation rate. The result is a capital levy.
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Second, historic cost accounting for depreciation and various other
business costs means that reported profits are overstated, effectively
causing an increase in real tax rates, or viewed in another way, as
resulting in still another capital levy. Third, because some payments,
such as interest rates, reflect inflation, classifying them as income and
subjecting them to taxation is yet another form of capital levy. The
small saver who receives a 5 -percent return at a savings and loan
not only suffers a 1-percent to 2-percent loss in-the real value of his
deposit, but he must also pay a tax on his interest earnings, even
though the real interest rate is negative. The same is true for large
investors who hold 'Treasury bills. Indeed, the puzzle is why sc many
people continue to hold assets in these and similar forms when overall
real rates of returns are negative. One answer may well be that large
numbers of people are so fearful of alternative investments that they
are effectively willing topay something to be able to hold on to their
existing assets. In view of poor business earnings, reflected in the poor
performance of the stock market, and the lack of progress on the
inflation front as well as the growing web of burdensome, irksome, and
costly regulation, who is to say that they are wrong.

Indeed, I believe that theproblem of trying to save and to accumu-
late or conserve real assets is one of the most pressing and pervasive
economic and social problems in America today, seriously affecting all
of our citizens as well as all of our private institutions. As an econo-
mist, the question I am most frequently asked is, "How can I save
and protect myself from inflation?" I regret that I have no good an-
swer under present circumstances even for myself or my family, and I
doubt that my distinguished colleao ues on this panel have any answer
either. The tragedy is compounded'by the fact that on the other side
of the coin there is a growing shortfall of capital formation.

Where do we go from here? First, I believe that the longstanding
bias in the Federal tax system against saving and investment shodd
be corrected. For full tax equality between the consumption and sav-
ing uses of aftertax income, savings should be deductible from the
income tax base so that only consumption remains in the tax base. Pro-
gressivity can be built into such a tax, and I would favor a mild degree
of progressivity with appropriate deductions for human capital out-
lays such as health care and education. I would also favor an indexing
arrangement to keep real tax rates intact. With the full diucti-
bility of saving, taxes on corporate income and on capital gains can
be eliminated. In addition, taxes such as estate and gift taxes that
yield little revenue and create. much mischief can be reduced or elimi-
nated. The tax codes of many States replicate many features of the
Fedeial tax code, and action by the Federal Government would be
enhanced by States following the leader, the Federal Government.

A roughly equivalent alternative would be a value-added tax with
appropriate deductions for capital outlays.Second, as an inferior alternative to the full deductibility of sav-
ing, other steps can be taken to moderate the bias against saving and
investment, including a partial deductibility of saving. Major elements
of the tax code can and should be indexed. The corporate tax should
be eliminated, with corporate income attributed to stockholders. In-
stead of increasing capital gains taxes, present rates should be re-
duced or preferably, capital gains and losses should not be included
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in the tax base, especially since the corporation can no longer be used
as a device for keeping earnings out of the personal income tax base.

For other desirable tax changes I would urge the Congress to re-
view the record and follow the examples of the Kennedy administra-
tion and of the Congress during the early 1960's, actions wl'ich set
the stage for a surge of economic growth as well as for the elimination
of inflation. The distortions of the tax system were moderated by effec-
tively reducing the tax biases against saving and investment by means
of a combination of policies that included more rapid depreciation and
the investment credit as well as the reduction in both corporate and
personal tax rates. We would do well to learn from the success of
these acts rather than continue the same dreary policies that have
brought us to our present unsatisfactory situation. Moreover, the Ken-
nedy tax cuts have been more than offset by inflation moving people
and businesses into higher tax brackets. We need tax cuts to get us
back to the Kennedy tax rates.

Third, it is essential to abandon the deliberate use of inflation as an
instrument of public policy, even for short periods of time. To avoid
an abrupt shock to the economy, the inflation should be slowed
gradually and eliminated over a 3- to 5-year period. The mainte-
nance of general price stability will require steady, noninflationary
ally cf genere.l price stability will require steady, noninflationary
courses for monetary and for fiscal policies. For monetary policy, this
means a long-term growth of money in the neighborhood of 1-percent
per year for M, and 4 percent for M,; for fiscal policy, relatively sta-
ble taxes and expenditures close to or at balanced budget. The stag-
gering deficit of the Federal Government must be eliminated, primar-
ily through expenditure control, partly to avoid having the deficit
crowd out private capital formation. I see no need and much danger
in setting out to achieve a budget surplus in order to facilitate capital
formation, a negative crowding-out effect, as it were. Paying the addi-
tional taxes to provide the surpluses results in undesirable distortions,
and I find it difficult to believe that any surplus, once achieved, can
long be protected against the expenditure bias of governments and of
special interests. There are better and more dependable ways to elimi-
nate the bias against saving and investment, and to get the country
moving again.

(The attached table referred to in Mr. Meiselman's statement
follows:]

TABLE 5.- GROWTH OF THE PRIVATE CAPITAL STOCK, 1950-77
JRn percentage polntsl

Annual rate of
Nonresidental wth plivaftfixed Invstnewt as e t t

Time period apercmot of NPtck!

1950 - -..... ..... .... ..... .... ..... .... ..... ..- 9.1 4.5 3,6
195540 ---------------------------------------------- 9.1 3. 1 2.1
1960-65 --------------------------------------- 9.2 3.2 2.21965-70------------------------. --------------- 10.4 4.2 2.6
170-75 ---------------------------------------- 10.1 3.3 .6
1975-178 .. . . . . .. ..----------------------- ----- 9.5 2.5 1.0

I 4th quarter to 4th quarter.
s Effective private capital stock includes nonresidential plant and equipment and excludes pollution abatement

iuvestment.
a Forecast
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis; Dat Resources, Inc.; and CBO Wecuts.
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Senator BiEwrsxN. I would say, Professor, you are a man of very
strong views.

Mr. MZISLXAN. The important thing is whether my views are
correct.

Senator BENTSEN;. That is true of all of us, isn't it?
Gentlemen, several means of integrating corporate tax returns and

individual tax returns have been suggested.
As one of you has stated, there are some profound differences in the

impact on capital formation.
Which ones do you think would have a negative impact and which

ones positive?
One suggestion is to give a tax credit to the extent the corporation

pays the tax to the individual stockholder; the second is very similar,
it would allow the corporation to take a tax credit for dividends paid.

A third suggestion and a much more dramatic one, is to abolish
the corporate income tax. /

I would like to hear you discuss the impact of these various sugges-
tions on capital formation.

I notice that the Business Roundtable has had some second thoughts
about integration. I notice also that professional managers of large
corporations are getting quite concerned about it.

Would anyone like to comment on that?
Mr. BRowNirm. I will start.
I can't claim to be an expert on this problem. I think large corpora-

tions or their managements are somewhat fearful of a proposal that
dividends be exempt from taxation, but that retained earnings be sub-
ject to corporate tax income tax because it would induce the stock-

olders to require that more of earnings be distributed.
Senator BENTSEN. Let's follow that through, though.
If it requires the corporations to pay out more of their dividends,

does that increase interest in the stock I Would it not make the firm's
stock more attractive?

Mr. BRowN LE. I think almost all of the ways of reducing effectively
the corporation income tax are going to have some positive impact
upon savings insofar as they reduce the wedge between what has to be
earned on investment and what is received by it.

I also think that inducing corporations t pay out more in the form
of dividends would be a good thing, that it would force the manage-
ment of corporations in which I hold stock to bid against the corpora-
tion managers whose stock I do not hold for the earnings on myCaDital.Think it would increase the degree of effective competition in the
ca ital market...

senatorr BEim. We had testimony from small businessmen who
said the last thing I do is pay out dividends, for at least 10 years, and I

Hown aid any out, and we have plowed everything back into growth.
How ao you argue against that ?
Mr. BRowNIwm I argue that to a certain extent they plowed this

back in without asking me as a stockholder whether I thought this was
a good thing.

I would prefer to be able to exercise the option of plowing it back
into this corporation or investing it in some other form.
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Senator Bzmw. :Don't you have the option now by selling that
stock ?

Mr. BROWNLEE. Yes; I have that option, but remember that because
of capital gains tax I am to some extent encouraged to stick with the
thing that I have rather than switch.

After all, there are transaction costs involved here.
Mr. EISNER My view is tha(& the effects of the capital formation do

not differ tremendously, if at all, in terms of different methods of in-
tegration, but the discussion, 1 think, highlights what has lurked
behind much of our discussion this morning, and that is that there are
huge differences in tax incidence and huge differences in who finally
owns wealth which are implicit in different tax measures.

If, for example, we have simply an offset of individual income taxes
of the portions of taxes paid by corporations, or if we have a dividend
exclusion from taxable returns, or, if we have dividend deductibility
we are going to have huge one-shot effects on the capital values of the
assets of people that own corporations, of stock values, for example,
and at this point whatever the equity of the previous tax system it
hardly seems equitable to make changes that will give great benefits to
current holders of stock or current owners of corporations.

It does seem to me the one form of integration that makes sense in
tems of equity and does not disturb things in that fashion would be
simply to credit portions of corporate earmngs to individuals which
correspond to their ownership of stock and have them pay taxes at
whatever rates they pay.

Senator Bmrmsm. You mean the retained earnings that were not
id out?
r. E i sNz. Yes; the individual stockholder would pay a tax on all

of the earnings of the corporation per share depending on the number
of shares he hold&

Senator Bw;su. Don't you think that would have a dramatic
impact on the value of that company's stock?

A lot of people of modest means might refuse to buy stock because
they do not have high enough income to pay that kind of tax.

Mr. EisNFR. There are two effects: The corporation will not pay a
tax on the earnings, the individual will. There will be differential im-
pact. I think any tax change will have impacts, and clearly for a stock
that is paying out a lot of earnings already we would probably have
to figure what the effect would be on that as compared to a corporation
that is not paying out a lot of earnings.

Some stocks might go up some, some would go down some. They
would also have a negative effect on people in the very high personal
income tax brackets who are paying 70 percent. By contrast you have
a beneficial effect on people in low income brackets paying 18, 202 25
percent

As far as capital formation as a whole goes, I would agree with Oz
Brownlee here, that I think the main impact is going to be to improve
capital markets.

There is no reason for some corporation to plow back earnings
whether it is profitable or not. If the opportunities for capital forma-
tion are there and it has less to distribute in earnings, then the in-
vestors would be happy to return the earnings to them.
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In fact, many corporations today now have situations, arrange-
ments whereby they solicit their stockholders to reinvest, and I suspect
if you had integration you would have much more of that. If you had
corporations saying, "Here, you can take the $2 a share dividends or
we can reinvest for you without a brokerage fee," then we make that
decision.

If we think the profits are good and the stock looks good, we rein-
vest; otherwise, we take our dividends and invest it somewhere else

Senator BENTSEN. Several of you talk about indexing taxes. Would
you stop at indexing taxes, and could you stop at indexing taxes?

Mr. FuzSTEIN. Yes, yes. I would think you could. That is, individ-
uals now free to enter into indexed agreements between themselves. We
see labor union contracts which are indexed. We see purchase agree-
ments which are indexed. The Government does not have to require
that. It should not prohibit it either. But what individuals cannot do
themselves now is to protect themselves against a tax system which
isn't indexed.

I think there the Government has to take action, and I think it
should for the reasons outlined by me before; our current system isvery unfair, it is haphazard, and it creates unnecessary uncertainties
about the future tax consequences of investment decisions.

Senator BENTSEN. On capital gains, for example, some of you re-
ferred to the fact that much of capital gains is lost to inflation. How
would you index to prevent that?

Mr. FELDSTEIN. I think the crucial thing is to start with the assump-
tion that whatever the tax rate that you want to levy on capital gains,
be it the same as ordinary income or a lower rate, you want to levy it on
the real value of capital gains; that is, you want to make it on increases
in the amount of goods and services that individuals can buy because
of the outcome of their investment.

I think it would be a rather straightforward administrative change.
To take the simplest kind of cases, common stock sales, an individual
who bought stock when the price level was half what it is now, can
simply mark up the cost or basis of his stock when he sells it by a
factor of two.

If I paid $100 for stock and it is now worth $250, and the price level
has doubled

Senator BENTSEN. What do you mean by price level?
Mr. FELDSTEIN. Consumer price level, the consumer price level has

doubled. My stock has gone from $100 to $250. Instead of calculating a
capital gain as the difference between $250 and $100, which is illusory,
I should calculate it as the difference betwwwn $250 and $200.

In other words, I should convert my original $100 purchase price
into dollars at the time I actually sell the asset, and then I pay a tax
now on the difference between the $250 and $200.

.Senator BFNTS.N. And you would apply that to all assets?
Mr. FELDSTEIN. I would apply that to all assets.
Mr. EISNER. I think that question raises a problem on indexing with

regard to capital gains.
I have to agree in principle that there should be full taxation of real

capital ins, but the difficulty you have is
Mr. FELDSTEIN. You said "full." I said whatever rate you wanted to

tax it at, the base ought to be real.
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Mr. EISNxR. I recognize that. I was putting emphasis on the real
capital gains that Marty referred to.

The difficulty we have is we are not taxing capital gains as they ac-
crue, and you are creating quite an inequity. What happens to a person
who buys a bond or has a savings account I He is getting his 5 or 6 or
7 percent per year, paying tax each year as that accrues, as against the
guy who buys a stock which doesn't pay out the earnings and which ac-
cumulates in value, and I think there are some serious equity concerns.

I might add with all the talk about inflation, with all respect to
Dave Meiselman, inflation is a two-way street. He never bothers, for
example, to mention all of the gains from inflation and the encourage-
ment to capital formation, because with inflation, an expected rate
of inflation, Professor Meiselman knows well and emphasizes in his
work, the nominal rate of interest rises. The amount of interest paid
by business and homeowners is tax deductible, the capital gains are
taxed at a lower rate and only at accrual. This then becomes a major
incentive to borrow to pay deductible interest charges on the loan,
and watch the value of net equity rise by considerably more than in
proportion to the general rise in prices.

This is another issue that would have to be faced in terms of capital
gains taxation.

Mr. FELDSTEIN. But other countries do face the problem of indexing
interest payments as well, and it is not at all difficult to see how one
could authorize corporations and banks to issue securities which
provided for tax indexation.

So, I think it is true that as Bob said, one ought to look at the full
range of indexing things and not select out a single one, debt depre-
ciation and capital gains being the remainder aspects.

Senator BENTSzN. Professor Feldstein 'talked about inducing
greater savings by making certain changes in the tax code.

Do the rest of you think those savings would actually be borrowed
and invested by businessmen, by corporations?

Mr. BAILEY. Of course, it may depend in part on exactly how it
is done, but if there were a simultaneous enactment of integration of
corporation and personal income taxes and tax deductibility for sav-
ings, I think there would be a business boom.

The stock market would rise, and there would be a big rise in invest-
.ment, with the recognition that taxation of income from investment
is going to be much lower.

Senator BENTSEN. Let me change the subject for a moment.
On the question of municipal bonds, a proposal which surfaces

from time to time and may surface again is to give cities the option
of issuing taxable municipal bonds at interest rates which are sub-
sidized by the Federal Government. The idea is to get away ulti-
mately from the tax-free bonds, and politically that is about the
only way you can accomplish it. The argument being made to muni-
cipal authorities is that this would open up a great new market in
pension funds, since pension funds are growing at an incredible rate
and their tax-exempt status currently keeps them out of the municipal
bond market.

Would you gentlemen like to comment on that?
Mr. BROWNLEE. I think the initial proposal was to both maintain

a tax-free bond and to subsidize a taxable bond; that is, to give the
municipality the option of offering either.
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The subsidy rates were to be established in such a way so th.c both
bonds would actually be issued. Now, much of this proposal was de-
signed to take away a part of the rent, so to speak, from those people
who are i high tax brackets and who are at the present time receiving
in excess of what they need to receive in order to invest in municipal
bonds.

I personally favor withdrawing the subsidy in any form from new
issues primarily because I think that the subsidization induces the
State and local governments to engage in activities which are uneco-
riomic and which they would not engage in if they had to pay full
competitive rates.

Senator BENTSEN. Professor, as I understand the proposal, it is
that you give a subsidy that would make the taxable bond equate to
the tax-free.

Mr. BROWNLEE. What I am saying is that if the bond carries a
coupon rate of 8 percent and is subsidized at the rate of 50 percent,
which means the local government is paying only 4 percent, the local
government is going to treat that borrowing Privilege quite different-
ly than it would if it had to pay 8 percent.

It will build more sewers and schools and use more equipment than
if it had to pay the same rates of interest as other users of capital.

The present arrangement, it seems to me, induces just a poor usage
of capital on the part of State and local government.

Mr. ExsNER. I think the proposal to subsidize taxable State and
local government bonds is a good one and essentially because I agree
with part of what Professor Brownlee said and disagree with the
other part.

As we well recognize it is an effort to prevent the wealthy from en-
joying a major tax loophole but it is an effort to do so at the same
time without penalizing State and local governments and discourag-
ing their investment expenditures as compared to what they are under-
taking now.

Obviously, the conclusion depends on one's point of view if one
thinks that municipal and State expenditures and construction of
roads and schools and whatever they are spending on is undesirable
as compared to private investment, one would take Professor Brown.
lee's position and say, "Let's abandon the subsidy and the tax deduct-
ibility altogether."

It depends on one's view of where one wants to encourage invest-
ment. That depends on more than we acknowledge on whom we want
to help. Some fel that there is no reason to help the kind of people
that get helped by municipal and government expenditures. They
would rather leave everything to private investment and they some-
how feel the Government only intervenes and gives help where it is
undeserved and unneeded and discourages effort and so on.

If you believe the public investment is desirable, then you don't want
to dhange the tax structure in such a way as to discourage it.

* If you believe the Government is too big and want to discourage
Government expenditures of all kinds, you go the other way.

Senator BENTSEN. TAt's talk about that for a moment. Let's discuss
for a minute whether or not the tax system should be used to achieve
certain social objectives for the country.

We had a bunch of former IRS commissioners here opposing that,
because they say it unduly complicated the tax system.
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Mr. MEISELMAN. I think that I would generally agree with the com-
missioners. For most purposes the revenue system is not a good way
to achieve what might otherwise be described as desirable social
objectives.

I believe that you have to take the longer view that even though
you might initially be getting the desired result by some tax or subsidy,
after awhile those revenues get used for something else.

You build up all kinds of vested interest in the revenues or in the
subsidies, and after several years people forget what the initial pur-
pose was and we are into an entirely different ballgame.

At the same time, using the tax system in an important way to
achieve particular social objectives creates all kinds of distortions
and really opens up the treasury to everybody.

Senator BzNTSFN. Professor Feldstein.
Mr. FELDSTEIN. The problem with that way of stating the answer

is that it presumes that there is an alternative in which you don't
interfere with the way the economy works.

Any tax interferes. When someone proposes a specific tax provision
which will increase the construction of subways in communities with a
population between 100,000 and 200,000 people, you know that is a
very specific use of the tax code and everything David Meiselman
said seems to me to apply.

The kinds of discussion we have had here about changing the tax
law in ways which would increase capital accumulation are to a large
extent just offsetting effects that are already present. The important
question is: How do we structure a tax system which has the least
adverse effects ?, There is no option to levy taxes that have no effects.
Tax "simplicity," that is, taxing everything equally, including inter-
est income, is not neutrality.

Simplicity can have very adverse effects on capital accumulation.
Senator BENTSEN. Professor Eisner, you were speaking about the

employment tax credit. I supported the employment tax credit.
The Treasury is strongly against it. The Treasury is looking for-

ward to disproving it. I am concerned that we will get the same re-
action we got to the dollar checkoff in the Presidential campaign
where you had to send in a special form until we mandated that it
be put on the front page of the tax return.

Mr. EIsNER. I am delighted to have you raise that subject.
I should bow to you for there have been few people who have been

more enthusiastic for some form of employment tax credit and I am
amazed at the reaction of the Treasury and some of my colleagues.

The matter of publicity is a very important one, particularly because
it is restricted largely to small businesses that may not be that sophis-
ticated about it.

I am sorry it has been so restricted. I do note that with the employer
tax returns now there is a little slip that goes out to businesses indi-
cating the substance of the new employment credit.

That strikes me as woefully inadequate and I imagine most small
businesses turn that over to an accountant and don't think much
about it.

The point is that you don't want this employment credit to be
simply something that business learns about next April or so when
it files its return. Then it will prove largely a windfall.
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You want it to be someting they realize will be a benefit if they add
to employment. I would urge that whatever you do in the senatorial
capacity to stimulate the administration to get the information out
would be well worth while; otherwise, in 2 years they will tell you that
it didn't have much effect.

Senator BENTSEN. And they are looking forward to doing that if
they can.
\ Mr. EISNER. I would be afraid they might be.

Senator BENTSmN. Professor Feldstein, you were talking about social
security, the decoupling issue, and which approach we should take--
whether we should take the administration approach that results in a
substantially higher payout to the participant, or that of the advisory
group to the Finance Committee. What do you think we ought to doI

Mr. FELDSTEIN. I think you ought to follow the advice of the advis-
ory panel to the Senate Finance Committee.

I think that their advice allows for continuing growth of benefits in
the future, continuing growth in real values in the future, but at a
lower rte than the administration's proposal.

I think it would eliminate the need to raise taxes substantially which
would otherwise be required if you follow the administration's advice,
and it will have very favorable longrun effects on household savings
and private pension savings.

Senator BENTSEN. Professor Meiselman and Professor Bailey, if I
recall your statements, you were talking about giving full tax credit,
for I think you said new savings and depreciation on all investments.

Wouldn't that have an incredible effect on Treasury revenue in the
short term

Mr. MEISELMAN. That would depend on the rates that would be
levied on the rest of the taxpayers. I haven't done the arithmetic on
this. A think Martin Bailey has, and he may be able to address what
rates would be required.

Mr. BAILEY. Just to amplify on the wording of the question, Senator,
I said either deduct new savings or depreciate all investment as alter-
native ways to get the same effect.

I would not propose doing both. I did suggest also using gross in-
come as the tax base less savings or investment.

If we went that far, the tax rate would be lowered to about 13 percent
on the average, which would yield what the personal income tax now
takes, 11 or 12 percent of income.

I am proposing on balance that you increase the base so that the
average rate can be lower and the whole rate structure be lower. That
means changing a lot of other things at the same time.

Senator BENTSEN. Professor Eisner, I would like to ask you about
the taxation of capital gains again. The capital gains tax now is up to a
maximum of 49.2 percent.

There has been some discussion about eliminating the capital gains
preference combined with reduction of the maximum rate on invest-
ment income to 50 percent. What do you think that does to risk capital
in the country?

Mr. EISNER. You mean eliminating the distinction between'capital
gains and ordinary income?

Senator BENTSEN. Ordinary and investment income.
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Mr. EISNER. I first would favor the package. As far as what it doesto risk capital, for one thing, it should be understood, I think, that
there would be a complete loss offset and probably-

Senator Bzwirsrx. Do you think there should be a complete capital
loss offset?

Mr. Ews Tm Yes. I haven't really worked on that in detail, but that
would seem to me to be the only reasonable thing to do.

Senator BENTSEN. Treasury says that would result in an incredible
loss of revenue, that people would keep their capital gains and would
charge off their capital loss, and that complete loss offset was done
back in the thirties and they ran into real problems with it.

Mr. EIsxL I can anticipate there would be problems because of
timing, but the real difficulty, as I always see it on this, is that we are
not taxing capital gains and charging off losses on an accrual basis.

I suppose that looks like a very far-reaching thing to attempt. It
doesn't really seem to me in our days of computers and ability to at-
tach estimates of values as we do to reach any estimates on income-I
think accrual taxation would meet the problem, which I am aware of.

You suggest that if we have the offset on losses, it is said that people
will choose to simply sell property--securities and properties in which
they have losses and keep postponing their income.

I think you have to find some way, in all fairness and equity and
to avoid the discouragement of investment, to offset on losses i you
are going to tax the capital gais fully.

We should also offer averaging, make sure the averaging possibili-
ties are sufficient. The real difficulty in all this, I am convinced, is this
matter of taxing only upon realization.

Senator BENThmN. Let's say I own a farm, and I think it has gone
up in value. How do we decide how much it has gone up in valueI

I might have a fellow who comes out and says, "Would you take
such and such," but that is not making me an offer.

Mr. EiSNR. There are many things we do by rule of thumb in terms
of our ordinary income tax, and we should be able to devise rules that
are appropriate here.

On lists of securities there is no problem. On the farm, as you say,
there is.

One thing I suggest, and, again, I am not a specialist in this field.
is even to allow the farmer to put an estimate, put his own estimate on
the value of the farm.

Then, if he sells it 2 or 3 or 5 years later at a greatly increased value,
you can have some penalty in effect for having underestimated, as you
have a penalty on your estimated tax, and you would have an interest
payment that would have to be made, and you could even make this
fairly generous.

I think anything would be better than what we have.
I would, even at worst, forgo that and let the farmer get away with

misestimating the value of the farm for a number of years rather than
have no tax.

Mr. BALyY. Could I enlarge on that, Senator?
A logical extension of what Professor Eisner just said is that one

could get all of the full advantage, if there is one, of taxing capital
gains as ordinary income without requiring accrual taxation and with-
out worrying too much about lost Treasury revenues if all deferrals
are taxed with interest on account of the deferTal.
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If an interest rate is charged appropriately, there is simply no ad-
vantage to the taxpayer to the taxpayer to deduct losses this year and
defer the gains until later, because when he pays those taxes on the later
gains, it is going to be with interest.

Mr. FFeSTmiN. Let's go back to the more realistic proposal you out-
lined before.

I think that from the point of view of the individual who, because
of a combination of things, is already paying almost 50 percent, there
is obviously relatively little difference.

But what about a more normal case of the individual who, say, is
currently in the 50-percent bracket and therefore capital gains is the
25-percent bracket and not affected by the minimum tax or by the
maximum tax on earned income.

For him, eliminating that distortion leads to a very substantial in-
crease in the tax on capital gains.

The irony of the proposal as you describe it is that it has no effect on
the highest income taxpayers but substantially increases the tax on
capital gains to the middle and lower income taxpayers and therefore
substantially reduces the incentive for such individuals to invest in
stocks and lowers the rate of return available.

I can't really see why one would want to consider a proposal which
had the strange effect of raising the tax rate over the middle and lower
end of the capital gains while leaving it unchanged for the upper end.

Mr. EISNER. I have a very quick answer.
I think the major points of the proposal as far as the upper range is

not a matter of reducing the capital gains tax. It is the matter of re-
ducing the tax on income, on investment income or nonearned income,
from 70 percent down to 50 percent, and that strikes me as a desirable
thing because all you do with having a tax that high is to cause people
to look for loopholes.

You don't get much revenue anyway.
Mr. FEwTEIN. What you have said is that you will, by that means,

lower the total tax on capital income at the top and substantially raise
it at the bottom.

Mr. EISNER. I would raise it to the extent it is in the form of capital
gains income because that is distorting the way of earning income.

Senator BENTSENz. Gentlemen, it is after 12 o'clock and I think it is
time to recess this hearing.

I am very appreciative of your testimony this morning. I think it
has been helpful, and you have helped to complete our record for us.

Obviously, from what you have stated, it is an exceedingly difficult
subject.

We appreciate very much your contribution. 'Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Tuesday, July 19, 1977.]
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The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:06 a.m., in room

1202, Dirksen Senate'Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Bentsen (cochair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bentsen and Hatch.
Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Louis C. Kraut-

hoff II, assistant director; Jack Albertine and Thomas F. Dernburg,
professional staff members; Mark Borchelt, administrative assist-
ant; and Charles H. Bradford, Stephen J. Entin, and George D.
Krumbhaar, Jr., minority professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BENTSEN, COCHAIRMAN

Senator BENTSEN. This hearing will come to order.
This morning the Subcommittee on Economic Growth and Sta-

bilization continues hearings on the role of Federal tax policy in
stimulating capital formation and economic growth. We are for-
tunate to have a panel of small businessmen as our leadoff witnesses.

Americans too often forget the indispensable role of small busi-
ness in promoting healthy competition in our country's economy,
creating jobs for a growing work force and developing innovative
ideas and products. Small business in many ways is the essence of
our country's promise.

The growth of small business has been good for the millioi-s of
individual Americans who have succeeded with their own business.
It has been good for our economy and for the country at large. This
great diversity of ownership has spurred competition and innova-
tion. It has created employment and has brought forth a wide vari-
ety of goods and services, and helped bring strength and resilience
to our free enterprise system.

However, the statistics show that from 1948 to 1972 the number
of self-employed businessmen in this country declined from 10.7
to 7.1 million, even though the labor force grew from 60 to 86 million.
In 1960 small- and medium-sized manufacturing corporations held 50
percent of this country's manufacturing assets and earned 41 percent
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of the profits. But by 1972 this had declined to 30 percent of the
assets and oaly 28 percent of the profits.

Our tax laws and tax forms must be substantially simplified for
smaller enterpriser. Small businesses, especially "momn pop" op-
eratiois, must fill 0ut numerous reports which can amount to as
many as 52 tax form$ in a single year. Snall basinessmen lack the
money to hire sophisticated tax lawyers and accountant' and, are
simply unable to take full advantage of many existing tax provisions.
We must enable smaller firms to utilize existing tax incentives to the
same extent as larger firms.

I was delayed in getting back here for these hearings because I
was having breakfast with the President and was discussing this very
subject with him. Every Secretary of the Treasury that comes along
wants to reform the tax system and he wants to go down in history
as the man who did it, to simplify it to bring equity, and this one is
no exception. I believe you may see this time the most profound change
in the tax laws, that we have seen in possibly 50 years or more.

All the proposals I have heard thus far seem to be geared to big
business rather than the entrepreneurs, the small businesses starting
out, and that is where we have to have a greater concentration of
concern and interest if we are going to see that big business has the
kind of competition that small business can provide.

Small business has been a great part of the strength of this country,
but the numbers I have just cited indicate that there has been a sub-
stantial decline in their numbers. We ought to try to turn that around.

A good example of what is happening is the number of new offer-
ings being issued by new firms. In 1969 there were 548 underwritings
of new companies with a net worth of less than $5 million each. In
1976, the number of these smaller new companies offering their stock
for public sale had fallen alarmingly to 38; that is from 548 to 38.

We first welcome the representatives of the National Association
of Small Business Investment Companies and look forward to hear-
ing their recommendations. Mr. Herbert Krasnow, president of the
National Association of Small Business Investment Companies and
Mr. Walter B. Stults, the executive vice president. Please come for-
ward, gentlemen.

STATF1IENT OF HERBERT KEASNOW, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES,
ACCOMPANIED BY WALTER B. STULTS, EXECUTIVE VICE
PREADENT

Mr. KRASNOW. My name is Herbert Krasnow. I am president this
year of the National Association of Small Business Investment Com-
panies. By profession I am a combination of certified public account-
ant and professional investor in numbers of different ways.

I could not be more pleased with the Senator's introductory remarks
because of the very profound concerns I have had and have more vis-a-
vis the present state of small business, and more important, the future
of small business. I have heard so much talk about simplification of
income taxes; I read it in the professional publications. It is just
wonderful when you see it coming day after day Iweek after week
and building up in certain very, very well defined directions. One oi
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those directions is the treatment of capital gains and ordinary income
at the same tax rate.

There is no doubt that this will be a very substantial part of the
President's program, and there are some very good arguments as to
simplification in that direction. However, we. are talking about small
business today. I would like to paint a bit of a picture of the effect
of this type of thinking and keyed with yet another area of function;
namely, the tax-free exchange, as to how this process is destroying so
many viable small businesses, that it is amazing to me that it is not
one of the leading subjects for discussion.

We had a capital gains rate of 25 percent. We saw it moved to 35;
we have various reference taxes added to that rate. We have seen
State and city taxation add to the rate as well, and the average small
l)usinessman today, when he contemplates the sale of his business, he
complains of receiving after taxes only 50-cent dollars. His account-
ants and his banker, if he has a good business, as he many times does
after a culmination of a lifetime's work, say:

Mr. Jones, you know, ABC public company could give you Its stock and you
would come away with hundred-cent dollars. You could borrow against that stock,
pass it through to your estate, break it up, do many, many things. You have
simply got to consider doing it.

Mr. Jones says:
You know, I have had some people who have been with me 20 or 30 years. They

are not ready to retire. I have some children and nephews in the business. I would
like to see them continue my business. I owe something to this town I am In. They
have helped me grow. They have been good to me. I don't want to have my com-
pany go to a big conglomerate. I want to maintain the independence of my
company.

Then his accounta:At says:
That is fine. If you want to go that way, you have to know your employees.

Well, they don't have too many dollars. You will have to take a small amount
down, the rest over a period, and maybe they will be doing well. You may be
risking your capital.

So he thinks. lie twists and turns. lie has obligations to himself, his
wife. and his children, and in many cases, most of the cases, lie opts
for the tax-free exchange under section 368 and, boom, we have lost
another independent small business, a good one.

Now, gentlemen, we are talking about business formation, small
business formation. We are talking about how do you create new ones?
We should also be talking about how do we keep the ones that have
built up, that are successful, that are independent, that are in our small
towns and villages?

You know we haven't done it and we haven't done it simply because
of the overall bias that Senator Bentsen mentioned earlier, whereby
big business is business, and the views of big business, which are the
views of merger and conglomeration and the pickup of the brains and
capital on the working people of small business, is very much the order
of the day, day by day, week by week, month by month.

That is what we are confronted with. In my statement that I would
like to introduce into the record, you will see some numbers that bear
out what Senator Bentsen mentioned, namely, the increasing power
which is being put into fewer and fewer hands, year after year in this

22-68---78-----16
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country. This is the very process that. this meeting this morning is
concerned about.

Now, it may sound a bit. weird, but in reality the approach of de-
ferring tax which is central to the tax-free exchange, section 368 of the
code, has applical)ility within the area that we are talking about, and
we have a proposal in our bill which says. in effect, that if a man sells
his common stock, and he reinvests the money that he received in secu-
rities of other small businesses within a 2-year period, the tax on his
capital gains will be deferred. We submit to you that if this provision
is made into law, we will save countless small businesses from being
engulfed in large business and being destroyed in the process. We will
also see a very, very substantial increase, in venture capital activity,
since venture capitalists in an SBIC or a venture capitalist outside the
SBIC frame, recycles his capital. He basically wants to reinvest his
money whiel lie, earns when he sells his business investment to others
and there will be more and more capital brought into this field when-
ever this occurs.

Third, we have seen, and Senator Bentsen has introduced legislation
on this. which is designed to reinvigorate the over-the-counter market,
the market for small companies, which has been seriously eroded by
ERISA and many other problems by which fiduciaries have made the
over-the-comter market. today a shell of what. it. may have been.

Many, many wonderful sinall companies that are small businesses
have no market. They, too, are part of the process whereby they are
being engulfed by the bigger companies on the American Stock Ex-
change and New York Stock Exchange because their shares are trad-
iug at price/earnings ratios that. are ridiculous.

Our introductory concept here of a deferred capital gain, where
the man who sells his business and has the money, can invest in small
companies that are trading over the counter, will reinvigorate this
market. This would bring about a tremendous amount of saving of
other small businesses that are already publicly traded, in theory, but
in practice it doesn't happen because nobody is buying their shares.
The public is out. Institutions won't buy.

Now, Senator Nelson has introduced a venture capital bill, and I
have talked about this provision exclusively, but it actually has about
21 different provisions. To me this is central to what we are talking
about today, even though the other areas within S. 1815 are also
extremely important.

I have stressed this simply because I am seriously concerned that in
the tax linking that evolves in the bill this year, capital gains and
ordinary income will be treated the same, and if this happens, it will
simply accelerate, the process of the destruction of good small busi-
nesses that are in business today.

I thank you very much, gentlemen.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Krasnow follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT Op HERBERT KRASNOW

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I am Herbert Krasnow,
President of the National Association of Small Business Investment Companies
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'whose more than 300 members represent over two-thirds of all the licensed
SBICs and minority enterprise SBICs (MESBICs) and about 90 percent of the
assets committed to the industry. For the past 15 years, I have served as the
founder and President of Intercoastal Capital Corporation, a medium-sized SBIC
located in New York.

On behalf of the SBIC industry, I wish to thank this Subcommittee for under-
taking the task of investigating the impact of tax policy on economic growth
and I appreciate the opportunity to testify on the role small business can play
In the competitive growth process. We in the venture capital field are firmly
committed to strengthening the role of the smaller enterprise in the economy
because the companies we fund are small in the financial sense and dedicated to
innovation a d growth.

In this testimony I would like first to address the Impact of current taxes on
small business in general, turning thereafter to the SBIC industry and the effect
the current tax structure has on our investments in small businesses. I would also
like to voice support for legislation we at NASBIC feel will do more to increase
both internal and external capital flowing to small businesses and to increase the
abilities of SBICs and other venture capitalists to provide the long-term debt and
equity capital which smaller companies so desperately need. Those legislative
needs are almost entirely embodied in S. 1815, the Small Business Venture Capital
Act of 1977, introduced on June 30th by Senators Nelson, McIntyre and Weicker.
NASBIC strongly supports S. 1815, and hopes Congress will act upon it in the
near future.

In addition to voicing my support for S. 1815, 1 will also, while speaking
directly to growth problems encountered by small firms and venture capital com-
panies, highlight some of what we believe to be the more important and desper-
ately needed tax changes.

THE SMALL BUSINESS CAPITAL GAP-INCREASED INTERNAL CAPITAL NEEDS

A small business relies on both internal and external funds for operating and
expansion capital. Unfortunately, when scarce debt and equity capital is doled
out via the traditional financial markets, small business is always at the bottom
of the ladder. For that reason, small business has to rely more heavily upon inter-
nally generated funds for its financing. These internal funds come, of course,
from after-tax earnings which are becoming more difficult to maintain due to the
increasingly hard bite of corporate income, and other, taxes.

Because of that, we at NASBIC strongly recommend a six step graduation of
the corporation income tax with the maximum 48 percent bracket being reached
at $150,000 of taxable income rather than at the current $50,000. The following
schedule is recommended:

Marginal rate
Taxable Income: percent

$0 p to $30,000 --------------------------------------------- 8
S-30,000 up to $60,000 ------------------------------------------- 16
$60,000 up to $90,000 --------------------------------------------- 24
$90.000 up to $120,000 ------------------------------------------- 32
$120.000 up to $150,000 ------------------------------------------- 40
above $150,000 --------------------------------------------- 48

Although this reduction would help all corporations, it would especially help
smaller companies that do not have large taxable incomes and do rely heavily on

-every dollar they can retain for financial well-being and long-term growth.
An important concept guiding tax policy is ability to pay. The unintended

result of present tax law is that those companies least able to pay (small com-
panies) are assessed a greater percentage of their income In Federal taxes. The
following excerpt from the 26th Annual Report of the Senate Small Business

-Committee portrays the problem in very explicit terms:
Initially, the committee analyzed the Federal Trade Commission Quarterly

Financial Reports, which set forth before-tax and after-tax rates of return of
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manufacturers of many different asset sizes. This yielded a comparison of "effec-
tive tax rates" which is set forth below:

COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVE TAX RATES OF MANUFACTURERS OF DIFFERENT ASSET SIZES I

[In percent]

Profits before Profits after Effective
Asset size Federal taxes taxes tax rate

All manufacturing corporations -----.------------------------------ 16.5 9.675 41.26
Under $1,000,000 ------------------------------------------------- 14.975 7.30 51.25
$1,00,000 to $5,000,000 ------------------------------------------ 17.375 8.575 50.64
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000 ----------------------------------------- 18. 075 8.70 51.86
$10,000,000 to $25,000,000 ---------------------------------------- 16. 325 7.95 51.30
$25,000,000 to $bO,000,000 --------------------------------------- 15.875 7.825 50.70
$50,000,000 to $100,000,000 --------------------------------------- 16.075 8.225 48.83
$100,000,000 to $250,000,000 -------------------------------------- 17.20 9.275 46.07
$250,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 ------------------------------------ 17.675 9.85 44.27
$1,000,000,000 and over ------------------------------------------- 16.00 10.375 35.15

U.S. Congress, Senate, Select Committee on Small Business, 26th annual report, 94th Cong., 1st sess. ,1975, p. 85.

Smaller companies are not asking for a handout, a giveaway or a loophole.
Small business is willing to pay its fair share-but let's not ask for wore than
that.

Another item we at NASBIC are concerned about is the need for adoption of
simplified and liberalized depreciation schedules which can be used by small
companies that cannot afford to hire sophisticated tax lawyers and accountants
to help them avoid taxes via the skillful use of existing depreciation schedules.
Adam Smith, the father of economics, professed that a tax should be certain,
convenient and economical. While it can be argued that the complicated deprecia-
tion schedules in use today meet none of those requirements, the third is the
imlpedih-ent to which I feel compelled to speak. It is simply not economical for
a small company to keep the records and hire the staff and counsel necessary
to utilize sophisticated techniques to depreciate capital investment. Also, it Is
not ultimately economical for the federal government to police and enforce these
statutes. As we all know, the simpler the tax code is made, the easier It is for
companies and individuals to comply and the easier and cheaper it is for the IRS
to collect.

Our third tax policy recommendation would allow small businesses to offer
qualified stock options in order to be able to successfully compete with the major
corporations for top level management. Although this item was repealed for all
corporations in the Tax Reform Act of 1976, we feel that It should be permitted
for smaller companies which cannot compete in terms of salaries and fringe
benefits. By allowing this attractive feature for small companies. talented man-
agement will have more of an incentive to go with the sector of the economy
which employs 55 percent of the business work force and generates 43 percent
of the Gross National Product.

THlE SMALL BUSINESS CAPITAL GAP-LONG-TERM CAPITAL NEEDS

I'd like to now turn to an area in which SBIC managers have special expertise:
long-term venture capital financing for small business. As I mentioned before, I
am president of Intercoastal Capital Corporation, an SBIC located in New York,
and I have been involved in the SBIC Industry since Its very early days. I am
convinced that there Is a shocking dearth of long-term capital financing for small
business in this country. This problem is. without a doubt, one of the most serious
In terms of the long-term vitality of our free-enterprise system. SBICs have In
the past and hope in the future to play a significant role in providing "lifeblood"
venture and equity capital financing for independent small business. That sector
has fallen Increasingly further behind as ever scarcer investment capital is
parceled out in the markets. The capital shortfall to small business Is directly
translatable into a loss to the American consumer via reduced product innovation
and price competition.

We at NASBIC have just finished a comprehensive review of our Industry
and have designed a program which will serve to significantly increase the flow
of dollars going into venture capital in this country. I would like to request that
the NASBIC Legislative/Regulatory Program for 1977 be included as part of the
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record if it please the chair. Let me stress also that this will not be a mere shuf-
fling of scarce dollars from one sector of the economy to another, but rather an
Injection of vitality into an area which will earn, in the long-run, a fiscal
dividend. This Is possible since Investment in small, fast-growing businesses gem-
erates, ultimately, a greater amount of economic activity which in turn provides
greater aggregate wealth for the economy and additional tax dollars for the
treasury. For example:

A recent study by Massachusetts Institute of Technology Development Fomnda-
tion has arresting data on the importance of new companies and new technologies
to property and jobs in America. It compares the performance of six mature
companies, five innovative companies, and five young high-technology companies.
From 1969 to 1974. the average annual cotributions of these companies in jobs
and revenues shaped up as follows:'

Iln percent]

Type of companies Sales growth Job growth

Mature ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 11.4 0.6
Innovative --------------------------------------------------------------------- 13.2 4.3
Young high technology .-------------------------------------------------------- 42.5 40.7

Further, one government study sampled SBIC-financed small businesses and
and found that those companies achieved annual growth rates of 25 percent for
employment, 27 percent for revenues, 27 percent for profits and 35 percent for
as;sets. It must be stressed that these companies are the innovative, high-growth
type which have high potential for employment at a time when sustained,
excessive uhlenll)loyment remains one of our countr-'s most severe economic

r1ob )lem is.
The availability of financing for small and Independent businesses is and

shmild lie a high priority for a sound national economic policy. Because of high
risk and reduced reward (the latter coming from strict government regulation
and ol)pressive tax policies), however, traditional sources of venture capital
financing are drying up. This phenomenon prompted the comment by Thomas
Murphy writing in the April 15, 1977 issue of Forbes magazine that: "If Adam
Smith could return, I think he'd be upset to learn that in a world's biggest
capitalistic country the government has become the biggest venture capitalist."
Iv was referring to the fact that only the SBA loan guarantee I-ogram and

the SBA-assisted SBIC program are making financing available to much-in-need
small business, lie goes on to further cxldain that:

Roughly half the American economy is small business. It happens to be the
half that furnishes most of the jobs everybody says we need: entry-level jobs
for youngsters, service jobs for women and something else that you cannot quai-
tify-it finds places for the millions who don't fit the tidy mold at Xerox and the
l)hone c(nml)any.

To make matters worse, while venture funds are drying up small companies also
cannot look to the public markets where they once received a great percentage of
their funds. The following is a chart showing the number of new issues sold
for firms with net worth of less than $5-milli,n for the period from 1969 to
1975:

Total dollar
amount

Year Offerings (millions)

19,9 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 548 $1,457.7
197n ----------------------------------------------------------------------... 209 383.7
1971 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 224 551.5
1972 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 418 918.2
1973 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 69 137.5
1974 --------------------------.------------------------------------------------ 8 13.1
1975 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 116.2

I bid., p. 13.

1 U.S. Small Business Administration. "Report of the SBA Task Force on Venture and
Equity Capital for Small Business," Washington, D.C., p. 2.
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In addition to small businessmen and venture capitalists, high level business
and government leaders have addressed the problem of inadequate internal
and external capital financing availability. In May of 1976, Treasury Secretary
William Simon appointed the Treasury Small Business Advisory Committee on
Economic Policy which recommended, among other things, the implementation
of ten specific tax proposals and further study and consideration in several other
areas:

Recognizing that Federal taxation has the greatest adverse impact on capital
formation for the bulk of all small independent business, the Committee ranked
tax policy as its highest priority. In principal we support H.R. 13687. the
COSIBA small business tax bill, but we have focused on several items which
we recommend for adoption or study. The first three items constitute the prin-
cipal recommendations of the Small Business Administration Venture and
Equity Capital Task Force chaired by William Casey.

Specific Treasury Advisory Committee proposals included:
(1) Adjustment of depreciation schedules so that a taxpayer would be per-

mitted to write off any amount up to and including 100 percent of an asset value-
in the year of acquisition (up to $200,000).

(2) Revision of the corporate rates to graduate the tax at four levels with
the maximum rate of 48 percent being reached at a taxable income of $200.000.

(3) Deferral of capital gains tax if the proceeds from an investment in a
qualified small business concern are reinvested in another small business
concern.

In January the Report of the SBA Task Force on Venture and Equity Capital
for Small Business was released. That blue ribbon group, chaired by former
SEC Chairman Bill Casey, recommended a number of changes which would
significantly help the capital-short small business sector. Their tax recommenda-
tions included the following:
Tax Laws and Regulations

Increase the corporate surtax exemption from the present level of $50,000 up
to $100,000;

Allow greater flexibility in depreciating the first $200,000 of assets:
Permit investors in qualified small businesses to defer the tax on capital

gains if the proceeds of the sale of a profitable small business Investment are
reinvested within a specified time in other qualified small business investments:

Increase the deduction against ordinary income of capital losses in a slnall
business investment made under Section 1244 of the Internal Revenue Code from
$25,000 in annual deduction to $50,000, and increase the limit on an offering
from $,500.000 to $1,000,000 and on Issuer size from $1,000,000 to $2,000.000 in-
equity capital ;

Permit underwriters of the securities of smaller businesses to deduct a loss
reserve against the risks inherent in the underwriting and carrying of such
securities:

Revise methods by which revenue Impact of tax changes are estimated to
reflect revenue gains from the busine.q ue of tax savings and the stimulus to-
capital formation that tax incentives pi.ivide.

Expounding upon the lack of external capital available for finance and expan-
sion, the Casey Task Force reported:

It is alarming that venture and expansion capital for new and growing small
businesses has become almost invisible in America today. In 1972 there were 418
u1nderwritings for companies with a net worth of less than $5.000.000. In 1975
there were four such underwritings. The 1972 offerings raised $918-million. The,
1975 offerings brought in $16-million. Over that same period of time, smaller
offerings under the Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC's) Regulation A
fell from $256-million to $49-million and many of them were unsuccessful. While
this catastrophic decline was occurring, new money raised for all corporations
in the public security markets increased almost 50 percent from $28-billion to
over $41-billion.

Prompted by the deteriorating small business climate and by the disconcert-
Ing lack of profitability in the SBIC Industry NASBTO produed Itq 20-point
Legislative/Regulatory Package for 1977. I would like to turn now to our in-
dustry and touch upon several specific changes we feel are necessary In order
to Improve the long-run health and viability of the SBIC industry---changes
which, by stren-thening SBICs. will ultimately benefit small businesses by forti-
fying one of their few remaining sources of long-term capital.
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The SBIC Indu8 try
SBICs are the product of a joint venture between the private and public sec.

tors Initiated by the Small Business Investment Act of 198. SBICs link the
efficiency of private enterprise with the financial resources of the Federal Gov-
ernment to provide venture and equity capital financing exclusively for small
businesses. Private funds put up by investors are leveraged up to 4-to-1 with
long-term money borrowed from the Federal Government at a rate % of 1 per-
cent above the cost of money to the government. In that manner, funds are made
available to small business investors and the federal government makes a profit
in the deal to boot. I might add that all private funds are at risk before the gov-
ernment loses a nickel. This subordinization of private to government capital
almost absolutely insures that the individual SBIC will pursue a prudent invest-
ment policy. Losses to the SBA have totaled only $29-million over the past 19
years. Over that time, almost $3-billion has been invested in approximately
40.600 small businesses in a total of 50,276 financings.

We are also glad to report that the owners of these companies were deeply
grateful to the SBICs for financing their start-up or growth. An SBA survey
revealed that more than 90 percent of all portfolio companies had benefited from
SBIC help, most of them to a major degree. Naturally, tensions sometimes arise
between an enterpreneur wholly involved in the life of his business and the
lender or investor advancing funds to that firm, but the true partnership nature
of the relationship between the businessman and the SBIC is supported by SBA's
findings that 87 percent of the owners were satisfied with their SBIC dealings
and 87 percent said they "would use SBIC assistance again under similar cir-
cumstances."

In order to attract the capital needed in the SBIC Industry, however, we must
Increase our profitability. Although the SBIC industry is an active one, with
assets near the $1-billion mark, there is much demand for venture and equity
capital going unmet. At the NASBIC Annual Meeting in November 1976, SBA.
Administrator Kobelinskl said: "We estimate that small business faces a short-
fall In venture and working capital that will average from $7-billion to $8-billion
a year over the next decade."

As we all know, capital will tend to flow to where the risk-adjusted rate of
return is greatest. Since the venture capital industry Is an Industry with a good
degree of inherent risk, it stands to reason that Its return on capital should be
higher than in safer investments. That is not the case however, and our SBIC
profitability rates have been very modest. Our highest rate of return on invested
capital, for example, was 9.5 percent In the year ending March 31, 1969. The
second highest return, however, was only 6.0 percent in the year ending March 31,
1968. In short, although the SBIC industry is an active and exciting one, its
profitability is just not high enough to attract sufficient investment capital.

We at NASBIC feel that the SBIC program is a success. But to fill the needs
for venture and equity capital In the upcoming decade, we must expand our
activities by making the Industry more profitable. The net return to the govern-
ment from the SBIC industry via taxes paid by the SBICs themselves, portfolio
companies made stronger and more profitable by SBIC financial and management
assistance, and by the employees of those companies, is highly positive. But in
order to expend the industry to help fill the small business "capital gap" we
we need to provide more incentives to attract additional private funds.

Mr. Chairman, in view of your Subcommittee's present focus on Federal tax
policy, I wish to place emphasis especially upon three recommendations contained
In our Association package. The first would provide an incentive for all investors,
individuals or institutions, to invest in the securities of smaller companes. The
other two refer specifically to SBIC tax Issues which will allow our industry to
operate more profitably and to attract more private capital.

1. Defer capital gains taxes when proceeds of the sale of stock Issued by a small
business are reinvested in an eligible small business concern. The greatest moment
In the life of a venture capitalist comes when he is able to generate hard dollars
through the sale of his longheld stock (usually about 10 years) of a success-
ful portfolio company. That's the culmination of a promising investment oppor-
tunity, proper structuring and pricing, continuous counseling, and an imaginative
exit technique on the part of the SBIC manager or other investor. Less exciting,
though. is the heavy burden of Federal and State taxation which will take away
about 50 percent of the capital gain so generated. There's a contradiction in this
situation: the Federal. Government has established and encouraged the SBIC
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program as a matter of public policy to provide capital to small business, but the
same Government decimates the flow of such funds through the imposition of
onerous taxation.

Undoubtedly, one of the worst threats to the continuation of the free enterprise
system is contained in the Internal Revenue Code. Our tax law permits tax-free
reorganizations which provide an irresistible incentive for the owners of a suc-
cessful small business concern to sell out to a major corporation, since there is
no immediate tax consequence of such a merger, so long as they take the stock of
the big business in return. This provision of the Code lessens competition and
compromises the free market system.

To offset this serious danger, NASBIC strongly urges that the tax law be made
at least neutral. We propose an amendment to the Code which would encourage
further investment in other small businesses. Taxation of capital gains arising
from the sale of stock in a business firm which was small when the security was
acquired, would be deferred when the proceeds of that sale were reinvested in a
small business concern within a two-year period. There is a clear precedent for
this amendment, both in the current corporate reorganization section and in the
deferral of taxes on the sale of a residence.

2. Allow all SBTCs to pass through their earnings to their shareholders without
the imposition of a corporate tax. It is our goal to attract different types of in-
vestors to the SBIC program. To those who are particularly interested in capital
appreciation through the growth of the SBIV, the capital gains provision out-
lined above is especially attractive. Other investors, though, have the need or
desire for current income, so they would be more likely to invest in SBICs which
pay regular dividends. At the present time, publicly-owned SBICs which are
registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940 may avoid corporate taxes
on their earnings so long as they pass through at least 90 percent of the!r profits
to their shareholders. This authority has proven to be most valuable to several
of the public SBICs which have increased their private capitalizations regularly
over the life of the program.

We hvelieve that all SBICs should be given this authority whether or not they
are publicly-owned. Although this position may appear at first blush to contradict
our goal of bringing more capital to the program (since earnings will be dis-
tributed, not retained), we are certain that the payment of regular dividends will
indeed attract many millions of dollars of new capital to those SBICs which are
prinmrily income-oriented and, thus, able to pay such dividends to their share-
holders. Present SRICs will get the new capital they need to grow and new
SBIlCs will be formed, we are sure. if the pass-through provision is approved.

3. Provide a statutory loss reserve of 10 percent for SBTCs based upon equities,
as well as debt securities. No matter how we redesign the SBIC program, one
constant will remain: the high level of risk involved in providing financial a,-
sistance to new and small busineRses. Over the past 1R years SBTCs have grown
more skillful in screening out the doomed investments and in protecting them-
selves against losses, but every SBIC will inevitably have to swallow Its share
of complete or partial losses. At present, the Internal Revenue Code permits an
SBIC to set up a reserve for had debts based upon its experience. but this au-
thorization is seriously deficient In two respects: first, for an SBIC, the past is
no certain guide to the future. An SBIC may be fortunate enough to have minimal
losses for 10 or 12 years and then it may have two or three deals go sour in a
very short period. We believe it would make good business sense for the SBIC to
set aside a reserve to take care of such unexpected losses. The second problem with
the current law is that it allows for losses only on loans and not on investment.,
even though the letter are ordinarily far more risky. The NASBIC proposal then,
would have the law permit any SBIC to establish a reserve against Iosses in an
amount Tip to 10 percent of its total portfolio, both loans and investments. Here
again, the change would encourage further equity investments.

These three specific recommendations would make a significant contribution
to the profitability of SBICs and we fre certain they would encourage millions
of additional dollars to come into the SBIC program, both into existing licensees
and into new ones. The major beneficiaries of these changes, however, would he:
(1) new and growing small businesses; (2) the Federal Government which would
reap greatly expanded taxes from the small businesses assisted by SBICs and
from the new workers employed by those growing firms; and. (8) the economy
which would receive new products and services at lower prices through increased
competition.

In summation. NASBIC genuinely believes that there is a significant invest-
ment capital shortage for small and independent enterprises in the United States
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today. We are proud of the role SBICs have played in the financing of small
businesses for the past 18 years but feel that there Is much more investment of
that sort needed. Since purely private sources of venture capital have dried up
significantly in recent years, government-assisted stimulation is necessary. We

Aifrmly believe that adoption of the NASBIC Legislative/Regulatory package and
passage of S. 1815 will be a significant step in the right direction toward closing
the equity and venture capital gap, and would encourage the Subcommittee's sup-
port in the specific tax areas we have focused upon.

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Krasnow, one of the proposals which has
been made is to tax only real capital gains. Do you believe that index-
ing would be of assistance.?

Mr. IRAsNow. It must be of assistance, Senator, simply because we
know the inflationary increase that has happened over the many years.
However, I'm afraid that that only solves part of the problem. I think,
myself, we need to redirect the funds that will be received by the sale
of small business into yet other small businesses. We need to stop the
concentration of assets in big businesses that are going on so much
today.

Senator BENTSEN. We have had some testimony by three former tax
commissioners, Internal Revenue commissioners, all three testifying
that we should not use the tax system to achieve social objectives--and
I'm generalizing-but that we ought to have direct Federal subsidies
by Government agencies to do that. Would you agree with that or not?

Mr. KRs.ow. As a practicing C.P.A., there is so much of the In-
ternal Revenue Code that has as its basis for existence noncollection
aspects, that to eliminate all aspects of the code other than the collec-
tion of tax would be to reduce it to nothingness. I mean, almost every
provision that we see has some other objective other than the raising
of money.

We sat with Secretary of the Treasury Blumenthal, who spoke
several weeks ago on the subject of tax simplification. He and Mr.

Woodworth, or Mr. IVoodworth alone, had been on the Hill and had
been talking about the energy bill, or bills. Now, how people can talk
about simplification at the same time that the energy bills are adding
to the complexities like no one has ever seen, I just can't imagine.

I can't believe, as a practicing C.P.A., that we can have both simpli-
fication and equitv. My" feeling is that I would much rather have equity
than simplification, and I would like for the mass of the taxpayers who
have very, very simple problems, that they be viewed separately from
the business community whose affairs are becoming more and more
complex and where equity should predominate, not simplicity.

Senator BENTSEN. That seems to be one of the problems, of course,
when we talk about. simplification and achieving social objectives and
not using the tax system for that. You just transfer the complexity to
some other agency. There still has to be somebody who checks on it,
sees that its done, but arrives at an arbitrary allocation based on
ju(ldgment of that particular division, to be the grantor for the Govern-
ment of that particular sul)sidy.

Mr. Krasnow, what are the causes or reasons for the higher effective
tax rates that we see paid by small business, as compared to large busi-
ness, as shown in your prepared statement?

Mr. KRASNOW. That's very interesting, Senator. The reason that
trnlv big business navs a lower effective rate of taxation is their in-
depth awareness of the benefits that lie within the Internal Revenue
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Code and their ability to put these to great use, whether we apply it to
the concept of the DISC, the concept of the investment tax credit, or
the concept of other noncash deductions of a very serious amount.

It is the little businessman who really does not understand the impli-
cations and the intricacies of the tax bill, who ends up paying the big-
gest rate on his income dollar.

Senator BENTSEN. When you say "effective tax rates," why don't you
further define the term "effective tax rates" for me?

Mr. KRASNOW. We start with a 48-percent rate and, theoretically,
above the level, every company pays that rate. In practice, the intro-
dtiction of tax credits such as the investment tax credit cuts that rate
down to the point where, for instance, the President himself, through
not a corporation but an individual taxpayer, had no tax at all because
he had such a substantial tax credit which for that year, and possibly
future years on carryover, eliminated the payment of tax.

Senator B&NTs.W We have seen the Business Roundtable recently
question doing away with the double taxation of corporate profits,
that is, the so-called'integration of the personal and corporate income
tax systems. They would prefer instead a reduction in the overall
corporate rate. Does your association have a position on that? "

Mr. KRASNOW. We have a very strong position on that, Senator
Bentsen. Our position, basically, stems from the fact that the evolving
small business has very, very few sources for capital for cash other
than retention of earnings. Accordingly, the small business does not
pay dividends because it needs that capital to be retained in the btisi-
,ness to continue its growth.

It is clear to us, therefore, that if small business doesn't benefit from
integration, and if there is to be a serious revenue loss through any
of the types of integration which are being suggested, that those dol-
lars being lost to the Treasury will make more difficult the benefits to
small business in other areas that are so desperately needed. And,
accordingly, small business has to say that integration is not a con-
cept that will benefit small business.

Senator BENTSEN. There are several accelerated depreciation pro-
visions in existing tax law such as ADR to encourage business invest-
ment. However, many small businessmen say they are unable to
utilize these provisions because they are so complicated, they just
can't hire the lawyers and accountants needed to take full advantage
of the existing incentives.

What are your thoughts on the complexities of these laws and
what can be done to make them more effective and more easiJy
understood?

Mr. KRASNOW. Senator, you are addressing yourself to the root of
the difference between small business and big business. Where com-
plexity is introduced into the law, whether it is in depreciation regi-
lations of law, or any other area, biq business has the financial and
manpower resources to understand them and to apply them. Small
business does not have those financial and manpower resources, anc4
therefore, complexity, by and of itself, deprives small business Of
equal benefits.

To that extent, there has to be serious thought in the future of all
types of Government regulations, with a bifocal vision, with a vision a.
to its impact on big business and a view as to its impact on small
business. It's very important.
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Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Stults, do you want to speak to this?
Mr. STULTS. Mr. Chairman, speaking not only for NASBIC but

for the Council of Small and Independent Business Associations-
and I'm sorry some of the other representatives could not be here-
one of the four points in the COSIBA tax bill for this year would
be an establishment of three class lives, if you will: Two years for
highway equipment, rolling stock and the like; 5 years for machinery,
office furniture, fixtures; 10 years for depreciable real estate and
real estate improvements. This, we feel, would be the most simple
thing in the world. COSIBA presented this to key officials at
Treasury, and found them, quite frankly, countering with, "'Why
don't you use ADR?" These are the same people who were saying they
want to simplify the code.

We say we'll cut hundreds of pages out of that bloomin' code for
you if you'll just do very simple class life depreciation; and they
didn't want to simplify that. They wanted to simplify the code by
getting rid of capital gains treatment, but they didn't want to do
it for something like depreciation. We said that we would give up
ADR, investment tax credit and the rest, and just put it down simply.

All the data indicate that smaller firms utilize a straight, probably
7-year life. That's what they use. It takes the least records, and ob-
viously, they are not just utilizing the goodies that are in the code
that will increase their cash flow and allow them to use those dollars
for building their own businesses.

Senator B N'TSE N. If you had two priorities to recommend in the
tax bill that is coming up that you thought would be most helpful to
small business, which of those two, of those things you have enu-
merated and discussed, what would be the top priority, No. 1 or
No. 2?

Mr. KRASNOW. The deferral of capital gains taxation would be the
first. The graduated corporate income tax rate would be the second.
It would be the second because, as I indicated earlier, retention of
earnings within small businesses is the most important area of
growth, and in allowing small businesses to hold on to more of their
earnings, such would occur.

Senator BENTSEN. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Senator Hatch.
Senator HATCH. Gentlemen, I'm sorry I missed your statement.

I was over on the floor making a speech but-
Senator BENTSEN. I'm sorry I missed your speech.
Senator HATCH. I appreciate that. I hate to miss yours also, but I

have been greatly concerned about the small business problems of our
society. This bill embraces four or five aspects of taxation, securities,
antitrust, et cetera.

You have indicated, or at least I've heard that you think the No. 1
priority would be the deferral of capital gains taxation in helping
small business. What about rollover ? What about a rollover for people
who receive capital gains returns but who invest them in nuall
businesses?

Mr. STuTs. That's exactly what we have in mind.
Senator HATCH. I think that's a very creative way. That stimulates

capital formation in small businesses. I commend you for coming up
with that suggestion. We have been coming up with that on an unas-
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signed basis. We would like to ask for a rollover on those capital gains
to defer those taxes as long as they are invested in small businesses.
It is hard to invest in small business with the security laws as they are,
because in our securities laws-for instance, the regulations--wo have
at present a $500,000 regulation A offering limit, which we think
should be increased to about $3 million. Just let me make this point and
I'll get back to taxes. But even if we increase it to $3 million, regu-
lation A offerings have dropped off from more than 500 in 1969 to 38
last year. These are small business offerings. The reasons for which
they dropped off are varied, but one of the major reasons is the appli-
cation of the 10(b) (5) -type litigation against the promoters, the attor-
neys, the accountants, and so forth, to the point where everybody is
scared to offer small businesses which are high-risk-type offerings, as a
result of this type of securities approach.

This is unrelated to taxes, except I wanted to tie it in with our roll-
over sua'gestion of capital gains. Would it not be advisable, since
everybody knows that when thev are investing in an inception com-
pany, or a small company, or when under the remilation they offer
securities which are under the securities laws. wouldn't it be better to
not have the 10(b) (5) type of unlimited liability for errors in the pres-
entation prospectus and just limit it to common law fraud. Every-
body knows this is high risk. That would stimulate investment and if
you cover that with the rollover of capital gains, which would inev-
itably result, we hope, in stimulating investment in small companies,
don't you think small businesses would grow in America and have a
better chance to grow?

Mr. KRASNOW. I think it would be dynamic in that the message
would ao through the American financial community that investment
in small business had taken a completely new turn, and that both from
a social and financial and tax viewpoint, it could be very, very
productive.

Senator HATcH. I'm going to advocate that in the Senate, and I
think the people like Senator Bentsen and others who are dynamic and
progressive people have to be interested in it because the problem of
small business today is that it can't form capital. No. 2, it can't develop
strength to compete with big business.

Along the same lines, let's assume that we make an exception in the
antitrust laws, and we allow small business to combine together, acts
which are presently disallowed under the antitrn laws, to compete
with larger business, with the accompanying stimulation caused by roll-
over capital gains approach, wouldn't that be very helpful to small
business also ? That's a very revolutionary idea.

Mr. Kmkswow. I, basically, have not seen too many situations where
antitrust for small businesses has been a major problem. I think we
have a psychological approach here which is paramount. If the mes-
sage goes out into the United States that small business basically will
be fostered and that concrete acts are being taken to stimulate the small
business community, we will have dynamic results over the next 5 to 10
years, because people today understand the problems of concentration
of wea,,th and power and manpower in a way they have never under-
stood them before. The timing couldn't be more right.

Senator lt& cr. Let me ask you this. I missed your presentation so I
.don't know whether this was covered or not, but you probably did
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cover it. Since you indicated it is important for small business to retain
earnings in order to grow, in order to expand and accomplish the
thin-os it takes to increase solidity and stability in small business,
wouid you not increase the accumulation-of-earnings provision?

Mr. Kwis-Now. The amendments to section 531, the accumulated
earnings is part of our program.

Senator HETcar. So you are recommending-
Mr. KCws.xow. Yes, sir. There are many points that are included and

they come from different sources. They come from the NASBIC pro-
gram; they come from the Small Business Administration task force
that was headed up by Bill Casey; they come from the COSIBA pro-
gram; numbers of them are included in my statement that I have made
part of my presentation. And it is very interesting how different
groups of people are focusing on the same problems and many have
the same solutions.

Senator HATCir. Good. Corporation investment incentive has not
been dimmed completely. On the more optimistic side of the picture,
part of the adverse effect of the tax rate on investment has been offset
by the substantial increases in investment allowances. For example,
there have been more liberal depreciation methods since 1954; a tax
credit for machinery and equipment has existed, more or less, since
1962; and from 1954 to 1975 the general corporation income tax rate
was reduced 4 percentage points-f rom 52 to 48 percent. Gross cor-
l)orato saving has roughly kept pace with economic growth. Overall,
ti evidence suggests that the supply of corporate funds has not been
impaired by the corporate income tax. Would any of you care to com-
ment on that?

Mr. KRAs.Now. As a C.P.A., I think the one, overriding opinion I
have in the field of taxation is that almost no effect within the code
exists as to the problems of inflation. When one addresses one's self to
real estate or fixed assets, and one in effect thinks of the recovery over
a substantial period of the same dollars, when one realizes the replace-
ment requirement expiring at the life of that asset, it is a mind-bog-
gling problem; and it is this problem of indexing that the Senator re-
lated earlier, which is one of the first approaches within the Revenue
Code to remedy this overall problem.

I don't know what our inflationary rate has been over the last 30 or
40 years, but it has gotten to be hundreds of percentage points.

Senator HATCH. So, you endorse indexing to help small business?
Mr. KmAsNow. There are numbers of approaches toward this solu-

t ion, but it is very, very clear that the problem requires much greater
attention, and that probably from a governmental viewpoint, since it
aids in the collection of larger amounts of tax, makes it easier, there
has been a reluctance by the Government to address itself to the
problem.

Mr. STULTS. Senator Hatch, if I might comment-
Senator HATCH. Surely.
Mr. STULTS. Your figures are gross figures; there is no breakdown.

In his opening statement, Senator Bentsen pointed out that new issues
sold to the public by companies for the first time, companies with net
worth under $5 million, dropped from about $11/ billion to $100 mil-
Iion, in the period between 1969 and 1976.

Senator HATCH. We're down to $16 million now, last year.

22-68&---78-17
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Mr. STULTS. Yes, $16 million in 1975; they went ip slightly in 1976
to a bit over $100 million.

During that same period, overall security sales in the public markets
by business increased by about 30 percent, so that if you wanted to say,
"Is Wall Street doing the job for business?" and you look at all of the
firms, yes. You have to break down, then, how much of it, is stock, how
much is equity, and how much is debenture sales.

Senator HATCH. How much is repetitive trading, too.
Mr. STuLTs. We are talking about new issues, registered issues sold

through underwriters. You would also, then, have to break down, ob-
viously, between the small and the large, to see the differential.

Senator HAJCH. What I was doing was breaking down to the small
regulation, I was limiting it to the regulation A type offering, which
is a real small business. A firm that can afford the long form offerings,
the S series offerings, is going to have to pay something in the neigh-
borhood of $100,000-plus for attorneys and accountants to start.
In the small business area, you can't afford to do that. And also,
as a result of the flagrant changes in the Securities laws which really
have been established as a result of interpretation of rule 10(b) 5, it
is becoming almost impossible to find attorneys or anyone else willing
to lay their lives on the line to start a small business offering. That's
why I'm suggesting a common law fraud approach to litigate small
business offerings, which people, I think are willing to take the risk
in investing in a company that might be an IBM some day. They are
willing to recognize that 80 percent of small business companies that
start in America actually go bankrupt or go into default or insolvency.
I think they are willing to take those kinds of risks, but the promoters,
the attorneys, the accountants, and others who help to start those types
of programs are unwilling to take the risks themselves as the result
of the flagrant use of 10(b) 5.

Mr. STULrs. I'm not certain-we could have a long discussion. I
think some of those hot, new issues that were sold in a boiling market
were probably not very sound investments for anyone except the
promoter-

Senator HATCH. I agree.
fr. STULTS [continuing]. And the reaction is that today, solid com-

panies making $1 or $2. million can't go to the market because
a bunch of real highbinders came in, in the late 1960's. I would hate
to see the inevitability of hot, new issues boiling around, everybody
getting "fleeced," and then for a period of 10 years, no one being
able to go public. So, you see, I have some sympathy for what SEC
is trying to do here.

As professional venture capitalists, we think we are good way-
stations for the businesses that are just beginning, and season them
until they are to the point where they are ready to go to market.

Senator HATCr.. I have some sympathy for what SEC is trying
to do also, except it is destroying small businesses with these types
of rules.

I would suggest to you that for every one of the so-called "hot is-
sues," it is pretty hard to get a regulation A offering into a favorable
market situation. But for every one of those, there are literally thou-
sands of small businesses that are stifled. The reason they can't is
bec-ause they can't get anyone to help them to do it. and the reason
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they can't is because SEC has come in with rules that are so broad
that there is almost absolute liability on the part of anyone who
tries to promote such an issue. This is the way the company was
built.

I don't like to see highbinders and fraudulent people operate, but
I would suggest that the fraud that occurs in small business offerings
over the last 25 years would not make a dot in the universe compared
to the frauds that occurred on the Big Board. I think it is time we
think in terms of small businesses and giving them some incentives
and help. I didn't mean to interrupt.

Mr. KR ASNow. There is a very interesting application, Senator
tatch, of your concept and the capital gains rollover approach.

Senator HATCH. Yes.
Nfr. KRASNqOw. Wre had three of the leading investment bankers on

the Small Business Administration Task Force on venture capital.
And the problems you spoke of, many of them are fully written up in
the report, and were very thoroughly discussed. One of the most serious
problems, in addition to the ones you alluded to, is the lack of trading,
the lack of capital in the over-the-counter market.

The institutional investor doesn't go into the OTC market, and the
public, basically, has chosen to take its capital out as well. It is clear
to me that if the capital gain rollover is effectuated into law, that
one of the ways that moneys will be invested will be in existing small
businessess being traded over the counter. Capital would be in cumu-

latively greater amounts as more and more businessmen recycle their
money. This, in addition to the simplification which is very much part
of the venture capital bill already introduced will create the depth
of market so that those underwriters who are both responsible and un-
derstand the. benefits of new issues in the over-the-counter market will
have the understanding that capital is available to create the markets,
to stimulate the trading that does not exist today. It is an extremely
interesting, and I think, productive aspect of the existing problem.

Sena or IATCH. That is very interesting to me.
Would you send me a copy of that study?
IMfr. KRASNOW. It would be my pleasure.
Senator HATCH. One other question: What do you feel is the impact

of paperwork caused bv the IRS and other agencies upon small busi-
ness today, on the average business today? Do you feel it is a sigiifi-
cant problem and one causing tremendous difficulties?

MI. S'rrr:rs. There is no question but that that's the case, Senator
Hlatcl, and fortunately, we have the Paperwork Commission-Senator
MNcIntyre and others are working hard on it. Understanding ERISA,
they have come up with some kind of a coordination of reports bet ween
those submitted to IRS and Labor. I think this is a aood first step.

COSIBA and NASBIC worked very hard earlier this year on the
job tax credit bill added to the President's economic stimulation pack-
a1re. I think it is a great concept. There is no question but that it. com-
plicates further the Internal Revenue Code. Small businesses hiring
additional workers will have to fill out another report to prove they
have more than 105 percent of last year's payroll in order to get this tax
credit. I iust don't want to fall into the trap of the IRS Co mmissioner
who testified before you last week and said, "Iet's simplify every-
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thiing, tax everybody 50 percent, get rid of everything in the Code
and then, everything will be Jim Dandy."

A small businessman, if the regulations are understandable and if
the concept is sound, is willing to fill out one more, two more, or three
niore lines if he can get $10,000 more of retained earnings. It's probably
a fairly good investment of his or his accountant's time.

I certainly have to agree with your initial statement about the im-
pact of paperwork. I just didn't want., at, some point, to get trapped
into somebody's saying, "Well, things you are favoring, like rollover
of capital gains involve a bit of paperwork-but it is so sound that it
is worth doing."

Senator 1ATcr. Do you have any suggestions on how we might cut
down on the IRS paperwork? Have you given any time to that, or
have you any writings on that?

Mr. STULTS. Senator Hatch, there was a Small Business Advisory
Committee to the IRS Commissioner, Don Alexander. Over a 2-year
period, they came up with what seems to me to be a very fine report.
We are hopeful this year that the Treasury Department and IRS will.
jointly, have an advisory committee so that that work can continue.

Senator HATcmr. I think it would be a really worthwhile thing for
small business.

M fr. STuurs. Tremendously helpful.
Senator HATCH. Let nie throw this out to you. I don't think we are

going to make a dent or true inroad into paperwork until we placl that
burden upon the Federal Government; in other words, the burden of
review and the cost thereof upon the Federal Government.

I would like to sit down with you gentlemen sometime in the future.
not verve long into the future, and just discuss some of the ideas that
maybe I have in these crucial areas, and maybe we can come up with
somethings that might help alleviate some of the problems of small
business, especially from the tax standpoint, and might create a base
for regular development of these companies that might become the
IBM.1's of the future. I would surely like to have that opportunity, if
you would give my office a call.

M r. SrurLTs. Senator Nelson and Senator Weicker are going Co con-
tact your office and ask you to cosponsor S. 1815 which incorporates a
nu mber of the suggestions you have made.

Senator HATcH. I agree with what they have done, but they haven't
aone far enough, or been as creative as they should have been. in small
business. That's not meant as criticism; 'it's meant that I think we
ought to do almost drastic things to encourage and create small
business in America.

I particularly want to thank the chairman of this subcommittee,
Senator Bentsen, for providing us with the opportunity of listening to
men like yourselves, and of course, getting into this in More detail. But
I would like to be able to sit down with you and chat about some ideas
on it.

Senator BE.N-TSEN. Thank you very much. You have shown a great
denth of knowledge on the subject.

I would like to make a comment here to Mr. Krasnow and Mr. Stults,
in closing. As you know, I introduced one of the very first job tax credit
bills. in the Finance Committee. This concept was vigorously opposed
by Treasury. It is terribly important that you publicize this job tax
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credit to your membership so that they have a full knowledge of it.
There are those in Treasury who would be delighted to find it not
working, and if it doesn't work, we won't be able to extend it.

I don't want to see us get into the same kind of position that Con-
gress got in on the dollar checkoff. We passed the dollar checkoff but
Treasury required some special form before you could check off your
dollars so it would not work. We finally had to mandate putting it
on the front page of the tax return, and then it did work.

In turn, " in reminded of some of the air treaties we have with for-
eign coun" :ies, where they have agreed that we have reciprocal flights,
but their flight leaves at 5 in the afternoon, at the close of business, and
they schedule ours to leave 1 in the morning. So I want to be sure
that we see that small businessmen understand it, have an opportunity
to make the decision as to whether to utilize it or not, so when we
come back here a year from now, or 2 years from now, we can show it
was effective, and it works and we have given business a credit for
investing in people, not just in equipment, but in people. So, I'm de-
pending on you to see that the message gets out there.

We are pushing Treasury to try to get it done, but you know, if I'm
going to be operated on. I want the knife in the hands of a friendly
surgeon. I think you fellows are proponents of small business, and I
want you to get this message out, if you will.

Thank you very much.
We are privileged to have three very distinguished economists with

us this morning. I would like to call them to the witness table now.
They are Michael J. Boskin, professor of economics, Stanford Uni-
versity; Charles E. McLure, of the National Bureau of Economic
Research; and Joseph A. Pechman, director of economic studies, the
Brookings Institution.

Let's do it alphabetically. Mr. Boskin, who don't you tell us about it?

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL T. BOSKIN, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Mr. BOsKIN. I would like to first briefly summarize my testimony,
and then expand on it a little, going into the problems and fallacies
relating to capital income taxation.

First, I would like to state that in my opinion, the most important
longrun, structural fault with the U.S. economy is that we under-
save. We have not been accumulating enough capital. This leads to a
lower ratio of capital available per worker, less future consumption,
income and wages, a tremendous waste of resources, and a worsened
U.S. competitive position abroad. This is due primarily to the heavy
taxation of capital income and it is exacerbated by the failure of the
tax system to account properly for inflation. In my opinion, if some-
thing is not done in the future, the already damaging consequences
will worsen immeasurably in the years ahead because of the changing
age structure of the U.S. population, a point on which I shall elaborate
later. I believe the major obstacles that prevent reform of capital in-
come taxation are based on a variety of fallacies and myths about
capital, its nature, its ownership and'its taxation.

I believe the solution is one that has long been advocated by most
economists and is now favored by an increasing number of economists
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and tax lawyers specializing in public finance, although the most astute
and most important opponent of it sits to my left at the moment.
That solution is to gradually replace all taxes on income, corporate
and personal, with taxes on expenditures, that is, to remove saving
and investment completely from the tax base.

Before proceeding to elaborate on these points, I want to make it
very clear that I am talking about longrun, structural problems in the
U.S. economy, problems that have been going on for years or decades,
rather than problems of a few quarters, I would like to disassociate
them with the shortrun problems of the current recession.

here is other testimony before this committee, and at least one of
the other discussants this morning will address the shortrun problem
of investment to stimulate the economy. In my own opinion, something
can be done in the short run to induce a rearrangement of business
investment to help mitigate the problems of the business cycle, but
that- in the long run, the crucial issue of the economy is saving, not
investment, and that in the long run, capital accumulation is con-
strained by the supply of available funds from savings that can be
used for investment.

With that brief summary in mind, let me turn to some of the
myths about capital that pervade popular notions, whether in the
press or in the Nation as a whole. The first such fallacy is that
capital accumulation is important only to big business, that any tax
incentive to capital accumulation is essentially a giveaway to business
and really is not a benefit to the ordinary citizen.

I believe that is totally fallacious and stems from a misuinder-
standing of the fundamental notion of what capital consist. Capital
is the vehicle in our economy for citizens to transfer resources-
their incomes, if you will-from one point in their life to a later point
in their life, and most importantly, from the time of their peak
earning years, say their forties and fifties, when they are relatively
well off, to the time of their retirement, when they are both relative
to their own lifetime and relative to the entire population then in exist-
ence-very poor. So, that is the first fallacy.

It is exacerbated by the fact that increases in capital available
to workers certainly increases wage rates because its increased pro-
ductivity, so labor has a long-run stake in the accumulation of
capital.

The second fallacy is that most capital is owned by people who
inherit it, that it is not accumulated during the life cycle. I have
been studying this for quite some time now, and while there are only
indirect means of estimating these amounts, one, hy looking at estate
and gift tax returns trying to aggregate up to the total of bequests
and gifts and the other, by looking at the aggregate growth of the
capital stock, it is my best estimate that no more than 20 percent of
the entire capital stock of the United States was inherited, that at
least 80 percent. and probably more, is due to the natural lifetime sav-
ings and accumulation of our citizens.

The third fallacy I would like to point out is the fallacy that most
people believe that most capital income accrues to the extremely
wealthy. That is certainly fallacious. It is dlear that. it accrues dispro-
portionately to the extremely wealthy, but there also happens to be
a disproportionately small number of extremely wealthy people. Tt
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is certainly clear, for example, using statistics of income data from
the Treasury Department for 1972, -that one-half of all dividends,
interest, and rent accrue to households with adjusted gross income
of $20,000 or less, over three-fourths of capital income accrues to
families with an adjusted gross income of $50,000 or less. Adding
capital gains to these numbers would make it look like capital was
less equally distributed than this, but adding imputed income to
housing and durables would narrow it.

It is thus clear, even if capital income taxes are borne exclusively
by owners of capital-a point I shall debate later-heavy taxes on
capital income will not be borne primarily by the extremely rich.
They will be borne disproportionately by the rich, but only slightly
so. 'he distribution of wages plus fringe benefits, and capital income
are less unevenly distributed than commonly supposed-the distri-
butions are more closely overlapping than commonly supposed, and
even more so if we take a lifetime rather than annual perspective.

The fourth fallacy is that heavy taxes on capital do not affect
capital accumulation. A variety of people have pointed to the alleged
constancy of the U.S. saving rate as an indication that taxes do not
affect capital accumulation. A variety of things have been going on
in the economy to suggest that that is not the case.

Probably, the most important are taxes on capital income such as
corporate income tax. th portions of the personal income tax on
capital income (like interest. dividends, and rents), and the capital
gains tax. They reduce the real, afterinflation, aftertax rate of return
on savings.

If private savings have a positive response to this, if people are
responsive to how large the return to their savings is, our heavy taxa-
tion of capital income has led to a decrease in savings.

Further. this tax-induced decrease in savings decreases the. avail-
able, capital per workers in the economy. This, is turn. raises the rate
of return on capital and lowers wage rates below what they other-
wise would be.

I have, in a more technical work, estimated an interest elasticity
of saving on the order of 0.4. For those unfamiliar with that tech-
nical term. this implies a 10-percent increase in the aftertax rate
of return on saving, occasioned, for example. by a very slicqht de-
erease in capital income tax, would increase private saving 4 percent,
holding other things constant. Given that income from capital is
heavily taxed (estimated range from around 40 percent. to 60 per-
cent). such taxes have substantially impeded the accumulation of
eaigital in the U.S. economy, the implied reduction in the capital-
labor ratio, in my estimate, being around 30 percent.

I have elsewhere estimated that this tax-induced distortion of
the choice of citizens between consumption and saving leads to an
enormous inefficiency, on the order of $50 to $60 billion annually.

The fifth and second-to-last fallacy I wish to point out is that
taxes on income from capital are borne exclusively by owners of cap-
itpl. This view. apparently, lies behind the view that it is more equi-
table to raise the corporate tax rate and tax business in any form,
thnn to tax earniings or income in general.

I believe this is incorrect. I believe that taxes on income from capital
retard capital accumulation, that retardation of capital accumulation
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makes labor less productive than otherwise it would have been, and
that decreased future productivity leads to lower wage rates than
otherwise it would obtain in the future.

Hence, taxes on capital income are, in the long run, partially shifted
onto labor. My estimates indicate that about 40 to 50 percent of them,
in the long run, get shifted onto labor.

The sixth, final, and most important fallacy concerns the issue of
whether the United States is saving enough today. In my opinion, this
is one of the least-well-understood issues discussed in contemporary
economic and political affairs. Proponents and opponents of this view
have employed at least three fallacies in their arguments on either
side. The first is hidden in the use of the conventional measure of sav-
ing and its application to the comparison of the U.S. saving rate with
that of other countries. IWe often hear that we save less than Japan
and Wrestern Europe. and that's why our economic growth rate lags
behind these countries.

This ignores the fact that forms of saving differ among countries.
Most important to me is the fact that a much higher fraction of our
income goes to education. a form of investment in humans, and in-
creased product ±; of labor, than it does in most other countries.

The second fallacy is arguing that our saving rate is adequate be-
cause it is similar to our historical rate.

The comparison of the historical U.S. savings rate, it seems to me,
is not a very wise hing to do. You cannot conclude that we're saving
enough today merely, because we had the same rate of saving in 1950 or
1960, unless we conclude that (1) what we did then was correct and
(2) that nothing that has happened in the intervening period has
caused the desirable saving rate to change.

Let me just point out that the single most important potential cause
of the change regarding the desirable saving rate is due to the chang-
ing age structure in the U.S. population. As I said, most savings
essentially are from savings over the life cycle, people putting funds
aside from their working years to save for their retirement.

The post-World War II baby boom and the recent decline in birth
rates have led to the inevitable' fact that shortly after the turn of the
century, the ratio of retirees, people depending on their prior savings
from earlier life and/or social security to the working population, will
rise enormously. The ratio will increase approximately from one
retiree to every three and one quarter workers, to one retiree for every
two workers. W"Te, therefore, should hope and expect and observe a very
large increase in the saving rate because of this, but it has not occurred.

In addition to that, for a variety of reasons, the life expectancy of
the elderly has increased and the elderly are retiring earlier, so not
only will "we have more retirees, but a long retirement period per re-
tiree to take care of in the future, and hence, we need to save more now
so thev will have more savings from which to live and which to con-
sume during their subsequent retirement, but each of them, on the
average, will have a substantially increased time from retirement to
death, will retire earlier, die later, and they will need more social secur-
ity or transfers from their family or continued earnings or savings.

The third fallacy about the 1.S. savings rate is an exclusive focus
on business capital formation, especially corporate capital formation,
which ignores noncorporate capital formation and household capital
formation.
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Historically,! there have been major shifts among these components,
between direct personal saving and saving through corporations. As
tax rates change, people have found it more advantageous to save by
having earnings retained by corporations in which they have invest-
ments, electing to pay a capital gains tax later rather than a high in-
come tax now.

Our basic problem is with the total saving rate, not with one of its
components. If we conclude that we should save more, there is no rea-
son to argue that the increased saving should be done exclusively, or
even mainly, throiigh the corporate sector.

Why are we not saving enough? 1We are not saving enough because
when we compare the benefits with the cost, the benefits from that
increased savings substantially exceed the cost, and they do so because
of the enormous tax on income from capital.

The social benefits from increased savings it is generally agreed may
be approximated by the social rate of return on private investment,
the rate at which future consumption is produced by private invest-
ment. While this is not the easiest number to estimate, most economists
would accept the figure of about 10 percent, after accounting for
inflation.

Stated simply, if we put an extra $1,000 into private investment, it
will produce an additional income flow of $100 per year. This extra
income in the future will finance increased consumpti on, for example,
(luring retirement.

For most goods and services, private markets automatically equate
the incremental benefits and costs of supply and demand sides-

Senator BENTSON. I'm sorry, but I must ask you to summarize
because I'm afraid we're going to to get called on a vote.

Mr. BosKix. OK. I'll be finished very briefly.
If we invest in the corporate sector at 10 percent. the corporation

income tax will reduce your return by approximately 50 percent, or
down to 5 percent. As you receive that 5 percent, you pay personal
income taxes. Federal and State, on it, or you come down to maybe
3 percent. It is the divergence between the private return to the saver
and the social return that leads us to save too little, that makes lie
benefits of increased saving exceed the costs.

How do we get out of the problem, what is the solution? It seels to
me the implication is, we ought to remove savings from the tax base.

I have argued elsewhere that a consumption tax, viewed over an
individual's lifetime, is a tax on that person's wealth-over your life-
time you consume your wealth, the present value of your earnings, and
your capita]. I. therefore propose a gradual abolition of all taxes on
income and replacing them with taxes on expenditures.

As a practical matter, this involves two steps, again to be taken
.graduallv: abolishing the, corporate. income tax and removing saving
and investment from the personal income tax base. These two policies
would leave us with a progressive tax on consumption--expenditures.

Such a tax, relative to our current heavy taxation of capital income,
would increase the return to saving, and thus capital accumulation,
future wages, and future income and consumption.

It seems to me, we must begin to deal with the undersaving problem
soon, or see the already damaging consequences worsen in the years
ahead, as the demographic changes in population patterns occur.
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The best place to start is with the abolition of income taxation, cor-
porate and personal, in favor of expenditure or consumption taxation.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Boskin follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF 11ICHAEL J. BOSKIN

18 Heavy Taxation of Capital Socially Desirable?

1. Introduction and Summary
The life cycle theory of saving and consumption has occupied a central role

in the scientific analysis of consumption at least since Friedman [1957] and
Modigliant [1963] published their pioneering works, yet the implications of the
theory. and supporting empirical evidence, have only slowly worked their way into
an understanding of the central issues of tax policy. As a result, a variety of
generally fallacious propositions continue to command attention. not only from
the general public, but from policy-makers and even professional economists.

I shall bring together several pieces of information and analysis to help nudge
one such proposition off center stage: that heavy taxation of capital relative to
Labor is enormously beneficial to the mass of the working population exclusively
at the expense of the extremely wealthy. Such a view apparently often lies behind
the justification for heavy, and demand for increased, corporate income, estate,
and capital gains taxes. However accurate or inaccurate this view once may have
been, it Is now outmoded for several reasons: the changing ownership of the cap-
ital stock, the new view of the incidence of capital income taxes, and the rigorous
analysis of the optimal life cycle pattern of taxation.

In my opinion, the most important long-run structural problem with the U.S.
economy is that we undersave. We have not been accumulating enough capital
over time, and our current saving rate is grossly inadequate. This is not a short-
run problem tied to the serious recession/inflation we are now experiencing.
It Is a fundamental. pervasive problem which involves an enormous waste of
resources and an enormous transfer of income which I will demonstrate in the
following discussion of capital accumulation, incentives for saving, and govern-
ment impacts on saving through tax policies. This will inevitably lead to a dis-
cus:sinn of possible remedies for the problems. While several solutions are con-
ceptually possible, my preferred solution involves a major change in our tax
system: replacing taxes on income with taxes on spending; i.e., removing sav-
ing from the tax base.

This testimony shall thus consist of two parts: the rebuttal of a variety of
fallacious. but popularly held views about capital, its ownership and its taxa-
tion: and a discussion of the implications of the discussion for reform of capi-
tal income taxation in the United States.

In brief sumidary, capital should not be thought of primarily in a "business
versus labor" sense, nor should it be identified solely with corporate capital. It
must be understood as the vehicle for citizens to transfer their resources from
one point in time to a later point in time. especially from the peak earning years to
those of retirement. Further. most of the capital stock Is due to the lifetime ac-
cumulation of its owners, not to inheritance, and is much more widely dispersed
in ownership than commonly supposed.

Recent evidence suggests that by substantially reducing the return to saving,
heavy capital Income taxes have sharply curtailed capital accumulation. This
has created an enormous waste of resources and has also reduced labor produc-
tivity and hence wages.

The practical tax policy proposals these observations imply include the gradual
substitution of expenditure taxation for income taxation, i.e., removing the ac-
cumulation of capital (saving) from the tax base.

2. FOcle-ie. About Capital, It.s Owner.hip and Its Taxatirm
Fallacv 1: Canital accumulation is important only to big business: reducing

capital income taxes is a giveaway to business and would not benefit ordinary
citizens.

What is saving or capital accumulation and why Is it so important? Saving
(capital accumulation) is the withholding of resources from current consump-
tion in order to add to future productive capacity. It Is the single most important
determinant of economic growth. Basically, both Institutional and personal
;av-inz amount to the same thing-whether a business saves (on behalf of its
owners) to expand its capital stock or an individual puts aside funds antici-
pating retirement needs-transforring consumption from the present to the
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future by adding to our productive capacity at the expense of current con-
sumption.

The decision as to how much of our productive potential to devote to current
consumption or saving is one of the most basic we make as a nation. The essen-
tial point is that in order to have greater consumption in the future we must
accumulate more capital; to accumulate more capital, we must sacrifice current
consumption. On an Individual level, such a decision involves deciding how
much of our income to devote to current consumption and how much to save
for future needs; e.g., consumption during retirement when income declines
substantially. Hence, the Issue may be stated quite simply: Are the social bene-
fits from increased saving (and hence future consumption) worth the cost in-
curred from decreased current consumption? I believe the answer is clearly
yes, a point I elaborate below.

Fallacy 2: Most (nonhuman) capital is owned by people who inherited it
rather than accumulated it themselves.

A popular conception is that a very large fraction of the capital stock is
owned by persons who inherited it rather than accumulated It as part of their
life cycle saving pattern. A casual random sample of my colleagues suggests that
oin average they believe about one-half of the capital stock is owned by persons
who inherited it rather than accumulated it themselves. I believe that this is
incorrect.

The first issue we must confront in determining the extent of capital ownership
due to inheritance is to distinguish between what I shall call direct and indirect
inheritance. (ne can conceive of a variety of types of inheritance which may be
termed indirect inheritance, or the general trust fund passed from one generation
to the next. Included in this list would be such items as government capital, gen-
eral knowledge an(l technical change, etc. Each of these may have indirect effects
on l)rivate nonhuman capital accumulation. I wish to separate from this type of
general inheritance the direct inheritance passed from parents to children. Fur-
ther, both since we have narrowed our focus to nonhuman capital and since inter-
generational issues of human capital inheritance and investment have been dis-
cussed elsewhere, I shall ignore inheritance of human capital.

The only direct data on inheritances and bequests of nonhuman capital come
from estate and gift tax returns. I)ue to the exclusions and deductions, only
seven to nine percent of decedents file estate tax returns. It is, however, generally
acknowledged that these wealthiest decedents account for the bulk of total non-
human capital bequests. The top panel of Table 1 presents data for selected years
on )eluests reported on estate tax returns; I have calculated net bequests by
subtracting various deductions and estate taxes from gross bequests. There are
two slight problems here. First, the marital deduction nify include some inter-
generational transfers: and. net bequests may include some transfers within the
elderly generation. Second, the recipients may have paid for a small part of these
bequests by reverse intergenerational transfers during their lifetime. To these
totals we add similarly calculated net gifts. Again, the same proviso apply. This
produces a rather startling result: total annual transfers thus reported amount to
only one-half of one percent of the capital stock! With about 25 years per gener-
ation, perhaps 10 to 15 percent of the capital stock is inherited in this way.

TABLE I.-CAPITAL TRANSFERRED BY GIFT AND BEQUEST, SELECTED YEARS
[In billions of dellarsi

1956 1960 195

Gross estate value ----------------------------------------- 8.90 14.62 21.76

Less deductions (debt, funeral, marital, administrative) ---------------- 3.41 5.05 7.47
Less estate taxes --------------------.---------------------------- 1.32 1.82 2.70
Equals net bequests ---------------------------------------------- 4.17 7.75 11. 60

Gifts reported-...-- . . . . . . ..--------------------- - - 1.36 2.32 3.96

Less deductions (charity) ----------------------------------------- .3 .30 .46
Less gift taxes ---------------------------------------------------. 11 .16 .41
Equals net gifts -------------------------------------------------- 1.12 1.86 3.09
Wealth transferred (net bequests plus net gifts) ---------------------- 5.29 9.61 14.69
Market value capital stoci ----------------------------------------- 1, 3E2 1,736 2,315

Percentage of capital stock transferred ------------------------------ 0 . 0.5 0. 6

1 Source: U.S. Internal RevenueService, "Statistics of Income," selected years.
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Of course, some intergenerational capital transfers will not be reported, as
mentioned above; so perhaps we should use as a rough guide a number closer
to 20 percent or so.' In any event, these data suggest that a very large fraction of
the nonhuman capital stock is due to lifetime accumulation rather than inherit-
ance. Further, the recent growth of private pensions, which now own one-third
of corporate capital by one estimate,' suggests a spreading of the ownership of
noninherited capital to the middle and lower-middle income classes.

With the possible exception of the few extremely large fortunes, It appears
plausible, then, to discuss issues of the taxation of income from capital in the
conLtext of the desirable life-cycle taxation of consumption. First, however, let
us delve deeper into the question of who ultimately pays for heavy taxes on
capital income.

l'iitla'y N: Most capital income accrues to the extremely wealthy.
It is correct that capital income is less equally distributed than labor income

and that it accrues (isproportionately to the wealthy. However, the percentage
(li.stri I tions of lal)or and capital income by income class are only moderately
different. As Table 2 indicates, over three-fourths of capital income accrues to
families with incomes below $50,000 (in 1972). While inclusion of capital gains
wmld viden this gap somewhat, inclusion of the imputed income to housing and
('lnmmer (luables would narrow it: it is clear th at even if capital income taxes
a rr bornc c.rclusively by capital. heacy taxes on capital income will not be borne
primus ril by the extremely rich.

Fallacy .4: Heavy taxes on capital do not affect capital accumulation.
Suppose we analyze substituting an equal (current) yield capital income taxfor a labor income tax. This will affect saving behavior in two ways. To the ex-

tent that propensity to save out of capital income exceeds the propensity to
save out of labor income, saving will decrease Initially by the amount of the tax
revenue times the difference in the marginal propensities to consume.

Probably more important, the capital Income tax reduces the real net-of-tax
rate of return to saving. If private saving has a positive interest elasticity, sub-
stituting a capital income tax for a labor income tax will decrease saving.

Further. the tax-induced decrease in saving decreases the capital/labor ratio in
the economy. This in turn raises rates of return on capital and lowers wage rates.

There is- now considerable evidence that the taxation of capital incomes, by
reducing sharply the after tax rate of return, substantially decreases saving.

TABLE 2.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF SOURCES OF INCOME BY INCOME CLASS, 1972

Wages and Dividends,Adjusted gross income class salaries interest, rent

Under $5,00 ------------------------------------------------------ 5.8 6.6$5.0W to $16,300 ----------------------------------------------------- 22.5 16.9$10,000 to $20,000 ------------------------------------------------------------ 48.9 25.7$520,000 to $50,000 _ ................................................... . 19.4 26.7
2.5 11.3$10.000 to $100,00o0--------------------------------- --------------------- .5 11.0$100,000 to $500,000 ---------------------------------------------------------- 1.$500,000 to $1,000,000 --------------------------------------------------------------- 1.3Over $1,000,000.. 1.5

Scurce: U.S. Internal Revenue Service, "Statistics of Income," individual income tax returns for 1972.

Drawing on U.S. aggregate time series data and employing several advances in
econometric techniques, I have (Boskin [19771) estimated a substaantial positive
impact of real after tax rates of return on private saving. My estimated interest
elasticities cluster around 0.4. This implies that a 10 percent increase in the after-tax rate of return (occasioned, for example, by cutting capital income taxes
slightly) would increase private saving 4 percent holding other things constant.
Given that income from capital Is heavily taxed (estimates range from about 40percent to 60 percent), such taxes have substantially Impeded the accumulation
of capital in the U.S. economy, the implied reduction in the capital labor ratio
heing 30 to 40 percent.

'A similar estimate is obtained from data on the aggregate growth of the capital stockfrom generation to generation.
'2 pe Drucker [19175].
• Of course, we would want to adjust these data to correspond to permanent income. qaqopposed to current income; however, I do not believe that such a correction would alter

the linsic conclusions.
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I have elsewhere (Boskin [197]) estimated that this tax-induced distortion
of the consumption saving choice leads to an enoromous inefficiency, on the
order of $5W to $60 billion annually!

Fallacy 5: Taxes on income from capital are borne exclusively by owners of
capital.

Since these taxes have sharply retarded capital accumulation, they have
decreased the capital available per worker in the U.S. economy, i.e., they retard
the productivity of labor, and hence wage rates. Elsewhere (Boskin [1977]), I
have estimated that perhaps one-half of all such taxes are ultimately shifted to
labor via reduced wages.' Workers have a huge stake in capital accumulation.
While in the very short-run (say a year), collective bargaining might be seen as
an issue of how to divide up a given income between capital and labor, in the
long-run wages are tied to productivity which in turn reflects the available
capital per worker.

Fallacy 6: The U.s. is saving enough today. This is one of the least-well under-
stood issues in contemporary economic affairs. Proponents and opponents of this
view have employed at least three fallacies in their argument.

The first is hidden in the use of the conventional measure of saving and its
application to the comparison of the U.8. saving rate with that of other coun-
tries. Our rate is much lower than that of Japan and Western Europe and
inany persons have used this argument to conclude that our relatively slow rate
of economic growth is due to too low a rate of saving. They ignore the fact
that those two areas came out of the war with their capital stocks depleted,
thus requiring substantial saving to replenish them ; and that they ended up
with a newer capital stock and all its advantages. Further, such comparisons
ignore the important fact that forms of saving differ among countries; e.g., we
devote a much higher fraction of income to education, a sort of investment in
humans, than do most other countries.

The second fallacy is in the comparison of the current U.S. saving rate with
our- historical rate. We cannot conclude that the 1976 saving rate is desirable
merely because we had the same rate in 1950 or 190 unless we conclude that
what we did then was correct. Further, the changes in the age structure of the
population due to the post World War II baby boom and the recent decline in
hirth rates should have led to an increase in the rate of saving.

The third fallacy is an exclusive focus on business capital formation which
ignores household capital formation. Historically, there have been substantial
shifts between direct personal saving and saving through corporations. As tax
rates change, people have found it more advantageous to save by having earn-
ings retained by corporations in which they have investments, electing to pay a
capital gains tax later rather than a high income tax now. Our basic problem is
with the total saving rate, not with one of its components. If we conclude that
we should save more as a nation, there is no reason to argue that the increased
saving should be done exclusively, or even mainly, through the corporate sector.

How, then, should we think about whether we are saving enough, i.e. accumu-
lating enough capital? As usual, we must compare the benefits with the costs.

The benefits from increased saving may be approximated by the social rate
of return on private investment, the rate at which future consumption is pro-
duced from private investment. While this is not easy to estimate, most econo-
mists would accept a figure of about 10-12 percent, after accounting for infla-
tion. Stated simply, if we put an extra $1,000 into Private investment, it will
produce an additional income flow of $120 per year. This extra income in the
future will finance increased consumption.

For most goods and services, private markets automatically equate the in-
cremental benefits and costs of the good in question. Market forces produce an
output level where supply equals demand. The price of the good will balance
the value to consumers (what consumers are willing to pay) with the cost to
producers (which represents the value elsewhere in the economy of the re-
sources used to produce the good). Unfortunately, in the case of saving, the
personal and corporate income taxes drive a wedge between the benefits, or social
rate of return to saving, and the costs. or opportunities foregone in saving. For
example, if you invest In the corporate sector and your investment earns a 12
percent return, the corporation income tax will reduce your return by approxi-
mnately 50 percent, or down to 6 percent. This is not the end of the story. As you
receive that 6 percent, you pay personal income taxes, federal and state, on it.

See also Feldsteln 1974.
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If your income Is around $25,000 per year, you may well pay one-third of addi-
tional income in taxes. Hence, your $1.000 investment produces an income flow of
$120 per year; after corporate taxes you get $60 per year; after personal taxes
you may get only $40 per year! Your return on the investment is only one-third
of the total return, 4 percent; the government, or taxpayers in general, reaps
two-thirds of the benefit. The cost to consumers of foregoing future consumption
in favor of present consumption is an annual return of 4 percent; the total re-
turn. including taxes, is 12 percent, or three times the cost! It is this divergence
between the private return to the saver and the total, or social return that leads
us to save too little, that makes the benefits of increased saving exceed the costs.

Our undersaving thus produce. an enormous waste of resources. It also has
another adverse effect, a reduction of future wages. Just as a farmer is more
productive when he uses a tractor than wv-hen he tills the soil by hand, or an
accountant is more productive with a computer than with a slide rule, so work-
ers in general are more productive when they have more capital per worker. The
primary determinant of wage rates is productivity. Thus, an increase in our
rate of saving would increase the available capital per worker and hence future
wages.

3. Implications for Tax Policy Concerning Capital Income
Perhaps a useful way to summarize the discussion above is to return to a cen-

tral tax policy focus of the debate over the desirability of heavy taxation of
capital income: the choice between income and consumption as a tax base..Pro-
ponents of heavy capital income taxation argue that expenditure taxation, which,
relative to income taxation, deletes saving from the tax base, is (necessarily)
less "equitable" than income taxation. I believe this view is inaccurate for a
variety of reasons. First, the rate schedule in an expenditure tax is subject to
choice. For instance, it can he made as progressive as in the income tax. Second,
current income is a poor measure of economic well-being. Incomes fluctuate sub-
stantially over anl individual's lifetime; indeed, current consumption is probably
a much better measure of permanent income than is current income. Third, a
substantial share of capital income taxes is ultimately shifted to labor. Fourth.
the ownership of the capital stock is more diffuse than commonly supposed and
is diffusing throughout t-he general population. Finally, a consumption tax is a
wealth tax. This simple l)oint Is not commonly understood. From the house-
hold's lifetime budget constraint, we know that each household's wealth is the
present value of its expected future earnings and capital income. Over Its life-
time, the household's consumption' will equal the present value of its future
income stream. Thus, a tax on consumption is a tax on wealth.

For all of these reasons, and more, I find the case against expenditure taxation
unconvincing, and heavy taxation of capital quite likely to worsen the welfare
of the general population.

I ,ierefore propose then gradually abolish all taxes on income and replacing
them with taxes on expenditure. As a practical matter, this would involve:
1. abolishing thc corporate income tax; 2. removing 8aving8 from the personal
income tax ba8e.

These two policies would leave us with a tax on consumption (expenditures)
such a tax, relative to our current heavy taxation of capital income, would
Increase the return to saving, and thus capital accumulation, future wages, and
future consumption and income.

There is now considerable support for the view that such a tax system, relative
to the current one, would not only be more efficient as regards capital accumu-
lation but also would le more easy to administer. Further, a variety of feature.
of the current income tax enable wealthy persons to achieve a very high standard
of living (i.e., level of expenditures) without paying Income taxes. Under a con-
suniption tax, they would pay taxes commensurate with their standard of living.

Let me repeat that reduction of taxes on income from capital should not be
thought of primarily as a way to "give business a break." Capital in whatever
form is an intermediary in the lifetime consumption process of citizens. We
should reduce capital income taxes to improve the efficiency of the allocation of
resources of all of our citizens between present and future consumption, especially
between working years and retirement.

It would also have the effect of substantially increasing future wages.
Finally, we note that if we continue to discourage private saving by our heavy

taxation of its return, we will face the awkward prospect of a huge Increase in

6 Including bequests In consumption.
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the number of elderly persons dependent upon Social Security for a substantial
share of their retirement income and of an enormous increase in taxes on future
workers necessary to finance these benefits. We must begin to deal with the
undersaving problem soon, or see the already damaging consequences worsen
in the years ahead. The best place to start is with the abolition of income taxation,
corporate and personal, in favor of consumption taxation.
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Senator BE-NTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Boskin. That will be
helpful to us. We will return to you for questioning, but I want to be
sure everyone has a chance to present his testimony.

Mr. MlcLiire, we are pleased to have you. I don't believe you have a
prepared text. If you would limit your statement to 10 minutes, and
then if you want to put supplementary remarks in the record, we
would be pleased to have them.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. McLURE, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR RESEARCH, NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH,
INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Mr. McTfTTRE. Thank you, MNr. Chairman.
Let me begin by saying that I agree wholeheartedly with what Mike

Boskin has said. I think there is a capital shortage. This is caused in
large part by the bias in the tax system against saving, and that the
way we ought to go, as a longrun proposition, is to replace the income
tax with an expenditure or consumption tax revised at progressive
rates.

This is. however, a very longrun position. It is not something that
we'll be discussing in the next year or so. What we are likely to be
discussing is integration of the personal and corporate taxes, so that
is what I want to discuss with you today.

Let me say that I think I can be categorized as an early advocate of
integration. I still am, and yet while I think integration is a good idea,
it should not be sold on false pretenses. There is inclination in some
quarters to do that, and I want to set the record straight.

Senator BEN-TSEN. Would you repeat that last point .
MNr. McLuRE. I say I think integration has been sold in part on false

pretenses, and I want to try to set the record straight as to what
integration will and will not do.

Senator BENTSENg. You are about to speak to that, then?
M. M[cLURE. Yes. The primary fallacy that is abroad is that inte-

gration would necessarily spur capital formation. There are circum-
stances in which this indeed would occur, but under which it would
occur, is if the revenue lost in the integration were made up by taxing
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essentially the same people to whom you gave the tax relief, in order
to keep the distribution of the tax burden more or less the same.

You might ask, "Why is that an interesting case?" I think it is an
interesting case politically because there are going to be pressures to
try to keep benefits of integration from accruing to high-income
groups. So I think we have to ask, if you gave relief, and then took it
back from the same groups, would you increase capital formation?

I think the answer is, "Yes; some, but not very much." This is not
the case for integration. rhe case for integration lies elsewhere, in
effects which, to some extent, are more esoteric but important.

First, integration would eliminate the present discrimination
against investment in the corporate sector and in favor of the non-
corporate sector. This may not seem to be very important, but I think
that a substantial welfare loss is involved in this misallocation of
capital from the corporate sector.

The second thing that the present system does is to encourage firms
not to pay out dividends because dividends are taxed more highly than
either interest incomes or retained earnings. Integration should in-
crease dividend payout ratios, and by subjecting more flows of cor-
porate income to the test of capital markets would presumably increase
the efficiency with which our capital stock is used.

A-nother thing that the existing system does is to increase the firns
reliance on debt financing. I think this is undesirable in the sense that
it increases vulnerability to cyclical variations and the liability for
bankruptcy in the corporate sector. This is quite undesirable, although
it is very difficult to quantify.

The primary "fly in the ointment" of integration, you might say,
is twofold: One, if you can have what we call full integration, treating
the corporation like a partnershi), you're likely to have a slightly
progressive impact. That is, it might make the distribution of the tax
bur-den rest somewhat more heavily on the upper income groups.

Full integration is likely to be difficult as well as politically unpop-
ular in some groups, and therefore, it is likely that if we have any
form of integration, it will be what I will call dlividend relief; that is,
relief from dotible taxation of dividends, wihch wouldn't extend to
retained earnings. If this happens, the iml)lications are likely to be.
quite regressive; that is, we would be giving money essentially to the
upper income groups who hold corporate stocks.

I agree with Mike that the picture is not quite what it looks. Much
of the benefits would spill over to owners of noneorporate securities
to labor, but there would be some tendency toward regressivity. So.
the question, then, with regard to full integration, which I think is
desirable, is whether it is feasible technically and politically.

Alternatively, we might have partial integration. We know that is
feasible because the Europeans do it, but the question is, do we still
get the efficiency benefits? I think the answer is, in large part we. do.
but at the same time we get some reduced progressivity. The question
is, is the increased efficiency worth the loss in progressivity?

Finally, let me talk a moment about tax preferences. There is, I
think, a tendency not to understand the relationship between tax pref-
erences and integration. The corporate tax doesn't go away under
integration, but tax preferences may. This is in pait a policy decision;
it is not automatic. But tax preferences can, if you wish, either pass
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through to shareholders or they may be "washed out." That is, in
Europe, the tax preferences are essentially stacked up against retained
earnings; that is, it is assumed that dividends are paid first out of
fully taxed earnings and the shareholder then gets the benefit of inte-
gration on the dividends. The tax preferences go entirely to reduce
the corporate tax, that is, the tax on the retained part.

The question is, do we want it that way? I think that's a policy deci-
sion. We can go in any number of ways. We can stack the preferences
totally against retentions or against dividends or we can prorate them.
Once we've done that., then we can either pass through preferences on
dividends or we can "wash them out." How capital formation is af-
fected depends crucially on how the decisions are made. If you washh
out" the investment tax credits, that's quite a different ti ng from
passing it through to the shareholder.

Finally, in addition to the investment tax credit, there is interest
on State and local securities--perhaps not a major question-but is it
consistent to allow the individual in his capacity as a private investor
to invest in state and local securities tax-free, and yet if he does it
through a corporation, he would have to pay a tax, that is, this pref-
erence would be "washed out." It probably isn't a constitutional ques-
tion; it's a conceptual question.

To summarize this last part, integration is more than a simple idea.
It's a very, very complex idea. And there are many policy decisions
to be made, many of which affect the rate of capital formation; these
have to be examined very carefully. Thank you.

Senator BEN.TSEN- .Thank you, Mr. McLure.
Mr. Pechman, welcome back.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH A. PECHMAN, DIRECTOR OF ECONOMIC
STUDIES, THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Mr. PECH.fAN. Thank you very much, Senator. I want to say that
I wholeheartedly disagree with my two colleagues on the long-run
problem of saving this country.

Senator BENTSE-N. Let me say, I'm not surprised.
Mr. PECTIMAN. But I won't talk about that. I'll be glad to answer

questions about it. I believe the issues that they raise are really long
run and are not related to the current scene at. all. I would like to dc-
vote myself to the major question of tax reform in 1977 and 1978.

We just had a Presidential campaign in which taxation was a major
issue. I think everybody will agree that the major concern of the
candidate who ultimately became President. and of the public, has
been that our tax system has become messy-I think he used the word
"disgrace"-and I agree with him. I think the tax law is too compli-
cated, largely because Congress has tried to do too much with it. It
would be much better if most of the exclusions, deductions, and pref-
erences were eliminated from the tax law, and the revenue used to
reduce the tax rates both on individual and corporate income very
substantially.

The goal should be to reduce the individual income tax rates from
the present 14 to 70 percent to something like a range of 10 to 50 per-
cent. This, in my view would be the best step one can take, not only

22-686--7------18
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to improve the equity of the tax system, but also to promote the objec-
tives that this committee is seeking in its hearing today.

I want to add to that I do not believe, as my colleagues seem to be-
lieve, that any special devices, new instruments or gimmicks are
needed in the tax system to promote capital formation. The major
reason why business investment is lagging today has absolutely noth-
ing to do with the tax system; it has to do with the fact that we have
just. undergone the most traumatic and deepest recession since 1938.
Business investment is lagging because business does not have con-
fidence in the future. I think the best way to promote business con-
fidence is not by gimmicking up the tax system, but by promoting
a healthy economy.

The Congress, in my view, has done a good job in the last 2 years in
adopting a stimulating fiscal policy which is generating increased
employment and income; if you continue to do what you have been
going'in the last couple of years, I am confident that'by the end of
this decade, we will have returned to full employment. At that point,
investment will return to its historical levels. Maybe after we get back
to full employment and after we get back to the kind of investment that
we're accustomed to in full employment, we might at that time want
to make a decision to promoting more saving, but I think it is much
too premature and dangerous to entertain changes in the tax system
right now to achieve that objective.

The key to tax reform in 1977-78 is, what to do about capital
gains? Capital gains taxation is highly controversial. The present
provisions in the tax law are extremely complicated, and it is the one
set of Provisions that has made life very, very complex for, not only
the business community, but also the tax administrator and the average
citizen. At this time, we should eliminate all the special provisions
in the capital gains tax and just tax capital gains as ordinary income.
that is. eliminate the differences between capital gains and other in-
come. At the same time, the revenue that would be gained by the
elimination of the capital gains preferences should be used to lower
the rates to a maximum of 50 percent.

In 1969. Congress made the decision to lower the maximum rate on
earned income in two steps, to 50 percent. That provision alone has
increased the attractiveness of cash salary for corporate executives.
The annual tabulations of corporate earnings demonstrate that cor-
porate executives now find cash salaries more attractive than the former
gimmicks. like deferred compensations and stock options.

I believe the same thing will happen in the taxation of profits and
other property income. I'm not just saying that the 50-percent rate
should be cut off at 50 percent; what I'm saying is that the tax rates
should be tapered off to a maximum of 50 percent, which would mean
substantial tax rate reductions for people in the middle and upper
middle income tax brackets as well as in the highest bracket. This
would make property income that it now subject to high tax rates and
rates up to 70 percent, much more attractive. It is true that the average
rate on capital gains will increase, but the average tax rate on divi-
dends, interest, and rents would decline. On balance, investors will
prefer straight income to the capital gains preference that they have
today, just like executives now prefer cash salaries under the law that
was enacted in 1969.
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I recognize this is a very difficult issue, but I hope that your
committee and the rest of the Congress will look at this particular
point very carefully. It is, in my view, the key to improving the tax
system in the years ahead.

I also want to say, that while the proposals that are made by rep-
resentatives of small business seem attractive, you ought to look at
them very carefully. It is not the case, in my view, that small business
is being liscrimninated against by the tax system. It is true that small
business has problems of raising equity capital, but that is the nature
of small business. I think that the major thing we can do to help small
business is not to mess up the tax law so that wealthy owners of "small
business" get advantages from the tax gimmicks; the major contribu-
tion we can make is to have a healthy economy so small business can
prosper. Some of the suggestions made by representatives of small
business will simply make the tax system much more complicated and
much more inequitable.

As to the question of integration, I really think the -ummary given
by Charles McLure is excellent. He summarized the pluses and minuses
very well. I agree with hin that the effect of integration alone on
capital formation would not be very great. In fact, if you do go to
partial integration, as he indicated-partial integration is really a
euphemism for dividend relief-that might encourage corporations to
pay out dividends and reduce their retained earnings. Savings might.
in fact, be reduced rather than increased.

My preference would be to proceed along what I call the traditional
route of tax reduction. The Brookings Institution just released a book
summarizing the budgetary outlook for the coming 4 years. In 1981,
we see the possibility, if the administration and Congress achieve all
their objectives, that there will be, roughly, $50 billion of "elbowroom"
to use for either expenditure or tax cuts and-

Senator BENTSEN. We're running out of time again.
Mr. PECINLIAN. I realize that. If you get to 5 percent unemployment

and roughly 5 percent inflation, and if you limit Federal expendi-
tures to about 21 percent of the gross national product in 1981, if all
these things happen, you will have a surplus or a budgetary margin
which will amount to about $50 billion, $30 billion of which will be
available for increases in expenditures and $20 billion might be avail-
able for tax cuts. Of course, Congress can vary it one way or another.
So. there is "elbowroom."

I would encourage Congress, instead of trying to adopt new tech-
niques. to simplify the tax law and reduce the tax rates both on
individual and corporate incomes; and if you want some more invest-
ment incentives, do it by way of improving the investment credit,
by increasing the investment credit or making it refundable to business
whose taxes are too low to take full advantage of it. And, also, I think
it is important in view of the capacity problem that the investment
credit be lastly applied to plant equipment.

In summary, I want to emphasize that I think it would be unwise to
introduce new devices in the tax law today. The best thing to be done
is to simplify the tax system by eliminating preferences and to use
these funds to reduce tl tax rates and also possibly increase invest-
ment credit.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pechman follows:]
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PREPARE STATEMENT OF JOSEPH A. PECH MAN 1

Tax Reform an1d Investment

I am glad to have this opportunity to discuss with the subcommittee the rela-
tion between tax reform and the rate of capital formation.

I believe that the major focus of tax reform in the next year should be to
broaden the individual income taxe base and reduce the individual incom tax
rates substantially. The primary objective should be to improve the equity of the
tax system-both horizontal and vertical-and to simplify It so that the ordinary
taxpayer will be able to fill out his own tax return and the average businessman
will be able to conduct his affairs without worrying about the tax implications.
The goal should be to reduce the individual Income tax rates from the present
range of 14-70 percent to 10-5O percent.

I do not believe that drastic changes In the tax system are needed to promote
saving and investment. Special preference to relieve the tax burdens of so-called
small businesses complicate the tax law, enrich the wealthy people who are the
primary owners of such businesses, and waste Federal funds that are urgently
needed for other purposes. Proposals to "integrate" the individual and corpora-
tion income taxes would not raise business investment and would reduce the
taxes of corporations and high income recipients. If, as I expect, there will be
room for net tax reductions over the next few years, the corporate as well as indi-
vidual income tax rates could be reduced. Additional investment incentives, if
needed, could be provided through the investment tax credit.

Whatever Is done through the tax structure, however, will not be nearly as
potent as the overall monetary and fiscal policies that will be pursued. Business
investment is lagging today because the economy Is still suffering from the after-
math of the deepest recession since 1938. Instead of adding special tax gimmicks
for investment, Congress should continue its efforts to restore high levels of em-
ployment and income as quickly as possible. This is the best contribution it can
make to promote Investment and a satisfactory rate of economic growth.

In my opinion, the key to tax reform is the elimination of the special provisions
for capital gains and taxation of capital gains transferred by gift or at death.
These changes alone would permit a reduction In the top bracket Individual
income tax rates to 50 percent. At the same time, they would bring about a great
simplification in the tax law.

The taxation of all property income at a maximum rate of 50 percent should
have a healthy effect on investment incentives and on financial arrangements.
While the average tax rate on capital gains will be increased, the tax rates on
dividends, interest, and rents will be reduced substantially. The attractiveness of
investments will depend on their relative rates of return, and not on whether they
can be made to yield Incomes that are taxable at preferential rates. When the tax
rate on earned income was reduced to a maaximum of 50 percent, there was a
substantial Increase in cash salaries and a corresponding reduction in the
attractiveness of alternatives lke stock options and deferred compensation plans.
I expect that the investor will also welcome straight Income, without preferential
rates, If he Is assured that he can keep half or more after taxes.

Capital gains are not the only preferences in the tax law. The major business
tax preferences are (a) percentage depletion for small producers of oil and gas
and for all minerals producers; (b) deduction rather than capitalization of In-
tangible drilling costs for oil and gas; (c) deferral of tax on Income of foreign
corporations controlled by U.S. shareholders; (d) deferral of tax through the
l)omestie International Sales Corporation (DISC) : and (e) tax shelters which
remain despite the revisions In the 1976 Act. In addition, business expense ac-
( mnts are still being abused despite the effort made to tighten the law in the 1960s.
Elimination of these preferences, which would Increase tax receipts by about
$6 billion a year, could be used to finance a reduction in the corporate rate. The
cost of one percentage point in the corporate rate Is about $1.3 billion a year, so
that these reforms alone would provide the funds for a cut of almost 5 percentage
points. Assuming there is enough elbow room in the budget for a net reduction in
business taxes, I would also make the investment credit refundable and apply it
to business plants as well as equipment.

I Director of economic studies, the Brookings Institution. These views are my own and
should not be attributed to the officers, trustees, or any of the staff members of the
Brookings Institution.
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Any form of integration of the corporation and Individual income iaxes would
be costly and would reduce progrewssvity. If integration were in the form of
dividend relief, corporations would be under great pressure to pay out more in
dividends, and national saving (and investment) might be reduced. A more cer-
tain method of stimulating investment incentives would be to pr,)vlde a direct
incentive through the investment credit.

In summary, I believe that it would be unwise to introduce new devices Into the
tax law to help Increase saving and investment incentives. It would be much
better to clean up the tax system by eliminating preferences and use the funds
to Improve the investment credit and to lower the individual and corporation
income tax rates.

Senator BENTS.N. Thank you, Mr. Pechman.
I, like a lot of businessmen, having had time to study integration

no longer am confident that it will increase the rate of capital accumu-
Iation much. I certainly question it is going to mean much. I go along
with both Professor McLure and you in that regard.

I would like to make a point about small businesses and new issues
flat's rarely mentioned, if at all, and that is the unintended effect
from negotiated commissions. Negotiated commissions, in effect, help
tle big customer, the pension fund purchaser, the professional, ma-
jor investors in the fiduciary role; but in doing so, they wiped out the
small regional firms, lots of them. And the small regional firms are
the ones that need to keep an interest in the stock of the local com-
panies. But that is almost a dying breed. We don't see many of them
any more. And the major national firms now don't take the time to
study the small companies in the regions, out in what they think of
as the hinterlands.

M concern on the capital gains is that if you get the capital gains
rate up too high, the entrepreneur is not going to want to take risks.
That's what worries me. I feel very much that there should not be
a philosophical difference and there isn't one between earned income
and investment income. They ought to be taxed the same, but I have
a latent concern about your stopping this man front taking this seri-
oiis risk on venture capital.

M r. PECHIMA1n. I have the same concern. I certainly would not sup-
port simply eliminating the capital gains preferences and keeping the
tax rates where they are today. A major part of the tradeoff should
be a substantital lowering of the whole schedule of tax rates, not only
,irettinr that top rate down from 70 percent to 50 percent, but also
the 40-percent rate down to 32 or 30 percent if you can afford it.

I think that businesss in general would be healthier if everybody
knew what the marginal rates that applied to their income are real,
rather than having to go through tax lawyers to arrange to put part
of the operating income of the concern through the preferences. It
seems to me that that is the simplest. and most effective device.

If this proposal eventuated in a substantial increase in the tax on
property income, I would not support it, but I don't think it would.

Senator BE.TSEN. Professor Boskin.
M.Nr. BosKIN'. I find myself in the very embarrassing position of dis-

agreeing with someone who is a friend, a former teacher, and former
colleague, but it seems to me the estimates Professor Pechman is using
in the revenue gained for the Treasury, like most tax, most tax ven-
tre expenditure estimates embody an extremely fallacious assumption
tlat is most blatant with respect to capital gains; that is, we all of a
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sudden announce that capital gains are going to be taxed in full. These
estimates are based on the assumption that people will go along realiz-
ing the same amounts of capital gains they are now When taxed at
preferential rates. I think the revenues that could be raised by in-
creasing capital gains rates are substantially less than the revenue
guestimates embodied in the tax expenditure budget.

Senator BENTSEN. Professor McLure.
Mr. McTLunE. Let me just add something here. It occurs to me that

if one wanted to combine something, he coii1 . combine dividend relief-
that is. relief from double taxation of dividends of the type you see,
on partial integTation schemes-with a higher tax realized on capital

ains. There are problems; but if one had higher tax on realized capi-
tal gains and dividend relief, then, l)resumably, you would have a
two-pronged impetus for firms to pay out dividends. I should think
that businessmen would find that less attractive than the economist
would. But if you have dividend relief and everybody is paying out
their dividends, then all those dividends would be taxed, as they are
supposed to be, under the personal income tax of the individual,
without any corporate tax, and you have, essentially, integration for
virtually all of your corporate source income.

Granted. there would be some retained earnings and some people
would worry about the fact that you would have fewer retained
earnings. But, you certainly would go a long way toward complete
integration if you took this two-pronged approach. which. frankly.
I don't think many people have considered.

Mr., PECIIMAN. I do want, to respond to Mike Boskin's point about
revenue, lie is entirely right if we kept, the tax rates the same. but
theo proposal is not to keep the tax rates the same. The proposal is to
reduce the tax rates substantially. I would like him to use his great
expert, econometrics on this question, to see what would happen in
the real world if you went to a tax system that taxed capital gains
just a little more heavily, and taxed other property less heavily.

Senator BENTSE.N. Say that again.
Mr. PECHMNIAN. That is, my proposal would result in somewhat

heavier taxation of capital gains, not a great deal. and reduced taxa-
tion of other property, dividends, interest, and rents; in those cir-
cumstances, I submit that the estimates we are talking about are not
out of line.

Mr. BosKiN. I would agree. We would have to reestimate. I was
referring to the case of full taxation-

Mf[r. PECITM AN. That changes it.
Mr. BosKiN. That's right-which is the proposal some people have

made. and it is not your specific proposal.
Senator BENTSEN. That is interesting. Suppose an enterpreneur is

a)out to get, into a capital situation building a complex of condomi-
niums, townhouses. You're talking about getting it up in, say. 18
months. A fellow puts up the eqlitv capital-maybe ie has to put up
a half million or a million, whatever the equity is. and he] has an ex-
)osure of 18 months. Ile is dep)ending on what happens to this market.

lHe looks and. if he makes it, le might make 100 nereeit- return on that
equity in 18 months. Would hie. take tht kind of a risk if 1,e has a 50-
percent tax? Those are the kinds of things that are going to have to
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be evaluated. One thing that that venture capitalist doesn't want to do
is lose his seed corn.

M[r. PECITi.\N. I should add that all proposals for taxing capital
gains in full are usually accompanied with the corresponding Iprol)osal
that the offset for losses be improved. For this year, deductions for
losses are all owed up to $2,000 against ordinary income and next year,
up to $3,000. This change occurred last year, and I would be very much
in favor of increasing the limit very, very substantially. As my col-
leagues will tell you the literature does indicate that improved loss
offsets do help to offset the disincentive fact that might occur.

r. BOSKiN. That's correct.
fr. PECHIMAN. But the second point is that business would probably

be happy to know that they are living in a world in which
tlcir income, would not be taxed by more than 50 percent; if their
income was lower, it would be taxed less. I think that's a fair arrange-
ment. I dout think that risk would dry up.

And, furthermore, the other advantages to the economy in improved
efficiency ad better allocation of resources among industries would
offset the disincentives that might occur. So. I think the matter war-
rants attention.

Mr. ,MeLTRE. I would like to take a different tack in answering your
question to go bck to what Professor Boskin said first. It seems to
me the answer I would like to give to your question about, the fellow
wlo want to invest, is that we would tell him to go ahead and invest
as le. wislhed and make whatever rate of return he. could. And to the
extent lie did not consume any of that return, we would not tax him at
all. That is really an incentive. On the other hand, if he wants to go
out and consume it all. we will tax him at a very high rate.

You see, a part of the problem is, we are accustomed to talking in an
income tax context. We always do. And it is fairly difficult to get
ied to talking in an expenditure tax context.

Senator BENTSEN. Really is. It's a. little hard for me to change.
Air. McIjtRE. I think it is practical. The nice thing about an ex-

penditure tax, as Mike has said, is that if you take a certain amount of
consumption. spread it over a lifetime, and tax it-I have to say, in
present value terms, that is allowing for interest-the tax patterns are
going to be quite different, depending on when you consume; that is,
according to whether vou consume early or late. I think the tax burden
should depend on the present value of consumption and not the time
pattern of consumption.

Mr. BOSKiN. If I could elaborate on that. Our current tax system
encourages them to spend precisely at the time we ought to be,
encouraging them to save for their retirement. That is the kind of
problem we face.

Mr. Pechman has made much of simplifying the tax law. without
the more *.serious question of how to deal with the administrative prob-
lems. I believe I said I wanted a gradual change in the tax base. Most
of the complications that arise in the income tax, or many of them,
would disappear with the expenditure tax. Now we are measuring capi-
tal income and all that. We could instead measure consumption as
best. we can. There are problems with measuring that as there are
problems with measuring income, but many of the problems relate to
the evaluation of capital items. That would disappear.
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Mr. PECIIMAN. I just wanted to add that I'll be glad to study it. To
give you an example, these economists and others like them who espouse
expenditure tax, don't mention to the policymaker that in effect we
would be imposing a tax of, say, $2,000 on a person who buys an auto-
mobile for $6,000. The average effective rate of consumption tax on
these and other durable goods would be higlwr than the effective rate
of income taxes, which is roughly about 20 percent at the margin. It
Nvoild have to be higher for an expenditure tax because the tax base is
lower.

Many of these problems that arise unde. the expenditure tax are
swept under the rug by economists. In the end. what you woul(l get
is an eroded expenditure tax. not the total consumption tax that tley
are talking about.

Senator BEINTSE-,. Food, medicine.
MJr. PF,('ncfr ,N. Precisely. people would not want to see such items of

(OTnSuinption taxe(l. and tiere Voild be demands to alleviate tax uir-
dens on (lul-a)le goods consumption, and so ol.

Furthermore, very few of ti economists ad(l'e.s tlienselves to what
will happen to the'distribution of wealth under an expenditure tax.
''lle distribution of w( ,Ith is already very unequal. if we change from
an income to exlendlitllre tax, this distribution of tax would become
more unequal.

If you scratch most economists, they tell vou thev would like to have
lig'her estate taxes. but I'm not aware that we are getting higher estate
taxes over the long run.

Senator BENTS .I You get 77 percent. on a maximum.
Mr. PECIIMAN. If Your wealth is subject to that rate., that is, if you

hal)pen to have (lied with that amount of wealth and before your tax
lawyers removed it. from the estate tax base.

Senator BE.NTSEN. It, is a little mome trouble removing it these days
a fter.

Mr. PECtlMAN. That's correct.
Senator BENTSENX. One more, then we'll have to stop.
Mfr. 11osKix. I would like to respond because there is somewhat of a

m isconception. fany of us advocate including bequests or inheritances
in the base tax. If you (1o fhat. a consumption tax is a tax on wealth,
that is, Senator, thiink of what you are going to be. able to spend or be-
qiueath for the rest of your life: the present value of your future earn-
ings. plus the value of your capital: your spending plus your bequests
equal your wealth. Over your lifetime, a consumption tax is a wealth
,,ix and is neutral with respect. to when von consume it.

Senator BENT.FN. Tlank you ver: much, gentlemen. It has been
pm' Vocative and helpful. Thaik vou very much.

[Whereupon. at. 11:55 a.m.. the siubcommittee. adjourned, subject. to
tihe call of the Chair.]

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record : ]

STATEMENT OF JAMES D. "M[IKE" MCKEVITT. WASHINGTON COUNSEL, NATIONAL
FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

Mr. Chairman, since the inception of the NFIB Quarterly Economic Report for
Small Business nearly four years ago, approximately one In five small firms has
consistently reported taxes to be their single most important business problem
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(see Table 1). Only inflation has been and is still considered to be a more pressing
matter. In fact, nearly 50 percent of all small businesses consider taxes or infla-
tion to be their single greatest business problem.

Data collected by NFIB from its 510,000 member firms also clearly shows that
small business wants to grow. In a survey conducted during the month of Jan-
uary, 60 percent of the 8,500 respondents indicated that they wish to expand
their businesses. Sixteen percent of these small business owners said that they
wish to expand "considerably" (see table 2).

Not surprisingly, the most important incentive for expansion and the hiring
of new employees is greater business volume. But more than seven out of ten
small firms that wanted to expand indicated "lower Federal taxes" as an expan-
si(n and hiring incentive (see Table 3). Even a substantial portion of small firms
that desired to remain about the same size indicate "lower Federal taxes" would
be an incentive to expand or hire additional employees (see Table 4).

These (lata are confirmed when the respondents were asked where they would
put their money if net profits were sul)stantially higher. Almost nine of ten (87
percent) indicated that at least part of the money would be reinvested in their
businesses (see Table 5).

Small business unquestionably perceives Federal taxes as an important impedi-
ment to its vitality and growth. But differing from many common perceptions, this
one appears to have a strong factual foundation.

The complexity of the tax code, by itself, hurts small business. Small firms
simply cannot afford to employ the horde of expert lawyers, accountants and tax
consultants used by large corporations to exploit and take full advantage of every
beneficial provision of the Code. Nor is their cash flow condition sufficiently
favorable and consistent in many cases to plan business activities around those
tax breaks theoretically available.

In contrast, large corporations are able to use the provisions of the Code to0 pay
a reduced effective tax rate. As a class, the 100 largest corporations in the U.S.
paid an effective tax rate of between 25 percent to 30 percent over the past three
years, while eight of these with earnings totaling $843 million paid no corporate
income tax in 1974.

TABLE I.-QUESTION: WHAT IS THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING YOUR BUSINESS TODAY?

1976- Rank 1977

Most important problem January April July October January April

Taxes ---. ..----------------------------------- 2 2 2 2 2 2
Percent ------------------------------ 17 21 22 20 21 21

Inflation -------------------------------------- I I I I I 1
Percent ------------------------------ 28 25 25 24 24 28

Inadequate demand for product ------------------- 7 7 8 6 8 8
Percent ------.--------------------------- 5 4 3 5 4 3

Interest rates, percent financing------------------5 5 5 5 7 7
Percent ----------------------------------- 8 6 7 7 5 5

Minimum wage laws, cost of labor ----------------- 6 5 6 5 5 6
Percent ----------------------------------- 6 6 6 7 7 6

Other Government regulations, red tape ------------ 3 3 3 5 3 3
Percent ----------------------------------- 13 16 14 7 12 12

Competition from large business------------------4 4 4 3 4 4
Percent ...................- 10 9 9 13 10 9

Quality of labor ----------------------------- 6 6 7 4 6 5
Percent 6 5 5 10 6 7

Shortage of fuels, materials or goods -------------- 8 8 9 7 9 9
Percent ----------------------------------- 1 1 1 () 2 1

Other; no answer: Percent ----------------------- 6 7 8 7 9 8

Total ----------------------------------- 100 100 100 100 100 100

Less than 0.5 percent.

TABLE 2.-Desire of small buasness to expand
Percent

Yes-Considerably 16
Yes-Moderately ---------------------------------------------------- 44
No-Stay same ----------------------------------------------------- 36
No--Already too big ------------------------------------------------- 2
N/A --------------------------------------------------------------- 3
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TABLE 3.-INCENTIVES TO EXPAND OR HIRE FOR SMALL FIRMS DESIRING EXPANSION
(In percent]

Yes No Unde cided

Greater business volume -------------............................. 92 7 1
Lower Federal taxes .--------------------------------------------- 71 25 4
Pay off business debts -------------------------------------------- 46 49 3

Greater access to loanable funds ------------------------------..... 42 54 4
Lower interest rates ----------------------------------------------- 64 33 4

I No responses were omitted.

TABLE 4.- INCENTIVES TO EXPAND OR HIRE FOR SMALL FIRMS DESIRING TO STAY THE SAME SIZE t
[In percent]

Yes No Undecided

Greater business volume ------------------------------------------ 47 50 3
Lower Federal taxes ----------------------------------------------- 35 62 4
Pay oft business debts ------------------------------------------- 14 82 3
Greater access to loanable funds ------------------------------------ 11 87 3
Lower interest rates ----------------------------------------------- 25 72 3

1 No responses were folded into the "No" column. It is assumed failure to respond is directly related to the lack of

desire to expand.

TABLE 5.-DISPOSAL OF SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASED NET PROFITS BY SMALL FIRMSt
[In percent]

Yes No Undecided

Bank the increased earnings ---------------------------------------- 31 64 5
Invest stocks, bonds, etc ----------------------------------------- 26 70 4
Pay off debts -----------------.---------------------------------- 62 36 1
Reinvest in business ......--------------------------------------- 94 5 1
Increase personal standard of living --------------------------------- 38 58 4

1 No responses were omitted.

There has been a failure by Congress and the Intenial Revenue Service to rec-
ogize that consideration should be given to the practical ability of small busi-
iiesses to cope with the intricacies of the Internal Revenue Code and its related
regulations, rules and reporting requirements. Red tape and paperwork takes its
toll in terms of both initiative and dollars, and about 40 percent of the $15 billion
spent by small business on paperwork is tax related. This represents approxi-
miately $6 billion that could otherwise be invested in growth.

Two examples of well-intended and positive legislation which have been or
may be muted by paperwork immediately come to mind. The first is ERISA. Mr.
Bruce Yielding. NFIB's Secretary and member of the Federal Paperwork Com-
inission has only recently (May 24, 1977) testified before a Senate Finance Sub-
enimittee illustrating various problems created for small firms by ERISA's
laperwvork requirements.

A second example is the newly enacted Jobs Credit which small business
strongly supports. While IRS regulations covering the Jobs Credit have yet to
hie promulgated, "Mr. Fielding has informally drafted the simplest Employee
Credit Schedule he could devise. Though this is a draft primarily for NFIB's in-
ternal use rather than to put forth in a formal presentation, we would ask you to
compare it to the paperwork that would have resulted from the initial Jobs Credit
propo.):a1 (see Talde 6) made by NFIB to the House Ways and Means Committee.
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TABLE 6

SMALL BUSINESS' PROPOSED JOBS CREDIT

Form No. 6000

EMPLOYMENT TAX CREDIT
QUARTER ENDED _, 19

1. FICA wages for current quarter. S

2. FICA wages for same quarter of prior year. $

3. Cost-of-lving adjustment ( 7 of line 2). $

4. Total (line 2, plus 3). $

5. Increase (or decrease) in FICA wages
(line 1, less 4).

6. Percent increase (or decrease) in FICA wages
(line 5 L 4).

7. Employment tax credits, less recaptures carried
fcrward from prior quarter (line 12, prior
quarter's Form No. 6000). S

8. Employment tax credits allowed in the same
quarter 5 years prior to the current quarter
(line 10, Form No. 6000).

9. Employment tax credits subject to recapture
(line 7, less 8).

10. If line 5 is an increase, employment tax credit
to be applied against payroll tax liability for
current quarter (line 5 x 6) but not in excess
of 25 percent of line 5.

11. If line 5 is a decrease, employment tax recapture
to be added to payroll tax liability for current
quarter (line 5 x 6) but not in excess of line 9.

12. Employment tax credits carried-forward to line 8,
next quarter's Form No. 6000 (line 9, plus 10, or
less 11).
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ENACTED NEW EMPLOYEE CREDIT

A. Limitation on Total Wages

1. Total Remuneration PAID during 1977
(Form.940, Line 11)

2. Less: Total Remuneration PAID during
1976 (Form 940, Line 11)
Times 105 Percent

3. Net Increase (If no increase, do not
continue)

4. Tentative Tax Credit (50&.of Line 3)

B. Calculation

5. Total Remuneration under $4,200 (Enter
only the first $4,200 or less paid to
individual employees) Paid during 1977

6. Less: Total Remuneration under $4,200
Paid during 1976 (Form 940, Line 15)
Times 102. Percent

$___________

$$
I77-T $_

$_____

$ 10

7. Net Increase (If no increase, do not
continue)

8. Line 5 times 50%

9. Tentative Tax Credit (50. of the Lesser
of Line 7 or 8)

10. New Employee Tax Credit (Lesser of Line
4, Line 9, or $100,000)

11. Plus Vocational Rehabilitation Referrals
(See Instructions)

12. Plus Carryover from previous year and
partnerships, estates, trusts, and small
business corporations (Attach Schedule)

13. Tentative New Em ployee Tax Credit
a. Individuals-Enter amount on Line 4, Sch. C,

Form 1040
b. Estates and Trusts-Enter amount on Line 8.

Form 1041
c. Corporations-Enter amount on Line 10,

Form 1120

$ _________

$

$

$

$ ________

$ ___________

$

$

1977
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C. Limitation

14. (a) Individuals-Enter Amount from Line 18, Page 1,Form 1040
(b) Estates and Trusts-Enter Amount from Line 24

or 25, Page 1, Form 1041
(c) Corporations-Enter Amount from Line 9, Schedule

J, Page 3, Form 1120 $

15. Less: (a) Foreign Tax Credit $
(b) Credit for the Elderly $
(c) Investment Credit $
(d) Work Incentive (WIN)

Credit $
(e) Contributions to Can-

didates for Public
Office Credit $

(f) General Tax Credit $ --
(g) Credit for Child Care

Expenses $
i5. Total-Add Lines 15 (a), (b), (c),

(d), (e), (f) and (g) $

17. Line 14 Less Line 16 $

18. New Employee Tax Credit (Lesser of Line 13 or 17) $

(a) Individuals-Enter Amcunt on Line 54, Page 2,
Form 1040

(b) Estates and Trusts-Enter Amount on Line 28,
Page 1, Form 1041

(c) Corporations-Enter Amount on Line 10 (d),
Page 3, Form 1120

The point is that in dealing with small business the Congress and the Internal
Revenue Service must remember they are working with ordinary people, not
tax experts. Thus, complexity and paperwork can cause small businesses to ig-
nore the very initiatives that are intended to help small businessmen and their
employees.

Most provisions of the tax code simply were enacted without considering small
business, That alone makes the Jobs Credit a milestone in business tax policy.
NFIB doesn't believe every provision must be directed to the needs of small busi-
ness fcr others have needs as well, but with small busines employing 56 percent
of the private non-farm work force we should not by general practice be excluded
from benefiting proportionately from business incentives.

Let me outline just two examples. In practice, ADP. is worthless to most small
businesses. Even many medium-sized firms don't use it. ADR simply is too coin-
plicated. With hundreds of depreciation schedules, it simply is not cost-effective
for a mall businessman or his accountant to plow through the various schedules
to determine his accelerated depreciation. Thus, the small firm uses straight line
depreciation to his competitive disadvantage.

Another example is the Investment Tax Credit. NFIB isn't necessarily critical
of ITC, but there is no doubt small busines doesn't benefit proportionately. In
1972, IRS statistics show that over 70 percent of the dollars from the ITC went
to less than two-tenths of one percent of the corporations in the U.S. The following
year, over two-thirds of the benefits from this section of the Code went to less
than one-tenth of one percent of our corporations-and corporations make up less
than 14 percent of all U.S. business establishments.

It Is important to remember that small firms cannot grow and create Jobs
without capital. The supply of investment capital is relatively scarce and small
business is in fierce competition for a share of the shrinking investment dollar.

A business can create growth capital only four ways:
by selling stock or an equity interest in a business:
by recovering capital already invested;
by borrowing or incurring debt;
and, by retaining profits.

Finding equity capital for small business is about like trying to locate a
dinosaur. While borrowing, particularly from banks, is frequent, rates and terms
are generally less favorable than for larger firms. That leaves only capital
recovery and retained profits.

Small business growth capital is internally generated. Obviously, the ability
of the individual entrepreneur to do so Is contingent on a variety of factors
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including his own managerial ability. But the government can ease or daiupen
his ability to internally generate growth capital and there is no better way
than through the Code.

I would like to digress a moment to call your attention to a very important
point of tax policy-incorporated vs. non-incorporated small business. For the
most part, discussions of small business tax policy seem to focus on corporations.
They tend to be the larger and more articulate small businesses, and their prob-
lenis and capabilities are more readily identifiable. Further, when we speak
in terms of business taxation, we tend to think in terms of corporate taxation.
While NFIB believes the trend in small business is toward incorporation, the
majority of full-time operating businesses remain proprietorships. Any small
business tax policy, therefore, cannot ignore non-corporate business forms.

Two points then become critical to any discussion of small business tax policy:
simplicity and utility for a wide range of both corporate and non-corporate
small firms. These must be the cornerstones of any Congressional attempt to
hell small business. Without them your eM)rts will simply fail.

NFIB believes that these points are contained in a small business tax pro-
posal that it and other members of COSIBA are preparing. When it is ready,
we hope the Committee will give it careful and serious consideration.

TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.
Washington, D.C., July 2. 19-'7.

ion. IIUFERT II. HUMPHREY.
(owhairman, Subconmittee ,on Economic Growth and Stabili-atirm. Joint Ero.

nomic Cornimittee, U.S. Senate, W1ashington, D.C.
ion. LLOYD BENTSEN,
Coitairman, Subcommittee on Economic Grc th and Stabilization, Joint Evo-

nomic Committee, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
)EAR ME'SSRS. 011AIRMEN: I understand that the Subcommittee on Economic

Growth and Stabilization is currently conducting hearings on Federal tax policy,
with a particular emphasis on the impact of such policy on the rate of capital
formation.

On behalf of the Transportation Association of America and its members, I
woull like to express our support for tax policies that will facilitate the rate
of capital formation in the transportation industry. Specifically, we support a
further increase in the investment tax credit to 12 percent, together with admin-
istrative changes in Federal tax law to render earned tax credits more usable
by transportation carriers.

The Transportation Asso-ciation of America (TAA) is a national non-profit
organization of carriers of all modes of transportation (air, motor, pipeline,
rail, water and freight forwarders), as well as commercial users of the services
of these carriers and investors in the transportation industry. The role of TAA
is to serve as a forum in which these various Interests may reconcile their diverse
viepoints on issues of major importance to transportation for the good of the
industry as a whole. Members of TAA include leading corporations from all
-eptors of the U.S. business community; as Informatiop, I am attaching to this
letter a current roster of TAA's Board of Directors.

For some time TAA and its members have been increasingly concerned over the
difficulty of meeting transportation's investment needs in the coming years.
For nearly three decades transportation has experienced a steady and debilitat-
ing decline in it.q ability to tap capital markets to meet the ever-expanding needs
of the U.S. economy for its services. The table immediately following depicts
the growth of this problem :

EXPENDITURES FOR NEW PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
[In millions of current dollas and percentagel

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1976

Air transport ----------------------------- $100 $260 $660 $1,220 $3, 030 $1,320
Railroad transport ------------------------------ 1,180 1,020 1.160 1 990 1,780 2,350
Other transport -------------------------------- , 090 1,300 1,300 1,680 1,230 3,580

All U.S. industries ----------------------- 20,210 29, 530 36, 750 54, 420 79, 710 121, 230

Transport Investment as percent of all U.S. invest-
ment --------------------------------------- 11.7 8.7 8.5 9.0 7.6 6.0
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This erosion of transportation capital continue,. notwithstanding efforts that
mve already been made to improve the industry's situation. Increases in the

investment credit level to 10 percent and other provisions which increase the
ability of transportation carriers to make use of earned credits, as well as legis-
latioln to provide Government financial aid to rail carriers, have helped in this
area. BIut. tranwportation carriers continue to face the prospect of major short-
falls in their ability to generate needed investment capital.

About two years ago TAA formed a special Investment Council to study this
prolplem. After review of both the industry's recent capital-formation and its
reasonably anticipated needs for the near-term future, this Council developed
estimates of the transportation capital picture for the balance of this decade.
Belew--u)dated to reflect first-quarter 1977 economic values (through applica-
tion of the Gross National Product deflator)-are the results of this analysis in
tabular form :

ESTIMATED ANNUAL CAPTIAL REQUIREMENTS OF PUBLIC INTERCITY CARRIERS, 1975-79

tin millions of constant 1977 dollars]

Annual
outlays,

Replacement Expansion Total 1970-74

Railroads ------------------------------------ ----- 3, 581 1, 394 4,975 2,693
Airlines .----------------------------------------- 1,334 1, 444 2,778 1,880
Motor carries ------------------------------------- 2, 044 756 2,800 1,409
01I pipelines- --------------------------------- 174 1, 574 1,748 610
Water carriers ------------------------------------- 270 265 535 411
Intercity bus lines- ----------------------------- 105 13 118 105

Total --------------------------------------- 7,508 5, 446 12, 954 7,108

Thus, our industry is confronted with a shortfall of nearly $6 billion a year
for each of the final five years of the current decade, according to this analysis.
Moreover, more than half this time period has already passed; and for each
past year that transportation carriers have been unable to till their capital needs,
an increasingly large cal)ital-forn:ation burden has been carried forward to
future years.

It is now too early to determine to what extent legislative policy changes
enacted last year have impacted, and will impact, this problem. It seems certain,
however, that such changes , alone, cannot suffice to nearly double the industry's
ability to generate investment capital, as would be required if the needs defined
by 'rA's analysis were to be fully met, even disregarding the steadily growing
backlog of miilld capital needs, TAA believes therefore that it is imperative that
Congress move 1)ronlptly, before this backlog can increase still further to unman-
ageal)le prol1)rtiojis. to further enact policies that will encourage capital forma-
tl in the economically vital transportation industry.

TAA and its members were dkismayed. when, early this year, the Carter Admin-
istration abruptly drp)peld its l)rol)osal to increase the investment tax credit level
to 12 percent (with a further 1 percent increment available to help finance
employee stock-option plans). It is our understanding that this plan was aban-
doned not for any reason associated with its own merits, but as a move to placate
those who were distraught at the Administration's contemporaneous decision to
witldraw its support for a personal income tax rebate. We can certainly under-
stand the political pressures which compelled such a compromise decision at that
time; but we also feel that this decision should not be permitted to )rejudice the
chances of an investment tax credit increase on its on merits, as a separate and
independent measure.

We therefore urge that your Subcommittee give further serious consideration
to the possibility to increasing the investment tax credit, at least on a temporary
i'sis. to 12 percent. This will do much to aid the transportation industry in its

efforts to fulfill its capital requirements for the near-term future.
It is. however, a sad truth that no level of increase in the investment tax credit

alone can fully resolve transportation's capital difficulties. Too many trans-
plortation carriers. plagued for years with increasing problems in generating even
enough c.apit:al to meet current needs. have succumbed economically. The much-
p!licized series of railroa(l bankruptcies in the Northeast sector of the country,
which l(d to creation of the Government-financed Consolidated Railroad Corpo-
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ration, is merely symptomatic of the industry's solvency problems on a national
scale.

By the nature of Federal tax law, a carrier's ability to fully utilize earned
investment tax credits is contingent upon its ability to generate sufficient earn-
ings so that its Federal tax liability equals or exceeds the offsetting capacity of
the tax credit. Recent legislation has liberalized tax policy in this area consid-
erably, allowing, an extended period in which to use earned investment credits
and temporarily increasing the proportion of a transportation carrier's tax
lia ility which may e offset by investment credits. But while these measures
have provided some relief, it is our understanding that the transportation indus-
try alone continues to show an outstanding balance of more than $1 billion in
earned, but unused, investment tax credits.

In recognition of this situation, TAA has proposed two alternative approaches
to permit a reduction of this transportation industry "bank" of investment
credits. We believe action is urgently needed to increase the industry's ability
to generate the investment capital it requires.

First, we urge that earned, but unused and expiring, investment credits be
treated as refiiiidalde overpayments of tax. This would enable even impecunious
carriers to take full advantage of the investment-credit provisions of Federal
tax law, and would vastly improve these carriers' ability to generate capital.
Under present law. there is a very great tendency for financial problems tC
pyramid; a carrier's earnings are too low to allow it to use earned investment
credits, thus its capital-formation capabilities are impaired, thus its future earr-
ings are compromiLed, and so on in a descending spiral whose ultimate destina-
lion is too often insolvency. And it is surely contrary to the public interest to per-
mit such continued erosion of our national transportation system, which is so
critical to the nation's economic welfare.

Alternately--or perhaps in tandem with this refundability prol)oal-we rec-
omnmend that legislation be enacted to permit an unrestricted one-time transfer
of earned investment credits from one taxpayer to another. This prol)osal has
tMe advantage of treating our national transportatioa system as precisely what
it is--an interrelated system of carriers whose actiities, and investment, must
lie coordinated ('urefully to assure that our economy continues to receive the level
of transportation service it needs, and on which it depends.

As a matter of l)ublic interest, we believe it is imperative that Federal tax
policy be geared to encourage a maximum level of capital formation in the vital
transportation sector. We cannot, as a nation, afford to let our national trans-
portation system deteriorate to the point where it cannot fully meet, in an efficient
and effective manner, the needs that are imposed on it by the exigencies of our
economic progress. For this reason, we urge that your Subcommittee recommend
that legislation be enacted to reach the goals we have described.

Thank you for your consideration. I would like to request that this letter be
made part of the permanent record of hearings on this question.

Sincerely, PAUL J. TIERNEY,

Prcsidcn f.
0


